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This PhD thesis investigates how the successors to the first ruler of an amalgamation of Serb 
lands, the Raškan Serb Veliki Župan, Stefan Nemanja, sought to create legitimacy for what 
otherwise may have been the passing successes of one local chieftain. The question is 
approached through the Lives of Nemanja written by his sons, Prvovenčani and Sava, whose 
tasks were to stabilise the immediate succession and consolidate the longer lasting power of 
the dynasty. 
 
Through a close reading of the two Lives, the thesis identifies and compares the motifs used 
by the authors to portray Nemanja as a saintly ruler divinely inspired by God to 'lead and 
unite' his people. Without an existing Serbian literary tradition, the thesis investigates how the 
authors found inspiration, looking first at the European-wide phenomenon of holy rulers and 
their associated texts, before considering the general literary environment surrounding the 
Raškan Serbs, to place the writing of Nemanja's Lives into context. The motifs highlighted in 
the Lives are compared with those in a selected group of texts, potentially available to the 
authors, to identify possible models which each other may have copied, adapted or 
transformed. The secondary objectives of the two authors, ruler and monk, will also be 
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 5 
1 Introduction  
 
By the late 12th/early 13th century, although still owing allegiance to the Byzantines, the Serbs 
were within reach of the beginnings of political autonomy following an amalgamation of 
previously disunited groups and lands by the Veliki Župan, Stefan Nemanja, albeit often with 
military force. This is an interesting and important example of how such entities could be 
created as a result of the declining Byzantine Empire, a slow and complex event hastened by 
the death of one of its most competent emperors, Manuel I Komnenos, and exacerbated by 
the turmoil of the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 12041. Particularly important is how the 
successors to the first ruler of this enlarged community of Serbs legitimised what otherwise 
may have been the passing success of one man. This thesis aims to show how Nemanja's 
immediate successor achieved legitimacy for himself and his descendants, resulting in the 
long lasting Nemanjić dynasty that retained power until 1371. 
 
For clarification, I have used the terms 'Serb' or 'Raškan Serb' ('Serbs', 'Serbian') to refer to 
those people living in Raška under the rule of the Župan/Veliki Župan. For the Serbs living on 
the Adriatic coast and its hinterland I distinguish them as Serbs from Zahumlje/Hum and 
Travunia. The people living in the area called Duklja were not known as Serbs but as Slavs or 
Dukljans, although ‘Serbs’ surrounded them2. However, following the highpoint of Nemanja's 
military successes as Veliki Župan, in c1186, I use 'Serb' to refer to all those now living under 
his rule (i.e. including people living in Zahumlje/Hum, Travunia and Duklja, areas ruled by his 
brothers and son). 
 
The Serbs under discussion in this thesis were descendants of those who were part of the 
Slavic migration to the Balkans in the 6th century, settling first in inhospitable, wooded terrain 
around Thessaloniki before spreading out onto fertile lands across the Danube and towards 
the Adriatic coast3. Loyal only to their local chieftains, these early settlers were subservient to 
either the Byzantines or the Bulgarians. It was not until the mid-11th century that the leader of 
Duklja briefly consolidated Duklja and the Serbs of Raška, Zahumlje and Travunia, although 
by the end of the century different rulers were once again in place. It was not until Stefan 
Nemanja usurped the Raškan throne in 1166 and began a lengthy process of expanding his 
political authority to encompass Serb lands on the coast as well as in the interior, that a more 
permanent grouping of Serbs came into being, although there is no evidence to suggest that 
his objective was independence from his Byzantine overlord. To be politically united under the 
                                            1	  Holmes	  2012a:	  3-­‐7	  (fragmentation	  of	  central	  Byzantine	  power	  resulting	  in	  a	  period	  of	  political	  flux).	  Note:	  2	  DAI	  I:	  164/5,	  chapter	  35,	  lines	  6-­‐9;	  although	  Fine	  initially	  suggests	  that	  the	  population	  was	  Serb	  (see	  Fine	  1991:	  53),	  he	  later	  refers	  to	  the	  Dukljans	  as	  'Slav',	  see	  Fine	  2006:	  25	  and	  36-­‐7.	  3	  Strategikon:	  370,	  line	  1	  -­‐	  380,	  line	  140	  (trs.:	  120-­‐4)	  (the	  Slavs,	  their	  way	  of	  life	  and	  how	  to	  deal	  with	  them	  in	  an	  attack);	  Prokopios:	  475,	  line	  19	  -­‐	  477,	  line	  7	  (trs.:	  459-­‐60,	  book	  7,	  chapter	  40,	  1-­‐7)	  (arrival	  of	  Slavs	  around	  Niš	  and	  their	  aborted	  attack	  on	  Thessaloniki);	  Fine	  1991:	  25-­‐73	  (review	  of	  Slavic	  settlement,	  including	  different	  groups	  of	  Serbs,	  to	  end	  of	  7th	  century).	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authority of one ruler does not mean that the polity brought together by Nemanja4 was 
characterised by uniformity. For example, many Serbs on the coast looked to Rome for their 
spiritual guidance whilst those in the interior were loyal to the Church in Constantinople. This 
'fluid' religious adherence also applied to Nemanja and his sons and may not have been 
unusual at the time5. At the high point of his success, Nemanja abdicated to become a monk, 
handing over power to his second son, Stefan Prvovenčani (hereafter referred to as 
Prvovenčani6).  
 
The subsequent appearance of two seminal texts in Serbian literature (the two early Lives of 
Stefan Nemanja) transformed the life of this Veliki Župan into that of a saint, and allowed his 
successors to use his saintly image to promote themselves and their dynasty, thus securing 
the stability one can assume Nemanja had worked towards. My interest is in how it was 
possible to portray a local expansionist chieftain as a saintly ruler, respected for his piety and 
saintly deeds within and outside his lands, founder of a dynasty and beloved of his people.  
 
Although I will discuss the historical context of Nemanja's life and that of his sons in the 
following chapter, a few remarks are necessary here to place my research into a wider 
context. It is important to mention that the instability of Nemanja's conquests showed itself 
after his death in 1199, with civil war erupting in 1202 between Prvovenčani and Vukan 
(Nemanja's eldest son). Even after Prvovenčani regained his throne in late 1204/early 1205, 
his position remained insecure. The once-strong link to the imperial overlord in 
Constantinople had been weakened with the fall of the Byzantine Empire to the Fourth 
Crusade in 1204, so he was unable to turn to them for support, indeed he may not have 
wanted to as the disarray of the Byzantines presented him with opportunities for loosening his 
ties with Byzantium and expanding his territories. The Bulgarians and Hungarians (the latter 
having supported Vukan against his brother) threatened Serb lands and the papacy, 
encouraged by delegations from both brothers, saw opportunities for the spread of Roman 
influence amidst the general state of instability. With the situation precarious, Prvovenčani 
and his younger brother, the monk Sava, sought ways to safeguard the interests of their 
people and strengthen the power base of their side of the Nemanjić dynasty. It is in this 
context that the writing of the two Lives and the portrayal of their father should be viewed. 
 
                                            4	  The	  grouping	  brought	  together	  by	  Nemanja's	  military	  expansion	  cannot	  be	  referred	  to	  as	  a	  'Serbian	  state'.	  For	  a	  definition	  of	  the	  term	  'state',	  see	  Kaldellis:	  36.	  	  5	  Nemanja	  was	  christened	  first	  by	  Latin	  priests,	  then	  in	  the	  Orthodox	  Christian	  Church,	  his	  eldest	  son	  showed	  allegiance	  to	  the	  pope	  whereas	  his	  youngest	  son	  became	  an	  Orthodox	  monk.	  Both	  Nemanja	  and	  his	  second	  son	  gave	  donations	  to	  Roman	  and	  Orthodox	  churches	  and	  monasteries.	  See	  also	  Holmes	  2012b:	  32-­‐47	  (regarding	  'fluid'	  religious	  identity	  in	  the	  12th	  century)	  and	  Pirivatrić	  2016:	  223-­‐32	  (overview	  of	  the	  competing	  influences	  from	  Rome	  and	  Constantinople).	  6	  Although	  I	  use	  the	  name	  Prvovenčani	  ('the	  first-­‐crowned')	  to	  distinguish	  the	  younger	  Stefan	  from	  his	  father,	  he	  was	  not	  known	  by	  this	  sobriquet	  until	  after	  his	  coronation	  with	  a	  papal	  crown	  in	  1217.	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To achieve their aims of dynastic stability and consolidation, the brothers wrote two 
'hagiobiographies' of their father: Sava's Life of Stefan Nemanja7 and Prvovenčani's Life of St 
Simeon8 (Simeon, Nemanja's monastic name). This thesis presents a discussion of the way 
in which the brothers constructed a holy image for Nemanja and how this portrayal put them 
onto the path of stability initiated by their father and future political autonomy. It will show 
how, although the primary objectives of the two brothers were the same, there were 
secondary objectives regarding the balance of secular power with religion, differences which 
give an insight into how church and state interacted during this important period in Serb 
history. 
 
The concept of a holy ruler was an important feature in the development of Christian medieval 
Europe as it emphasised the link between religious legitimacy and secular power. The earliest 
holy rulers were seen among the newly Christianised countries on the edges of Christian 
Europe (for example, the 7th century Anglo-Saxon 'martyr kings') before evolving through a 
variety of models (for example, the Scandinavian 'just ruler' and the Hungarian and Rus rulers 
canonised as 'convertors of their people') and reaching a peak in the 12th century with the well 
developed Hungarian model of the 'ideal' ruler9. As well as rulers revered as saints because 
of their piety and devotion to God and their people, the benefits of 'political' sainthood became 
evident as founders of emerging dynasties were canonised by successors who needed sacral 
legitimacy10. The Hungarian Árpád rulers of the 11th and 12th centuries and members of the 
12th century Rus Riurikid dynasty took the concept of holy rulers further, creating a family of 
royal saints, the beginnings of a holy lineage, a beata stirps, to enhance the legitimacy of their 
rule11. Although much has been written about the phenomenon of royal saints, particularly 
about the Árpád's use of canonisation, less is known about the beginnings of the cult of the 
holy ruler amongst their neighbours, the Raškan Serbs. Surrounded by instability at the 
beginning of the 13th century, the Serbs, I argue, sought a unifying force to stabilise the 
dynasty both immediately and in the long term, so, like others before them, they turned to the 
founder of the dynasty.  
 
The two Lives written by Sava and Prvovenčani form the basis of this thesis and my initial 
task was to provide the first English translation of Prvovenčani's text 12 . With a close 
comparative reading of the two Old Church Slavonic (OCS) Lives, I have formed my own 
image of Nemanja but, to understand how this was presented in the context of the times, I 
have identified a set of known motifs relevant to the 12th century Byzantine world and adapted 
                                            7	  Sava:	  151-­‐75	  (trs.:	  3-­‐26).	  8	  Prvovenčani:	  14-­‐106/15-­‐107	  (Old	  Church	  Slavonic	  text	  -­‐	  even	  page	  numbers;	  modern	  Serbian	  translation	  -­‐	  odd	  page	  numbers).	  9	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  357-­‐60	  (importance	  of	  the	  outlying	  positions	  of	  new	  Christian	  kingdoms	  in	  the	  expansion	  of	  the	  cult	  of	  holy	  rulers).	  10	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  367	  (examples	  include	  Ladislas	  I	  of	  Hungary's	  canonisation	  of	  St	  Stephen	  and	  Jaroslav's	  canonisation	  of	  Boris	  and	  Glēb).	  	  	  11	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  351-­‐5.	  	  12	  Appendix	  1.	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them to explore how Nemanja's holy image was constructed. These motifs chiefly derive from 
Herbert Hunger's analysis of the way in which Byzantine imperial ideology was constructed 
and represented in the preamble to imperial documents (the Proemia)13. Hunger identified the 
general attributes of an emperor necessary for him to rule successfully: the ruler and his 
relationship to God, his responsibilities to his subjects, the ruler as the embodiment of justice 
and the ruler as a provider and dispenser of God's Grace. Within these general headings, 
Hunger recognised a set of more personal motifs and it is by looking at these that I have 
identified attributes that, I suggest, were highlighted by Sava and Prvovenčani for Nemanja's 
image. 
 
In addition, I have also looked at hagiographical themes, or topoi, which portray saintliness 
and devotion to God, as Nemanja was presented as both secular leader and saint in the two 
Lives. By combining the imperial attributes with the hagiographical themes and adapting them 
to suit the purposes of the particular Serbian context, I have compiled a set of motifs to 
indicate the way in which Nemanja's image was constructed. The main motifs are: the ruler as 
chosen and supported by God, pious and devout (his love for God and his respect for the 
clergy and the church), father and teacher of his people (the 'shepherd of his flock'), a 
dispenser of justice (in his role as defender of the faith and unifier of the Serbs), a protector of 
the 'poor, widows and orphans' and guardian of all his subjects (through his miraculous 
intercessions). Other hagiographical themes, such as his desire for monasticism, his miracles 
and the translation of his body, are also identified and discussed. 
 
By studying the motifs Sava and Prvovenčani focused on (ideal ruler and/or saint), I will show 
how the brothers constructed Nemanja's image to uphold Prvovenčani's immediate power 
and consolidate the power of the ensuing Nemanjić dynasty. Comparing which motifs were 
used or ignored by the two authors will allow an understanding of the different secondary 
aims of Sava and Prvovenčani. 
 
With no prior Serbian literary tradition, the motifs used by the brothers to characterise their 
father were modelled on examples potentially available in the general literary environment 
surrounding them. By identifying selected texts, based on their accessibility to the authors, 
and comparing them with the Lives, I will suggest how Sava and Prvovenčani found their 
inspiration. As there are no indications of libraries or monastic institutions with collections of 
texts in Raška, it is difficult to state categorically which texts were available to the authors. 
However, I have identified one particular group of texts and models of holy and ideal rulers 
which, based on Sava's and Prvovenčani's interactions with their neighbours, could have 
been available to them, either in the original Greek or in OCS translation. It is also 
conceivable that Prvovenčani may have been influenced by Latin texts potentially in the 
possession of his second wife, Anna Dandolo (granddaughter of Venetian Doge Enrico 
                                            13	  Hunger:	  49-­‐154;	  also	  Construction:	  71-­‐2.	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Dandolo) or those accompanying her14, or through his contacts with the pope bearing in mind 
his and his father's 'fluid' attitude towards the Roman Church15. In addition, knowledge of the 
cults of holy rulers and how these impacted on dynastic succession and validation would 
have passed from neighbouring states through oral transmission. Indeed, in cases of rulers 
considered saintly, for whom no written documents were produced, oral transmission of their 
deeds may have been the only way of garnering information, for example the case of Boris I 
of Bulgaria16.  
 
Key primary sources  
 
In this section I look at the major Serbian texts dealing with Nemanja's life (the contemporary 
works written by Sava and Prvovenčani, the later texts written by the Hilandar monks, 
Domentijan and Teodosije) and the key Byzantine works of Kinnamos and Choniates. 
Amongst other Byzantine sources, I also refer to Manasses and Eustathios of Thessaloniki 
who describe one particular event in Nemanja's life not mentioned elsewhere (his appearance 
in the triumph of defeated imperial enemies in Constantinople in 1172). Finally, I refer to the 
German sources that describe Nemanja's meeting with Frederick Barbarossa in 1189. I also 
consider whether the Raškan Serbs are mentioned in sources from their close neighbours, 




Sava, Nemanja's youngest son, is regarded as the founder of Serb literature whose writing 
reinforced the Orthodox faith amongst his people and helped steer the spiritual development 
of the Nemanjić dynasty17. He was a prolific and knowledgeable writer who produced 
monastic charters, typika, a service for his father and various religious texts some of which 
allude to the situation in Serb lands during Nemanja's lifetime18. The main work I have 
referred to in this thesis is his Life of Stefan Nemanja, an introduction to the Studenica 
Typikon, written after the translation of his father relics from Hilandar to Studenica. It is likely 
that Sava wrote the Typikon after the summer of 1208 but before the miracle of myrrh flowing 
from Nemanja's tomb and Nemanja's subsequent canonization, which is presumed to have 
                                            14	  Eastmond	  2012:	  108-­‐12	  (foreign	  brides	  were	  expected	  to	  conform	  to	  the	  cultural	  and	  religious	  sensibilities	  of	  their	  Byzantine	  husbands,	  so	  it	  seems	  likely	  that	  Anna	  Dandolo	  would	  have	  been	  expected	  to	  do	  the	  same,	  given	  Prvovenčani's	  links	  to	  Byzantium.	  However,	  it	  remains	  possible	  that,	  on	  arrival	  at	  least,	  she	  still	  retained	  her	  Venetian	  culture).	  15	  Innocenz	  2:	  326,	  letter	  168	  (177),	  lines	  3-­‐4	  ('we	  will	  consider	  the	  footsteps	  of	  the	  Roman	  Church	  just	  as	  my	  father	  of	  blessed	  memory');	  Innocenz	  7:	  205,	  letter	  127,	  lines	  21-­‐5	  (Prvovenčani	  offered	  'to	  resubmit	  to	  the	  Roman	  church'	  in	  return	  for	  a	  papal	  crown).	  16	  Historical	  Context:	  136-­‐8.	  17	  Petrović:	  97.	  18	  For	  the	  Hilandar	  Charter,	  see	  Sava	  Povelja:	  1-­‐4	  (trs.:	  35-­‐7);	  Karyes	  Typikon,	  Sava	  Karyes:	  5-­‐13	  (trs.:	  41-­‐4	  Serbian;	  1331-­‐7	  English	  translation	  from	  an	  1874	  Greek	  copy);	  Hilandar	  and	  Studenica	  Typika,	  Sava	  Typika:	  14-­‐150	  (trs.:	  47-­‐103	  Hilandar	  and	  107-­‐14	  for	  chapters	  10-­‐3	  and	  35	  Studenica);	  Service	  to	  St	  Simeon,	  Sava	  
Služba:	  176-­‐86	  (trs.:	  149-­‐64);	  Directions	  on	  how	  to	  read	  the	  Psalter,	  Sava	  Ustav:	  199-­‐202	  (trs.:	  173-­‐6)	  (for	  the	  Life,	  see	  footnote	  24).	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occurred on the anniversary of his death in February 121019. The Typikon (closely based on 
Sava's earlier Hilandar Typikon) became a moral blueprint not just for the monks of Studenica 
but for monks throughout Serb lands20 and, as it was read out to the congregation on a 
regular basis21, it ensured the spread of Nemanja's cult. Although Sava briefly mentions 
historical events in his Life, his primary objective was to emphasise Nemanja's spirituality 
(eight of the 12 chapters focus on Nemanja's life as a monk). As a result, he highlights the 
personal closeness between father and son on Athos and puts forward his own interpretation 
of Nemanja's holiness and, importantly, his advice to his sons and people22. Although parts of 
the Life follow a hagiographical model, Sava combines this with elements of historiography, 
thus initiating a specifically Serbian form of 'life writing' which was supplemented by 
Prvovenčani, further developed in the mid-late 13th century by the Hilandar monks Domentijan 
and Teodosije and culminating in the 14th century Lives of Serbian Kings and Archbishops 
compiled by Archbishop Danilo II23. For my study of Sava's Life, I have referred to the OCS 
text in Ćorović's critical edition of 1928 and Basić's 1924 modern Serbian translation24. Hafner 
published his critical German translation of Sava's Life in 1962 and Kantor published an 
English translation in 198325. The only remaining copy of the Studenica Typikon is dated 
1619, part of the IX N8-S10 Codex, now kept in the National Museum of Prague26.  
 
Sava's Hilandar Charter27, although attributed to Nemanja (the text ends with a cross and the 
monogram 'SIMWNWVb'), was possibly dictated to or co-authored by Sava28, then re-written 
by Prvovenčani in c1200-2 to validate his ownership of the Athonite monastery. It is a brief 
'autobiographical' text which mentions Nemanja 'uniting his patrimony', his abdication, his 
arrival on Athos and the building of and donations to Hilandar. There are indications that Sava 
used the Hilandar Charter as a source for his Life judging by the similarity of the texts 
regarding Nemanja's integration of his 'ancestral lands': 'with God's help his dominion enjoyed 
                                            19	  Miljković:	  129-­‐30	  (evidence	  for	  this	  dating	  comes	  from	  the	  decorations	  undertaken	  in	  the	  Studenica	  church	  under	  Sava's	  supervision).	  	  20	  Radojčić,	  N.:	  28;	  it	  was	  also	  used	  as	  the	  basis	  for	  the	  typikon	  of	  Žiča,	  Prvovenčani's zadužbina.	  21	  The	  Evergetis	  Monastery	  typikon,	  on	  which	  Sava	  based	  his	  monastic	  typika,	  was	  read	  out	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  every	  month,	  see	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  91,	  lines	  1312-­‐24	  (trs.:	  498,	  chapter	  43).	  22	  Kašanin	  1972a:	  308-­‐9.	  23	  Archbishop	  Danilo:	  3-­‐293;	  Kantor	  1983:	  15-­‐6;	  Guran:	  330-­‐1	  (historical	  writing/hagiography	  from	  Sava	  to	  Danilo);	  Obolensky	  1988:	  139-­‐40	  (Sava's	  Life	  as	  a	  glorification	  of	  Nemanja	  (and	  his	  descendants)	  and	  Serb	  monasticism	  and	  as	  a	  model	  for	  future	  writers).	  24	  Sava:	  151-­‐75	  (trs:	  3-­‐26).	  25	  Hafner	  1962:	  35-­‐61;	  Kantor	  1983:	  257-­‐95	  (I	  have	  not	  used	  Kantor's	  translation	  because	  of	  its	  errors,	  relying	  instead	  on	  my	  own	  translation	  and	  the	  modern	  Serbian	  ones).	  26	  This	  copy	  is	  thought	  to	  be	  a	  direct	  copy	  of	  the	  original,	  see	  Sava:	  xiii-­‐v;	  the	  scarcity	  of	  copies	  is	  probably	  because	  monastic	  rules	  tended	  not	  to	  be	  circulated	  widely	  as	  they	  were	  meant	  primarily	  for	  monks,	  see	  Kesich:	  252;	  for	  a	  reproduction,	  see	  Studenički	  Tipik:	  37-­‐177	  (Typikon,	  folios	  1a-­‐71a);	  193-­‐270	  (Life,	  folios	  79a-­‐117a).	  27	  Sava	  Povelja:	  4	  (original	  was	  moved	  to	  Belgrade	  from	  Hilandar	  in	  1915	  and	  was	  subsequently	  lost	  during	  World	  War	  1.	  A	  facsimile	  exists	  in	  the	  SANU	  Archives,	  Istorijska	  zbirka	  7933).	  28	  Prvovenčani:	  xix	  (Ćorović	  believes	  Sava	  was	  the	  author).	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peace and silence on all sides'29 and Nemanja's blessing of Prvovenčani at his abdication: 'as 
Isaac blessed Jacob, his son'30.  
 
Sava wrote the Karyes Typikon31 following Nemanja's death in February 1199. Karyes (the 
administrative capital of Athos) had long been an intellectual centre of small cells32 and Sava 
intended his skete to be a place of silence, where he could spend days and nights in 
contemplative prayer and fasting33. The Typikon provided the monks with rules on how to 
lead solitary lives, how to pray, eating and drinking and rituals such as their daily services and 
how they should chant and prostrate themselves. Sava also made clear that the skete was 
independent of the Protos of Athos and the abbot (iguman) of Hilandar34. The importance of 
this text is that the copy held in the Hilandar archives is thought to be the original and it was 
Sava's first attempt at writing a typikon, potentially another model for the later Hilandar and 
Studenica typika35.  
 
Written around the same time as the Karyes Typikon, the Ustav is a set of instructions for the 
monks of Hilandar and its dependencies on how to read the Psalter36. The importance of this 
short text, in terms of this thesis, is Sava's comment (probably a topos of monastic humility) 
that he 'did not know Greek well'37, suggesting that for his early works (possibly including the 
Life) he relied on others to translate any Greek sources he used38.  
 
Sava's Hilandar Typikon is based on the typikon of the Mother of God Evergetis Monastery in 
Constantinople, an institution of which Sava and Nemanja were ktitors39. Sava included a 
short biography of Nemanja mentioning his arrival on Athos and his death, and his reference 
to the Karyes Typikon40, indicates that this Typikon was his second set of monastic rules and 
was written c120041.  
 
                                            29	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  1-­‐8	  (trs.:	  3-­‐4)	  Life	  cf	  1,	  lines	  17-­‐22	  (trs.:	  35)	  Povelja.	  30	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  9-­‐10(trs.:	  9)	  Life	  cf	  	  2,	  line	  25	  (trs.:	  36)	  Povelja.	  31	  Sava	  Karyes:	  5-­‐13	  (in	  addition	  to	  the	  Serbian	  and	  English	  translations	  detailed	  in	  footnote	  19,	  there	  is	  also	  an	  English	  translation	  direct	  from	  OCS,	  see	  Rogich:	  78-­‐81).	  32	  Rogich:	  72.	  33	  Teodosije:	  127-­‐8;	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  72-­‐3;	  although	  Domentijan	  refers	  to	  the	  skete	  as	  a	  hesychasterion,	  there	  is	  no	  evidence	  that	  Sava	  influenced	  the	  spread	  of	  hesychasm	  to	  Serb	  monks	  or	  lands,	  see	  Tachiaos	  1966:	  86-­‐7.	  	  34	  Sava	  Karyes:	  7,	  lines	  1-­‐3	  (trs.:	  1334	  English).	  	  35	  For	  details	  of	  the	  original	  (appearance	  and	  Sava's	  seal)	  and	  its	  copies,	  see	  Rogich:	  72-­‐4	  	  36	  Sava	  Ustav:	  199-­‐202	  (trs.:	  173-­‐6).	  	  37	  Sava	  Ustav:	  201,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  175-­‐6)	  (nerazum'n[...dobr7 gr[x[sky).	  38	  Literary	  Context:	  154.	  39	  Literary	  Context:	  153-­‐4.	  40	  Sava	  Typika:	  146,	  Chapter	  42	  Regarding	  the	  Karyes	  cell	  of	  the	  holy	  father	  Sava	  (trs.:	  101).	  41	  For	  details	  of	  the	  earliest	  extant	  text,	  copied	  in	  c1220s	  and	  kept	  at	  Hilandar	  (AS156/158),	  see	  Sindik	  1998:	  131	  and	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  10.	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Sava wrote his Služba Svetom Simeonu (Service to St Simeon) to mark the anniversary of 
the translation of his father's relics to Studenica42. The Služba, which represents the start of 
Serbian hymnography, follows the structure of a Byzantine akolouthia43 and includes motifs 
and language associated with sanctity: the desire to follow Christ, the use of the epithet 
'heavenly man, earthly angel'44, a description of Nemanja's spiritual deeds, his Christian 
teachings, his receipt of God's Grace, reference to the 'ladder to heaven' and comparison to 
Abraham45. These motifs are also seen in Sava's Life suggesting that he referred to the 
Služba when writing it, although there are also similarities with the Service to Simeon the 
Stylite46 (the similarities could be due to the general Byzantine literary tradition in place on 
Athos rather than Sava's deliberate use of the text as a model for the Služba). The original 
manuscript of the Služba is no longer extant but there are three OCS copies in existence 




Prvovenčani started his Life of St Simeon as a precursor to Nemanja's canonisation  (c1210) 
and completed it c1216 with occasional breaks48. This work and his earlier Hilandar Charter49 
indicate a cultured man whose writing was full of rhetoric and poetic passages. According to 
Radojčić, his graceful and elegant style is evident in the Charter particularly with his 
introduction of the 'paradise motif'50, a lyrical description of a 'sunny, spring day...a beautiful 
meadow...a glorious tree with branches laden with leaves and flowers'51, the earthly paradise 
of Mount Athos awaiting Nemanja. Although scholars who have studied Prvovenčani's works 
have assumed that he personally wrote them, there is no formal evidence that he did so (in 
the sense that no source mentions his literacy), although his signature on his Hilandar 
Charter may suggest he was literate52. However, a signature does not necessarily mean that 
Prvovenčani wrote the Charter (much of it is copied from Nemanja's original) so it cannot be 
said categorically that Prvovenčani wrote the longer and more complex Life. What is needed 
                                            42	  Sava	  Služba:	  176,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  150	  (the	  comment,	  'your	  sons	  stand	  in	  front	  of	  you',	  suggests	  that	  Nemanja's	  body	  was	  in	  Studenica).	  43	  Šterić:	  28-­‐32	  (discussion	  of	  Sava's	  Služba	  and	  its	  similarities	  to	  the	  Byzantine	  tradition).	  44	  Sava	  Služba:	  176,	  line	  9	  (trs.:	  149)	  (nebesni xlov7xe a zemny angele);	  	  45	  Kalezić:	  28.	  46	  Radojičić,	  Dj.:	  232-­‐3.	  47	  Radojičić,	  Dj.:	  234.	  48	  Kostić:	  316-­‐7;	  Prvovenčani:	  xcii-­‐vii	  (discussion	  of	  dates	  of	  writing,	  before	  1215	  with	  last	  chapter	  added	  c1216,	  and	  suggestion	  that	  the	  Life	  was	  written	  in	  two	  parts,	  chapters	  1-­‐13	  followed	  by	  chapters	  14-­‐20	  with	  miracles	  added	  in	  stages)	  and	  lxxx-­‐i	  (Prvovenčani	  started	  the	  Life	  c1208	  following	  discussion	  with	  Sava	  who	  was	  writing	  his	  Služba	  at	  the	  time).	  	  49	  Prvovenčani	  Povelja:	  2-­‐12/3-­‐13;	  based	  closely	  on	  Nemanja's	  Charter	  (see	  Sava	  Povelja:	  1-­‐4	  (trs.:	  35-­‐7),	  the	  main	  difference	  being	  Prvovenčani's	  inclusion	  of	  his	  own	  donations	  to	  Hilandar	  and	  the	  omission	  of	  Nemanja's	  and	  his	  transformation	  of	  the	  Charter	  from	  'autobiography'	  to	  'biography',	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  xiv).	  50	  Radojčić,	  S.:	  41;	  also	  Prvovenčani:	  lxxxiii-­‐iv	  (although	  highly	  stylised,	  Prvovenčani's	  prose	  was	  full	  of	  content,	  despite	  the	  pious	  and	  poetic	  rhetoric)	  and	  xciv	  (according	  to	  Jagić,	  Prvovenčani's	  Life	  was	  'the	  most	  precious	  text	  in	  old	  Serbian	  literary	  history').	  	  51	  Prvovenčani	  Povelja:	  4/5.	  52	  Prvovenčani:	  xv	  (the	  original	  Charter,	  which	  includes	  Prvovenčani's	  signature,	  is	  kept	  at	  the	  Hilandar	  Monastery);	  also	  Literary	  Context:	  145-­‐6.	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is a rigorous literary comparison of Prvovenčani's Charter and his Life to confirm whether the 
same author wrote the two and, if so, is there concrete proof that Prvovenčani was that 
author. Even if the evidence suggests a court scribe (rather than Prvovenčani) I believe that 
the two works were written at the instigation of Prvovenčani and completely reflect his views 
and, more importantly, his objectives. For the purposes of this thesis, in the absence of such 
evidence, but following the footsteps of previous scholars, I have assumed that Prvovenčani 
was the author of both the Charter and the Life.  
 
As well as promoting Nemanja's canonisation by describing miracles attributed to him, 
Prvovenčani aimed to glorify his father as a successful ruler by focusing on Nemanja's military 
activity and diplomacy53. This makes this Life less personal than Sava's and, although he 
constantly refers to his great love and respect for his father, he rarely portrays a loving 
relationship between them. Prvovenčani devotes over a quarter of his Life to his own deeds 
and uses Nemanja's miraculous interventions in his military successes as a way of 
connecting himself to his father54. The image of him being protected by his saintly father 
suggests that Prvovenčani wanted to be seen as the rightful and God-appointed successor 
and his rule following in Nemanja's footsteps55.  
 
Prvovenčani's Life was the first full and independent biography of Nemanja, as it was neither 
a summary (like the Hilandar Charters) nor part of a charter or typikon (like Sava's Life). It 
was also a hagiographical account necessary to establish Nemanja's status as a saint, hence 
the inclusion of miracles56. Prvovenčani begins his text by asking the Lord to 'bless us'57, 
suggesting that it was meant to be read out, possibly on special occasions, for example the 
anniversary of Nemanja's death, when all the clergy were present58.  
 
The original Life is no longer extant; the earliest copy is found within Codex Slav. 10 (National 
Library, Paris) and was copied in Hilandar by an unknown scribe in c132059. The first critical 
translation (into Czech) was made by Šafárik in 1851, who divided it into the 20 chapters 
used in most future translations. Nikolić, Šafárik's student, made the first modern Serbian 
translation in 1859. Of the other modern Serbian translations in the 20th century, I have used 
Juhas-Georgievska's 1999 OCS/Serbian text for my English translation. Hafner published a 
critical German translation in 196260. 
 
 
                                            53	  Kašanin	  1972b:	  323.	  54	  Kašanin	  1972b:	  329-­‐30.	  	  55	  Kašanin	  1972b:	  333.	  56	  Prvovenčani:	  xxv-­‐ii.	  57	  Prvovenčani:	  14/15.	  58	  Prvovenčani:	  135.	  59	  Prvovenčani:	  lxxvii;	  for	  details	  of	  two	  other	  incomplete	  copies,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  lxxxiv-­‐xc	  (15th	  century	  copy)	  and	  Juhas-­‐Georgievska	  2012:	  372.	  60	  Hafner	  1962:	  73-­‐129.	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Later Serb authors 
 
Where it is helpful to explain any differences between the two key Lives, I have occasionally 
referred to the later texts written by the Hilandar monks Domentijan (Life of St Sava, 1253, 
and Life of St Simeon, 1264) and Teodosije (Life of Sava, c1274/82). Their use in this thesis, 
particularly that of Teodosije (he was not even a contemporary of Sava), may be problematic 
as their portrayal of Nemanja was biased by the political considerations of the mid-late 13th 
century. By then, consolidation of the Nemanjić dynasty was no longer the most urgent 
objective. The first of these texts was written during a period of relative political and spiritual 
stability and unity in Serb lands: the fifth Nemanjić ruler was on the throne (Stefan Uroš, 
Nemanja's grandson) and an autocephalous Serbian Church had existed for almost forty 
years. Hence, there was a more 'hagiographical' approach for Nemanja's Life. An interesting 
further piece of work might be a comparative study between the original and the later Lives to 
assess how the holy ruler image changed over time. In the present thesis, however, I have 
only used the later texts for supplementary information in those instances where the Lives 
written by Sava and Prvovenčani provide no or insufficient information or their descriptions 
are contradictory, taking into consideration any potential bias resulting from the political 
sensibilities of the time.  
 
Domentijan was commissioned to write the Life of St Sava by King Stefan Uroš I (r1243-76)61, 
around 1253/462. Whereas Prvovenčani wanted to promote himself as the chosen successor 
of his saintly father Nemanja, Uroš wanted to associate his rule with the spiritual power of the 
first Serbian Archbishop, Sava, as well as the secular power of the founder of the dynasty. 
Neither of Domentijan's works was widely read outside the Serbian court, mainly because of 
their verbosity and complexity63. I have referred to Mirković's 1938 modern Serbian translation 
of both texts64 but am aware that there are no reliable critical editions available for detailed 
literary and historical study65.  
 
I have consulted Domentijan's Life of St Sava for additional information regarding the 
abdication and hand-over to Prvovenčani, Nemanja's taking of monastic vows and his death 
on Athos. Domentijan's details about Hilandar are particularly informative as he includes 
Sava's discussions with the Athonite hierarchy as well as with Emperor Alexios regarding the 
foundation of the monastery66, information missing from the earlier Lives. The fact that 
                                            61	  Uroš'	  brother,	  Sava	  (the	  future	  Archbishop	  Sava	  II)	  was	  a	  monk	  in	  Hilandar	  at	  the	  time	  that	  Domentijan	  was	  writing	  the	  Life.	  His	  desire	  to	  follow	  in	  his	  uncle's	  footsteps	  may	  have	  been	  another	  reason	  for	  the	  work,	  see	  Domentijan:	  9.	  	  62	  The	  Vienna	  copy	  of	  this	  text	  incorrectly	  shows	  AM	  6752	  -­‐	  1242/3	  as	  the	  date	  of	  completion,	  see	  Actes	  de	  
Chilandar:	  11.	  	  63	  Birnbaum:	  306-­‐7.	  64	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  27-­‐217;	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  221-­‐318;	  neither	  original	  work	  is	  extant.	  65	  Stanković	  2013b:	  93.	  66	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  65-­‐6	  (discussion	  on	  Athos)	  and	  68-­‐9	  (Alexios	  gives	  Sava	  an	  imperial	  chrysobull	  and	  other	  gifts	  for	  Hilandar).	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Domentijan may have known Sava (he describes himself as Sava's last pupil67) and that he 
was surrounded by monks who had known him, makes this Life a personal, almost 
contemporary, account so some of his description of events on Athos may be viewed as 
reliable.  
 
Domentijan's Life of St Simeon lacks any personal knowledge of its subject, as Domentijan 
did not know Nemanja. Instead, he concentrated on him as Sava's illustrious father and the 
founder of a holy dynasty. For guidance, Domentijan used his own Life of St Sava68 and 
borrowed heavily from Prvovenčani's Life of St Simeon, expanding the biblical quotes and 
themes (particularly from Psalms), and sometimes omitting factual details, to produce a 
longer, more stilted work69. He also adapted parts of the encomium for Grand Prince Vladimir 
of Kiev, in Hilarion's Sermon on Law and Grace (c1049)70, to stress Nemanja's credentials as 
a 'Christian convertor' or 'renewer' of his people. Although Nemanja was not a 'convertor', 
Domentijan refers to his dealings with the Bogomils in a similar way to Vladimir's dealings 
with his pagan subjects71. He also pursues the idea of Nemanja as a 'chosen by God', 
Serbian 'isapostolic' ruler, by arguing that Nemanja is a 'continuator' of the prophets and 
apostles, a rhetorical and theological argument seen not only in Hilarion's Sermon, but also in 
the Vita Constantini and Vita Methodii72. Ultimately, Domentijan produced a generalised 
image of an ideal ruler whose closeness to God gave him a spiritual aura reminiscent of 
examples from earlier Rus and Byzantine writings73. 
 
Nemanja is also mentioned by Teodosije in his Life of St Sava. Very little is known about 
Teodosije except that he was a monk in Hilandar, but based on a recent analysis of his 
works, Špadijer has suggested a date for the Life of between 1276 and 1282, the period 
following Michael VIII Palaiologos' chrysobull of 1272 regarding autocephaly of the Serbian 
and Bulgarian churches and news of the union of the Eastern and Roman churches at the 
Council of Lyon (1274)74. Teodosije used Domentijan's hagiography of Sava as a model for 
                                            67	  Domentijan	  Sava	  217	  ('poslednji	  učenik');	  Domentijan:	  6	  (it	  is	  unclear	  whether	  Domentijan	  is	  implying	  that	  he	  was	  Sava's	  'worst'	  or	  'least	  educated'	  pupil	  rather	  than	  literally	  his	  last).	  	  68	  For	  example	  where	  the	  two	  Lives	  are	  almost	  identical,	  see	  chapters	  on	  Nemanja's	  death,	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  74-­‐6	  cf	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  283-­‐7.	  69	  Butler	  1993:	  442.	  70	  Obolensky	  1977:	  63-­‐5	  (composition	  of	  the	  Sermon	  on	  Law	  and	  Grace).	  71	  Butler	  1993:	  448-­‐51	  (examples	  of	  phrases	  borrowed/adapted	  by	  Domentijan	  to	  link	  Nemanja's	  Bogomils	  and	  Vladimir's	  pagans);	  Hilarion:	  28-­‐101	  (trs.:	  3-­‐29),	  including	  72,	  line	  510	  -­‐	  100,	  line	  882	  (trs.:	  17-­‐26)	  for	  the	  Encomium	  to	  Vladimir,	  specifically	  78,	  lines	  600-­‐9	  (trs.:	  19,	  chapter	  48)	  (mraky idol[sk[ji...b7si 
prob7gaah@	  -­‐ 'darkness	  of	  demonolatry	  dimmed...pagan	  shrines	  torn	  down...demons	  retreated')	  cf	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  274	  ('deceptive	  darkness	  of	  the	  godless	  heretics...destroyed	  their	  temples	  and	  shattered	  their	  idols').	  	  72	  Butler	  1993:	  451;	  Picchio:	  18-­‐20;	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  221-­‐2	  cf	  Vita	  Constantini:	  1	  (trs.:	  25)	  cf	  Vita	  
Methodii:	  10	  (trs.:	  107-­‐9)	  cf	  Hilarion:	  96,	  line	  831	  (trs.:	  25,	  chapter	  64)	  (vlad[jkahy apostole - 'apostle	  among	  rulers').	  	  73	  Gavrilović	  2007:	  398.	  	  74	  Špadijer:	  4-­‐6	  (review	  of	  earlier	  scholarship	  on	  dates	  for	  the	  writing	  of	  Teodosije's	  Life,	  ranging	  from	  the	  last	  quarter	  of	  the	  13th	  century	  to	  the	  mid-­‐14th	  century);	  13-­‐5	  (the	  suggestion	  that	  the	  Serbs	  might	  lose	  the	  independence	  of	  their	  church	  and	  the	  outcome	  of	  the	  Council	  of	  Lyon	  both	  had	  an	  effect	  on	  Teodosije's	  writing	  of	  the	  Life,	  where	  he	  stressed	  the	  importance	  of	  Sava	  as	  the	  founder	  of	  an	  independent	  Serbian	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his Life75 but his work is less stylised and rhetorical and became more popular, as indicated 
by more than 60 copies in circulation, including Bulgarian and Russian translations76. An 
important feature is Teodosije's linkage, wherever possible, of the two saints, Sava and 
Simeon, to present a beata stirps77, which at the time of writing included more members of 
the Nemanjić family. Although Teodosije's work concentrates on Sava, it has occasionally 
been useful for this thesis as he gives greater detail for certain events mentioned only briefly 
in the two Lives under consideration: Nemanja's abdication and succession, his journey to 
Athos and his life there, the building of Hilandar, his death, translation to Studenica and his 
miracles. Despite Teodosije not being a contemporary of either Sava or Prvovenčani, I have 
chosen to refer to his work on those few occasions where he offers more information on 
factual events and I highlight my reasoning for all such references at that point in the thesis. I 
have consulted the first modern Serbian translation, based on a 15th century copy 78 , 
published by Basić in 192479. 
 
As the Serbian Lives under study were constructed for the specific purpose of elevating the 
image of Nemanja to that of a holy ruler, a man devoted to God and the unity of his people, it 
is inevitable that there was some bias in these texts. To present a more complete and critical 
view of the events I am exploring, it is crucial to compare the Serbian texts (whose clear 
agendas I have identified above) with sources from their neighbours, even though they are 




Of the Byzantine sources, the main texts I have consulted are the Deeds of John and Manuel 
Comnenus by John Kinnamos and Niketas Choniates' Historia and Orationes texts. They 
offer a Byzantine view of Nemanja, as well as details of the skirmishing between Nemanja 
and the empire lacking in the Serbian Lives. I have also referenced texts by Theodore 
Prodromos and the later Manganeios Prodromos, Manasses and Eustathios of Thessaloniki, 
the latter two being the only sources to refer to Nemanja's appearance in the parade of 
defeated imperial enemies in Constantinople in 117280. For information about the early 
settlers, I have consulted De Administrando Imperio amongst other texts whilst Anna 
Komnene's Alexias has provided information about the 11th century Raškan Serbs. An 
important fact to note is that Byzantine authors used different names to describe the Serbs 
                                                                                                                             Church	  whose	  spiritual	  values	  were	  based	  firmly	  on	  Orthodox	  dogma);	  Mansi:	  24,	  columns	  37-­‐134	  (report	  of	  the	  Council	  of	  Lyon).	  	  75	  Teodosije:	  79	  (the	  title	  of	  the	  work	  states	  'Život...oca	  našega	  Save...skazani	  prečasnim	  Domentianom'	  -­‐	  the	  life...of	  our	  father	  Sava...told	  to	  me	  by	  the	  revered	  Domentijan);	  for	  differences	  between	  the	  two	  texts,	  see	  Špadijer:	  12.	  	  76	  Teodosije:	  xxii.	  	  77	  Teodosije	  (Mirković):	  xxiii;	  Juhas-­‐Georgievska	  2012:	  30.	  78	  Juhas-­‐Georgievska	  2012:	  374-­‐5.	  79	  Teodosije:	  79-­‐251	  (a	  critical	  edition	  was	  published	  in	  1860	  by	  Daničić	  although	  he	  incorrectly	  attributed	  it	  to	  Domentijan)	  .	  80	  Historical	  Overview:	  55.	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(those from Raška, Zahumlje, Travunia or the Dukljans); Dalmatians, Triballoi, Dukljans, 
Dacians, Illyrians and barbaroi, with only Manganeios Prodromos chosing to use the term 
Σέρβοι81. The designation barbaroi was not unusual as imperial enemies, whether Christian 
or not, were often portrayed with traits typical of barbarians, such as arrogance, greed, 
insincerity and untrustworthiness82. 
 
The two main Byzantine sources (John Kinnamos and Niketas Choniates) provide invaluable 
insight into Raškan Serb history in the period just before Nemanja came to power, information 
missing from the Lives. Although they portray Nemanja negatively, as an imperial foe, they 
nevertheless devote more space to him than any previous Serb ruler83. They disregard his 
piety and his life as a monk, focusing on him only as a deceitful 'ally turned adversary' who 
took every opportunity to harass his powerful overlord. Indeed, Kinnamos and Choniates refer 
to Nemanja and his men as cowardly insurgents and usurpers and do not mention any 
negotiations over the Serb uprisings: Byzantium was always in charge and dictated terms84.  
 
Kinnamos wrote his Deeds in 1180-2, a mainly eyewitness account of the period 1118-76 
focusing on Emperor Manuel Komnenos. The text is straightforward and presented 
chronologically making it easy to follow Nemanja's interactions with the Byzantines. However, 
Kinnamos' loyalty to Manuel was so pronounced that we must treat this text with caution85.  
 
Kinnamos' description of events in the Balkans before Nemanja's ascendancy provides useful 
information about the military strategy of the Raškan Serbs against the Byzantines missing 
from the Lives: they never attacked on their own but formed alliances with others86 and they 
concentrated on harassment of Byzantine troops and strategic withdrawal rather than outright 
attack87. Kinnamos also mentions Nemanja's 1172 campaign that led to his subjugation by 
Manuel and notes the participation of the Raškan Serbs in the Myriokephalon campaign of 
1176 that ended in imperial defeat. Prvovenčani's Life includes only Nemanja's successes in 
battle and not defeats, and provides no information about his father's life between his taking 
of the throne in 1166 and his 1183 campaign against Andronikos I Komnenos. Hence, the 
                                            81	  Malamut:	  439-­‐57	  (especially	  445-­‐57	  for	  names	  used	  during	  Komnenian	  rule);	  Stanković	  2006:	  438-­‐42.	  82	  Page:	  89-­‐91	  (particularly	  by	  Choniates).	  	  83	  Popović,	  A.	  V.:	  121.	  84	  Maksimović	  2000:	  60.	  85	  For	  examples	  of	  his	  exaggerated	  descriptions	  of	  Manuel,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  99,	  lines	  20-­‐1	  (trs.:	  81)	  ('he	  often	  captured	  many	  barbarians	  by	  his	  own	  hand');	  253,	  lines	  7-­‐9	  (trs.:	  190)	  ('surpassed	  everyone...by	  acuteness	  of	  his	  mind	  and	  the	  breadth	  of	  his	  intellect')	  and	  290,	  lines	  16-­‐	  291,	  line	  7	  (trs.:	  217)	  (Manuel's	  intellect	  and	  aptitude	  for	  philosophy);	  in	  comparison	  (and	  to	  highlight	  Manuel's	  superiority),	  he	  described	  imperial	  enemies	  as	  brutal	  barbarians,	  a	  view	  of	  foreigners	  common	  amongst	  educated	  Byzantines,	  not	  necessarily	  because	  of	  contempt	  but	  because	  they	  followed	  the	  ancient	  Greek	  practice	  of	  separating	  Greeks	  and	  barbarians,	  see	  Harris:	  29-­‐30.	  86	  Kinnamos:	  101,	  lines	  18-­‐23	  (trs.:	  82)	  (Uroš	  II's	  campaign	  with	  the	  Germans	  and	  the	  Hungarians,	  1149);	  Kinnamos:	  213,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  162)	  (Desa's	  support	  of	  Stephen	  III	  of	  Hungary,	  1165).	  	  87	  Kinnamos:	  108,	  lines	  9-­‐11	  (trs.:	  86);	  the	  Slavs	  were	  already	  known	  for	  such	  guerilla	  tactics,	  even	  those	  fighting	  with	  the	  Byzantines,	  see	  Prokopios:	  268,	  lines	  14-­‐7	  (trs.:	  372,	  book	  6,	  chapter	  26,	  18)	  ('there	  were	  some...from	  the	  nation	  of	  the	  Slavs	  who	  had	  the	  skill	  of	  concealing	  themselves	  behind	  a	  small	  rock	  or	  any	  nearby	  bush	  and	  pouncing	  upon	  an	  enemy').	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Deeds are invaluable in presenting a more complete image of Nemanja and his military 
actions. 
 
Choniates wrote his Historia before 1204, updating it after the sack of Constantinople88. 
Although he disapproved of Kinnamos' work for its uncritical praise of Manuel89, he used the 
Deeds as a basis for some of his text, particularly for John Komnenos' reign, not having been 
an eyewitness to many of the events he describes90. His description of Manuel and his reign 
was also based on a re-shaping of Kinnamos' work, with additional information from other 
authors who wrote about the emperor (Manganeios Prodromos, Eustathios of Thessaloniki, 
his brother Michael Choniates and others) as well as panegyrics, newsletters and oral 
sources91. Like Kinnamos, Choniates was disparaging about foreigners92 and contemptuous 
of those attacking the empire93, so, once again, this Byzantine source needs to be viewed 
cautiously.  
 
Despite his reliance on Kinnamos, Choniates mentions events not portrayed by him: Serb 
incursions into imperial territory (also absent from the Serb Lives)94, Prvovenčani's marriage 
to Eudokia, the emperor's niece95, and its subsequent breakdown. Only Sava mentions that 
Prvovenčani married Eudokia96 so Choniates' reference is important as it offers a Byzantine 
view of the union. The civil war between Prvovenčani and his elder brother, Vukan, is noted in 
both Lives but Choniates adds an interesting observation by comparing the breakdown in 
brotherly relations to the breakdown of Prvovenčani's marriage to Eudokia in c120197. This is 
the only point Choniates makes about the civil war, suggesting either a reliance on oral 
transmission or a lack of interest in a ruler who had lost his connection to the imperial family. 
Looking at the placement in the Historia of his comments on the marriage, its breakdown and 
the civil war, Choniates added them whilst revising post-1204, hence his version of events 
should be understood bearing in mind his horror at the events of 1204. His final comment 
regarding the Serbs that fratricide extended from Constantinople 'to the ends of the world' 
encompassing the Turks, the Rus, the Serbs and then the Hungarians98 was not necessarily 
a point about the Raškan Serbs or the breakdown of trust across the empire but may have 
been an indication of his own position in exile and a general criticism of rulers.  
                                            88	  Simpson	  2006:	  191-­‐2;	  Macrides	  1994:	  277-­‐8	  (his	  writing,	  therefore,	  was	  affected	  not	  by	  the	  sack	  of	  Constantinople,	  but	  by	  the	  break	  up	  of	  the	  empire,	  the	  beginning	  of	  which	  was	  evident	  during	  the	  reign	  of	  Isaac	  II	  Angelos).	  89	  Magdalino	  1983:	  326-­‐9,	  335	  and	  337-­‐9	  (Choniates'	  'critical	  appraisal'	  of	  the	  emperor,	  Kaisekritik).	  	  90	  Simpson	  2013:	  218-­‐24.	  91	  Simpson	  2013:	  224-­‐47;	  Angelov	  2007:	  253-­‐4.	  92	  For	  example,	  he	  referred	  to	  the	  Raškan	  Župan,	  Desa,	  as	  a	  'shifty	  barbarian'	  (Choniates:	  136,	  lines	  63-­‐4	  (trs.:	  78))	  and	  Nemanja	  as	  'mischievous'	  (Choniates:	  158,	  line	  82	  (trs.:	  90)).	  93	  In	  both	  cases,	  Nemanja	  was	  portrayed	  as	  an	  irritant	  who	  used	  guerilla	  tactics	  to	  harass	  the	  Byzantines	  whenever	  possible.	  94	  Historical	  Overview:	  51-­‐3	  (Choniates'	  description	  of	  the	  end	  of	  the	  Raškan	  civil	  war,	  c1166/8)	  and	  60-­‐1	  (Nemanja's	  battle	  on	  the	  Morava,	  1190).	  95	  Historical	  Overview:	  61-­‐2.	  96	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  19-­‐20	  (trs.:	  6).	  	  97	  Historical	  Overview:	  66-­‐7.	  98	  Choniates:	  532,	  lines	  14-­‐8	  (trs.:	  292).	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The orations I have consulted by Manasses and Eustathios of Thessaloniki are important as 
both authors were eyewitnesses and provided physical descriptions of Nemanja as a tall, 
broad-shouldered man99. These positive depictions contrast with the cowardly barbarian 
image depicted by Kinnamos and Choniates and highlight a different way of portraying 




In 1189, Nemanja met Frederick Barbarossa who was on his way to fight the Third Crusade. 
Despite the importance of this meeting in Niš, there is no mention of it by Sava, Prvovenčani 
or the Byzantine sources, although it would have benefitted them to do so (for the Serbs, it 
was evidence for Nemanja's growing international reputation whilst the Byzantines could have 
portrayed it as a gathering of conspirators intent on threatening the empire). The only mention 
is in contemporary German sources written by eyewitnesses in Barbarossa's entourage.  
 
The Historia de Expeditione Friderici Imperatoris is a multi-authored text mostly written by a 
contemporary eyewitness with additions following the death of Barbarossa focusing on the 
reign of his son, Henry VI. The final, combined document included the name 'Ansbertus' (an 
unknown Austrian cleric who accompanied Barbarossa), hence the reference to Ansbert as 
author of the Expeditione.. Part of the text (March to June 1190, including the passage 
through the Balkans) appears to have been based on the diary of Tageno, dean of Passau, 
who similarly accompanied the campaign (the early parts of the two sources differ). Tageno's 
diary no longer survives but was copied, almost verbatim, into the Chronicle of Magnus of 
Reichersberg, a text compiled in Bavaria before 1195 by a cleric who was not an 
eyewitness100. As the German authors had little interest in the political landscape in the 
Balkans and had nothing to gain from overly promoting Nemanja's position, it can be 





Hungary and Bosnia both bordered onto Serb lands and the Raškan Serbs had married into 
both royal houses 101 . Despite this, there is no mention of Nemanja in contemporary 
Hungarian or Bosnian sources102. Hungarian charters from King Coloman's court, dated 1111 
                                            99	  Historical	  Overview:	  55.	  100	  Loud:	  2-­‐7	  (details	  of	  the	  German	  sources	  and	  their	  overlap).	  101	  The	  marriage	  of	  Jelena	  of	  Raška	  to	  Béla	  II	  of	  Hungary	  in	  c1130;	  the	  sister	  of	  Kulin,	  the	  first	  known	  Ban	  of	  Bosnia,	  was	  married	  to	  Miroslav,	  Nemanja's	  brother.	  102	  The	  only	  Bosnian	  document	  extant	  from	  the	  time	  is	  Kulin's	  1189	  trade	  treaty	  with	  Dubrovnik,	  see	  
Zakonski	  spomenici:	  134.	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and 1124, refer to Marko103, Nemanja's great-uncle, but although Nemanja and Béla III jointly 
fought Emperor Andronikos in 1183, only Prvovenčani's Life refers to the campaign and the 
presence of the Hungarian king 104 . Similarly, despite Vukan receiving help from the 
Hungarians when he forced Prvovenčani from his throne in 1202, the only extant reference is 
the addition of 'Servia' to the list of lands ruled by Hungarian King Imre105. 
 
Key documentary sources 
 
I have consulted various documentary sources which have provided useful information about 
Nemanja's political and diplomatic activities and which indicate a desire to interact peacefully 
with his neighbours. Nemanja is portrayed as a statesman conducting diplomacy and trade 
with Dubrovnik and the papacy, and as a revered monk requesting support from the 
Byzantine emperor, Alexios III Angelos, for his foundation of an independent Serbian 
monastery on Athos. 
 
The first document, signed in January 1186, shows that Kotor became an administrative 
centre where Nemanja's representative dictated regulations concerning the city's trade106. 
The importance of this document is that it shows Nemanja's 'reach' over lands some distance 
from his main court in Ras. The second document I refer to is the peace and trade treaty 
signed on 27 September 1186 with Dubrovnik. The importance of this treaty lies in the 
inclusion of all three brothers, Stracimir, Miroslav and Nemanja, indicating their actions as a 
family of 'co-rulers' to secure and expand Serb lands. Miroslav subsequently signed a treaty 
with Dubrovnik in June 1190 without reference to Nemanja107.  
 
Both trade treaties were written in Latin rather than OCS, indicating the complex multi-cultural 
traditions in place across areas under Nemanja's control. The 1186 document is signed by 
'Veliki Župan...[and] Knez Miroslav'108 whilst the 1190 document ends with a cross and the 
monogram of Knez Miroslav109. Although Miroslav is referred to as comes/comitis (Count) in 
both documents, he signed himself Knez (Prince), an indication of Nemanja's trust in his 
brother and the fact that the brothers ruled as a family110.  
 
                                            103	  Živković	  2005:	  14-­‐5;	  CDRCDS	  II:	  22,	  document	  19	  (1111,	  reference	  to	  'comitum	  vero...comitis...Marci'	  in	  a	  document	  from	  Coloman	  regarding	  church	  donations);	  24,	  document	  21	  (c1111,	  'hi[c]	  sunt...Marcus'	  in	  a	  document	  confirming	  Coloman's	  protection	  of	  the	  kingdom	  of	  Croatia	  and	  Dalmatia);	  38,	  document	  36	  (1124,	  'ego	  Marcus	  laudo	  et	  conformo',	  in	  a	  document	  regarding	  rights	  for	  the	  citizens	  of	  Trogir	  and	  Split).	  104	  Prvovenčani:	  36-­‐8/37-­‐9.	  	  105	  CDRCDS	  III:	  35,	  section	  31	  ('Hemericus…Hungariae,	  Dalmatiae,	  Croatiae,	  Ramae	  Serviaeque	  rex	  in	  perpertuum');	  Historical	  Overview:	  67.	  106	  CDRCDS	  II:	  198-­‐9,	  document	  194;	  Sindik	  2000:	  116-­‐7;	  Historical	  Overview:	  56.	  	  107	  For	  both	  treaties	  with	  Dubrovnik,	  CDRCDS	  II:	  201-­‐2,	  document	  196	  and	  CDRCDS	  II:	  245-­‐7,	  document	  230;	  Historical	  Overview:	  57.	  	  108	  CDRCDS	  II:	  202,	  document	  196;	  for	  a	  comment	  about	  'signatures',	  see	  Literary	  Context:	  146.	  109	  CDRCDS	  II:	  247,	  document	  230.	  110	  Fine	  1994:	  19-­‐20	  (although	  Sava	  ruled	  Hum,	  c1190-­‐92,	  it	  seems	  likely	  that	  he	  started	  to	  rule	  after	  the	  date	  of	  the	  treaty).	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Papal letters to Nemanja and his family, from Pope Clement III's letter of 1189 to the 
exchange of correspondence between Pope Innocent III and Vukan and Prvovenčani, are 
interesting as they suggest a developing papal awareness of Nemanja and his family that 
finally led to recognition of Prvovenčani through the granting of a papal crown in 1217111. The 
relationship between the Raškan Serbs and the papacy is not mentioned elsewhere, hence 
these documents are the only source of information. 
 
The documentary sources associated with the building of Hilandar are important for 
understanding the relationship between Sava and Nemanja and the Mount Athos hierarchy. 
The first of these is a letter from Protos Gerasimos to Alexios III Angelos requesting that 
Hilandar and its adjoining buildings be granted to Sava and Nemanja as an 'imperial 
monastery'112. This was followed by two imperial chrysobulls from Alexios. His first document, 
issued in 1198, was a chrysoboullos logos, a document used for major administrative 
decisions, indicating the importance which Alexios attached to the request. Alexios' signature 
is at the end of the document in dark red ink. The original poorly preserved chrysobull and a 
well-preserved late 13th century copy are kept in the Hilandar Archives113. Alexios issued a 
chrysoboullon sigillion referring to Hilandar in 1199, a small charter of privileges, usually used 
for matters of land ownership, in which he confirmed Sava as the owner of Hilandar and its 
dependencies. The badly preserved original and three copies of the chrysobull are kept in the 
Hilandar Archives114. In this document, Alexios refers to Sava asking for imperial intercession 
(deesis)115 (if Sava had sent a written request, it is now lost). It is important to stress that the 
published translations of both chrysobulls are based on the 13th century copies rather than 
the poorly preserved originals, so the translations should be treated with caution116. 
 
The importance of the Hilandar documents for this thesis is that they present the relationship 
between various factions on Athos (the Council and the Vatopedi monks) and Sava and 
Nemanja as more complex than that presented by Sava. His version suggests that all the 
Athonite monks were deeply respectful of Nemanja and loved him without qualification. The 
truth appears to have been a little different with the Vatopedi monks, in particular, keen to 
take all that Nemanja gave them, including imperial donations, in an effort to promote their 
own monastery. The Council seems to have recognised this and attempted to reduce the 
level of influence that Vatopedi had by offering Sava and Nemanja any monastery they 
desired, against the wishes of the Vatopedi abbot. Whether the Vatopedi objections were 
                                            111	  Historical	  Overview:	  69	  (Clement	  III's	  letter	  of	  1189	  to	  Stracimir	  and	  Miroslav)	  and	  65-­‐6	  (letters	  between	  Innocent	  III	  and	  Vukan	  and	  Prvovenčani);	  Historia	  Salonitanorum:	  162	  (trs.:	  163)	  (reference	  to	  Prvovenčani	  as	  'king').	  112	  Although	  undated,	  it	  is	  thought	  that	  the	  monk	  Nikon	  took	  the	  document	  to	  Constantinople	  in	  late	  1197/early	  1198.	  It	  was	  signed	  by	  Protos	  Gerasimos	  and	  24	  of	  the	  Athonite	  abbots,	  except	  for	  the	  Vatopedi	  abbot	  (comprising	  the	  Council),	  the	  original	  text	  is	  no	  longer	  extant,	  see	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  100-­‐3;	  Construction:	  86.	  113	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  104.	  114	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  110-­‐2.	  115	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  115.	  116	  Stanković	  2015:	  44,	  footnote	  14.	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There are six seals bearing Nemanja's name and title. There is some ambiguity over 
ownership of the seals as Prvovenčani also used Nemanja's seal, particularly at the beginning 
of his reign117, so it is possible that some of them belonged to him outright 118. Nemanja's 
original Hilandar Charter had a gold seal inscribed in Greek on both sides with the text 'Seal 
of Stefan Veliki Župan Nemanja' (the only known Serbian gold seal) 119 . A lead seal 
discovered in the Hermitage, St Petersburg, bears the Greek inscription 'Seal of Stefan Veliki 
Župan Nemanja' with an image of the first Christian martyr on the reverse and the inscription 
'St Stephen'120. A slightly larger lead seal was found in the National Museum of Belgrade and 
published in 1935. This is similar to the St Petersburg one but its inscription on the obverse 
refers simply to Seal of Stefan Župan Nemanja121. Whereas there may be debate over the 
ownership of the other seals, it is highly probable that the Belgrade example belonged to 
Nemanja early in his reign when he held the title, Župan, rather than Veliki Župan 
(Prvovenčani ascended the throne as Veliki Župan, so it is unlikely that this seal was his)122. 
 
Although it is difficult to glean much information from the seals, as there is no reliable account 
of where they came from originally or what they were attached to, their mere presence 
indicates the beginnings of a formal administrative culture. One should not read too much into 
the fact that the inscriptions are in Greek (not OCS) as this was the dominant language in the 
region. Nevertheless, the choice of language may indicate the acceptance of, or a nod 
towards, Byzantine culture as well as a desire to promote Nemanja within the Byzantine 




The historiography of Nemanja, his reign and times can be divided into texts which offer 
overviews of Serb history, those which provide information about Nemanja and his Lives and 
those which look at Nemanja's holy kingship. The books by Fine, The Early and Late 
Medieval Balkans, have been invaluable in setting the scene although the lack of thorough 
footnotes has been frustrating. Radonić's translation of Jireček's Geschichte der Serben, 
Istorija Srba, has filled that gap by providing a comprehensive, albeit outdated, list of 
                                            117	  Mošin:	  306.	  118	  Žarković:	  246.	  119	  Although	  lost	  in	  World	  War	  1,	  a	  description	  of	  the	  charter	  and	  seal	  had	  been	  published	  previously	  (Čajkanović:	  113)	  allowing	  future	  authors	  to	  comment,	  see	  Žarković:	  247-­‐8	  and	  Mošin:	  305.	  120	  Žarković:	  250;	  Mošin:	  303-­‐4.	  121	  Žarković:	  249;	  Mošin:	  304-­‐5.	  122	  Žarković:	  249.	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references to explore further123. As an overview of events in the Balkans, Stephenson's 
Byzantium's Balkan Frontier and Curta's Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages, 500-1250, 
have provided useful information about the interaction of neighbouring Balkan lands with each 
other and with Byzantium. Ćirković's The Serbs has been of interest particularly in the 
discussion of early Serb identity but, again, the lack of footnotes makes this a difficult and 
unreliable guide. Recent scholarship, particularly by Simpson and Stanković, has provided a 
different approach to the interactions between Nemanja and Byzantium by presenting a case 
for continuity in the period 1180-1204 and immediately after, rather than a dismantling of 
relationships or a Serbian push for 'independence'124. Stanković's work has also stressed the 
wider historical context surrounding Serb-Byzantine interactions (including key developments 
in neighbouring lands)125 and I have endeavoured to make this clear particularly in my 
treatment of Serb history outlined in the next chapter. 
 
Texts dealing with Nemanja's life and reign are available mainly in Serbian. For dates and 
chronology I have found particularly useful Pirivatrić's 1991 paper on the beginnings of 
Nemanja's rule, a detailed study including a discussion of previous scholarship.  Although 
Serbian references have provided an interesting snapshot of Serbian scholarship during the 
early to mid 20th century it is clear that there is a lack of rigorous research on early Serb 
history. What exists tends to be constrained by an approach that focuses mainly on 
developments within 'national borders' 126  and avoids the wider historical context that 
undoubtedly would have included pertinent developments occurring outside those 'borders'. 
In addition, some of this work has relied on secondary scholarship, rather than the original 
sources, thus perpetuating the 'insular approach' and avoiding a more thorough examination 
of the, albeit small number of, Serb primary sources127. 
 
In addition to texts dealing primarily with Nemanja, there is a large body of material devoted 
to the Lives and their authors128. As well as the works of Serbian scholars, two of the most 
interesting studies are Birnbaum's 1974 paper on the old Serbian vitae and the discussion of 
the literature of Slavia Orthodoxa by Picchio (1977). These papers discuss the idea of a 
                                            123	  I	  have	  used	  Jireček's	  text	  with	  caution	  bearing	  in	  mind	  its	  pervasive	  effect	  on	  subsequent	  Serbian	  scholarship,	  see	  Stanković	  2013b:	  77,	  footnote	  2.	  124	  Stanković	  2016:	  91-­‐2	  and	  97-­‐9	  (Stanković	  presents	  the	  case	  for	  the	  Serbs'	  continuing	  connection	  to	  and	  inclusion	  in	  the	  Byzantine	  world,	  despite	  attempts	  at	  political	  autonomy);	  for	  examples	  of	  'continuity'	  in	  the	  Byzantine	  world	  post-­‐1204,	  see	  Shawcross:	  181-­‐206,	  especially	  181-­‐91	  (the	  coronation	  of	  the	  Latin	  emperor	  Baldwin	  along	  Byzantine	  lines,	  to	  ensure	  constitutional	  legitimacy	  and	  stability)	  and	  Angelov	  2005:	  293-­‐5	  (continuity	  of	  imperial	  ideology	  in	  general).	  	  125	  Stanković	  2013b:	  79-­‐80.	  126	  With	  the	  decline	  of	  the	  Ottoman	  Empire	  and	  the	  rise	  of	  Balkan	  states,	  claims	  for	  independence	  and	  political	  rights	  grew	  based	  on	  'national	  borders'	  and	  former	  independence,	  hence	  an	  emphasis	  on	  the	  development	  of	  an	  ancient	  literary	  culture	  as	  evidence	  of	  a	  cultured	  people	  and	  the	  existence	  of	  powerful	  dynasties	  ruling	  'independently',	  see	  Boyd:	  68.	  	  127	  For	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  lack	  of	  a	  broader	  historical	  view	  of	  Serb	  history,	  see	  Stanković	  2013b:	  75-­‐8;	  for	  attempts	  towards	  a	  more	  critical	  approach	  to	  Serb	  history,	  minimising	  'nationalistic	  bias',	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2010:	  481-­‐3	  and	  Ćorović	  1933:	  4;	  for	  a	  Western	  view	  of	  Serbian	  historians	  after	  the	  death	  of	  Tito	  and	  the	  perception	  of	  a	  return	  to	  'nationalistic	  bias',	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2010:	  488-­‐9.	  128	  For	  example,	  see	  Juhas-­‐Georgievska	  2012:	  336-­‐43	  (selected	  works	  on	  Prvovenčani's	  Life).	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'common Slavic literary identity' and have helped me place the Serbian Lives into context 
confirming the fact that Sava and Prvovenčani did not write in a vacuum. Although much 
research is also available on the philological analysis of the two Lives, I have not made use of 
this as it is outside the scope of the present thesis.  
 
For an understanding of Nemanja's holy kingship, amongst the texts I have found most useful 
are those by Marjanović-Dušanić and the volume edited by Kalić, Conference Proceedings of 
the International Seminar on Stefan Nemanja - St Simeon the Myrrh-flowing. Marjanović-
Dušanić has led the way with her discussions on Nemanjić ruling ideology and the formation 
of cults of Serbian holy kings. She proposes that 'the cults of national royal saints associate 
domestic dynasties with the Old Testament-based traditions of God-chosenness, which play a 
central role in the process of securing political legitimation for ruling houses'129. This is 
certainly evident in Nemanja's case as is her assertion that 'Serbian societies...sought to build 
the cults of their own holy kings in much the same way as most of Europe'130. Her work on 
Serbian rulers' insignia in which she conveys the importance of the 'throne', 'crown' and 
'pectoral cross', amongst other symbols of power, has also been of interest and particularly 
relevant in my discussion on the succession and handing of power from Nemanja to his son. 
Kalić's volume has been useful as it brings together a selection of work on Nemanja as the 
'master of all Serb lands' and as the 'venerable and holy monk, Simeon the Myrrh-gusher. 
The contributors come from a wide range of disciplines encompassing political history of the 
period, Nemanjić ideas of kingship, analysis of the images of Stefan Nemanja, the art and 
architecture of his buildings and the iconography associated with him. With such an 
expansive body of interrelated ideas, the volume has been an invaluable source of 
information. 
 
My study aims to present the construction of Nemanja's image in a wider context. Of the 
many texts on kingship and holy rulers that I have consulted, Klaniczay's work on holy 
kingship and saintly rulers in Europe, has been the most interesting. Klaniczay presents a 
well argued case for the importance of sacral legitimacy of royal power for those countries on 
the 'periphery'131, showing the progression of the idea from the Anglo-Saxons, via the 
Scandinavians and the Rus before reaching the Hungarians and finally the Raškan Serbs. I 
have also found useful the seminal works on holy kingship by Folz and Vauchez, and the 
recent work by Bartlett on the Christian cult of saints. The broader approach of the last three 
authors has permitted me to understand the basic 'building blocks' necessary for holy rulers, 
therefore allowing me to compare and position Nemanja's portrayal within the wider European 
context of sainted rulers.  
 
                                            129	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2006:	  75.	  130	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2006:	  70.	  131	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  91.	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Although art history and the study of the architecture of Nemanja's religious foundations 
provide additional information about the presentation of his saintly image132, I have focused 
on the written word, specifically the two Lives, as this has been less explored. I have also not 
taken into account any possible effects, on the portrayal of Nemanja, of the various separatist 
movements who attempted to break free from Byzantium as the power of the empire 
diminished during Nemanja's time on the throne133. Even though Nemanja achieved some 
form of mutually agreed separation in 1190 he still owed allegiance to Isaac II Angelos and it 
was not until 1217 that, as a crowned ruler, Prvovenčani (the 'first-crowned') might have 
considered himself and his people politically (although not culturally) independent.  
 
Structure of the thesis 
 
The thesis is divided into an introduction, six further chapters, a conclusion and four 
appendices. To place Nemanja and the 12th century Raškan Serbs into context, chapter 2 
(Historical Overview) provides a brief overview of the political history of the Serbs from their 
first contacts with the Byzantine Empire, Nemanja's emergence as Veliki Župan and ending 
with his death and civil war between his sons. The chapter also details Serb interactions with 
neighbouring states and Byzantium. The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of key 
events, that is, without rhetorical embellishments added by Sava and Prvovenčani in the two 
Lives or the Byzantine bias of Kinnamos and Choniates. Although I present the facts as they 
appear in the sources, it is true that even these may be an interpretation of the events biased 
in favour of the Serbs or any one of their adversaries or allies.  
  
The next two chapters provide a detailed comparison of the two Lives and the different ways 
in which key events in Nemanja's life were dealt with by Sava and Prvovenčani. Chapter 3a 
(Construction of Nemanja's image - Construction) deals with the creation of the ideal/saintly 
ruler image based on a set of motifs found in both Lives134. As well as looking at motifs 
common to both Lives, I also identify motifs used exclusively by each author, suggesting 
explanations for why one brother chose to describe particular characteristics whilst the other 
ignored them, for example, Nemanja's military deeds. Chapter 3b (Differences in the 
treatment of key events - Differences) describes important events in Nemanja's life and how 
the brothers treated them differently. By analysing the Lives for similarities and differences in 
their approaches to the portrayal of Nemanja, I look for evidence of the secondary aims of the 
brothers when writing their texts. Was Sava's emphasis more to do with maintaining 
allegiance to the Church in Constantinople? Was he attempting to bolster the authority of the 
church with him as Nemanja's spiritual successor? Was Prvovenčani's portrayal of his father 
aimed more at stressing secular power for himself and his successors? 
                                            132	  For	  art	  history,	  see	  Djurić	  2000:	  267-­‐80;	  Eastmond	  2003:	  708-­‐17;	  Gavrilović	  2000:	  281-­‐93;	  Todić:	  295-­‐305;	  for	  architecture,	  see	  Ćurčić	  2010:	  488-­‐98;	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  55-­‐81.	  133	  Stephenson	  2000:	  279-­‐312;	  Savvides:	  241-­‐4.	  134	  For	  details	  of	  how	  the	  motifs	  were	  chosen,	  see	  Introduction:	  7-­‐8.	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To place the formation of Nemanja's image into context and to understand how the brothers 
may have formulated their ideas, I consider the wider historical and intellectual climate 
surrounding the Raškan Serbs to assess who they were influenced by: the Byzantines, other 
Orthodox people (the Rus and the Bulgarians) or their Catholic neighbours (the Hungarians, 
Rome). I have divided this section into two chapters: the first deals with the tradition of the 
cult of holy rulers, a powerful historical trend across Europe which created opportunities for 
the consolidation of rulers and dynasties; the second looks at the general oral and literary 
environment which allowed these cults to be promoted widely.  
 
Chapter 4 (Historical Context) is an overview of how the cult of holy rulers developed from 7th 
century Anglo-Saxon examples, through Scandinavia, Bohemia and Rus models before 
reaching a high point in 11th century Hungary with the multiple canonisations of 1083. 
Although the Hungarian examples may have been the most accessible to the Raškan 
Serbs135, the extensive canonisations of rulers and princes across Europe (particularly in the 
12th century), would have confirmed to them the importance of sanctity for an emerging 
dynasty like theirs. Although not part of this tradition, as he was not formally canonised, I 
consider whether the life of the ideal and saintly ruler Boris I of Bulgaria was used as a model 
for Nemanja. I also suggest why Sava and Prvovenčani did not refer to the 11th century Slavic 
ruler, St John Vladimir of Duklja, whose pious life was most likely known to them. With a 
choice of holy rulers in his immediate environment it is conceivable that Prvovenčani 
understood the potential unifying power of a holy ruler. Having Nemanja's relics back on 
home soil was the first part of the unifying process, the second part was the production of 
texts which could develop the holy image further afield. However, without a literary tradition of 
their own, the Serbs needed to look elsewhere. 
 
Chapter 5 (Literary Context), describes how the literature of their neighbours may have 
influenced the Serbs' portrayal of Nemanja's image in the Lives. I begin with an overview of 
the general literary environment and conclude with a selection of texts I believe may have 
offered the brothers ideas. As the Serbs were part of the Byzantine orbit, I look at Byzantine 
hagiographies, monastic documents and treatises on kingship for general ideas for the 
portrayal of Nemanja. Sava's close association with the Mother of God Evergetis Monastery 
in Constantinople136 and the fact that he had some knowledge of Greek137 suggest that 
Byzantine texts138 were available to him either in Greek or in the OCS translations emanating 
from Athos and Bulgaria. Treatises on kingship providing moral values for rulers were a 
                                            135	  Hungary	  and	  Raška	  were	  connected	  through	  marriage:	  Jelena	  of	  Raška	  married	  Béla	  II	  of	  Hungary	  in	  c1130	  and,	  together	  with	  her	  brother	  Beloš,	  acted	  as	  regent	  for	  her	  son,	  Géza	  II	  of	  Hungary	  (r1141-­‐62).	  	  136	  Literary	  Context:	  153-­‐4.	  137	  Sava	  Ustav:	  201,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  175-­‐6)	  although	  he	  states	  he	  'did	  not	  know	  Greek	  well'	  when	  writing	  the	  
Ustav,	  by	  the	  time	  he	  compiled	  the	  Life,	  it	  may	  be	  assumed	  that	  he	  was	  more	  knowledgeable.	  138	  For	  example,	  he	  used	  the	  Evergetis	  Typikon	  as	  a	  basis	  for	  his	  Hilandar	  and	  Studenica	  typika,	  the	  latter	  which	  included	  his	  Life	  of	  Stefan	  Nemanja.	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literary genre well known within the Byzantine sphere of influence, one of the most widely 
distributed examples being Agapetos' Advice to Emperor Justinian, also available in OCS 
translation. I will consider how Sava and Prvovenčani had access to this and similar Mirror of 
Princes and whether there is evidence they were used as models in the writing the Lives. 
 
In addition to the Byzantine works I look at whether literature from Kievan Rus and Hungary, 
as well as some Cyrillo-Methodian texts, offered the brothers ideas on how to promote their 
father as a holy and ideal ruler. Sava's stay at the Rus monastery of St Panteleimon on Mount 
Athos would have brought him into contact with key Rus texts, for example those dedicated to 
the princely martyrs, Boris and Glēb, as well as the Mirror of Princes written by Grand Prince 
of Kiev Vladimir Monomakh, and I investigate whether there is evidence that these provided 
models of saintliness and kingship. Hungarian texts which may have been of interest include 
those associated with King Stephen of Hungary, one of the earliest East European holy 
rulers. With Raška's closeness to the Hungarians it is reasonable to assume that the brothers 
knew of the Hungarian canonisations and the political considerations behind them and 
Prvovenčani may even have had access to these Latin texts. I also look at the availability of 
original OCS works and OCS translations of Greek texts emanating from Bulgaria and 
consider whether these may have been of use to the brothers, in particular the two lives of 
Cyril and Methodios.  
 
To some extent, Western hagiographies may have influenced the writing of the Lives, 
specifically ideas of 'political canonisations' and the concept of ruthlessness in the holy 
character. Prvovenčani's actions indicate his willingness to promote himself and his father to 
an international audience particularly with the West139. His marriage to Anna Dandolo may 
have resulted in the presence of Latin clerics in his court, potentially giving him access to 
Latin texts. The popularity of one Latin text, the Passiones Leudegarii (the life of the 7th 
century Bishop Leudegar of Autun, a cleric who despite his military viciousness and intrigues 
become one of the most well known western martyrs of the Middle Ages)140, was such that it 
is not inconceivable that it may have reached the Raškan court. Texts such as the Passiones 
(as well as the Latin Vita Minor and Hartvic's Life of King Stephen) showed that it was 
possible to portray a holy ruler as militarily strong as well as devout and pious.  
 
As a result of the brief overview of the literary context surrounding the Raškan Serbs, I 
identify one group of texts that I believe could have provided the brothers with models and 
specific motifs when constructing their Lives. Although there may be other texts, I have 
selected those whose distribution, translation into OCS, and/or ease of access for Sava and 
                                            139	  Prvovenčani courted	  the	  West	  in	  his	  pursuit	  of	  power,	  most	  dramatically	  seen	  in	  his	  public	  renunciation	  of	  his	  Byzantine	  wife	  and	  later	  marriage	  to	  Anna,	  granddaughter	  of	  Enrico	  Dandolo,	  Doge	  of	  Venice,	  but	  also	  in	  his	  attempts	  to	  gain	  a	  papal	  crown.	  Before	  him,	  Nemanja	  cultivated	  the	  West	  by	  donating	  to	  the	  church	  of	  Sts	  Peter	  and	  Paul	  in	  Rome,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43.	  140	  Passiones	  Leudegarii:	  282-­‐322;	  Fouracre	  and	  Gerberding:	  193.	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Prvovenčani, make it reasonable to assume that they had access to them. The texts I have 
chosen to explore in more detail are: texts and models associated with King Stephen of 
Hungary, Kievan Rus texts predominantly of Boris and Glēb, the vitae of Constantine and 
Methodios and other Cyrillo-Methodian texts, Agapetos' Advice to Emperor Justinian and the 
legends of Constantine the Great. Each of these displays a variety of motifs which will be 
explored and compared to those in the Lives; for example, canonisation to facilitate dynastic 
succession (Stephen), hagiography and laudatory oration (Boris and Glēb), devotion to and 
closeness to God (Constantine and Methodios), the characteristics of the ideal ruler (the 
Advice), and the combination of the military leader and saintly man (legends of Constantine 
the Great). 
 
Finally, in chapter 5, I consider the Raškan Serbs' knowledge of the bible, as this was the 
ultimate source of literary models and motifs concerning the ideal ruler and his links to God, 
his prophets and apostles. Psalms, Proverbs and readings from the Prophetologion were the 
main conduits for knowledge of biblical themes and motifs and the emphasis on the Old 
Testament included the use of figures such as Moses, David and Solomon as exempla. All of 
these are found in the writings of Sava and Prvovenčani when describing their father as a 
leader (Moses), humble (David) and wise (Solomon). Evidence for the bible being the original 
source for such comparisons is particularly clear in the case of Moses, a leader whose piety 
combined with his military and political leadership made him the ultimate model of the ideal 
ruler141. 
 
In chapter 6 (Tracing Intertextual Connections - Tracing), having identified the specific texts 
that I believe the Serbs had access to, I trace the links between them and the Lives. Using 
the same format as in the Construction chapter, I compare the motifs previously identified in 
the Lives to describe Nemanja's saintly nature and his characteristics as an ideal ruler, with 
those in the selected texts. I consider whether there is any evidence to suggest that Sava and 
Prvovenčani adapted and/or transformed the motifs found in the selected texts to suit their 
particular objectives of dynastic succession and consolidation. In addition, as there were no 
written descriptions of Serb rulers abdicating, the process of Serb succession or the 
translation of Serb relics, I review Sava's descriptions of these events for traces of copying 
and/or adaptation. As further evidence for literary links between the Lives and the selected 
texts, I show how the brothers may have borrowed specific phrases to describe Nemanja, for 
example, 'earthly angel, 'heavenly man'.  
 
In conclusion, the successful portrayal of their father as a holy ruler allowed Sava and 
Prvovenčani to consolidate the latter's position on the throne and strengthen the power of the 
Nemanjić dynasty for years to come. This was only possible through their combined efforts in 
                                            141	  Rapp	  1998a:	  687-­‐9;	  Rapp	  1998b:	  292-­‐4;	  Rapp	  2010:	  182-­‐3.	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developing the image of Nemanja as an ideal ruler supported by God and a holy founder of 
the dynasty who continued to protect his people and guide his successor even after death.  
 
Appendix 1 is my translation into English of Stefan Prvovenčani's Life, using the original OCS 
text taken from Šafárik's 1851 publication, found in Juhas-Georgievska's 1999 modern 
Serbian critical edition of Prvovenčani's collected works. Appendix 2 is a map showing some 
of the key places mentioned in the thesis. Appendix 3 provides a glossary of selected terms. 
Appendix 4 is an abbreviated family tree of Nemanja and his family.  
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2 Historical Overview  
 
To place the life of Stefan Nemanja into context, this chapter presents a summary of the 
history of the Serb lands of Zahumlje and Raška1 and the area of Duklja2 (Appendix 2) 
highlighting the complex relationships and dependencies between them and their interactions 
with their neighbours. Most of the chapter is devoted to Nemanja using the few primary 
sources available to present a realistic portrait of the man compared to the idealised image 




The early history of the political organisation of Serb lands was one of multifocal regional rule 
with only occasional and short-lived instances of consolidation into a larger inter-regional 
polity (for example, the area ruled by the Raškan Serb Vlastimir, c850-860s, extended from 
the area bordering Bulgaria and included Travunia in the west)3. Bulgaria and the Byzantine 
Empire imposed local rulers 4  particularly in Raška, which became a battleground for 
skirmishes between the two powers leading to frequent changes of ‘puppet’ Serb rulers and 
instability for the Raškan Serbs who repeatedly shifted their allegiance between the two 
empires5.  
 
In Zahumlje the Serbs were divided into disparate groups loyal only to their own leaders who 
vied with each other to provide safe passage for coastal merchants travelling eastwards over 
the mountains. Their notoriety was such that the Byzantine Emperor Basil I (ruled 867-86) 
ordered his coastal cities to pay protection money to them6 and, in return, Zahumlje and 
Travunia accepted Byzantine authority7. In Raška, Zahumlje and Travunia there was no 
                                            1	  The	  Serbs	  accepted	  protection	  from	  the	  Byzantine	  Emperor	  Heraklios	  in	  c625,	  see	  DAI	  I:	  152/3,	  chapter	  32,	  lines	  7-­‐9	  (it	  is	  more	  likely	  that	  Heraklios	  actively	  encouraged	  them	  as	  allies	  in	  his	  battles	  against	  the	  Avars,	  see	  DAI	  II:	  131);	  as	  well	  as	  receiving	  land	  around	  Thessaloniki	  (the	  future	  Raška),	  the	  Serbs	  were	  allocated	  the	  coastal	  lands	  of	  'Zachlumli	  [Zahumlje]	  and	  Terbounia	  [Travunia/Trebinje,	  bordering	  Zahumlje]	  and	  the	  country	  of	  the	  Kanalites	  [Konavli,	  an	  area	  subordinate	  to	  Travunia]’,	  see	  DAI	  I:	  152/3,	  chapter	  32,	  line	  11	  and	  lines	  21-­‐2;	  Ćirković	  2004:	  7-­‐11	  (arrival	  of	  the	  Serbs	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Slavic	  migrations	  of	  the	  6th/7th	  centuries)	  and	  12	  (geographical	  division	  of	  Serb	  lands	  between	  the	  Dinaric	  Alps	  and	  the	  Adriatic).	  2	  Duklja	  was	  'repopulated...just	  as	  were...Serbia	  and	  the	  country	  of	  the	  Zachlumi	  and	  Terbounia	  and...Kanali',	  see	  DAI	  I:	  164/5,	  chapter	  35,	  lines	  6-­‐9;	  although	  Fine	  initially	  suggests	  that	  the	  population	  was	  Serb	  (see	  Fine	  1991:	  53),	  he	  later	  refers	  to	  the	  Dukljans	  as	  'Slav',	  see	  Fine	  2006:	  25	  and	  36-­‐7.	  	  3	  The	  Byzantines	  encouraged	  Serb	  unity	  during	  Vlastimir's	  reign	  thus	  provoking	  an	  attack	  by	  the	  Bulgarians.	  Although	  Vlastimir	  was	  successful	  in	  repulsing	  them,	  subsequent	  in-­‐fighting	  between	  his	  sons	  after	  his	  death	  led	  to	  a	  collapse	  in	  the	  polity	  he	  had	  kept	  together,	  see	  DAI	  I:	  154/5-­‐156/7,	  chapter	  32,	  lines	  57-­‐62;	  Fine	  1991:	  109-­‐10	  and	  141-­‐2;	  Ćirković	  1995:	  15-­‐7	  and	  24-­‐6.	  	  4	  Ćirković	  2004:	  14-­‐5.	  5	  DAI	  I:	  156/7-­‐160/59,	  chapter	  32,	  lines	  69-­‐135;	  Curta:	  211-­‐3;	  Ćirković	  2004:	  18-­‐9;	  Fine	  1991:	  151-­‐4,	  159-­‐60	  (dealings	  between	  Byzantium,	  Bulgaria	  and	  Raška	  to	  the	  end	  of	  the	  first	  Raškan	  Serb	  'dynasty'	  in	  c950/60,	  after	  which	  very	  little	  is	  known	  about	  Raška	  for	  over	  a	  century).	  6	  Dubrovnik	  paid	  money	  to	  the	  princes	  of	  Zahumlje	  and	  Travunia,	  see	  DAI	  I:	  146/7,	  chapter	  30,	  lines	  138-­‐42.	  7	  Ćirković	  2004:	  16	  (the	  Byzantines	  used	  the	  increasingly	  Christianised	  population	  from	  Zahumlje,	  Travunia,	  Konavlje	  and	  Duklja	  to	  fight	  the	  Arabs	  in	  southern	  Italy	  in	  870).	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unifying Serb identity or a dominant leader; instead, each local population looked to a strong 
chieftain, appointed either by the Byzantines or the Bulgarians, to protect them from 
aggressive neighbours. The chieftain, in turn, depended on his overlord to retain his position 
as ruler.  
 
One such local ruler was Mihajlo Višević of Zahumlje (ruled c913-940s). Although showing 
allegiance to Tsar Symeon of Bulgaria, he was recognised as ‘Michaeli excellentissimo duci 
Chulmorum’ by Pope John X8  and maintained peaceful relations with his neighbours9 . 
Following the death of Symeon in 927, Mihajlo's allegiance switched to the Byzantines who 
bestowed on him the title, anthypatos kai patrikios, a rank above that of the relatively 
common, patrikios, indicating his strategic importance to them10.  
 
Although little is known about the early history of Duklja 11 , the switching of political 
allegiances was not uncommon. During the late 10th century, Tsar Samuel of Bulgaria 
captured Duklja, imprisoned its ruler, John Vladimir, a Byzantine ally, and then reinstated him 
as his own appointee12. However, by 1018 the Bulgarian Empire had fallen and Byzantium 
once again controlled the Adriatic coast and most of the Balkans including the Serbs of 
Raška, Zahumlje and Travunia and the people of Duklja13.  
 
Following his victory, and to impose his authority over the Bulgarians, Emperor Basil II issued 
three sigillia outlining the rights and 'possessions of the Bulgarian Church14. Although he 
demoted the Bulgarian patriarch to archbishop, he reaffirmed the special status of the church, 
now based in Ohrid, so that it was autonomous in all but the appointment of future 
archbishops, a function restricted exclusively to the Byzantine emperor15. In return, the Ohrid 
archbishop kept the emperor informed of the political situation in his jurisdiction and acted as 
a controlling force on Byzantine governors and the local Serb rulers 16 . Byzantium's 
                                            8	  CDRCDS	  I:	  34,	  letter	  24,	  line	  2;	  Mihajlo	  may	  also	  have	  been	  known	  as	  Rex	  Sclavorum,	  a	  title	  which	  could	  only	  be	  given	  by	  a	  pope,	  see	  Annales	  Barenses:	  52,	  entry	  for	  928	  ('hoc	  anno	  comprendit	  Michael,	  rex	  
Sclavorum,	  civitatem	  Sipontum	  mense	  Iulio');	  this	  was	  not	  the	  first	  attempt	  by	  the	  papacy	  to	  secure	  influence	  amongst	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  DAI	  II:	  134	  (in	  873,	  Pope	  John	  VIII	  asked	  Mutimir	  of	  Raška,	  a	  pagan	  Serb	  ruler,	  to	  place	  his	  lands	  under	  papal	  jurisdiction).	  	  	  9	  DAI	  II:	  137-­‐9.	  	  10	  DAI	  I:	  160/1,	  chapter	  33,	  line	  16;	  the	  granting	  of	  titles	  was	  a	  way	  for	  the	  emperor	  to	  acknowledge	  the	  political	  aims	  of	  his	  non-­‐Byzantine	  neighbours	  by	  establishing	  a	  hierarchical	  order	  of	  rulers	  who	  looked	  to	  him	  as	  the	  supreme	  Emperor	  of	  the	  Romans	  in	  Constantinople,	  see	  Nicol	  1988:	  57	  and	  Stanković	  2013b:	  83	  (specifically	  regarding	  local	  rulers	  on	  the	  Adriatic	  coast	  in	  the	  11th	  century	  when	  the	  Byzantines	  were	  threatened	  by	  the	  Normans	  from	  Sicily).	  11	  DAI	  I:	  162-­‐4/3,	  chapter	  35,	  lines	  5-­‐6	  ('it	  was	  under	  the	  emperor	  of	  the	  Romans');	  see	  also	  McGeer	  et	  al:	  154-­‐5	  (the	  first	  evidence	  of	  a	  Dukljan	  ruler	  comes	  from	  a	  7th/8th	  century	  seal	  bearing	  the	  inscription,	  Petar,	  
Archontes	  Diokleias;	  it	  is	  not	  known	  whether	  he	  was	  Slav	  or	  Byzantine).	  12	  Historical	  Context:	  138-­‐9.	  13	  Fine	  1991:	  197-­‐201	  (Basil	  II's	  offensive	  against	  the	  Bulgarians).	  14	  Gelzer	  1893:	  42-­‐6	  (text	  of	  the	  sigillia);	  Stephenson	  2000:	  75;	  Prinzing	  2012:	  360-­‐1.	  15	  Prinzing	  2012:	  359-­‐62	  and	  366-­‐7(the	  Ohrid	  archbishopric	  and	  its	  semi-­‐independent	  status).	  	  16	  Ostrogorsky	  1969:	  311-­‐3	  (formation	  of	  themes,	  including	  possibly	  Serbia,	  in	  the	  newly	  conquered	  areas.	  Raška,	  Duklja	  and	  Zahumlje	  continued	  to	  be	  ruled	  by	  locals);	  Ćirković	  2004:	  20-­‐2	  (Serb	  areas	  under	  Ohrid's	  control);	  Janković:	  14	  and	  Prinzing	  2012:	  364-­‐6	  and	  383	  (map	  of	  bishoprics	  under	  Ohrid's	  jurisdiction);	  Gelzer	  1893:	  40-­‐72;	  Gelzer	  1902:	  3-­‐11.	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dominance at this time led to an expansion of building works particularly along the important 
communication routes to Constantinople. An important example was the development of 
Skopje (a former Bulgarian stronghold) where imperially funded churches and monasteries 
were built and renovated, indicating Byzantine imposition not only of military control but also 
of religious, cultural and intellectual influence over former Bulgarian lands17. 
 
Despite papal influence along the coast18, Byzantine military and political control continued 
through the appointment of local rulers, for example, Knez Ljutovid of Zahumlje, 
protospatharios epi tou Chrysotrikliniou, hypatos, strategos of Serbia (Raška) and Zahumlje19 
and Byzantine administrators, for example the strategos of Dubrovnik20. However, in 1040 
Stefan Vojislav of Duklja rebelled and expelled the Byzantine governor21. In response, 'the 
emperor ...sent legates with much gold and silver to give to the Raškan Župan, the Bosnian 
ban and the prince of Zahumlje [Ljutovid]' to fight Vojislav22. Despite superior forces, the 
Byzantines were decisively beaten23 and Vojislav annexed Zahumlje and much of the area 
around Byzantine Dyrrachium24. This marked the end of a self-governing Zahumlje and the 
rise of Duklja.  
 
Following Vojislav’s death, his son Michael took power25 adding Raška to his territories26. 
Although appointed protospatharios c1050/5527, Michael was subsequently addressed as 
Sclavorum rex by Pope Gregory VII28. Not only was this title an indication of continuing papal 
efforts to influence the coastal rulers, for Michael it may have resulted from his efforts to 
obtain support against the Normans who had designs on Duklja. His relationship with the 
                                                                                                                             	  17	  Stanković	  2013b:	  80-­‐1;	  for	  donations	  by	  Emperor	  Romanos	  IV	  Diogenes	  (ruled	  1068-­‐71),	  mentioned	  in	  the	  1300	  charter	  of	  King	  Stefan	  Uroš	  II	  Milutin,	  to	  the	  church	  of	  St	  George,	  Skopje,	  see	  Zakonski	  spomenici:	  612,	  section	  XXV,	  lines	  1-­‐2	  and	  613,	  section	  XXXII,	  line	  2	  (Romanos	  referred	  to	  as	  the	  'first	  ktitor').	  	  18	  Janković:	  13;	  Curta:	  26	  (in	  1023	  the	  pope	  promoted	  Dubrovnik	  to	  an	  archbishopric	  with	  jurisdiction	  over	  the	  city,	  Zahumlje,	  Travunia	  and	  even	  Raška,	  despite	  Basil's	  earlier	  sigillion).	  	  19	  CDRCDS	  I:	  71,	  document	  54,	  lines	  1-­‐2	  (Ljutovid’s	  seal).	  20	  Curta:	  267-­‐9	  (interactions	  between	  the	  coastal	  Serbs	  and	  the	  Dubrovnik	  governor).	  21	  Kekaumenos:	  27,	  10	  -­‐	  28,	  05	  (Vojislav	  was	  'toparch	  of	  the	  kastra	  of	  Dalmatia,	  Zenta	  [Zeta]	  and	  Stamnus	  [Ston]’);	  also	  Skylitzes:	  408,	  lines	  72-­‐6	  (trs.:	  384)	  (reference	  to	  Vojislav,	  the	  Serb	  'archon',	  stealing	  money	  from	  an	  imperial	  ship).	  	  22	  LPD:	  88-­‐9.	  23	  LPD:	  89-­‐90;	  for	  a	  description	  of	  the	  battle	  and	  the	  Byzantine	  death	  toll,	  14000	  men	  and	  seven	  commanders,	  see	  Skylitzes:	  424,	  line	  80	  -­‐	  425,	  line	  97	  (trs.:	  399-­‐400).	  24	  LPD:	  92.	  25	  Stephenson	  2000:	  138-­‐40;	  Fine	  1991:	  212-­‐3	  (the	  succession).	  26	  Ćirković	  2004:	  25.	  27	  The	  title	  may	  have	  resulted	  from	  marriage	  to	  an	  imperial	  Byzantine	  princess	  (two	  of	  Michael's	  sons	  by	  his	  second	  wife	  had	  Greek	  names,	  suggesting	  such	  a	  marriage	  took	  place),	  see	  Fine	  1991:	  213;	  however,	  Stephenson	  argues	  that	  protospatharios	  was	  too	  low	  a	  rank	  for	  an	  important	  regional	  ruler	  marrying	  into	  the	  imperial	  family	  and	  that	  he	  may	  have	  been	  given	  a	  more	  senior	  dignity	  such	  as	  patrikios,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  140.	  28	  Das	  Register	  Gregors	  VII:	  365,	  book	  V,	  letter	  12,	  lines	  15-­‐6;	  CDRCDS	  I:	  157,	  document	  123,	  line	  1;	  Michael	  was	  already	  a	  king	  and	  the	  papal	  letter	  referred	  to	  an	  earlier	  request	  from	  Michael	  for	  the	  banner	  of	  St	  Peter,	  a	  sign	  of	  papal	  patronage,	  not	  a	  crown	  as	  has	  been	  suggested	  elsewhere,	  see	  Curta:	  270;	  both	  Stephenson	  2000	  and	  Ćirković	  suggest	  that	  the	  pope	  gave	  Michael	  a	  crown,	  see	  Ćirković	  2004:	  27	  and	  Stephenson	  2000:	  144;	  a	  fresco,	  c1080,	  in	  the	  church	  of	  St	  Michael	  in	  Ston,	  the	  capital	  of	  Zahumlje,	  depicts	  a	  crowned	  ruler,	  thought	  to	  be	  Michael,	  see	  Ostojić:	  34-­‐9.	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Byzantines was complex; although he returned the area around Dyrrachium, which his father 
had annexed in the early 1040s, he also supported uprisings against them, including an 
attempt in 1072 by Bulgarian rebels29. Although the rebellion was subsequently defeated it 
may have alerted the Byzantines to at least a sense of discontent amongst the Dukljans as 
well as recognition of their military strength.  
 
In 1081, Michael furthered his relations with the West by arranging the marriage of his son, 
Bodin, to the daughter of the Norman governor of Bari, an alliance possibly mediated by Pope 
Gregory VII to weaken the position of the Byzantines in Duklja. Indeed, during the Norman 
attack on Dyrrachium in October 1081, Bodin, now the new ruler30, although allied to the 
Byzantines, 'stood by' and did not participate in the battle, waiting to see what the outcome 
would be before allying himself with the winning side31. Despite this ambiguity towards his 
imperial overlords throughout his reign, Bodin was given the title, protosebastos, with duties 
as the eksousiastes (governor) of 'Diokleia and Serbia'32. The title suggests that Bodin was 
held in high regard by the Byzantines as the rank of protosebastos was usually given only to 
those related to the emperor33. The first foreigner to hold the title was Domenico Silvo, Doge 
of Venice (1070-84), as a reward for his stance against the Normans who were threatening 
Byzantine possessions along the Adriatic coast34. Hence, the title may have been given to 
Bodin to encourage him to defend the Byzantine theme of Dyrrachium bordering onto Duklja.  
 
In January 1089, the antipope Clement III wrote to 'Bodin, most glorious King of the Slavs', 
and raised the bishop of Bar to archbishop of Duklja, 'according to the customs of your 
predecessors'35. Clement confirmed the jurisdiction of the new archbishopric over areas 
including Duklja, Serbia and Travunia 'as well as all monasteries of the Dalmatians, Greeks 
and Slavs'36. Zahumlje was not included implying that it may have already broken away from 
Duklja and the inclusion of 'Serbia' (Raška) was meaningless as the Raškan Serbs were 
                                            29	  Bryennios:	  209,	  line	  22	  -­‐	  211,	  line	  5	  (trs.:	  208-­‐10)	  ('the	  Slavs	  shook	  off	  the	  Roman	  yoke,	  devastating	  and	  pillaging	  the	  territory	  of	  the	  Bulgarians...Dukljans	  throughout	  the	  whole	  of	  Dalmatia	  rose	  in	  revolt');	  Fine	  1991:	  213-­‐5;	  Stephenson	  2000:	  141-­‐4	  (the	  rebellion	  and	  its	  aftermath.	  Bodin,	  Michael's	  son,	  was	  crowned	  'tsar'	  Peter	  of	  the	  Bulgarians	  indicating	  a	  common	  Slavic	  push	  against	  Byzantine	  authority);	  but	  see	  Ferluga	  1976:	  393-­‐7	  (failure	  of	  the	  rebellion	  due	  to	  disinterest	  of	  the	  local	  Slavic	  landowners)	  30	  Anna	  Komnene	  refers	  to	  'Bodin	  and	  Michael,	  exarchs	  of	  Dalmatia'	  suggesting	  they	  ruled	  as	  co-­‐rulers,	  see	  Komnene:	  53,	  lines	  32-­‐3	  (trs.:	  48);	  Fine	  1991:	  220-­‐1.	  31	  Komnene:	  135-­‐6,	  lines	  88-­‐96	  (trs.:	  123).	  	  32	  Cheynet:	  90	  (an	  11th	  century	  seal	  bearing	  Bodin's	  name	  and	  title,	  discovered	  in	  the	  Archeological	  Museum,	  Istanbul	  in	  2007);	  the	  seal	  confirms	  that	  Duklja	  also	  controlled	  Raška	  ('Serbia').	  33	  Cheynet:	  94-­‐5	  (previous	  recipients	  of	  the	  dignity);	  protosebastos	  was	  a	  higher	  rank	  in	  imperial	  hierarchy	  than	  that	  given	  to	  Bodin's	  father,	  indicating	  the	  increasing	  importance	  to	  the	  Byzantines	  of	  Duklja,	  see	  Stanković	  2013b:	  83-­‐5.	  	  34	  Komnene:	  122,	  lines	  76-­‐81	  (trs.:	  111)	  ('He	  also	  asked	  the	  Venetians	  for	  help...some	  rewards	  were	  pledged...if	  only	  the	  Venetians	  would...protect	  the	  town	  [Dyrrachium]	  and...engage	  in	  sustained	  combat	  with	  Robert's	  [Guiscard]	  navy');	  Stephenson	  2000:	  168-­‐71	  (Venetian	  control	  of	  Dyrrachium	  and	  the	  role	  of	  the	  Doge).	  35	  Acta	  et	  Diplomata	  res	  Albaniae:	  21,	  document	  68,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (the	  reference	  to	  'your	  predecessors'	  refers	  to	  the	  earlier	  existence	  of	  an	  archbishopric	  in	  Duklja.	  The	  title	  'King'	  may	  have	  been	  given	  by	  Clement	  (possibly	  with	  a	  papal	  crown)	  or	  Bodin	  had	  inherited	  it	  from	  his	  father;	  for	  references	  to	  Bodin	  as	  'King	  of	  the	  Slavs'	  in	  c1096,	  see	  Raymond	  d'Aguilers:	  18.	  36	  Acta	  et	  Diplomata	  res	  Albaniae:	  21,	  document	  68,	  lines	  14-­‐9;	  also	  Curta:	  271;	  Fine	  1991:	  223.	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firmly under Ohrid's jurisdiction as was much of the population of Duklja37. Meanwhile, 
following the recapture of Dyrrachium in 1084 and the death of the Norman leader a year 
later38, the Byzantines lost interest in Bodin and acted quickly to restore imperial authority39. 
The political authority of Duklja now fell away allowing the emergence of new centres of 





In an effort to uphold Bodin's power, the Župan of Raška, Vukan (Bodin's appointee), seized 
Byzantine fortresses between Skopje and Niš40. According to Anna Komnene, the Byzantines 
wanted 'accurate information about the activities of the man and his people'41 suggesting that 
Vukan had replaced Bodin as the main threat42. As Bodin's power waned, Vukan increased 
his offensive against the Byzantines; in 1092/3 he 'crossed his own frontiers and ravaged the 
neighbouring towns and districts', including the fortified town of Lipljan43. In response, the 
Byzantine emperor, Alexios I Komnenos, marched on Vukan, concerned that control of Lipljan 
opened up the route to strategically important Skopje. Vukan sued for peace, blaming local 
Byzantine governors for making 'repeated raids' into his lands and offering his relatives as 
hostages. Despite his promises, Vukan did nothing and a year later Alexios ordered the 
governor of Dyrrachium to 'deal with the man'. However, in the subsequent skirmish the 
Byzantines were defeated and Vukan took the opportunity to devastate the countryside, 
taking Vranje and Tetovo and demolishing the area around Skopje44. In February 1094, 
Alexios once again marched on the Raškan Serbs 'to take strong reprisals' against Vukan45. 
As before, Vukan pledged loyalty and gave his nephews, Uroš and Stefan Vukan, as 
hostages to the Byzantines46.  
 
In Duklja, Bodin's death in c1101 led to a power struggle for the succession that further 
weakened Duklja's power47. Vukan, although recognising Byzantine authority, interfered in the 
Dukljan succession, hoping to extend his authority there, but his actions led to Byzantine 
                                            37	  Fine	  1991:	  224.	  38	  Curta:	  274-­‐6.	  39	  Bodin	  may	  already	  have	  realised	  his	  importance	  to	  them	  had	  waned	  as	  the	  Byzantine	  governor	  of	  Dyrrachium	  'had	  been	  sent...to	  make	  war'	  on	  him,	  see	  Komnene:	  225,	  lines	  97-­‐8	  (trs.:	  206).	  40	  Curta:	  271-­‐2.	  41	  Komnene:	  253,	  lines	  43-­‐4	  (trs.:	  230).	  42	  Anna	  states	  that	  Bodin	  was	  captured,	  see	  Komnene:	  226,	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  206),	  although	  he	  reappears	  c1092	  ready	  to	  'march	  on	  our	  [Byzantine]	  territory'	  again,	  see	  252,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  229);	  Fine	  1991:	  228-­‐9	  (differing	  views	  on	  whether	  or	  not	  Bodin	  was	  captured	  during	  the	  Byzantine	  campaign).	  43	  Komnene:	  265,	  lines	  48-­‐9	  lines	  (trs.:	  244)	  (Anna	  refers	  to	  Vukan	  as	  the	  'ruler	  of	  all	  Dalmatia',	  confirming	  the	  Byzantines'	  lack	  of	  interest	  in	  Bodin,	  who	  disappears	  from	  Anna's	  writing).	  44	  Komnene:	  265,	  line	  48	  -­‐	  266,	  line	  80	  (trs.:	  244-­‐6);	  Stephenson	  2000:	  148-­‐9.	  45	  Komnene:	  268,	  lines	  21-­‐2	  (trs.:	  246).	  46	  Komnene:	  280,	  lines	  8-­‐12	  (trs.:	  258).	  47	  Fine	  1991:	  229-­‐32	  (much	  of	  Fine's	  description	  of	  the	  Dukljan	  civil	  war	  is	  based	  on	  the	  unreliable	  LPD	  so	  caution	  must	  be	  used).	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reprisals so he again sued for peace and offered Alexios hostages48. He finally achieved 
political authority over Duklja when he married his daughter to Vladimir, the Dukljan king, who 
had also accepted Byzantine suzerainty49. 
 
When Vukan became Župan in Raška (c1083/4), his brother, Marko, ruled with him50. It has 
been suggested that Marko married a Hungarian woman and eventually moved to Hungary 
where he held positions in the court51 leaving Vukan to rule alone. By the early 12th century, 
Vukan was at peace with the Byzantines, had friendly contact with the Hungarians via Marko, 
was in control of Zahumlje, where his son, Zavida, was Župan, and had influence in Duklja, 
an area ruled by Vladimir, his son-in-law.  
 
Following Vukan's death in c1112, Zavida briefly took control of Raška52 before being ousted 
by his cousins53, the former hostages Uroš and Stefan Vukan (Marko's sons). Although there 
is no clear evidence, it is likely, given their background, that Uroš and his brother had 
Hungarian support for their seizure of power54, although the Byzantines may also have had 
reasons to interfere with the succession55. This was a pivotal point in Raška - Marko's 
marriage to a Hungarian princess seems to have encouraged Hungarian involvement in 
Raškan affairs, a situation that would have concerned the Byzantines. Hungary had 
conquered Sirmium in the late 11th century and by 1105 had established its rule over large 
parts of Dalmatia, as far south as Split, and also Bosnia and Croatia56. As the Hungarians 
continued their march through the Balkans, Byzantium's focus moved away from the coast 
and its earlier skirmishes with Vukan and shifted to its borders with Hungary in an attempt to 
control the latter's expansion. One way of keeping Hungary at bay was the existence of buffer 
                                            48	  Komnene:	  369,	  lines	  36-­‐8	  (trs.:	  342).	  49	  Fine	  1991:	  231.	  50	  Fine	  1991:	  222-­‐3;	  Živković	  2005:	  12	  (Marko’s	  land	  lay	  to	  the	  north	  west	  of	  Vukan's	  and	  west	  of	  Byzantine	  lands).	  	  51	  Živković	  2005:	  12	  (Marko's	  land	  bordered	  onto	  Hungarian	  lands,	  giving	  him	  potential	  for	  building	  links	  with	  the	  Hungarians,	  possibly	  including	  marriage);	  13	  (his	  son's	  name,	  Uroš,	  suggests	  Hungarian	  ancestry);	  14-­‐5	  (mention	  of	  'Marcus'	  -­‐	  possibly	  Marko	  -­‐	  in	  three	  Hungarian	  charters	  of	  1111	  and	  1124	  (see	  CDRCDS	  II:	  22,	  document	  19;	  24,	  document	  21;	  and	  37-­‐8,	  document	  36),	  indicating	  his	  importance	  in	  the	  Hungarian	  court);	  note,	  Marko's	  sons,	  Uroš	  and	  Stefan	  Vukan,	  were	  given	  to	  the	  Byzantines	  as	  hostages	  by	  their	  uncle,	  Vukan,	  in	  1094,	  suggesting	  Marko	  was	  still	  in	  Raška	  at	  that	  point,	  see	  previous	  page.	  	  52	  According	  to	  Domentijan,	  Nemanja's	  parents	  were	  'masters	  of	  Serb	  lands',	  see	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  223.	  53	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19	  ('was	  deprived	  of	  his	  lands	  by...his	  brothers/cousins'	  –	  the	  word	  brati9	  refers	  to	  brother	  or	  male	  cousin).	  54	  Živković	  2005:	  18-­‐20	  (in	  addition	  to	  familial	  links,	  Uroš	  was	  a	  friend	  of	  Almos,	  brother	  of	  the	  Hungarian	  King	  Coloman;	  15-­‐6	  (the	  absence	  of	  Marko's	  signature	  from	  a	  Hungarian	  charter	  of	  1113	  may	  suggest	  he	  helped	  Uroš	  take	  the	  Raškan	  throne);	  the	  Gesta	  Hungarorum	  indicates	  Hungarian	  involvement	  in	  the	  change	  of	  power	  in	  Raška,	  see	  Gesta	  Hungarorum:	  86,	  line	  29	  -­‐	  87,	  line	  2	  (the	  Hungarians	  'entered	  the	  land	  of	  Ras,	  subjugated	  it	  and	  captured	  its	  leader	  and	  held	  him	  in	  iron	  chains'),	  although	  it	  states	  that	  the	  Hungarians	  then	  marched	  onto	  the	  coast	  capturing	  Split	  and	  subjugating	  Croatia,	  see	  87,	  line	  5,	  events	  which	  happened	  c1105-­‐7	  -­‐	  however,	  it	  is	  still	  possible	  that	  the	  note	  regarding	  Raška	  is	  correct	  although	  the	  timing	  is	  not.	  55	  The	  Byzantines	  may	  have	  preferred	  to	  see	  Uroš	  and	  Stefan	  Vukan	  take	  power	  as	  they	  were	  known	  to	  them,	  having	  been	  held	  as	  hostages	  in	  c1094.	  	  56	  Stephenson	  2000:	  197-­‐200	  (annexation	  of	  Dalmatia);	  Fine	  1991:	  284-­‐8	  (annexation	  of	  Croatia	  and	  Bosnia).	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zones, in this case, Raška and Bosnia57. Another way was marriage, and in 1104 the heir to 
the Byzantine throne, John, married the Hungarian princess Piroška (re-named Irene58). 
However, neither strategy improved relations between the two powers. Hungarian dissidents, 
opposed to the rule of King Coloman and his successor, Stephen II, fled to Constantinople 
where they were well received, particularly after 1118 when John II Komnenos and Irene 
succeeded to the throne. According to the sources, the Byzantines' protection of the blind 
Almos, Stephen II's uncle, and his son, Béla, was just one reason for the start of hostilities 
between Hungary and Byzantium59. During the subsequent war (c1125-1129), Raška, led by 
Uroš I, served as a buffer zone between the protagonists. However, despite his earlier 
friendship with Amos and the fact that he owed allegiance to the Byzantines, Uroš allied 
himself with the Hungarians60. Although little is known about Uroš I's time in power61, it is 
clear that he did not follow his overlord's orders as Kinnamos states that 'the Serbs... plotted 
revolt and subdued the fortress of Rhason'62 whilst Choniates reports that many defeated 
Serbs were displaced to Nicomedia where they fought for the emperor63.  
 
Nemanja’s rise to power 
 
Stefan Nemanja, the youngest of Zavida's four sons 64, was born in 1112/3 in Ribnica, Duklja 
(to where Zavida had fled after losing his throne in Ras to Uroš and Stefan Vukan) into a 
mixed Latin/Orthodox religious and cultural environment. Although much of Duklja was under 
the jurisdiction of the Ohrid see, the establishment of Bar as a papal archbishopric in 1089 
                                            57	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  lines	  2-­‐6	  (trs.:	  84)	  (the	  Byzantines	  crossing	  towards	  Hungary	  via	  the	  Serbs,	  i.e.	  Raška,	  and	  Bosnia);	  note,	  Kinnamos	  makes	  the	  distinction	  between	  the	  'Serbs'	  and	  Bosnia	  stating	  that	  Bosnia	  'is	  a	  tribe	  which	  lives	  and	  is	  ruled	  separately',	  see	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  84);	  Ćirković	  2004:	  29.	  58	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  439,	  line	  27,	  footnote	  5.	  59	  Choniates:	  17,	  lines	  42-­‐5	  (trs.:	  11)	  ('the	  hidden	  cause	  of	  this	  dispute	  was	  that	  Almos...had	  fled	  to	  the	  emperor	  and	  had	  been	  warmly	  received');	  also,	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  439,	  line	  25	  -­‐	  440,	  line	  8	  (Empress	  Irene	  referred	  to	  Stephen	  II	  as	  her	  'liege'	  which	  provoked	  the	  king	  into	  invading	  'Greek	  lands'	  and	  devastating	  'Greek	  cities').	  60	  Choniates:	  17-­‐18,	  lines	  39-­‐61	  (trs.:	  11-­‐2);	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  440,	  line	  5	  -­‐	  442,	  line	  12;	  to	  compare	  the	  sources,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  206-­‐10	  (dates	  the	  campaign	  to	  1127-­‐9	  with	  the	  Serb	  uprising	  in	  1129)	  and	  Radojčić,	  B.:	  182-­‐6	  (concludes	  that	  the	  campaign	  took	  place	  1125-­‐6,	  Fine	  agrees	  with	  this,	  see	  Fine	  1991:	  235).	  61	  For	  the	  lack	  of	  source	  material	  mentioning	  the	  Serbs	  from	  the	  end	  of	  the	  11th	  century	  to	  the	  mid-­‐12th	  century,	  see	  Stanković	  2013b:	  85-­‐6	  (assumption	  that	  Serb	  lands	  were	  under	  a	  Byzantine	  system	  of	  control	  similar	  to	  that	  set	  up	  by	  Alexios	  I	  Komnenos).	  62	  Kinnamos:	  12,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  19);	  see	  also	  Popović,	  M.:	  38	  (archeological	  evidence	  confirms	  the	  fortifications	  were	  burnt	  down);	  although	  a	  Byzantine	  frontier	  fort,	  Ras	  developed	  into	  a	  seat	  of	  Serb	  administration,	  hence	  the	  name,	  Raška.	  Some	  Latin	  texts	  of	  the	  period	  refer	  to	  the	  Serbs	  as	  'Rasciani'	  in	  an	  area	  called	  'Rascia'.	  The	  Byzantines	  used	  various	  names,	  see	  Introduction:	  17,	  Ćirković	  2004:	  30	  and	  Kalić	  2009:	  132-­‐3.	  63	  Choniates:	  16,	  lines	  21-­‐4	  (trs.:	  11);	  Ras	  was	  recaptured	  by	  the	  Byzantines,	  see	  Popović,	  M.:	  302	  (coins	  bearing	  John's	  head	  have	  been	  excavated	  at	  Ras,	  suggesting	  a	  continuous	  Byzantine	  military	  presence	  during	  his	  reign);	  Kalić	  2007:	  200	  (a	  new	  fort,	  typical	  of	  other	  strategically	  defensive	  structures	  along	  the	  main	  land	  routes	  to	  Byzantium,	  housed	  300-­‐500	  men).	  64	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  223	  ('po	  rodjenju	  najmanji');	  for	  identity	  of	  Nemanja's	  father	  and	  family,	  see	  Stanojević:	  3-­‐6.	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and the presence of Latin priests meant that Latin customs and traditions remained important 
and Nemanja was duly christened by Latin priests65. 
 
At some point, according to Prvovenčani, Zavida returned to stol'no9 m7sto (place of the 
throne) 66 , i.e. Raška. Although Živković suggests that the Byzantines aided Zavida in 
c1124/5, it is more plausible that he returned to Ras without taking power as there is no 
indication of any dispute over the Raškan leadership during the 1120s and the Byzantines 
were fully involved in a campaign against the Cumans around this period67. On his family’s 
return, Nemanja was baptised again, in the church of St Peter and St Paul68, Ras, by the 
‘bishop and archpriests in the centre of Serb lands69. Prvovenčani states that Nemanja chose 
to be re-christened, implying that he was somewhat older, whilst Sava says that Nemanja 
was still a child70 at the time of his second baptism when the bishop anointed him71. I believe 
the restoration of peace in Duklja (where Zavida had found refuge) in the late 1130s/early 
1140s was the most likely time for the family to return potentially with Byzantine help72. 
  
In 1129, after the conclusion of peace between Byzantium and Hungary, Jelena, the daughter 
of Uroš I, married Béla II, the Hungarian heir73. It is possible that the marriage was an attempt 
by the Serbs and the Hungarians to form an alliance against the Byzantines (Kinnamos cites 
the marriage as the reason behind the Hungarian-Serb attack on Byzantine possessions in 
115074). However, given that peace had only just been established, it is more likely that John 
II Komnenos, following in his father Alexios' footsteps, encouraged the alliance between his 
proxy in Raška (despite Uroš' pro-Hungarian tendencies, the Byzantines were responsible for 
                                            65	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19	  (latin[sko9 pri9ti kr'qeni9).	  66	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  	  67	  Živković	  2006:	  457;	  campaign	  against	  the	  Cumans,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  7,	  line	  16	  -­‐	  8,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  16)	  (although	  Kinnamos	  refers	  to	  Scyths	  it	  is	  likely	  they	  were	  Cumans).	  68	  Popović,	  S.	  2000:	  209-­‐10	  and	  223-­‐4	  (origins	  of	  the	  church).	  69	  Prvovenčani:	  18-­‐20/19-­‐21;	  Erdeljan	  2013:	  41	  (as	  the	  bishop	  carrying	  out	  the	  baptism	  was	  under	  the	  authority	  of	  the	  Archbishop	  of	  Ohrid,	  Erdeljan	  suggests	  that	  Nemanja	  may	  have	  been	  making	  a	  personal	  commitment	  not	  just	  to	  the	  Orthodox	  Church	  but	  to	  Byzantium	  itself,	  bearing	  in	  mind	  the	  relationship	  of	  the	  influential	  archbishop	  with	  the	  Byzantine	  emperor;	  also	  Historical	  Overview:	  47).	  	  70	  If	  Nemanja	  was	  older,	  as	  indicated	  by	  Prvovenčani,	  this	  suggests	  that	  the	  family	  returned	  to	  Raška	  in	  the	  1140s,	  possibly	  after	  Uroš’	  death.	  If	  Nemanja	  was	  young	  at	  the	  time	  of	  his	  second	  christening	  this	  suggests	  that	  Zavida	  did	  rule	  briefly	  with	  the	  help	  of	  the	  Byzantines	  before	  Uroš	  took	  over	  again;	  Sava's	  use	  of	  the	  term	  mladen'cu (Sava:	  173,	  line	  18)	  refers	  to	  a	  child	  of	  around	  four	  (see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  97),	  indicating	  a	  return	  to	  Raška	  in	  c1116/7	  -­‐	  this	  seems	  unlikely	  taking	  into	  account	  the	  civil	  war	  in	  Duklja	  following	  the	  death	  of	  Vladimir,	  Zavida's	  brother-­‐in-­‐law,	  in	  c1114/8,	  see	  Fine	  1991:	  231.	  	  71	  Sava:	  173,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  25)	  (mirwm[ ego pomaza);	  there	  is	  no	  other	  evidence	  of	  the	  use	  of	  mirwm[ (in	  this	  case,	  holy	  chrism)	  by	  the	  Serbs	  in	  the	  12th	  century.	  However,	  emperors	  were	  anointed	  in	  Byzantine	  coronations	  after	  1204	  and,	  as	  Sava	  wrote	  his	  Life	  after	  that,	  it	  is	  possible	  that	  he	  'elaborated'	  his	  description	  of	  the	  baptism	  to	  legitimise	  Nemanja's	  future	  actions,	  see	  Nelson	  1976:	  113-­‐4	  (the	  Byzantines'	  use	  of	  chrism	  for	  post-­‐baptismal	  anointing);	  Nicol	  1976:	  38-­‐40	  (regarding	  the	  coronation	  of	  Theodore	  I	  Laskaris)	  and	  Angelov	  2007:	  387-­‐8;	  Obolensky	  states	  that	  the	  'second	  christening'	  was,	  in	  fact,	  chrismation,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  118-­‐9	  (footnote	  11);	  for	  discussion	  of	  'baptism'	  (initiation	  into	  the	  Orthodox	  Christian	  Church	  involving	  the	  cleansing	  of	  the	  soul	  of	  all	  sin)	  and	  'chrismation'	  (anointing	  immediately	  following	  baptism,	  to	  invoke	  the	  Holy	  Spirit),	  see	  Ware:	  283-­‐6.	  	  72	  Fine	  1991:	  231-­‐3	  (civil	  war	  in	  Duklja,	  and	  interactions	  with	  the	  Byzantines	  and	  Raška).	  73	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  443,	  lines	  22-­‐5.	  	  74	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  lines	  12-­‐22	  (trs.:	  84);	  Historical	  Overview:	  41.	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his confirmation as Veliki Župan) and the future Hungarian king, who was related to his wife, 
Irene75. Not only did this increase Byzantine influence in both areas, it was also a way of 
giving the Raškan Serbs imperial prestige by linking Uroš' family to that of the Byzantine 
empress. Further marriage alliances took place between the Raškan royal household and 
neighbouring rulers including that of Jelena's sister, Marija, with the Bohemian Prince Conrad 
II of Znojma and Marija's daughter, Jelena, with the High Duke of Poland, Casimir II the 
Just76. It is conceivable that such alliances were made with at least the knowledge, if not 
encouragement, of the Raškan overlords in Constantinople in an effort to bind together ruling 
families in the region. 
 
In 1143, John's son, Manuel I Komnenos, ascended the throne in Constantinople and two 
years later Veliki Župan Uroš I died. Although Manuel confirmed the succession of Uroš II 
(Uroš I's son), it appears that he encouraged the new Veliki Župan to share his lands with 
Nemanja and his brothers, forming a system of co-rulers77. Prvovenčani's statement that 
Nemanja received part of his patrimony when he reached adulthood and married78, may be 
evidence for this apportioning of land. Prvovenčani's use of the word wt[rox[jn[j (for 
'adulthood') implies that Nemanja was in his early 20s when he received his lands (c1134/5). 
However, it is also possible that Prvovenčani was referring to the accepted age at which a 
son would receive lands (rather than Nemanja's actual age of mid-40s in 1145 when Uroš II 
came to power)79. If we accept that Uroš I was unlikely to divide his lands between the sons 
of Zavida, the ruler he had forced out of power, it is conceivable that the new Byzantine 
emperor, Manuel, encouraged the promotion of Zavida’s sons after Uroš I's death, seeing 
them as useful allies against the pro-Hungarian rulers of Raška80. Judging by the strategic 
value of the lands given to Nemanja81, it appears that Manuel intended Zavida's sons to play 
an important role in the administration of Raškan lands82. Manuel's strategy in distributing 
power to Serbs with different loyalties (Uroš II to Hungary, Zavida's sons to Byzantium) and 
dividing the land between numerous Župans (although with allegiances to the Veliki Župan), 
resulted in a disparate collection of people with potentially divided loyalties rather than a 
coherent group loyal only to one strong leader.  
 
                                            75	  Stanković	  2013b:	  86.	  76	  Kalić	  2009:	  130-­‐1.	  77	  Stanković	  argues	  that	  Manuel	  developed	  a	  more	  personal	  foreign	  policy	  than	  his	  father	  and	  grandfather,	  particularly	  with	  relation	  to	  Raška,	  his	  buffer	  against	  Hungary.	  This	  would	  explain	  his	  hands-­‐on	  approach	  to	  the	  affairs	  of	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  Stanković	  2013b:	  87-­‐8.	  78	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21.	  79	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  97.	  80	  By	  1145,	  Uroš	  II's	  sister,	  Jelena,	  and	  brother,	  Beloš,	  were	  regents	  for	  the	  under-­‐age	  Hungarian	  king,	  Géza	  II,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  lines	  16-­‐8	  (trs.:	  84)	  (Beloš	  'was	  particularly	  esteemed	  by	  King	  Géza	  since	  he	  had	  participated	  in	  his	  nuture	  and	  education	  since	  childhood').	  81	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21	  (eastern	  lands	  received	  by	  Nemanja	  -­‐	  'Toplica,	  Ibar	  i	  Rasina	  i	  Reka...Dubočica')	  and	  Blagojević	  2000:	  72/3	  (map	  indicating	  positions	  of	  these	  areas,	  bordering	  Byzantine	  lands).	  82	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  107.	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Prvovenčani's description of the land acquired by Nemanja is interesting and worth exploring 
further. He refers to xest[ wt[x[stb[i8 83 , power bases over which the family had 
patrimonial rights to, i.e. the land and power over it was inherited. The term, xest[, may 
also refer to an area ruled jointly, so it is possible that the land mentioned by Prvovenčani is 
the area given to all four brothers to govern as co-rulers. There is no clear evidence of the 
extent of Zavida's lands so it is difficult to ascertain accurately how his land was distributed 
between the brothers, the mechanism by which they ruled together and whether the divisions 
were the same as those held by previous generations84. An additional complication regarding 
Nemanja's lands is that they most likely included his wife Ana's possessions (possibly 
including the right to rule these outright). Unfortunately, there are no sources concerning 
Ana's background or the dowry she brought with her85. 
 
The years following Uroš II's succession were an important period in Hungarian-Serb 
relations. The 1129 marriage alliance had reinforced relations between the two ruling families 
potentially offering mutual support against the Byzantines and, despite Manuel's strategy of 
land distribution, Uroš' position seemed strong. For Hungary, co-operation with the Raškan 
Serbs was important in a period when the growing rapprochement between the Byzantines 
and the Germans had placed it in a weak position squeezed between two powerful 
neighbours. For Zavida’s sons, the situation was more complex. They owed allegiance to 
Uroš II but were wary of his ally, Hungary (who had helped remove their father from his 
throne) and their primary duty was to the Byzantine emperor (who had helped to recover their 
lands). Their reactions over the next decade provide evidence of this complexity and their 
reticence in aiding the Raškan Veliki Župans. 
 
In 1147 the armies of the Second Crusade passed through Hungary giving the Hungarian-
Serb association an opportunity to establish friendly contacts with the French and Germans. 
That same year Roger of Sicily raided Byzantine Corfu, Corinth and Thebes and the following 
year the Cumans rebelled in the Balkans. Having dealt first with the Cumans86, Manuel, now 
with German support, was about to deal with Roger, 'the tyrant of the Sicilians'87, when Uroš II 
rebelled (1149) forcing Manuel to delay88. At the same time internal revolts in Germany, 
apparently funded by Sicilian money, put an end to German support for Manuel. Uroš, allied 
                                            83	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21.	  84	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  94-­‐5	  (there	  is	  some	  confusion	  regarding	  Reke,	  although	  Prvovenčani	  includes	  it	  as	  Nemanja's	  land	  he	  also	  refers	  to	  it	  as	  'Greek	  land',	  see	  Prvovenčani	  Povelja:	  2/3	  ('od	  Grcke	  zemlje...Reke')	  and	  Blagojević	  2000:	  68	  (Reke	  as	  a	  purely	  geographical	  area,	  based	  on	  a	  set	  of	  rivers	  and	  their	  tributaries,	  rather	  than	  an	  actual	  place);	  also	  Mrgić-­‐Radojčić:	  54-­‐5	  (regarding	  co-­‐rule)	  and	  Blagojević	  2000:	  67-­‐9	  (division	  of	  land	  between	  the	  brothers	  and	  the	  concept	  of	  co-­‐rulers).	  85	  Prvovenčani	  merely	  notes	  Nemanja's	  marriage	  to	  Ana,	  but	  there	  is	  no	  other	  evidence	  regarding	  the	  marriage	  or	  its	  date.	  	  86	  Kinnamos:	  93-­‐5	  (trs.:	  76-­‐8).	  87	  Kinnamos:	  98,	  lines	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  80).	  88	  Fine	  1991:	  236-­‐7;	  Choniates	  shows	  Uroš'	  duplicitous	  nature	  by	  stating	  that	  the	  Serbs	  'had	  	  put	  forward	  a	  friendly	  countenance	  and	  were	  affable	  in	  speech	  while	  concealing	  the	  truth	  in	  the	  innermost	  recesses	  of	  the	  heart',	  see	  Choniates:	  90,	  lines	  76-­‐9	  (trs.:	  52).	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with his nephew, Géza II of Hungary, took the opportunity and attacked Byzantine 
fortifications on the eastern border of Raška89. The Byzantine sources are clear that Uroš had 
not acted alone: Kinnamos states that ‘the Germans and Serbs and Hungarians…had joined 
in alliance...to attack the Romans from the west, and that Yaghi-Basan, the Turks’ chieftain, 
had decided to plunder Asia together with the sultan’90, whilst Theodore Prodromos blames 
‘the Hungarian forces’ who supported the Serbs and ‘the Sicilian Dragon’ who incited the 
Serbs ‘by his gifts to enter into treaties to distract the emperor from attacking him’91. At the 
same time as the Hungarian-Serb attack on Byzantine territory, the Raškan Serbs attacked 
Radoslav of Duklja, (a Byzantine vassal appointed Knez by Manuel in 1146/7). According to 
the LPD, the attack on Radoslav, by ‘criminals, who were old enemies’, was led by Desa, 
Uroš II's brother, who then took control of Duklja and Travunia92. Judging by the timing of 
events it appears that the anti-Byzantine forces were well organised and able to support one 
another.  
 
For Manuel the uprising was a major worry. First, if it was not put down immediately, the way 
lay open for Uroš and the Hungarians to attack Byzantine possessions along the Adriatic 
(something which he had to avoid if he was to launch a campaign against the Normans in 
Sicily)93. Second, the shortest land route to Germany was through the northwest Balkans and 
the Danube frontier and instability there could negatively affect Manuel’s attempts at 
alliance 94 . Third, Manuel could not watch a persistent enemy attack his loyal subject, 
Radoslav of Duklja. Finally, he could not allow the Hungarians to believe that they could 
achieve a large, independent Hungarian-Serb bloc centred on the Danube Basin from which 
they could attempt to manipulate both the West and the Byzantine Empire95. Manuel's policy 
towards the Serbs and the Hungarians followed closely that of his father, John, and even his 
grandfather, Alexios, that is, they all looked to bind local Serb rulers to Byzantine rule by 
giving them regional power often in exchange for imperial titles and associated prestige. 
When such rulers acted against the empire, the emperor would punish them (although there 
is no evidence of Uroš receiving an imperial title, Manuel's actions indicate that Uroš, a local 
ruler, had gone too far against the overlord who supported him in power). Manuel, therefore, 
could not allow Uroš' actions to go unpunished, nor could he allow the Hungarians to interfere 
in his Balkan strategy96. 
 
                                            89	  Curta:	  329.	  90	  Kinnamos:	  101,	  lines	  18-­‐23	  (trs.:	  82).	  91	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  XXX,	  p354,	  lines	  198-­‐202	  and	  line	  207	  (Σερβουγγρικήν	  -­‐	  emphasis	  on	  joint	  Serb-­‐Hungarian	  force);	  see	  also	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Miller):	  743,	  line	  368	  (Σερβουγκρική δυνάµει	  -­‐	  'Serb-­‐Hungarian	  force').	  92	  LPD:	  104	  (Radoslav	  was	  Nemanja's	  nephew	  so	  it	  is	  debatable	  whether	  he	  and	  his	  brothers	  were	  involved	  in	  the	  attack).	  93	  Fine	  1991:	  237.	  94	  Urbansky:	  56.	  95	  Urbansky:	  51.	  96	  For	  earlier	  Byzantine	  strategy	  in	  dealing	  with	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  p33	  (Bodin's	  rule	  as	  'governor'	  of	  Duklja	  and	  Serbia),	  for	  strategy	  of	  John	  II	  Komnenos,	  see	  pp37-­‐8	  (the	  1129	  Serb-­‐Hungarian	  marriage	  alliance);	  also	  Stanković	  2013b:	  86-­‐8.	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Manuel targeted the strategically vital communications corridor through the Nišava-Morava 
valleys where he ‘effortlessly subdued Ras and all the fortresses which had been constructed 
there’97. Not only did Manuel take Ras and Galić (important strongholds in the centre of 
Raška), he also took numerous nobles captive, resettling them in Serdica (Sofia) and Asia 
Minor98. Prvovenčani names Ras as one of the areas given to Nemanja on his return to 
Raška but Kinnamos mentions it as being destroyed by the Byzantines in 1149. Was 
Nemanja involved in the fighting during this attack, had Uroš moved him elsewhere or did 
Nemanja do very little to defend his land as Kinnamos refers to the effortless takeover of the 
fortress at Ras and the burning of the Veliki Župan's palace99? It is impossible to determine 
what Nemanja's actions were as neither Byzantine or Serb sources mention him or his 
brothers: as Župans subordinate to Uroš they would have been expected to supply him with 
men and arms, but as pro-Byzantines their loyalties should also have been with Manuel. 
 
Despite his earlier defeat, Uroš continued his offensive: ’the Župan had waited for an 
opportunity… and forthwith prevailed in battle’100. Kinnamos refers to ‘hit-and-run attacks and 
ambushes and the avoidance of any major encounters’101. Uroš could not defeat the imperial 
army in head-on confrontation but guerrilla tactics gave him some hope. He harassed the 
imperial troops then withdrew into inaccessible mountainous territory allowing the Byzantines 
only limited opportunities to attack102. In autumn 1150, Uroš and the Hungarians103 went on 
the offensive again as Manuel ’assembled his forces at Naissos [Niš]'104. Kinnamos cites the 
1129 marriage alliance between Hungary and Raška as a major reason for the support 
offered to the Serbs105. Choniates also notes that the Serbs were ’conspiring with the 
neighbouring Hungarians against the Romans’ and that they were ‘emboldened by the 
support of a large body of Hungarian allied forces’106. Although Kinnamos reports that the 
Hungarians were ‘defeated by the Romans, [and] fled'107, another 'countless allied force of 
Hungarian cavalry' awaited the Byzantines at the River Tara108. The Serbs, however, are 
                                            97	  Kinnamos:	  102,	  lines	  19-­‐20	  (trs.:	  83);	  archeological	  evidence	  shows	  that	  Ras,	  the	  surrounding	  villages	  and	  the	  palace	  were	  all	  destroyed	  by	  fire,	  although	  the	  latter	  was	  rebuilt	  later	  and	  used	  by	  Nemanja	  as	  a	  defensive	  stronghold	  and	  one	  of	  his	  palace	  complexes,	  see	  Popović,	  M.:	  302-­‐5.	  98	  Kinnamos:	  103,	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:	  83).	  99	  Kinnamos:	  103,	  lines	  16-­‐9	  (trs.:	  83).	  100	  Kinnamos:	  103,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  83).	  101	  Fine	  1991:	  237.	  102	  Choniates:	  92,	  lines	  29-­‐30	  (trs.:53).	  103	  Evidence	  for	  continuing	  Hungarian	  support	  comes	  from	  Géza's	  response	  to	  a	  request	  for	  aid	  by	  the	  Kievan	  leader,	  Iziaslav	  II:	  'I	  am	  at	  war	  with	  the	  emperor',	  see	  PSRL	  Ipatjevskaya:	  1149,	  column	  384	  (ратенъ 
есмь съ цремъ).	  104	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  lines	  1-­‐3	  (trs.:	  83-­‐4).	  105	  Kinnamos:	  104,	  lines	  12-­‐22	  (trs.:	  84)	  (although	  Kinnamos	  states	  that	  Beloš’	  brother	  was	  married	  to	  the	  
Veliki	  Župan’s	  sister,	  in	  fact	  it	  was	  Béla	  II	  of	  Hungary	  who	  married	  Jelena	  (Beloš'	  sister),	  and	  Géza,	  who	  supported	  the	  Serbs,	  was	  their	  son);	  Historical	  Overview:	  37-­‐8.	  106	  Choniates:	  92,	  lines	  30-­‐3	  (trs.:	  53).	  107	  Kinnamos:	  105,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  84);	  Curta:	  330	  (the	  Hungarians	  agreed	  peace	  terms	  with	  Manuel	  the	  following	  year,	  although	  they	  continued	  harassing	  the	  Byzantines	  along	  the	  Danube,	  possibly	  urged	  by	  Roger	  II	  of	  Sicily).	  108	  Kinnamos:	  107,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  86);	  in	  fact,	  the	  Byzantines	  appear	  to	  have	  been	  surprised	  by	  the	  huge	  army	  which	  awaited	  them	  at	  the	  Tara,	  comprising	  Hungarians,	  Serbs,	  Pechenegs	  and	  a	  tribe	  of	  Jewish	  Chazars,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  107,	  lines	  9-­‐17	  (trs.:	  86).	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portrayed as cowards who abandoned the fight at the first sight of the emperor’s banner and, 
even though they were ’pursued only by an insignificant number of soldiers...[they] fled until 
they were in rough country’109. Theodore Prodromos reports that the Serbs retreated to the 
mountains and describes the 'barbarian archiserbozupanos' Uroš as ‘this mountain-reared 
swine’110. Despite this, it appears that Uroš succeeded in 'taking something of ours'111 before 
retreating although Theodore Prodromos does not clarify what. Instead, he stresses the 
relationship between Uroš and Manuel, describing the Veliki Župan as τρίδουλον έκ 
γένους112, a standard depiction of a defeated enemy. Stressing the Byzantine image of the 
untrustworthy, cowardly barbarian, Choniates states that Uroš 'abandoned his own people...to 
be scattered and slaughtered' and urged them to flee113. 
 
Uroš sent envoys ’requesting forgiveness for his ill deeds’114, a typical Byzantine description 
of Serbs facing defeat115. He prostrated himself before Manuel116: ‘having raised himself a 
little from the earth, where he lay after casting himself down before the emperor’s feet, he 
pledged his agreements with oaths, declaring that for eternity he would be subject to the 
Romans’117. Kinnamos and Choniates both refer to 'archzupanos Bachinos' fighting Manuel 
and losing an arm 118 . Rather than Uroš, it is likely that Bachinos was a Hungarian 
commander119 sent by Géza to support the Serbs.  
 
Manuel’s victory at the Tara was decisive120: he had humiliated Uroš121; he had defeated the 
Hungarians, making clear he would not allow the development of an anti-Byzantine bloc on 
his northern frontier; his victory made clear the Normans could not rely on the Hungarians to 
                                            109	  Kinnamos:	  108,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  86).	  110	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  XXX,	  p354,	  lines	  196-­‐7;	  his	  use	  of	  ούρεσίτροφον	  	  -­‐	  'mountain-­‐reared	  swine'	  is	  a	  play	  on	  the	  name	  Uroš,	  cf	  Manganeios	  Prodromos'	  use	  of	  ούρητής in	  his	  description	  of	  the	  same	  event	  which	  suggests	  that	  Uroš	  wet	  himself	  through	  fear	  of	  Manuel,	  see	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Miller):	  762,	  lines	  36-­‐40;	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  relationships	  of	  the	  two	  writers	  with	  Manuel,	  see	  Stanković	  2007:	  213-­‐5.	  111	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  XXX,	  p354,	  line	  203;	  Stanković	  suggests	  that	  this	  refers	  to	  Uroš'	  successes	  in	  the	  south,	  possibly	  against	  Radoslav	  of	  Duklja,	  see	  Stanković	  2006:	  444-­‐5.	  112	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  XXX,	  p354,	  line	  197	  ('thrice	  a	  slave	  of	  his	  race').	  113	  Choniates:	  90,	  lines	  88-­‐92	  (trs.:	  53).	  	  114	  Kinnamos:	  112,	  lines	  21-­‐2	  (trs.:	  90).	  115	  Compare	  Vukan	  in	  the	  1090s	  offering	  peace	  to	  Alexios	  (p34),	  see	  Komnene:	  279,	  lines	  97-­‐8	  (trs.:	  257);	  Nemanja's	  pleas	  to	  Manuel	  for	  forgiveness	  (pp52	  and	  54),	  see	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  4-­‐6	  (trs.:	  90)	  and	  Kinnamos:	  287,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  215);	  Nemanja's	  pleas	  to	  Isaac	  II	  Komnenos	  (p60),	  see	  Choniates	  Orationes:	  28,	  lines	  3-­‐10).	  116	  Angelov	  and	  Herrin:	  158	  (proskynesis,	  an	  ancient	  ritual	  involving	  prostration	  before	  the	  ruler	  and	  indicating	  complete	  submission).	  117	  Kinnamos:	  112,	  line	  22	  –	  113,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  90);	  also	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  149,	  lines	  18-­‐26	  (no	  proskynesis	  although	  the	  humiliation	  is	  clear	  -­‐	  Uroš'	  men	  were	  bare-­‐headed,	  arms	  exposed	  to	  their	  elbows	  and	  without	  shields	  or	  swords).	  	  118	  Kinnamos:	  111,	  line	  18	  -­‐	  112,	  line	  9	  (trs.:	  89);	  Choniates:	  92,	  lines	  36-­‐8	  (trs.:	  54).	  119	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  23-­‐4	  (poem	  c1150/1:	  'To	  the	  same	  emperor	  when	  he	  fought	  in	  single	  combat	  with	  the	  abominable	  Serb');	  specifically	  24,	  line	  24	  (reference	  to	  krali	  stratarchon,	  the	  ‘ruler’s	  commander’	  suggesting	  it	  was	  Bachinos,	  and	  not	  the	  ruler,	  Uroš,	  who	  was	  defeated	  in	  combat	  by	  Manuel;	  
Vizantijskih	  Izvori:	  35-­‐6,	  reference	  71	  (scholarship	  on	  identity	  of	  Bachinos).	  120	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  24,	  lines	  23-­‐4	  ('one	  thousand	  fled,	  countless	  were	  killed	  and	  the	  ruler's	  commander	  was	  captured').	  	  121	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  143,	  lines	  8-­‐12	  (Uroš'	  men	  weeping,	  on	  bended	  knee	  with	  open	  arms	  and	  heads	  on	  the	  ground);	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  147,	  lines	  14-­‐7	  (the	  weeping	  of	  the	  Serbs	  sounding	  like	  animal	  noises).	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assist them in their attacks on Byzantium and he had emphasised his commitment to loyal 
subjects by reinstating Radoslav in Duklja. Manuel celebrated with a triumphal return to 
Constantinople, parading captured Serbs and Hungarians in great splendour122. There is no 
mention of Nemanja and his brothers so they were either considered inconsequential by the 
Byzantine chroniclers or they had remained loyal to Manuel.  
 
Following his defeat, Uroš agreed to provide Manuel with upto 2500 fighting men123 and it is 
conceivable that these included Nemanja and his brothers, possibly a way of removing them 
from Raška where the defeat could have been used as a pretext for an attempt on the throne. 
There was also the possibility that the brothers could have been injured or killed whilst 
fighting, hence removing any threat completely. Alternatively, if Nemanja had been involved in 
the fighting in Ras124, being sent to Asia could have been an imperial punishment. 
 
A key feature of the 1149/50 Byzantine-Hungarian conflict was the attitude of Manuel. He is 
portrayed taking personal responsibility for the defeat of his enemies, inspiring and leading 
his men from the front and taking part in hand to hand conflict, for example, his apparent 
encounter with Bachinos according to Kinnamos and Choniates125. Unlike his father, who sent 
generals to deal with the Serbs126, Manuel was shown taking personal control and when he 
could not do so directly, he substituted his relatives as his representatives in areas under his 
control who then reported back to him. An important example of this use of relatives, a 
practice begun by John II Komnenos, was his appointment of his cousin, the monk John, as 
the Archbishop of Ohrid, a major figure in the subsequent relationship between Manuel and 
Stefan Nemanja127.  
 
An appointment made by Manuel that did not work to his advantage, however, was the 
placing of his cousin, Andronikos, in 1153 as doux of the strategically important strongholds 
of Niš and Braničevo128. Andronikos immediately turned to the Hungarian king, Géza II, 
promising that he would hand over to him the area under his governorship if Géza, despite his 
recent peace agreement, helped him remove Manuel from power129. The plot was discovered 
                                            122	  Choniates:	  93,	  lines	  60-­‐7	  (trs.:	  54).	  123	  Kinnamos:	  113,	  lines	  3-­‐6	  (trs.:	  90)	  (including	  500	  men	  for	  campaigns	  in	  Asia);	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  143,	  lines	  20-­‐3	  ('they	  became	  twice	  as	  obedient	  as	  before	  and	  gave	  those	  most	  dear	  to	  them	  as	  hostages	  and	  agreed	  to	  other	  things	  you	  had	  ordered');	  Manuel	  also	  used	  the	  'proficient'	  Serb	  hostages	  in	  a	  subsequent	  attack	  on	  the	  Hungarians,	  see	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  143,	  lines	  25-­‐6.	  	  124	  Historical	  Overview:	  41.	  125	  Historical	  Overview:	  42.	  126	  Kalić	  2007:	  201.	  127	  Stanković	  2013b:	  87-­‐8;	  Historical	  Overview:	  47.	  128	  Kinnamos:	  124,	  lines	  20-­‐1	  (trs.:	  98);	  Choniates:	  101,	  lines	  67-­‐8	  (trs.:	  58)	  (Andronikos	  as	  doux	  of	  Belgrade	  (not	  Niš)	  	  and	  Braničevo);	  Braničevo	  and	  Belgrade	  were	  key	  cities	  bordering	  Hungary,	  hence	  the	  appointment	  of	  a	  senior	  Komnenian	  family	  member	  as	  governor.	  129	  Kinnamos:	  126,	  lines	  10-­‐4	  (trs.:	  100);	  Andronikos	  also	  offered	  to	  help	  Desa	  usurp	  his	  brother	  Uroš'	  power,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  103.	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and Andronikos was imprisoned forcing Géza to withdraw and once again accept peace 
terms from Manuel, promising 'to obey him in everything he wished'130.  
 
Despite this, Géza took advantage of discontent in Raška between Župans who supported 
the Hungarians and those who remained loyal to Manuel131, and replaced Uroš with his 
brother, Desa, as Veliki Župan of Raška (Géza did not have the authority to do this as both 
brothers owed allegiance to Manuel, so the Hungarian's actions were provocative at least)132. 
Kinnamos suggests that the Serbs themselves wanted to replace Uroš with Desa and offered 
the two men to the emperor but Manuel refused, stating that only he had the power to depose 
and appoint133, a clear example of his authority over the Serbs (the fact that the Serbs 
appealed to Manuel, not Géza, shows that they were in no doubt of their overlord although 
Kinnamos may just have assumed this). Although Michael the Rhetor provides a highly 
stylised account, it is likely that his mention of Hungarian interference is correct bearing in 
mind historical precedence, the family background of Uroš and Desa and the fact that their 
brother, Beloš, was a Hungarian comes palatinus and a highly influential figure in the court of 
his nephew, Géza134. Although most Raškan nobles loyal to Uroš and/or Desa may have 
veered towards the Hungarians, Zavida's sons and their followers remained loyal to the 
Byzantines135.  
 
Taking personal control, Manuel intervened in Raškan affairs 136  to resolve the dispute 
between the brothers and reinstate Uroš, even taking additional hostages for military 
service137. Desa, who Manganeios Prodromos describes as 'the usurper and bastard ruler of 
Dalmatia'138, 'threw himself at your [Manuel's] feet' hoping to avoid the imprisonment urged by 
Uroš and the whole affair was played out in front of 'high-ranking officials from the West, from 
the king of the Germans, from the king of the Latins [i.e. in Jerusalem] from the senior satraps 
                                            130	  Kinnamos:	  134,	  lines	  1-­‐2	  (trs.:105).	  131	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  25-­‐42	  (poem	  1155,	  'Another	  speech	  to	  the	  same	  emperor	  when	  by	  his	  presence	  alone,	  he	  surprised	  the	  Kral	  and	  gained	  a	  bloodless	  victory'),	  specifically	  34,	  lines	  333-­‐4	  (reference	  to	  'Župans	  who	  had	  rebelled'	  against	  the	  Veliki	  Župan)	  and	  34,	  lines	  348-­‐9	  ('the	  Dalmatians	  [i.e.	  Serbs]	  could	  not	  compromise,	  could	  not	  live	  in	  unity	  nor	  could	  they	  agree').	  	  132	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  163,	  lines	  25-­‐7	  ('the	  one	  who	  you	  put	  in	  place	  has	  been	  overthrown...for	  the	  one	  given	  to	  them	  by	  the	  Hungarians',	  although	  names	  are	  not	  mentioned	  it	  appears	  that	  the	  author	  is	  referring	  to	  Uroš	  and	  Desa);	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  33,	  line	  295	  (reference	  to	  'the	  one	  who	  had	  fallen	  from	  power',	  i.e.	  Uroš,	  although	  there	  is	  no	  clear	  mention	  of	  Hungarian	  involvement);	  although	  it	  is	  tempting	  to	  align	  Uroš	  with	  the	  Byzantines	  and	  Desa	  with	  the	  Hungarians,	  both	  brothers	  shifted	  allegiances	  when	  necessary,	  see	  Kalić	  1970:	  37.	  	  133	  Kinnamos:	  113,	  lines	  9-­‐16	  (trs.:	  90).	  134	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  456,	  lines	  19-­‐25	  (description	  of	  Ban	  Beloš,	  uncle	  of	  the	  king,	  defeating	  the	  Teutons	  in	  battle);	  Beloš'	  in	  Byzantine,	  Hungarian,	  Croatian,	  Rus	  and	  German	  sources	  as	  co-­‐regent,	  an	  influential	  courtier	  and	  soldier	  for	  the	  Hungarian	  king,	  see	  Kalić	  1970:	  23-­‐4.	  135	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  107.	  136	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  34,	  lines	  318-­‐9	  (the	  emperor	  'who	  was	  thought	  of	  as	  the	  slayer	  of	  the	  Serbs,	  was	  in	  fact	  the	  arbiter	  of	  the	  Serbs');	  note,	  there	  is	  no	  evidence	  that	  Manuel	  held	  a	  formal	  tribunal	  in	  Raška.	  137	  Michael	  the	  Rhetor:	  164,	  lines	  10-­‐2.	  138	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  32,	  line	  271.	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of the chief satrap of the Persians'139. Although it is doubtful that all these high-ranking 
officials were present, Manganeios Prodromos presents a poetic image of the powerful 
Manuel, as he 'bestows rulerships and measures them out, so he determines the grants, 
boundaries and patrimonies of his servants and supporters'140, an image stressing Manuel's 
authority and the Serbs' acceptance of it. Desa returned to his lands, promising never to 
invade Raška again 141 . A final humiliation inflicted by Manganeios Prodromos is his 
description of Desa 'possessing the arrogance of a king'142. The Byzantines never referred to 
Raškan rulers as 'kings', so the intention here was to mock Desa by suggesting that he 
wished to copy the status of his ally, king Géza II. Ultimately both Uroš and Desa accepted 
Manuel's decision, without military intervention, grateful for their return to power and without 
imprisonment, indicating recognition of their allegiance to their rightful imperial overlord143.  
 
The name of Uroš II disappears from the sources just after his restoration as Veliki Župan by 
Manuel. For the next few years it is difficult to ascertain accurately who was on the Raškan 
throne. Kinnamos introduces Primislav (c1161), the only source to mention this name, 
referring to him as a fourth brother (in addition to Uroš, Desa and Beloš) although it is likely 
that Kinnamos has confused him with Uroš144. Even though Uroš (Primislav) had sworn 
allegiance to Manuel after being restored to power in 1155, he again 'engaged in rebellion' so 
Manuel exiled him and replaced him with Beloš145. In Hungary, the succession crisis following 
the death of Geza II in 1162 may have brought his uncle, Beloš, back to Raška where he was 
installed as Veliki Župan146. However, he did not stay long, with Fine suggesting he was only 
in Raška long enough to raise an army, returning soon after to claim power in Hungary and 
dying a few years later; it should be noted, however, that Fine cites no sources for this 
view147. 
                                            139	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  32,	  lines	  276	  (actions	  similar	  to	  Uroš'	  proskynesis	  following	  his	  defeat	  by	  Manuel	  in	  1150;	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  33,	  lines	  312-­‐4	  (description	  of	  those	  gathered	  to	  see	  Manuel's	  pronouncement	  on	  Desa).	  	  140	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  34,	  lines	  343-­‐6;	  Stephenson	  suggests	  Manganeios'	  description	  mirrors	  a	  similar	  'trial'	  undertaken	  by	  Frederick	  Barbarossa	  in	  1152,	  hence	  this	  is	  an	  attempt	  to	  highlight	  Manuel's	  authority	  not	  only	  over	  the	  Serbs	  but	  potentially	  over	  the	  Germans	  in	  case	  of	  their	  future	  aggression,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  246-­‐7.	  	  141	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  34,	  lines	  340-­‐2;	  (Manuel	  'convinced	  the	  renegade	  to	  be	  satisfied	  with	  what	  he	  had	  before	  and	  never	  approach	  or	  cross	  the	  fortified	  border');	  according	  to	  Kinnamos,	  Desa	  ruled	  Dendra,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  204,	  line	  14	  (trs.:	  155);	  Curta:	  331	  (uses	  the	  unreliable	  LPD	  which	  states	  that	  Desa's	  lands	  were	  Duklja	  and	  Travunia).	  142	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Rácz):	  33,	  line	  289.	  143	  For	  a	  discussion	  of	  Manganeios	  Prodromos'	  display	  of	  Manuel's	  power	  in	  continuing	  to	  divide	  Serb	  lands	  as	  he	  saw	  fit,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  104-­‐5.	  144	  Kinnamos:	  204,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  155)	  Kinnamos	  states	  that	  Manuel	  had	  restored	  him	  to	  power	  earlier;	  Fine	  1991:	  239;	  Kalić	  1970:	  33-­‐5	  regarding	  the	  debate	  around	  the	  names	  Uroš	  and	  Primislav.	  145	  Kinnamos:	  204,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  155);	  the	  Byzantines	  knew	  of	  Beloš	  from	  the	  c1151	  Hungarian	  campaign,	  when	  Manuel	  had	  marched	  towards	  him	  but	  Beloš	  had	  'departed	  with	  his	  whole	  force',	  see	  Kinnamos:	  117,	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:	  93).	  146	  Font	  suggests	  that	  Beloš	  may	  have	  left	  Hungary	  c1158	  as	  a	  result	  of	  Géza's	  change	  of	  policy	  towards	  the	  Rus,	  see	  Font:	  229-­‐30	  (Beloš'	  daughter	  had	  married	  Vladimir	  Mstislavich,	  hence	  his	  interest	  in	  Rus	  affairs);	  Kalić	  points	  out	  that	  his	  name	  is	  absent	  from	  Hungarian	  sources	  c1158-­‐63,	  suggesting	  he	  may	  have	  been	  in	  Raška	  during	  that	  period,	  see	  Kalić	  1970:	  24,	  footnote	  11;	  Pirivatrić	  states	  that	  Beloš	  returned	  to	  Raška	  in	  1157,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  107.	  147	  Fine	  1991:	  239-­‐40.	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Desa at that time 'ruled the region of Dendra, a prosperous and populous one around Niš', 
and in exchange for appointing him Veliki Župan, Manuel asked for his complete obedience 
and transfer of the rich župa of Dendra to direct Byzantine control148 . Part of Desa's 
obligations to Manuel, was support for Géza's brother, Stephen IV, as the next ruler of 
Hungary149. However, Desa supported Géza’s son, Stephen III, who, according to Michael of 
Anchialos, future patriarch of Constantinople (1170-1178), ’unmindful of his treaty 
obligations’, incited the Serbs to revolt150. Apparently needing little encouragement, Desa 'laid 
claim to...Dendra' and looked for support from the German Emperor, Barbarossa, ‘intending 
to unite himself with a bride from there, and did everything which was in every way contrary to 
the Romans’ desire’151.  
 
Manuel marched on Raška to confront Desa and bring Stephen IV to power in Hungary. He 
pitched camp along two roads near Niš, ‘one leads to Serbia, the other to the Danube and 
Hungary’152, suggesting his troops could go against either or both, and demanded Desa’s 
support for Stephen IV. Although Desa was reluctant, appearing ‘wayward, stubborn, and 
buoyed up by very great hopes’, he and his men joined Manuel. Believing that the honourable 
reception they received from the Byzantines was a sign of weakness, Desa ‘resolved to do 
greater harm to the Romans than before’ and pledged his allegiance to Hungary by referring 
to Stephen III as ‘lord’153. Choniates' portrayal of Desa's actions highlights the duplicitous 
nature of the Veliki Župan: 'a chameleon...unable to change his colour...the shifty barbarian' 
and 'ashamed for submitting to the emperor...fenced in by oaths...contrary to his intentions'154. 
According to Kinnamos, Manuel treated Desa honorably, despite his 'faithlessness', tried him 
for treason, imprisoned him in Raška before moving him, ‘a little later’, to Constantinople155.  
 
Having dealt with Desa, according to Prvovenčani Manuel granted Nemanja the area of 
Dubočica, an imperial title and other gifts during a meeting near Niš156. The date of the 
meeting is not stated but is unlikely to have been in the early years of Manuel’s reign, as 
Manuel would not have singled out one brother for special favours. Kalić argues the meeting 
could not have taken place before 1163 as the first mention of Manuel being in Niš is in 1163 
                                            148	  Kinnamos:	  204,	  lines	  14-­‐20	  (trs.:	  155-­‐6);	  Dendra	  is	  thought	  to	  be	  an	  area	  to	  the	  west	  and	  north	  of	  Niš,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  122-­‐3.	  149	  Stephen	  IV	  was	  married	  to	  Manuel's	  niece	  and	  if	  he	  became	  the	  ruler	  of	  Hungary,	  'glory	  would	  rebound	  on	  him	  [Manuel]	  and...the	  empire	  since...he	  might	  receive	  guaranteed	  possession	  of	  Frangochorion	  and	  Semlin',	  see	  Choniates:	  127,	  lines	  5-­‐7	  (trs.:	  72).	  150	  Michael	  of	  Anchialos:	  199,	  line	  427.	  151	  Kinnamos:	  212,	  lines	  18-­‐24	  (trs.:	  161);	  note,	  Kinnamos	  had	  already	  stated	  that	  Dendra	  was	  'ruled	  by'	  Desa	  (see	  footnote	  148)	  so	  his	  comment	  here	  regarding	  Desa	  'claiming'	  Dendra	  is	  contradictory.	  	  152	  Kinnamos:	  213,	  lines	  1-­‐5	  (trs.:	  161).	  153	  Kinnamos:	  213,	  lines	  1-­‐	  19	  (trs.:	  162).	  	  154	  Choniates:	  136,	  lines	  57-­‐61	  (trs.:	  78).	  	  155	  Kinnamos:	  213,	  line	  24	  -­‐	  214,	  line	  4	  (trs.:	  162)	  (Manuel	  'kept	  him	  securely	  without	  dishonor...dispatching	  him	  to	  Byzantion...he	  made	  him	  a	  prisoner').	  156	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21;	  Nemanja	  was	  not	  the	  first	  Serb	  or	  Dukljan	  ruler	  to	  be	  recognised	  by	  the	  Byzantines	  with	  titles,	  see	  Mihaljo	  Višević,	  Ljutovid	  of	  Zahumlje	  and	  the	  Dukljan	  rulers,	  Michael	  and	  Bodin,	  pp31-­‐3.	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on his way to fight the Hungarians. Further, Prvovenčani states that Manuel heard about 
Nemanja, implying that someone had mentioned Nemanja to him. Based on the words used 
to describe Nemanja, his 'wisdom, humility and meekness'157, words attributed to men of faith, 
Kalić suggests that John, Archbishop of Ohrid, helped facilitate the meeting between 
Nemanja and Manuel and because the Archbishop died in February 1164, the meeting had to 
take place before then. Part of the Archbishop's role was to keep abreast of events and major 
personalities in his jurisdiction and to ensure that imperial policy and influence was 
maintained158. According to Russian sources, a meeting was convened between the Greek 
Bishop Leontius II (bishop of Rostov-Suzdal), Manuel and the Archbishop of Ohrid at a place 
'near a river'159. Kalić argues that the place was Belgrade, a town on the rivers Sava and 
Danube, where, according to Kinnamos, Manuel met the Hungarians in 1163160 having 
passed through Niš, 'to settle...affairs in Serbia'161. Kalić believes this was the point, summer 
1163, when Manuel, accompanied by the Archbishop of Ohrid, met Nemanja162. It then 
follows that, at the same time as Manuel granted favours to Nemanja, he had just appointed 
Desa Veliki Župan. Kinnamos' 'Dendra' (which Desa was asked to hand back to the 
Byzantines when he became Veliki Župan163) is thought to be the same area as 'Dubočica' 
which Prvovenčani reports was given to Nemanja to rule164. 
 
Manuel gifted the territory, 'a piece of his own land', to Nemanja saying ‘let it be for you and 
your descendants forever, not [to be shared] with others, not with me or my descendants’165. 
Although Prvovenčani states that Dubočica was to be governed by Nemanja alone, the 
'vassal-overlord' relationship continued to exist with Manuel, the only difference being that 
Nemanja was not accountable to the Veliki Župan for Dubočica166. My use of the term 'vassal' 
does not imply the Western understanding of vassalage where homage and fealty were due 
to the lord. Rather, Nemanja appears to have been recognised as an elite who Manuel chose 
to honour with an imperial title and a personal grant of land in exchange for his loyalty. 
Although it is tempting to view this is a pronoia, by an emperor rewarding a loyal subject 
financially through tax revenue, in exchange for loyalty and military service, the sources do 
not refer to it as such and pronoias were not usually granted in perpetuity at this time. Also, 
                                            157	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21	  (xuv'qu 2e...caru manoilu).	  158	  Stanković	  2013b:	  88,	  footnote	  18;	  Erdeljan	  2013:	  39-­‐40	  (the	  Archbishop	  of	  Ohrid	  was	  directly	  responsible	  to	  the	  Byzantine	  emperor	  and,	  as	  well	  as	  spiritual	  duties,	  he	  had	  a	  political	  role	  which	  he	  used	  to	  encourage	  the	  Serb	  population	  into	  the	  institutions	  and	  political	  objectives	  of	  the	  empire);	  Kalić	  2007:	  201	  (through	  his	  bishops	  as	  well	  as	  his	  own	  knowledge,	  the	  Archbishop	  was	  well	  informed	  of	  Byzantine-­‐Serb	  relations).	  159	  PSRL	  Lavrentjevskaya:	  1164,	  column	  352	  (стоашю црю товары надъ р7кою).	  160	  Kinnamos:	  214,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  162).	  161	  Kinnamos:	  212,	  lines	  14-­‐6	  (trs.:	  161).	  162	  Kalić	  2007:	  202-­‐4.	  163	  Historical	  Overview:	  46.	  164	  Pirivatrić	  1991:	  126;	  geographical	  positions	  of	  Dendra	  and	  Dubočica,	  see	  Blagojević	  1996:	  206-­‐9.	  165	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21-­‐3	  (the	  description	  of	  Dubočica	  as	  part	  of	  Manuel's	  territory	  confirms	  that	  Desa	  had	  returned	  it	  to	  the	  Byzantines,	  evidence	  that	  Nemanja	  met	  with	  Manuel	  after	  Desa's	  appointment	  as	  Veliki	  
Župan).	  166	  Blagojević	  1996:	  205	  (Nemanja	  owed	  loyalty	  as	  a	  co-­‐ruler	  to	  the	  Veliki	  Župan	  but	  his	  primary	  obligations	  were	  to	  Manuel,	  particularly	  for	  Dubočica).	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despite the fact that 12th century Serbs (possibly including Nemanja) fought for the 
Byzantines167 it is unclear whether this was simply because they were forced to following 
military defeat or whether there was a financial reward - again there is no reference to them 
receiving land. The first officially recorded reference to pronoia in Serb lands is in a chrysobull 
issued by Stefan Uroš II Milutin in 1299/1300 although this does not preclude their earlier 
existence168. It is interesting that Kinnamos refers to Dendra (Dubočica) as 'prosperous and 
populous'169 leaving open the prospect of Nemanja collecting taxes (for himself or the empire) 
either as the 'first unrecorded' pronoia-holder in the region or simply as the beneficiary of 
imperial largesse170. Despite the omission of the word, pronoia, from the sources under 
discussion, if Manuel viewed the Serbs as his soldiers, available to him whenever he needed 
them, it is not inconceivable that he rewarded Nemanja (possibly part of the Byzantines' Asia 
MInor contigent) with a pronoia as evidence suggests he was prolific with grants of taxable 
land to his military171.  
 
In addition to gifts and land, Manuel also awarded Nemanja car[skym[ sanom[, imperial 
dignity or an imperial title depending on interpretation. Prvovenčani's use of the word implies 
that either Nemanja's imperial dignity was recognised (i.e. Manuel viewed Nemanja as the 
local ruler) or Manuel awarded Nemanja an imperial title evidence of which has been lost172. 
The latter suggestion seems more likely as Manuel needed someone he could trust, 
potentially as a ruler whose loyalties would have been to the emperor who had encouraged 
the return of his lands (unlike Desa and his brothers whose loyalties lay primarily with the 
Hungarians)173.  
 
The meeting between Nemanja and Manuel in Niš and the awarding of gifts suggest a turning 
point for Nemanja and the Raškan Serbs. Although it is likely that Nemanja's brothers were 
also given land174 and possibly titles and/or gifts175, along the lines of 'shared power' put in 
place by Manuel when Uroš II succeeded to power 176 , Prvovenčani ignores this and 
concentrates solely on Nemanja. In doing this he presents the event as an act of imperial 
                                            167	  Historical	  Overview:	  41	  (Serbs	  sent	  to	  Asia	  Minor	  following	  the	  Byzantines'	  defeat	  of	  Uroš	  II	  in	  1150).	  168	  Bartusis	  2011:	  180.	  169	  Kinnamos:	  204,	  line	  14	  (trs.:	  155).	  170	  For	  details	  of	  archontes	  and	  pronoia	  c1204,	  see	  Jacoby:	  3-­‐5	  (system	  in	  the	  Peloponnese);	  definition	  of	  
pronoia	  and	  financial	  gain	  associated	  with	  it,	  see	  Bartusis	  2012:	  1-­‐2	  and	  87-­‐9	  (difference	  between	  pronoia	  and	  imperial	  grants	  of	  land	  to	  loyal	  soldiers).	  	  171	  Bartusis	  2012:	  93-­‐7.	  172	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  90-­‐1	  (review	  of	  ideas	  including	  belief	  that	  different	  authors	  wished	  to	  portray	  Nemanja	  differently,	  e.g.	  Sava	  makes	  no	  mention	  of	  car[skym[ sanom[);	  Stanković	  suggests	  that	  Nemanja	  did	  receive	  an	  unnamed	  title,	  along	  the	  lines	  of	  those	  awarded	  by	  Alexios	  I	  Komnenos	  to	  Bodin	  (protosebastos)	  and	  later	  by	  Isaac	  II	  Angelos	  to	  Prvovenčani	  (sebastokrator)	  -­‐	  this	  would	  have	  been	  in	  keeping	  with	  Komnenoi	  and	  Angeloi	  policy	  of	  containment	  of	  vassals,	  see	  Stanković	  2015:	  43-­‐4.	  173	  Ferjančić:	  33;	  Pirivatrić	  considers	  this	  to	  have	  been	  a	  key	  moment	  in	  Byzantine-­‐Serb	  relations	  which	  led	  to	  lasting	  changes	  in	  the	  secular	  and	  religious	  politics	  of	  Serbia,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  102.	  	  174	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  96-­‐7	  and	  112	  (despite	  the	  lack	  of	  information	  in	  the	  Lives,	  it	  is	  probable	  that	  all	  the	  brothers	  were	  recognised	  by	  Manuel,	  in	  line	  with	  the	  earlier	  practice	  of	  shared	  rule).	  175	  Shepard	  2007:	  140-­‐5	  (specifically	  regarding	  the	  giving	  of	  'authority	  symbols'/gifts	  to	  potential	  allies	  or	  enemies	  as	  marks	  of	  recognition,	  confirmation	  of	  status	  and	  rightful	  rulership,	  see	  p142).	  	  176	  Historical	  Overview:	  38-­‐9.	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recognition and patronage specifically for Nemanja, thus legitimising his future rule. 
Therefore, the rights to the Raškan throne became linked not only to the one chosen by God 
(as portrayed by Sava and Prvovenčani in their Lives) but also to the one chosen by the 
emperor (as indicated by Prvovenčani)177.  
 
As Byzantine troops passed through Raška in April 1165178, the Raškan Serbs and the 
Hungarians ‘broke off the incursion and resumed their treaty obligations’179. At this point there 
is no specific mention of Nemanja or his brothers so Desa may still have been Veliki Župan 
despite his reported imprisonment180. Choniates states that, following his treachery in Niš, 
Desa was allowed to return home, having promised never to act against the emperor again181, 
suggesting that Manuel had reinstated him as ruler. Confirmation of this comes from Michael 
of Anchialos who reports the presence of a 'Serb, a committed renegade, who led an 
unknown and casual army' in Manuel's campaign against the Hungarians in c1165182, two 
years after Desa's condemnation by Manuel in Niš. The fact that the leader is described as a 
'renegade' suggests that it was Desa (rather than any of Zavida's sons). Manuel ‘dealt quickly 
with the Serb… [and] forgave [him] as he put himself under the yoke of obedience and 
accepted the co-ruler to whom the emperor had entrusted power'183. The 'co-ruler' Desa was 
forced to accept in late 1165/early 1166 may have been Tihomir, Nemanja’s eldest brother184. 
There is no written evidence referring to Tihomir as Veliki Župan and Michael of Anchialos 
mentions him solely as a co-ruler	   (ύπεδέξατο άρχηγόν)185	  suggesting that power was shared 
between Desa and the brothers even though Prvovenčani mentions the eldest (Tihomir) as 
'the ruler of this Serb land'186. Following many years of pro-Hungarian Serbs in power in 
Raška, Manuel seems to have finally selected a new family of 'co-rulers', one of whom 
(Nemanja) he reportedly had a personal relationship with (it is unclear how long Desa ruled 
for as he now disappears from the sources). 
 
Zavida’s sons were now restored to their 'rightful' positions as Župans of Raška, more than 50 
years after their father’s exile 187 . According to the Serbian sources, within his župa, 
Nemanja’s seat of power was in Toplica where he proceeded to build and renovate two 
                                            177	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  112-­‐3.	  178	  Kinnamos:	  249,	  lines	  2-­‐8	  (trs.:	  187)	  (John	  Doukas	  and	  his	  men	  passed	  through	  Serb	  lands	  on	  their	  way	  to	  re-­‐take	  Dalmatia,	  April-­‐July	  1165).	  	  179	  Kinnamos:	  249,	  lines	  18-­‐22	  (trs.:	  187).	  180	  Kinnamos:	  214,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  162).	  181	  Choniates:	  136,	  lines	  54-­‐5	  (trs.:	  77).	  182	  Michael	  of	  Anchialos:	  200,	  lines	  471-­‐2.	  183	  Michael	  of	  Anchialos:	  201,	  line	  493-­‐6.	  184	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  109-­‐10	  (in	  reality,	  little	  is	  known	  about	  the	  handover	  of	  power,	  Desa,	  Tihomir	  or	  the	  complexities	  of	  the	  Byzantine-­‐Hungarian	  war	  in	  1162-­‐7.	  Indeed,	  even	  the	  name,	  Tihomir,	  is	  conjecture.	  1165	  marked	  the	  death	  of	  Stephen	  IV,	  the	  Byzantine	  nominee	  for	  the	  Hungarian	  throne,	  potentially	  giving	  Manuel	  the	  opportunity	  to	  sort	  out	  the	  Serbs).	  	  185	  Michael	  of	  Anchialos:	  201,	  line	  496.	  186	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  187	  It	  is	  not	  clear	  whether	  only	  Tihomir	  ruled	  with	  Desa,	  whether	  Desa	  had	  died	  or	  whether	  all	  of	  Zavida's	  sons	  were	  now	  'co-­‐rulers'	  put	  in	  place	  by	  Manuel.	  Prvovenčani's	  reference	  to	  Tihomir	  as	  'ruler'	  does	  not	  clarify	  his	  title	  -­‐	  Župan	  or	  Veliki	  Župan	  -­‐	  nor	  does	  it	  explain	  any	  link	  to	  the	  Byzantines.	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monasteries: the Convent of the Holy Mother of God and the Church of St Nicholas188. As 
these foundations lay within the bishopric of Niš and the overall jurisdiction of the Archbishop 
of Ohrid, it seems likely that the archbishop was aware of Nemanja's building works. Indeed, 
the style of the Church of St Nicholas suggests the involvement of Byzantine workmen and it 
is likely that the bishop and the governor of Niš (both Greek) were involved in advising 
Nemanja189. Stevović even proposes that either the Archbishop of Ohrid or the bishop of Niš 
gave Nemanja funds (akin to a charistikion) to renovate the buildings190. By overseeing the 
renovation of derelict Byzantine sacred buildings John, the Archbishop of Ohrid, hoped to 
present himself and his institution as the legitimate successors to the 6th century 
archbishopric of Justiniana Prima that had jurisdiction over most of the Balkans191. Nemanja's 
brothers, however, were unhappy about his building projects and threatened to destroy 
them192. Although the brothers could have built and renovated sacred buildings in their own 
župe, the constraints of shared power meant that they all needed to agree, possibly after 
discussion at a state council. Nemanja did not do this and the first state council mentioned in 
the sources is the one at which he was accused and imprisoned by his brothers193. Escaping 
from prison194, Nemanja turned against his brothers, who, according to Prvovenčani, sought 
Byzantine help to kill him and destroy his holdings195. The final battle between the brothers 
took place at Pantin (south of Ras) where Tihomir drowned in the river Sitnica196  and 
Nemanja usurped his throne.  
 
Although the Serb sources describe Nemanja’s victory as God-given, there is no discussion 
of the practicalities of an apparent civil war. How could Nemanja, the youngest son, have 
amassed an army large enough to defeat the combined forces of his three brothers, ‘Greek 
soldiers, Franks, Turks and other foreigners'197? Bound by the constraints of writing a text 
promoting his father's authority, Prvovenčani is probably incorrect in his assertion that the 
Byzantines helped Tihomir, instead, is it possible that they aided Nemanja in his bid for 
power198? I think this unlikely as Manuel had only just removed the pro-Hungarian Serbs from 
power and set up a system of shared rule between the brothers who would have been duty-
bound to fight for him. I believe that Nemanja was more likely to have had Hungarian support 
as the Hungarians were already fighting the Byzantines and a civil war in Raška could only 
                                            188	  Prvovenčani:	  22-­‐4/25;	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  1-­‐	  3	  (trs.:	  4-­‐5);	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  226	  (Nemanja	  lived	  'in	  the	  east	  in	  his	  area').	  189	  Kalić	  2007:	  204-­‐5;	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  102.	  190	  Stevović:	  78-­‐9;	  definition	  of	  a	  charistikion	  and	  the	  duties	  of	  the	  charistikarios,	  see	  Thomas	  1987:	  157-­‐8.	  191	  Prinzing	  2004:	  169-­‐70	  and	  Prinzing	  2012:	  363-­‐4	  (John's	  use	  of	  the	  title	  archbishop	  of	  'Justiniana	  Prima	  and	  Bulgaria');	  for	  the	  establishment	  of	  the	  first	  archbishopric	  in	  535,	  see	  Justinian	  Novellae:	  94	  (Novella	  XI	  
De	  Privilegiis	  Archiepiscopi	  Primae	  Iustinianae).	  192	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  227.	  193	  Prvovenčani:	  24-­‐6/25-­‐7;	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  101.	  194	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27	  (with	  the	  help	  of	  St	  George).	  195	  Prvovenčani:	  28-­‐30/29-­‐31	  (u gr[x[sc7m[ car[stv7, 8ko2e tu pomoq[ uluxiti...d7la 9go 
razoriti).	  196	  Prvovenčani:	  30-­‐32/31.	  197	  Prvovenčani:	  30/	  31	  (gr[x[sk[9 vo9, frugi 2e i tur'ki i ini9 9z[jki).	  198	  Stanković	  2013b:	  88-­‐9.	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benefit them and hinder Manuel. Thus, the dispute between the brothers may be viewed as 
one aspect of the Byzantine-Hungarian campaign of 1166-7199, an opportunity for self-
promotion promptly taken by Nemanja with the possible excuse that his brothers had taken 
against him200. It must have become clear to Manuel that, despite his apparent preferment of 
Nemanja (according to Prvovenčani), like other Serb rulers before him, he could not be 
trusted. 
 
The date of the battle of Pantin and the subsequent elevation of Nemanja to Veliki Župan is 
the subject of much debate but the current consensus is that Nemanja became Veliki Župan 
between April and August 1166 201 . Thus, while the Hungarians were fighting the 
Byzantines202, and Manuel was involved in peace negotiations with Henry of Austria in 
Sofia203, Nemanja attacked his brothers at Pantin and usurped the throne. There is no 
evidence of Manuel's reactions to the removal of his system of shared rule although he may 
have been happy to accept one of his chosen co-rulers as the new Veliki Župan. 
  
Nemanja as Veliki Župan (1166-1185) 
 
The final battle of the 1166-7 Byzantine-Hungarian campaign took place in Sirmium where 
Serbian lancers took part in Manuel's victory204. It is possible that these Serbs were remnants 
of Tihomir's army who had stayed with the Byzantines after his death, further evidence for 
Tihomir, and not Nemanja, having Byzantine support at Pantin. Just over a year later (1168), 
Choniates reports that Nemanja 'ignoring his own boundaries, subjugated Croatia and took 
possession of Dekataroi [Kotor]’ 205 . Manuel sent an army to deal with ‘the satrap of 
Serbia…[who] had become inordinately insolent. A mischievous fellow who deemed 
meddlesomeness to be shrewdness’206. Choniates' description of Nemanja as 'satrap’ implies 
the Byzantines had accepted him as the ruler of Raška with the understanding that he owed 
allegiance to the emperor. It is interesting to consider why Manuel did not reject Nemanja and 
install one of the other brothers, Miroslav or Stracimir, as Veliki Župan. I believe that 
Nemanja's success against his brothers at Pantin and possibly his apparent relationship 
                                            199	  Choniates:	  151,	  lines	  1-­‐6	  (trs.:	  86).	  200	  Stevović	  76-­‐7	  (the	  brothers'	  reaction	  to	  Nemanja's	  church	  building	  seems	  to	  have	  been	  the	  initial	  reason	  for	  their	  disagreement).	  201	  Pirivatrić	  1991:	  132;	  for	  dates	  in	  Nemanja's	  life,	  see	  papers	  by	  Novaković	  1958	  (birth	  and	  beginnings	  of	  rule),	  Pirivatrić	  1991(start	  of	  rule)	  and	  Novaković	  1968	  (abdication);	  note,	  the	  earliest	  extant	  copy	  of	  Sava's	  
Life	  (which	  contains	  dates	  for	  Nemanja)	  is	  from	  1619	  leading	  to	  the	  probability	  of	  repeated	  scribal	  mistakes	  and,	  therefore,	  errors	  in	  the	  dates,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  92.	  202	  Kinnamos:	  257,	  line	  17	  –	  261,	  line	  10	  (trs.:	  193-­‐6);	  Choniates:	  151,	  line	  1-­‐157,	  line	  50	  (trs.:	  86-­‐9).	  203	  Kinnamos:	  261,	  lines	  12-­‐5	  (trs.:	  196);	  Henry	  was	  the	  envoy	  of	  the	  Holy	  Roman	  Emperor,	  Frederick	  Barbarossa	  and,	  as	  well	  as	  mediating	  a	  peace	  settlement	  between	  Manuel	  and	  the	  Hungarians,	  	  it	  appears	  that	  he	  also	  negotiated	  areas	  of	  influence	  in	  the	  Balkans	  between	  the	  Germans	  and	  the	  Byzantines,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  260.	  	  204	  Kinnamos:	  271,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  203);	  for	  details	  of	  the	  final	  campaign,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  253-­‐61,	  especially	  259-­‐61.	  205	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  90-­‐1	  (trs.:	  90).	  206	  Choniates:	  158,	  lines	  85-­‐7	  (trs.:	  90);	  note	  Choniates	  uses	  ‘satrap’	  (158,	  line	  86	  (trs.:	  90)),	  'toparch'	  	  (159,	  line	  94	  (trs.:	  90))	  and	  ‘župan’	  (434,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  239)	  to	  describe	  Nemanja.	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(albeit one portrayed positively only in the Serb sources) with Manuel allowed the emperor to 
accept the new ruler as his 'vassal' rather than the usurper he really was207.  
 
As soon as he saw the Byzantines, Nemanja ‘fell upon the Romans and immediately 
launched an undeclared war’ but ‘when he saw that the emperor was in pursuit, he showed 
himself in battle but briefly and then hid in the cover of mountain caves’208, a cowardly image 
of the enemy, often portrayed by Byzantine authors. Nemanja surrendered and asked for 
forgiveness by prostrating himself ‘at Manuel’s feet…he pleaded that he not be made to suffer 
cruelly…[and] anguished lest he be removed as sovereign over the Serbs and political power 
be transferred to those …whom he had pulled down so that he might seize power’209 (clearly 
the reference here is to Nemanja with Choniates referring to Tihomir and his supporters as 
'those...he had pulled down'). For Nemanja, proskynesis before Manuel was essential if he 
was to retain power, for Manuel it was a clear indication that, despite usurping the throne, 
Nemanja's status as ruler was actually in the emperor's gift and the people remained 
Byzantine subjects210. 
 
The timing of these events according to Choniates is problematic mainly because he relied on 
oral reports211. One possibility is that Choniates is describing Nemanja’s battle with his 
brothers as he states that Nemanja 'mounted a heavy attack against his own countrymen, 
and pursued them with a sword'212. This belief is supported by Ćorović213 amongst others. A 
second possibility, supported by Obolensky, is that Choniates is referring to the unsuccessful 
coastal offensive of 1172 mentioned by Kinnamos214 as, in the same sentence, he mentions 
that Nemanja 'subjugated Croatia and took possession of Dekataroi [Kotor]'215. This is unlikely 
and may be explained by Choniates confusing Serbs and Croats (indicative of the Byzantines' 
disinterest in foreigners)216 and merging the events of 1168 and 1172. My belief is that 
Choniates is describing the end of the civil war where Manuel, in a display of power, sent 
forces against Nemanja to remind him of his overlord and, in return for accepting him as Veliki 
Župan, demanded his full allegiance.  
 
                                            207	  Choniates:	  159,	  line	  9	  (trs.:	  90)	  ('thus	  did	  Manuel	  deal	  with	  Nemanja	  and	  prevail	  upon	  him	  to	  make	  a	  pledge	  of	  good	  faith’,	  i.e.	  Nemanja	  recognised	  Manuel	  as	  his	  overlord);	  see	  also	  William	  of	  Tyre:	  916,	  book	  20,	  chapter	  4,	  lines	  46-­‐7	  (trs.:	  349)	  (in	  1168,	  Manuel	  'was	  finally	  successful	  in	  subduing	  them	  [the	  Serbs]	  and	  capturing	  their	  principal	  chief',	  evidence	  of	  Nemanja's	  position	  as	  leader	  and	  not	  usurper).	  	  208	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  95-­‐3	  (trs.:	  90).	  209	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  4-­‐8	  (trs.:	  90).	  210	  It	  is	  clear,	  even	  from	  Nemanja's	  own	  Hilandar	  Charter,	  that	  he	  viewed	  himself	  subordinate	  to	  the	  Byzantine	  emperor,	  see	  Sava	  Povelja:	  1,	  lines	  5-­‐6	  and	  lines	  13-­‐4	  ('God	  made	  the	  Greeks	  emperors,	  the	  Hungarians	  kings'	  and	  'made	  me...Stefan	  Nemanja...Veliki	  Župan');	  Stanković	  2013b:	  92-­‐3	  and	  2015:	  41,	  footnote	  8.	  211	  Simpson	  2013:	  220.	  	  212	  Choniates:	  158,	  lines	  88-­‐9	  (trs.:	  90).	  213	  Ćorović	  1940:	  58	  (Nemanja's	  attack	  on	  Miroslav	  during	  the	  civil	  war).	  214	  Kinnamos:	  286,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  214);	  Obolensky	  1988:	  115.	  215	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  90-­‐1	  (trs.:	  90).	  216	  Vizantijskih	  Izvori:	  146,	  reference	  137	  (review	  of	  literature	  regarding	  the	  date	  and	  confusion	  between	  Serb	  and	  Croat	  lands).	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Despite agreeing to Manuel's demands, Nemanja continued to conspire against the 
Byzantines. Choniates’ comment that Manuel dealt with Nemanja ‘whenever he observed him 
straying from the straight and narrow, or acting independently, or entering into an alliance 
with the king of the Germans, or inclining towards the Hungarians’217, suggests that Nemanja 
took every opportunity to cause problems and that Manuel had to rein him in personally more 
than once218. However, the Byzantines remained in control because ‘Nemanja feared Manuel 
more than the wild animals fear the king of the beasts’219.  
 
In early 1172, according to Kinnamos, the ’Venetians pressed the Serbs to revolt’220. The 
Venetians wanted revenge for Manuel's expulsion of their citizens from Constantinople in 
1171221 whilst Nemanja, who had Venetian contacts through the marriage of Desa’s daughter 
to the son of Doge Vitale Michiel222, was looking for opportunities to expand his territory. In an 
oration to Manuel, Manasses implicates the Germans, stating that Nemanja wanted to 
‘approach a different master and throw off the imperial yoke, offering himself under the yoke 
of the Alamanon and Teutonon’223. According to these Byzantine sources, Nemanja was 
untrustworthy and capable of conspiring with anyone, a view at odds with that of Nemanja 
acting as a trusted elite appointed by Manuel to rule the Byzantine lands of Dubočica.  
 
A German source offers a slightly different view. In the Chronica Slavorum, Arnold of Lubeck 
who was travelling with Henry, duke of Bavaria and Saxony, on pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 
the summer of 1172, describes the Serbs as 'sons of the Devil, 'without the yoke of God' and 
'dedicated to the vices of the flesh and gluttony'224. Henry and his men had stopped at 
'Ravno, a place in the middle of the woods inhabited by Serbs'225, but despite the 'Serbs' 
being 'subjects of the Greeks' and having been ordered to provide support, they refused him 
provisions and a place to rest and prepared to attack his men forcing Henry to retaliate226. Not 
only did these Serbs disregard the local Byzantine leader who ordered them to help Henry, 
they were also not prepared to support the Germans despite Manasses' report that Nemanja 
was looking for an alliance with them. It appears that the people Nemanja sought to bring 
under his political control were not always party to his policies either because they did not 
know them or because they were not interested in following them.  
 
                                            217	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  90).	  218	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  14-­‐6	  (trs.:	  91)	  ('often	  Manuel	  led	  out	  only	  the	  cavalry...and	  rode	  against	  Nemanja');	  William	  of	  Tyre:	  916,	  book	  20,	  chapter	  4,	  lines	  42-­‐3	  (trs.:	  349)	  ('at	  times	  they	  obeyed	  the	  emperor.	  At	  other	  times...they	  lay	  waste	  all	  the	  surrounding	  country');	  the	  image	  given	  is	  that	  Nemanja	  was	  a	  minor	  irritant	  rather	  than	  a	  major	  rebel	  who	  could	  be	  controlled	  without	  the	  need	  for	  full	  scale	  military	  attack.	  219	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  13-­‐4	  (trs.:	  90-­‐1).	  220	  Kinnamos:	  286,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  214).	  221	  Choniates:	  171,	  line	  56	  -­‐	  172,	  line	  84	  	  (trs.:	  97-­‐8);	  Kinnamos:	  282	  (trs.:	  211).	  222	  Historia	  Ducum	  Veneticorum:	  76,	  lines	  34-­‐5.	  223	  Manasses:	  91,	  lines	  105-­‐7.	  224	  Chronica	  Slavorum:	  118,	  lines	  16-­‐7.	  225	  Chronica	  Slavorum:	  118,	  lines	  15-­‐6.	  226	  Chronica	  Slavorum:	  118,	  line	  18	  –	  119,	  line	  15.	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Nemanja ‘subjugated Croatia and took possession of Dekataroi [Kotor]’227 and, with the 
support of Stephen III of Hungary, he targeted imperial forts along the Belgrade-Niš road228. 
Militarily, the campaign seems rash bearing in mind the distance between the coast and the 
Belgrade-Niš road, which would have made it difficult for Nemanja to co-ordinate the attacks. 
Because the chronology of the earlier Choniates passage is unclear, it is impossible to 
decipher whether Nemanja actually attacked the coast during this offensive or whether the 
Venetians merely urged him to do so. However, within months of the start of the campaign 
Stephen died and the Hungarian crown passed to Béla III thereby removing the Hungarian 
threat to the Byzantines (Béla was a loyal imperial ally: he had spent time in Constantinople, 
was married to Manuel's sister-in-law and had the imperial title of kaisar229). On the coast, the 
Venetians withdrew, faced with an internal naval revolt. Manuel now ‘turned to the nation of 
the Serbs, eager to take vengeance on their rashness’230.  
 
Nemanja fled into the mountains and sought forgiveness but Manuel refused to accept his 
envoys and demanded that he present himself personally: ’head uncovered and arms bare to 
the elbow, his feet unshod; a rope haltered his neck, and a sword was in his hand. He offered 
himself to the emperor for whatever treatment he desired’231. Thirteen years earlier (1159), 
Manuel had accepted a very similar proskynesis from Renaud of Chatillon, Prince of Antioch: 
'barefoot and clothed in a woollen tunic short to the elbows, with a rope around his neck and a 
naked sword in his hands'232. Less than a decade earlier (1165), Manuel demanded that the 
Župans of Zemun 'fastened ropes to their necks and came with their feet bared and their 
heads uncovered'233 before he would call off his blockade of their city. The process of 
proskynesis can be viewed as a specific form of surrender (deditio) which required an 
agreement on the exact ritual, the performance of the ritual in front of witnesses, the submitter 
falling to their knees and accepting guilt for their crimes and, finally, forgiveness from the 
receiver of the act234. In the case of Nemanja, he had sent envoys to Manuel, possibly to 
ascertain what was necessary for him to retain power, he had clearly prostrated himself 
appropriately (following in the footsteps of Renaud of Chatillon and the Župans of Zemun, 
                                            227	  Choniates:	  159,	  lines	  90-­‐1	  (trs.:	  90).	  228	  Jireček	  I:	  149.	  229	  In	  1163	  Béla	  was	  betrothed	  to	  Manuel's	  daughter,	  Maria,	  renamed	  Alexios	  and	  given	  the	  high	  title	  of	  
despotes.	  In	  1165	  Manuel	  designated	  the	  couple	  his	  heirs.	  However,	  following	  the	  birth	  of	  Manuel's	  own	  son,	  Alexios,	  in	  1169,	  the	  betrothal	  was	  dissolved,	  Béla	  demoted	  to	  kaisar	  and	  married	  to	  Manuel's	  sister-­‐in-­‐law.	  Béla's	  subsequent	  deeds,	  including	  his	  alliance	  with	  Nemanja	  and	  their	  actions	  of	  1183	  (Historical	  Overview:	  55-­‐6),	  should	  be	  viewed	  in	  the	  context	  of	  this	  earlier	  close	  connection	  to	  Manuel,	  see	  Stephenson	  2000:	  251,	  257-­‐9	  and	  268.	  230	  Kinnamos:	  287,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  215).	  231	  Kinnamos:	  287,	  line	  18	  -­‐	  288,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  215).	  232	  William	  of	  Tyre,	  845,	  book	  18,	  chapter	  23,	  lines	  49-­‐57	  (trs.:	  277);	  also,	  Kinnamos:	  182,	  lines	  11-­‐5	  (trs.:	  139);	  Vučetić:	  494-­‐6	  (comparison	  of	  the	  proskynesis	  of	  Nemanja	  and	  Renaud	  of	  Chatillon).	  	  233	  Kinnamos:	  245,	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  184).	  	  234	  Vučetić:	  496-­‐7	  (deditio	  was	  a	  means	  of	  stopping	  hostilities	  escalating	  by	  bringing	  together	  representatives	  of	  both	  sides	  whose	  task	  was	  to	  mediate	  a	  precise	  form	  of	  ritualistic	  surrender).	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amongst others) and he had done so in front of an audience. The emperor then forgave him 
by showing mercy235. 
 
It appears that Manuel did not want to remove Nemanja from power completely, rather his 
aim was to return him to the Byzantine fold, but not before highlighting his complete 
subjugation by parading him as a defeated barbarian in his triumphal entry into 
Constantinople. Manasses gives a physical description of the 'broad-shouldered, clumsy old 
man'236 whilst Eustathios of Thessaloniki, in his 1176 Epiphany Oration, noted how Nemanja 
was 'raised to a great height and conspicuous in his appearance'237 and that he was a 
'splendid leader'238. According to Eustathios, when shown frescos commemorating Manuel's 
victory over the Serbs, Nemanja rebuked the painter for not referring to him a slave (doulos) 
and for not writing the word, slave, against his name in all parts of the fresco239. Although all 
Byzantine subjects were considered douloi of the emperor, the objective in this case was to 
portray the relationship between Nemanja and Manuel specifically as that of slave and master 
(with the 'slave' accepting his faults) at the same time as implying that Nemanja accepted his 
subordinate role240.  
 
For the next eight years Nemanja remained loyal to Manuel, even sending men to fight with 
the Byzantines during the offensive against Kilij Arslan in 1176241. However, the death of the 
emperor in 1180 meant that Nemanja and the former Byzantine ally, Béla III of Hungary, were 
no longer part of Manuel's personal group of subordinate allies, and their positions within the 
Byzantine hierarchy now depended on the outcome of the Hungarian succession crisis. 
Whereas Nemanja viewed peace with the Byzantines as a personal undertaking with Manuel, 
the same did not apply to Andronikos Komnenos, who in 1183 usurped power after killing the 
rightful heir, Manuel's son, Alexios II242. Using the murder of Alexios II as a pretext (it is 
unclear whether they wanted to maintain Manuel's achievements of stability in the Balkans or 
merely wanted to extend their political authority), Nemanja and Béla launched a joint 
                                            235	  Kinnamos:	  288,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  215);	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  development	  of	  deditiones,	  possibly	  from	  its	  western	  practice	  to	  its	  use	  as	  a	  way	  of	  maintaining	  'order'	  between	  the	  'Latinophile'	  emperor,	  Manuel,	  and	  his	  foreign	  subjects,	  see	  Vučetić:	  500-­‐1.	  236	  Manasses:	  91,	  lines	  101-­‐2	  (Nemanja	  is	  described	  as	  'old',	  suggesting	  that	  Manasses	  is	  referring	  to	  the	  1172	  event	  and	  not	  an	  earlier	  triumph,	  for	  example,	  in	  c1150	  following	  Manuel's	  defeat	  of	  Uroš	  II	  on	  the	  river	  Tara,	  in	  which	  Nemanja	  may	  have	  taken	  part).	  237	  Eustathios	  Oration	  1176:	  217,	  line	  89	  (trs.:	  109).	  238	  Eustathios	  Oration	  1176:	  217,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  110).	  239	  Eustathios	  Oration	  1176:	  217,	  lines	  14-­‐6	  (trs.:	  110);	  it	  should	  be	  pointed	  out	  that	  every	  subject	  was	  a	  
doulos	  of	  the	  emperor,	  so	  the	  reference	  by	  Eustathios	  did	  not	  necessarily	  imply	  complete	  subjugation.	  However,	  Kinnamos	  referred	  to	  the	  Armenians,	  to	  Chrysaphios	  and	  the	  Kogh	  Vasilii	  as	  ethelodouloi,	  i.e.	  voluntary	  subjects	  of	  the	  empire,	  implying	  imperial	  subjects	  with	  a	  different	  relationship	  to	  Manuel,	  see	  Kinnamos:	  199,	  line	  12	  (trs.:	  151);	  also	  Ferluga	  1957:	  141-­‐2	  particularly	  regarding	  reference	  to	  ethelodoulos	  and	  ligios,	  Western-­‐style	  'vassal'	  relationships	  between	  local	  rulers	  and	  the	  'Latinophile'	  Manuel.	  	  240	  Eustathios	  Oration	  1176:	  217,	  line	  22	  -­‐	  218,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  110)	  ('take	  hold	  of	  the	  master	  by	  the	  hand	  than	  be	  chastised	  by	  his	  whip');	  also	  Stephenson	  2000:	  269-­‐70	  (this	  oration	  was	  one	  example	  of	  Byzantine	  rhetoric	  highlighting	  Manuel's	  magnificence	  and	  comparing	  it	  to	  the	  subordinate	  position	  of	  his	  enemy	  as	  his	  'slave').	  241	  Kinnamos:	  299,	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (trs.:	  224)	  and	  lines	  19-­‐20	  (trs.:	  224)	  (Serbs	  described	  as	  'allies'	  and	  'subject	  to'	  the	  Byzantines).	  242	  Stephenson	  2000:	  277-­‐8	  (Andronikos’	  usurpation	  of	  the	  throne).	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campaign against an emperor who 'was angry and bloodthirsty and...destroyed the peace’243. 
They destroyed Byzantine Serdica (Béla had already ravaged land around Braničevo and 
Niš244), with Nemanja continuing the destruction by taking Pernik, Stob, Zemen, Velbužd, 
Žitomitski, Skopje, Leški, Svrljig, Prizren, Niš, Ravni and Kozli245. Nemanja also gained 
territory around Niš, into the Morava valley (Lipljan and Vranje), which Prvovenčani describes 
as ‘his ancestral land'246 (this is difficult to prove, but it was an important military and 
communications route to the south and, therefore, strategically valuable). The significance of 
this campaign was the time taken by Nemanja and Béla to start; they did not immediately 
attack Byzantine lands but waited three years possibly to see whether they could flourish 
under the new Byzantine ruler. Although it would have taken time to raise a substantial 
enough force to threaten the Byzantines, it is also the case that their personal loyalty to 
Manuel extended only to his rightful heir, his son, Alexios II, and it was not until after 
Andronikos usurped the throne that they launched their campaign, forced into protecting their 
own positions which now looked set to change247. 
 
Nemanja continued to the coast where he recovered his ‘father’s land and his birthright, his 
grandfather’s land, which was held by force by those of Greek birth’248. Prvovenčani describes 
the ferocity and extent of Nemanja’s conquests including the removal of Greek names so that 
they would never be mentioned in the area again249. He destroyed Danj, Sardonika, Drivast, 
Skadar, Svač, Ulcinj and Bar, and turned Kotor into an administrative centre250. An edict in 
January 1186 gave the citizens of Kotor regulations from ‘our lord, Nemanja, Župan of Raška’ 
regarding the sale of wood251 showing Nemanja stamping his authority on a region he had 
ravaged by passing everyday laws to give a semblance of normality. 
 
By the mid-late 1180s Nemanja had successfully brought under his control the lands of 
Raška, Duklja and Hum (Zahumlje), areas formerly connected with his family: Raška had 
been ruled by his grandfather, Vukan, who had extended his lands south and west (i.e. into 
Duklja, the family birthplace); Zahumlje had been governed by his father, Zavida. Nemanja 
used his family as rulers in the same way that his grandfather, Vukan, had appointed Raškan 
nobles to help him rule his extended lands. Under Nemanja, Miroslav ruled Hum252, Stracimir 
                                            243	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	  244	  Choniates:	  277,	  lines	  45-­‐7	  (trs.:	  154).	  245	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39.	  246	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39	  (wt[x[stvi8 svo9go).	  247	  For	  Nemanja	  this	  meant	  re-­‐interpreting	  his	  position	  as	  ruler	  of	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  99-­‐100	  (although	  Serb	  rulers	  considered	  themselves	  'sovereign'	  amongst	  their	  subjects,	  before	  Manuel's	  death	  the	  title	  samodržac	  ('autokrator')	  did	  not	  apply	  outside	  their	  territory;	  Maksimović	  1988:	  36	  (use	  of	  the	  title	  
samodržac	  in	  Serbian	  sources);	  for	  Béla,	  one-­‐time	  heir	  to	  Manuel	  (through	  his	  engagement	  to	  Manuel's	  daughter),	  there	  was	  little	  chance	  of	  a	  peaceful	  relationship	  with	  Andronikos.	  248	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  240.	  	  249	  Prvovenčani:	  40/39-­‐41.	  250	  Prvovenčani:	  38-­‐40/39.	  251	  CDRCDS	  II:	  198-­‐9,	  document	  194.	  252	  Marković:	  21	  and	  46	  (an	  inscription	  on	  the	  Church	  of	  St	  Peter,	  Lim	  (today's	  Bijelo	  Polje)	  refers	  to	  the	  sole	  
ktitor	  'Miroslav,	  Prince	  of	  Hum'	  (even	  though	  Lim	  was	  part	  of	  Raška)	  and	  bears	  a	  date	  equivalent	  to	  1161/2,	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held the area in northern Raška around the west Morava river, Vukan, Nemanja’s eldest son, 
was given Duklja253 and even the son of Tihomir, Prvoslav, ruled a small area around the river 
Lim254. Nemanja seems to have implemented a system of co-rulers similar to that previously 
imposed by Manuel but it is difficult to ascertain whether Nemanja had put the model in place 
personally or whether it was simply a result of Manuel's management of Serb affairs.  
 
Nemanja’s invasion of the coastal areas brought him into conflict with Dubrovnik (then under 
Norman control) which claimed certain areas desired by the Raškan Serbs, primarily the 
important trading island of Korčula. In 1184 Stracimir attempted to invade Korčula but was 
successfully repulsed by the natives, supported by Dubrovnik. In 1185, Nemanja attacked 
Dubrovnik although it is unclear whether he captured it; if he did, it was back in Norman 
hands the following year255. On 27 September 1186 an agreement was made between 'Veliki 
Župan Nemanja, his brothers, Duke Stracimir and Duke Miroslav', in 'the church of Cosmas 
and Damian in the city of Ragusa [Dubrovnik] in the court of the most glorious lord, King 
William', with the Norman ruler of Sicily, William II256. The treaty gave Nemanja freedom to 
trade – Serbian wax, skins, honey and metals in exchange for wine, grain and importantly, 
salt, from Dubrovnik257. The city also agreed that all past aggression was to be forgotten with 
no blame attached to either side. Finally, Dubrovnik would never allow itself to be used as a 
base from which Nemanja could be attacked and Serbs within the city walls would be 
protected, indeed, Dubrovnik agreed to give refuge to Nemanja and his brothers if ever 
asked. A further document, dated June 1190, again confirmed that Dubrovnik would be a safe 
haven, in this case, specifically for Miroslav and his men258.  
 
In 1185 Isaac II Angelos took power in Byzantium and married Béla III’s daughter, Margaret-
Maria259, thus re-establishing the empire's personal ties with Hungary. In the five years since 
Manuel’s death, three different rulers (Alexios II (through the regency of his mother, Maria of 
Antioch, and her alleged lover, Alexios the Protosebastos), Andronikos and Isaac II Angelos) 
had sat on the Byzantine throne260, allowing Nemanja to take advantage of the succession 
                                                                                                                             indicating	  that	  Miroslav	  had	  received	  his	  lands	  and	  was	  already	  titled	  'Prince'	  before	  Nemanja	  usurped	  power.	  If	  Nemanja	  had	  been	  Veliki	  Župan,	  his	  name	  would	  also	  have	  been	  included).	  253	  According	  to	  Ćirković,	  the	  lands	  allocated	  to	  Vukan	  were	  taken	  from	  Nemanja's	  relative,	  Mihajlo,	  see	  Ćirković	  1995:	  50.	  254	  Fine	  1994:	  5	  and	  7.	  255	  Fine	  1994:	  8	  (although	  later	  Dubrovnik	  chronicles	  state	  that	  Nemanja	  failed,	  a	  papal	  document	  of	  c1255	  suggests	  that	  the	  Serbs	  penetrated	  the	  city	  and	  took	  papers	  arguing	  against	  Bar	  being	  reinstated	  as	  an	  archbishopric).	  	  256	  CDRCDS	  II:	  201-­‐2,	  document	  196	  (all	  three	  brothers	  signed	  the	  agreement,	  evidence	  of	  their	  joint	  rule	  even	  though	  Nemanja	  was	  firmly	  in	  control	  as	  Veliki	  Župan	  and	  it	  was	  six	  years	  after	  Manuel's	  death).	  	  257	  Carter:	  74.	  258	  CDRCDS	  II:	  245-­‐7,	  document	  230;	  Pirivatrić	  suggests	  that	  this	  document	  indicates	  Miroslav	  sought	  asylum,	  see	  Pirivatrić	  2011:	  111,	  however,	  I	  do	  not	  believe	  there	  is	  enough	  evidence	  for	  this	  and	  the	  document	  is	  merely	  confirmation	  of	  the	  peace	  treaty	  between	  Dubrovnik	  and	  the	  Raškan	  Serbs,	  in	  this	  case	  between	  'Count	  Gervasius	  and	  his	  noblemen	  and	  Count	  Miroslav	  and	  his	  nobles'.	  259	  Choniates:	  598,	  lines	  5-­‐6	  (trs.:	  329);	  Ansbert:	  32,	  lines	  18-­‐22	  (trs.:	  63);	  Stephenson	  2000:	  283-­‐4;	  the	  dowry	  included	  the	  return	  of	  Belgrade,	  Braničevo	  and	  Niš	  to	  the	  empire,	  towns	  taken	  by	  Béla	  in	  1183.	  	  260	  Angold	  1997:	  295-­‐307	  (difficulties	  faced	  by	  Byzantine	  emperors	  between	  1180	  and	  1190).	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crises and the increasingly ineffectual rule of Andronikos. Whereas Manuel had been a strong 
and militarily effective ruler, and his political objectives had involved building relationships 
with the local Balkan rulers, his immediate successors were not so diplomatically astute, 
giving Nemanja opportunities to expand his territory (for example, his coastal campaign of 
1184-6)261. Although Isaac managed to regain the support of the Hungarians, a Norman 
invasion of the Balkans and the Vlach-Bulgarian uprising of 1185 preoccupied the 
Byzantines262 and gave Nemanja further space to cause problems263. Without an ever-
present overlord (like Manuel) to keep him under control, Nemanja sought other 
partners/allies, having also lost Béla's support following Isaac's rapprochement with the 
Hungarian king. A potential ally was Germany whose relationship with Byzantium had been 
strained for many years: at this difficult point in Byzantine rule, Nemanja opened talks with the 
Holy Roman Emperor, Frederick I Barbarossa. 
 
 
Nemanja’s meeting with Barbarossa (1189) 
 
In 1188 Nemanja sent ambassadors to Barbarossa in Nuremburg assuring him of a splendid 
welcome in his court in Niš on his way to fight the Third Crusade264. The increasing distrust 
between Isaac and Barbarossa265 gave Nemanja an ideal opportunity to play one empire 
against the other and, in the process, further his ambitions. At this point in his reign Nemanja 
had extended his influence over large areas of land: south to Skopje, east to Pernik (near 
Sofia), west to the Adriatic and north to Gradac266. No longer an inconsequential local 
chieftain, Nemanja was the most successful Serb ruler since the early days of Bodin’s rule, 
over 100 years before. The meeting with Barbarossa would allow Nemanja to present himself 
as a significant Balkan leader. 
 
On their way to Niš in the summer of 1189, the Germans struggled through the Belgrade 
forest lining the river Morava where they were ambushed by ‘puny Greeks, Bulgars, Serbs 
                                            261	  Simpson	  2015:	  22-­‐5	  and	  Angold	  2005:	  56-­‐7	  (collapse	  of	  the	  Komnenian	  system	  of	  government	  and	  the	  increasing	  lack	  of	  authority	  of	  the	  Angeloi	  resulted	  in	  attempts	  at	  provincial	  and	  ethnic	  separatism,	  for	  example	  by	  local	  Byzantine	  governors,	  the	  Serbs	  (more	  of	  a	  desire	  for	  political	  autonomy	  rather	  than	  
independence)	  and	  the	  Bulgarians);	  Stephenson	  2010:	  30-­‐1;	  Kaldellis:	  34-­‐5	  (discussion	  of	  a	  system	  of	  government	  based	  on	  an	  internal	  web	  of	  relations	  concentrated	  around	  the	  emperor	  which	  ensured	  stability	  and	  continuation	  of	  state	  functions	  even	  during	  transfer	  of	  imperial	  power)	  .	  262	  Simpson	  2016:	  5	  (problems	  facing	  Isaac	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  his	  reign),	  5-­‐7	  (causes	  of	  the	  Vlach-­‐Bulgarian	  revolt:	  autonomous	  tendencies	  or	  a	  reaction	  to	  a	  tax	  levied	  by	  Isaac),	  8-­‐9	  (course	  of	  the	  revolt);	  also	  Simpson:	  2015:	  19-­‐20	  (causes);	  Curta:	  357-­‐65	  (the	  Vlach-­‐Bulgarian	  revolt).	  263	  Ćirković	  suggests	  that	  Nemanja	  relied	  on	  the	  apparent	  decline	  in	  Byzantine	  power	  to	  expand	  his	  international	  connections	  with	  others	  also	  opposed	  to	  imperial	  rule,	  see	  Ćirković	  1995:	  51.	  264	  Annales	  Colonienses	  Maximi:	  795,	  line	  44	  -­‐	  796,	  line	  5.	  265	  Barbarossa’s	  crusading	  army	  was	  seen	  as	  a	  serious	  threat	  to	  Byzantine	  lands	  by	  Isaac	  whilst	  the	  Germans	  believed	  that	  Isaac	  had	  entered	  into	  an	  anti-­‐Crusader	  agreement	  with	  Saladin,	  for	  a	  recent	  review	  of	  the	  interactions	  between	  the	  Muslims,	  Byzantines	  and	  the	  Germans,	  see	  Simpson	  2015:	  15-­‐8;	  for	  details	  of	  the	  treaty	  between	  the	  Byzantines	  (Andronikos)	  and	  Saladin,	  see	  Harris:	  121-­‐4	  and	  129-­‐31	  (Isaac's	  involvement).	  	  266	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39;	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  20	  -­‐	  152,	  line	  4	  (trs:	  3-­‐4).	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and semi-barbarian Vlachs …[who] confessed that they had been forced to do these things 
by …the doux of Braničevo, and, above all, on the instructions of the Emperor of the 
Greeks’267. As a sign of his authority, hospitality and friendship, Nemanja sent outriders to 
protect Barbarossa’s army and provided a great welcome as the Germans entered Niš on 27 
July 1189: 'the great Count of Serbia [Nemanja]...met us in state. The lord emperor received 
him honorably, and had long discussions with him, giving him worthy gifts, while he too 
received great things from him. Similarly all the princes were overwhelmed with wine, mead 
and animals by the Count'268. Ansbert provides more detail: ‘the Great Count, called Neaman 
[Nemanja], and his brother called Casimir [Stracimir], met the lord emperor there with great 
ceremony, and they were memorably welcomed by him and the princes of the army on 27 
July. Indeed, as a sign of their devotion they gave the lord emperor splendid and copious 
amounts of wine, barley, flour, sheep and oxen, and among the other gifts they gave were six 
of what they call “sea cows” or seals, a tame boar and three live deer which were equally 
tame. They also honoured the princes who were closest to the emperor, in a similar fashion 
with generous gifts of wine, oxen and sheep'269.  
 
Nemanja offered Barbarossa all his men if the Germans launched an offensive against 
Byzantium270 and offered his allegiance if the Germans supported his right to the lands he 
had conquered and those he was planning to take from Byzantium271. A marriage alliance 
was also agreed between Toljen, Miroslav’s youngest son, and the daughter of Berthold of 
Andechs, Duke of Dalmatia, an influential military leader and diplomat in Barbarossa's 
retinue272. Although it is unclear whether the marriage went ahead, Ansbert states that it ‘had 
previously been under consideration’273 suggesting that Nemanja had been pursuing the 
Germans for an alliance before meeting Barbarossa. 
 
According to Ansbert, the 'counts of Serbia and Raška...concluded an agreement with 
Kalopeter against the emperor of Constantinople’274, evidence of contact between Nemanja 
                                            267	  Ansbert:	  28,	  lines	  4-­‐11	  (trs.:	  60)	  (further	  evidence	  for	  the	  distrust	  between	  the	  Germans	  and	  the	  Byzantines);	  Chronica	  Slavorum:	  172,	  lines	  6-­‐8	  (Arnold	  of	  Lubeck's	  account	  blames	  just	  the	  Serbs	  -­‐	  '500	  soldiers	  were	  killed	  with	  poisoned	  arrows	  by	  the	  men	  of	  that	  region,	  the	  Serbs').	  	  268	  Magnus	  of	  Reichersberg:	  509,	  lines	  29-­‐31	  (trs.:	  149).	  	  269	  Ansbert:	  30,	  lines	  3-­‐13	  (trs.:	  61-­‐2);	  the	  fact	  that	  Stracimir	  is	  mentioned	  indicates	  he	  was	  a	  person	  of	  importance	  in	  Nemanja's	  court	  (some	  form	  of	  'co-­‐rule'	  still	  existed	  including	  with	  Miroslav	  who	  is	  also	  mentioned,	  see	  Ansbert:	  30,	  line	  21	  (trs.:	  62));	  also	  Ansbert:	  31,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  62)	  ('consilium	  principum'	  -­‐	  a	  council	  of	  princes,	  again	  evidence	  for	  'co-­‐rule').	  270	  Ansbert:	  30,	  lines	  13-­‐6	  (trs.:	  62).	  271	  Ansbert:	  30,	  lines	  25-­‐8	  (trs.:	  62);	  Ansbert	  notes	  which	  lands	  Nemanja	  had	  recently	  taken	  from	  the	  Byzantines,	  including	  Niš	  and	  its	  surroundings	  as	  far	  as	  Sofia,	  see	  Ansbert:	  30,	  lines	  21-­‐3	  (trs.:	  62).	  He	  also	  provides	  reasons	  for	  the	  campaign,	  see	  Ansbert:	  31,	  line	  27	  -­‐	  32,	  line	  8	  (trs.:	  63).	  	  272	  Ansbert:	  31,	  lines	  14-­‐8	  (trs.:	  62);	  also	  Hunyadi	  and	  Laszlovszky:	  129;	  the	  importance	  of	  the	  Duke's	  position	  in	  Barbarossa's	  retinue	  suggests	  that	  Miroslav	  must	  also	  have	  been	  recognised	  as	  an	  important	  member	  of	  Nemanja's	  court,	  indeed	  Ansbert	  refers	  to	  him	  as	  a	  'prince	  of	  Hum	  and	  Raška',	  see	  Ansbert:	  31,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  62).	  273	  Ansbert:	  31,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  62).	  274	  Ansbert:	  33,	  lines	  7-­‐11	  (trs.:	  64);	  the	  Bulgarians	  offered	  Barbarossa	  40,000	  men	  in	  exchange	  for	  Tsar	  Peter	  being	  crowned	  emperor	  of	  the	  Greeks,	  see	  Ansbert:	  58,	  lines	  12-­‐8	  (trs.:	  84);	  Paulová:	  303.	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and Kalopeter275, the Vlach leader who had been crowned Tsar Peter of Bulgaria in 1185 and 
was still fighting the Byzantines in 1189276. However, Barbarossa’s aim was the freedom of 
the Holy Land from the infidel, not inter-Christian war, and by early 1190 he and Isaac had 
resolved their differences with an agreement allowing Barbarossa unimpeded passage to 
Asia Minor277. Barbarossa, therefore, declined Nemanja’s offer. Nemanja had not achieved all 
he might have hoped for from Barbarossa, but Isaac believed 'that the treaty of friendship 
…concluded between the emperor and the Great Count was suspicious and very much 
against his interests’ 278 , suggesting that the relationship between the Byzantines and 
Nemanja was now worse than ever. 
 
One of the most important questions regarding Nemanja’s discussions with Barbarossa was 
did he offer his allegiance to the German emperor as stated by Ansbert and the Chronica 
Slavorum?279. Paulová argues that Nemanja probably did, offering Barbarossa all his lands, 
not just those taken from the Byzantines in the campaigns of 1183-6. His main reasons for 
doing so were that an alliance with the Holy Roman Emperor would reduce the risk of 
Byzantine retaliation for recent Serb victories and homage to a more distant lord would mean 
less interference280. In many ways the passage of the Third Crusade through the Balkans was 
an significant event for the Serbs – although the result was less than Nemanja might have 
hoped for, there had been constructive dialogue with an important European leader, even an 
agreement of marriage, and Nemanja's international profile had grown.  
 
 
Nemanja’s defeat by Isaac II Angelos (1190) 
 
In June 1190 Frederick Barbarossa drowned in Asia Minor and the Third Crusade fell apart. 
Isaac finally ‘set out against the Župan of the Serbs for having instigated evil and destroyed 
Skopje’281. Marching towards Niš, the Byzantines met the Serbs on the river Morava, an 
encounter that left many Serbs ’submerged in the waters and transfixed by spears' and 
'perished in the battle that followed’282. Choniates states that Isaac attacked deep into 
Nemanja's lands (possibly the palace at Toplica283) as Nemanja fled into hiding, leaving 
                                            275	  Curta:	  362	  (apart	  from	  the	  meeting	  with	  Barbarossa,	  there	  is	  no	  evidence	  that	  Nemanja	  supported	  the	  Vlach-­‐Bulgarian	  revolt	  against	  the	  Byzantines).	  276	  The	  Vlach-­‐Bulgarian	  revolt,	  which	  had	  given	  Isaac	  problems	  since	  the	  beginning	  of	  his	  reign,	  did	  not	  end	  until	  the	  1190s,	  see	  p58,	  footnote	  262.	  277	  Ansbert:	  64,	  line	  15	  -­‐	  66,	  lines	  22	  (trs.:	  90-­‐2);	  for	  problems	  between	  Barbarossa	  and	  Isaac	  during	  the	  passage	  of	  the	  crusading	  army	  through	  the	  Balkans,	  see	  Harris:	  132-­‐5	  	  and	  Stephenson	  2000:	  296-­‐300.	  	  278	  Magnus	  of	  Reichersberg:	  510,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  150).	  279	  Ansbert	  30,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  62);	  Chronica	  Slavorum:	  172,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  ('their	  leader	  [Nemanja]	  made	  homage	  to	  the	  lord	  emperor	  [Barbarossa]').	  	  280	  Paulová:	  302;	  however,	  Ansbert's	  reference	  to	  'the	  lands	  they	  had	  conquered'	  may	  imply	  Nemanja	  only	  offered	  'Niš...and...all	  the	  land	  around	  it',	  see	  Ansbert:	  30,	  lines	  21-­‐3	  (trs.:	  62).	  281	  Choniates:	  434,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  239);	  Choniates	  is	  referring	  to	  Nemanja's	  1183	  campaign,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39.	  	  	  282	  Choniates:	  434,	  lines	  29-­‐31	  (trs.:	  239).	  	  283	  Choniates	  refers	  to	  Nemanja's	  'hearth',	  see	  Choniates	  Orationes:	  27,	  line	  21.	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behind 'thousands' captured and many either drowned or cut down by swords284. He portrays 
the battle as a major Byzantine victory with Nemanja forced to perform proskynesis and wash 
Isaac's feet with his tears285. Despite this, Nemanja was allowed to keep certain conquests: 
land between the south and west Morava rivers (bordering onto Hungary), most of Kosovo, 
Duklja, part of northern Albania and parts of southern Dalmatia, Trebinje and Hum286. 
Crucially, though, Isaac regained the important land route from Constantinople to Belgrade 
(today's eastern Serbia bordering onto western Bulgaria) and consolidated his hold over the 
frontier fortresses at Niš, Braničevo and Belgrade287.  He also regained land along the upper 
Strymon and the upper Vardar rivers as well as Prizren and that part of Kosovo between the 
Morava and Timok rivers288. 
 
A document was drawn up in which Nemanja subjugated himself as one of Isaac's 'slaves' in 
return for the 'worthy honour...of a close relationship with the son of the Veliki Župan'289. The 
'honour' was the marriage of Nemanja’s second son, Prvovenčani, and Isaac’s niece, Eudokia 
(daughter of Isaac's brother, Alexios), an attempt by Isaac, like Manuel before him, to bind his 
Balkan subjects to the imperial family. As the marriage involved a Byzantine princess it 
appears that Prvovenčani became his father’s successor rather than the obvious choice of 
the eldest son, Vukan (who, in any case was already married to a Catholic princess)290. The 
marriage restored a personal relationship between emperor and local ruler (comparable to the 
marriage between Isaac and Béla III's daughter) similar to that employed by Manuel but 
without the need for the overt expressions of subjugation291. Isaac seems to have recognised 
Nemanja's increasing political ambitions, possibly a result of the Veliki Župan's meeting with 
Barbarossa, which, although Nemanja had not achieved changes to his status as a Byzantine 
'vassal', he had nevertheless been seen as a significant international ruler292. Despite Isaac's 
generous accommodation with Nemanja, there was no major difference in the Byzantine-Serb 
relationship compared to Manuel's reign, in that Nemanja still owed allegiance to the 
Byzantine emperor. After his victory, Isaac met twice with his father-in-law, Béla, occasions 
                                            284	  Choniates	  Orationes:	  28,	  lines	  22-­‐30.	  285	  Choniates,	  Orationes:	  28,	  lines	  3-­‐10.	  286	  According	  to	  Choniates,	  Nemanja	  only	  lost	  a	  'portion'	  of	  his	  lands,	  see	  Choniates	  Orationes:	  31,	  line	  23.	  287	  The	  restoration	  of	  good	  relations	  between	  Hungary	  and	  the	  empire,	  as	  well	  as	  the	  victory	  over	  the	  Serbs,	  meant	  that	  this	  route	  was	  once	  again	  under	  Byzantine	  control.	  288	  Fine	  1994:	  26;	  Sedlar:	  334	  (details	  of	  the	  land	  route	  between	  Constantinople	  and	  Belgrade).	  289	  Tornikes:	  277,	  lines	  20-­‐4;	  for	  references	  to	  an	  'agreement',	  see	  Dölger:	  305,	  document	  1605	  (autumn	  1190).	  	  290	  Tornikes:	  277,	  lines	  23-­‐5	  (Nemanja	  'guaranteed	  himself	  a	  secure	  reign	  and	  for	  him	  [his	  son],	  future	  security	  and	  continuity'	  suggesting	  that	  Nemanja	  agreed	  that	  Prvovenčani	  would	  be	  his	  successor);	  Fine	  1994:	  41.	  291	  Stanković	  2015:	  37-­‐8	  (Komnenian	  policy	  on	  strategic	  foreign	  marriages,	  resulting	  in	  an	  'extended	  family	  of	  rulers'	  with	  allegiance	  to	  the	  'pater	  familias',	  the	  Byzantine	  emperor;	  this	  was	  a	  shift	  from	  the	  previous	  policy	  of	  marrying	  within	  Byzantine	  elite	  families);	  45	  (whereas	  the	  Komnenoi	  had	  chosen	  marriage	  partners	  from	  some	  of	  the	  most	  powerful	  imperial	  rivals,	  the	  Hungarians,	  Germans	  and	  Normans,	  Isaac	  was	  now	  prepared	  to	  consider	  alliances	  with	  some	  of	  his	  lesser	  foes,	  such	  as	  the	  Serbs);	  Magdalino	  1993:	  201-­‐17	  (Komnenian	  internal	  and	  foreign	  marriage	  policy).	  	  292	  Stanković	  2015:	  42-­‐3;	  Simpson	  2015:	  20-­‐1;	  also	  Dölger:	  311-­‐2,	  document	  1611	  (June	  1192)	  and	  CDRCDS	  
II:	  256,	  document	  240	  in	  which	  Isaac	  warned	  Dubrovnik	  not	  to	  seek	  alliances	  with	  the	  'emperors	  of	  the	  West,	  nor	  the	  kings	  of	  the	  Germans	  or	  Hungarians	  or	  the	  Veliki	  Župans	  of	  Serbia',	  recognition	  of	  Nemanja	  on	  the	  international	  stage).	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for the Hungarian king to praise Isaac and honour him with gifts293. Choniates' description of 
the Hungarians' reception of Isaac was not only a symbol of the empire's renewed strength in 
the Balkans but it also sent a message to the Raškan Serbs regarding loyalty and a return to 
the status quo294.  
 
There is much scholarship regarding the date of the marriage between Prvovenčani and 
Eudokia: 1185-87 according to Brand, or as part of the peace agreement in autumn 1190, 
according to Jireček295. In his Life, Sava states that Nemanja wanted to be related to the 
‘great Greek tsar His Majesty Alexios Komnenos’296, implying that the marriage took place 
after April 1195 (when Alexios III Angelos usurped the throne). However, Choniates states 
that Prvovenčani and Eudokia ‘lived together for many years and had children’297 (three sons 
and two daughters), before he expelled her in c1201298, hence 1195 is probably too late. It 
seems most likely that the marriage took place as part of the agreement on the Morava, i.e. 
1190, unless the date of the battle is incorrect. Interestingly, instead of the usual negative 
portrayal, Choniates refers to 'Stefan Nemanja, leader of the Serbs'299, highlighting the 
esteem in which the father of the new addition to the imperial family was now held. 
 
An immediate consequence of the new Byzantine-Balkan relationships was Isaac's 
intervention in 1192/3 when Béla of Hungary occupied Serb lands south of the west Morava 
River. Isaac threatened to send military aid to Nemanja and appealed to the Pope who 
subsequently encouraged Béla to withdraw300. In keeping with his own allegiance to Isaac, 
Béla sent men in support of a proposed Byzantine campaign against the Vlach-Bulgarians in 
April 1195301. However, whilst preparing to attack, Isaac was deposed by his brother, Alexios 
III Angelos. Prvovenčani, now the emperor’s son-in-law, received the title ‘sebastokrator’, a 
title that bound him firmly to the Byzantine world302.  
 
Nemanja's eldest son, Vukan, was Veliki Knez (Great Prince) of Duklja, Dalmatia, Travunia, 
Hvosno and Toplica 303 , a title he may have received in 1190 after the marriage of 
                                            293	  Choniates	  Orationes:	  32-­‐3,	  especially	  33,	  lines	  19-­‐20	  ('the	  Hungarians	  bent	  their	  knees...and	  greeted	  the	  emperor	  of	  the	  Romans	  as	  their	  despot').	  294	  Simpson	  2016:	  10;	  for	  the	  opposite	  view	  regarding	  Isaac's	  dealings	  with	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  Stanković	  2015:	  39-­‐40	  (Stanković	  proceeds	  to	  argue	  against	  this	  view,	  see	  pp42-­‐3).	  295	  Brand:	  120;	  Jireček	  I:	  157;	  for	  scholarship	  on	  possible	  dates,	  see	  Vizantijski	  Izvori:	  164,	  footnote	  194;	  the	  debate	  centres	  around	  when	  Tornikes	  wrote	  his	  oration,	  1186	  or	  1193.	  296	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  5);	  Sava	  is	  referring	  to	  Alexios	  III	  Angelos,	  brother	  of	  Isaac	  II	  Angelos	  and	  great-­‐	  grandson	  of	  Alexios	  I	  Komnenos.	  297	  Choniates:	  531,	  lines	  77-­‐9	  (trs.:	  291).	  298	  Choniates:	  531,	  lines	  80-­‐93	  (trs.:	  291-­‐2)	  (Prvovenčani	  accused	  Eudokia	  of	  'excessive	  lechery',	  Eudokia	  accused	  him	  of	  drunkeness;	  she	  was	  'stripped	  almost	  naked'	  and	  expelled);	  Ćirković	  1995:	  54	  (date	  of	  expulsion).	  	  299	  Choniates:	  531,	  lines	  75-­‐6	  (the	  only	  time	  Choniates	  mentions	  Nemanja	  by	  name,	  although	  note	  reference	  to	  the	  Serbs	  as	  Triballoi).	  300	  Simpson	  2016:	  10.	  301	  Choniates:	  446,	  lines	  72-­‐5	  (trs.:	  245).	  302	  Monumenta	  Serbica:	  5,	  text	  IX,	  line	  19;	  Sava	  Povelja:	  2,	  lines	  21-­‐3;	  Stanković	  2015:	  48	  (the	  Serbs	  were	  now	  more	  bound	  to	  the	  Byzantines	  than	  at	  any	  other	  time);	  Simpson	  2016:	  14.	  303	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  9);	  also	  Historical	  Overview:	  64.	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Prvovenčani to Eudokia304, or as a reward following Nemanja's 1185/6 coastal campaign. 
Nemanja was around 83 years old: he had political authority over large swathes of land, his 
people were at peace, his son and future ruler was married to the new emperor’s daughter 
and his eldest son controlled large areas of coastal land and through his wife was on good 
terms with the papacy305. Nemanja's next step would change his image from that of a 
successful warrior to that of a widely revered holy figure.  
 
Nemanja’s abdication (1196) 
 
Less than a year after Alexius III Angelos came to power, Nemanja called a Sabor, a National 
Council (March 1196), where he abdicated in favour of Prvovenčani, and became a monk306. 
Novaković argues that to bring together all his high- and low-ranking nobles307, his soldiers308 
and his family, Nemanja sent messages months before the start of the Sabor. Allowing for 
poor road conditions during the winter months messengers could have been sent out as early 
as autumn 1195, four or five months after the change of ruler in Constantinople309 (and, 
therefore, Prvovenčani becoming the emperor’s son-in-law). The speed with which Nemanja 
abdicated and appointed Prvovenčani following Alexios taking power suggests that the 
decision regarding the succession had been made some time previously and was desired by 
both Nemanja and the Byzantines. Following his coup to become emperor, Alexios needed 
support and it is reasonable to assume that having his son-in-law, Prvovenčani, in power in 
Raška was preferable to having Vukan whose leanings to Rome would have been known310. 
Having been a minor Balkan 'co-ruler', and his people ‘an uncultured and undisciplined 
race’311, Nemanja's successor, the sebastokrator Prvovenčani312, was a member of the 
imperial family, a Byzantine ally and the ruler of a group of people with the beginnings of a 
shared sense of identity.  
 
Having made a pragmatic decision regarding his succession, Nemanja was faced with 
Vukan’s reactions to the appointment of his younger brother as Veliki Župan. To maintain 
unity amongst his people, Nemanja commanded Prvovenčani to honour his elder brother and 
                                            304	  Fine	  1994:	  41.	  305	  Nemanja's	  1185/6	  annexation	  of	  parts	  of	  the	  Dalmatian	  coast	  including	  Duklja	  meant	  that	  Raška	  now	  included	  a	  large	  minority	  with	  allegiance	  to	  Rome,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  117.	  306	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  307	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  14-­‐5	  (trs.:	  7)	  (\zabranye si bwl8re, malye \ velikye).	  308	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51	  (voiny).	  309	  Novaković	  1968:	  131.	  310	  Stanković	  2015:	  44	  (view	  that	  Nemanja	  abdicated	  in	  favour	  of	  Prvovenčani	  as	  a	  direct	  result	  of	  Alexios'	  succession	  because	  he	  was	  the	  emperor's	  son-­‐in-­‐law).	  311	  William	  of	  Tyre:	  916,	  book	  20,	  chapter	  4,	  line	  38	  (trs.:	  349).	  	  312	  Although	  it	  is	  not	  clear	  when	  Prvovenčani	  was	  appointed	  sebastokrator,	  the	  title	  was	  the	  highest	  dignity	  that	  could	  be	  bestowed	  on	  someone	  not	  the	  emperor's	  son	  or	  heir.	  Whether	  this	  was	  because	  Euphrosyne,	  Eudokia's	  mother,	  insisted	  that	  her	  daughter	  deserved	  more	  than	  just	  a	  prince	  for	  a	  husband	  (see	  Angold	  2005:	  58-­‐9	  (Euphrosyne's	  involvement	  in	  imperial	  politics,	  including	  the	  appointment	  of	  her	  sons-­‐in-­‐law	  to	  high	  imperial	  rank))	  or	  because	  Alexios	  needed	  the	  Serbs'	  support	  for	  his	  succession	  (see	  Stanković	  2015:	  44,	  footnote	  14),	  is	  unknown.	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not offend him and told Vukan that he should obey his younger brother, now his lord313. 
Despite his father’s wishes, Vukan found it difficult to accept Prvovenčani on the throne. 
Following the 1185/6 coastal campaign Vukan was given lands in Duklja314, an area of  
‘emotional significance' to Nemanja315, so Vukan may have assumed the throne would be his. 
However, it is possible that Nemanja considered these lands as compensation for his eldest 
son, akin to the Hungarian model of presenting a banate to the son who did not succeed to 
the throne316.  
 
Although Nemanja had appointed him Veliki Knez (Great Prince)317, Vukan called himself 
‘King of Duklja, Dalmatia, Travunia, Toplica and Hvosno’318. Although rulers of Duklja had 
used the title ‘King’ until 1146, it is unlikely that Nemanja would have approved of Vukan’s 
use of it, particularly as the Byzantines had changed the title to Knez319. Despite the title, 
Vukan did not openly defy his father and there is no evidence that other Serb nobles 
supported Vukan against Nemanja. However, after the abdication, and despite his father’s 
wishes, Vukan acted increasingly independently of his brother.  
 
Nemanja as monk Simeon (1196-1199) 
 
Following his abdication, Nemanja and his wife took holy orders and retired to their respective 
institutions: Nemanja (the monk Simeon) to Studenica and Ana (the nun Anastasia320) to the 
Convent of the Holy Mother of God, Kuršumlija321. After 18 months in Studenica, Nemanja 
and 300 followers322 set off for Mount Athos where Nemanja was reunited with his youngest 
son, Sava, who had taken holy orders in 1192, at the Vatopedi Monastery323. 
 
                                            313	  Sava:	  159,	  lines	  1-­‐4	  (trs.:	  10).	  	  314	  Jireček	  I:	  158	  (Vukan	  may	  have	  viewed	  this	  as	  a	  precursor	  to	  becoming	  his	  father's	  successor,	  as	  it	  was	  not	  uncommon	  for	  potential	  heirs	  to	  be	  given	  experience	  and	  status	  before	  taking	  power).	  315	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39	  (ot[x[stvo i ro2den9 svo9, istovu0 d7dinu svo0	  -­‐	  'his	  homelands	  and	  his	  birthright,	  his	  rightful	  ancestral	  lands');	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  20-­‐152,	  line	  6	  (trs.:	  3-­‐4)	  (Sava	  refers	  to	  the	  coastal	  areas	  regained	  by	  Nemanja	  as	  his	  d7dinu	  –	  his	  grandfather’s	  lands).	  316	  Fine	  1994:	  41.	  317	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  9)	  (kneza velja).	  318	  CDRCDS	  II:	  287,	  document	  270	  (reference	  to	  Vukan	  as	  king	  in	  1197)	  and	  324,	  document	  305	  (Vukan	  mentioned	  as	  king	  -­‐	  'regis	  Velcani'	  -­‐	  in	  July	  1199);	  Ćirković	  1981:	  38	  (‘Velcani,	  regis	  Diokle,	  Dalmatie,	  Tripunie,	  Toplize	  et	  Cosne’,	  an	  inscription	  on	  St	  Luke’s	  Church,	  Kotor);	  Nemanja's	  earlier	  annexation	  of	  Duklja	  (1185/6)	  exposed	  the	  Raškan	  Serbs	  to	  Dukljan	  political	  traditions	  which	  included	  the	  prerogative	  of	  their	  rulers	  to	  refer	  to	  themselves	  as	  'King',	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  117-­‐9.	  319	  The	  title,	  King,	  may	  also	  suggest	  papal	  involvement,	  as	  seen	  in	  the	  earliest	  Dukljan	  rulers	  to	  use	  the	  title,	  see	  pp31-­‐2;	  Jireček	  suggests	  that	  Vukan	  may	  have	  gained	  the	  title	  as	  a	  result	  of	  his	  marriage,	  but	  there	  is	  no	  written	  evidence	  for	  this,	  see	  Jireček	  I:	  159.	  320	  Although	  there	  were	  at	  least	  three	  saints	  with	  the	  name	  Anastasia,	  it	  is	  possible	  that	  Ana	  was	  named	  after	  the	  4th	  century	  martyr	  (killed	  in	  Sirmium)	  who	  was	  venerated	  as	  a	  healer	  and	  an	  exorcist,	  see	  Baun:	  117-­‐20	  (St	  Anastasia	  and	  her	  cult,	  particularly	  from	  the	  10th	  -­‐11th	  centuries).	  321	  Sava:	  161,	  lines	  2-­‐10	  (trs.:	  12-­‐3).	  322	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  57	  (only	  the	  St	  Petersburg	  copy	  notes	  the	  number	  of	  attendants).	  323	  Sava:	  163,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  15);	  Prvovenčani:	  52/53;	  for	  a	  fuller,	  more	  dramatic,	  account	  of	  Sava's	  departure	  from	  Raška	  and	  his	  taking	  of	  monastic	  vows,	  see	  Teodosije:	  83-­‐95	  (although	  Teodosije	  was	  not	  a	  contemporary	  of	  Sava	  and	  his	  account	  was	  probably	  shaped	  by	  future	  political	  events	  as	  well	  as	  his	  own	  theological	  leanings).	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Over the next 15 months Nemanja, with Sava’s help, established himself on Athos as a donor 
and well-respected holy figure324. According to Sava, his authority was such that he was given 
land to build his own monastery, Hilandar, which provided a place of ‘renewal, 
commemoration and a refuge’325, particularly for the growing number of Serbs who followed 
their leader into monasticism.  So, not only had Nemanja expanded his political authority over 
Serb lands and gained international recognition of his status, he now offered a spiritual base 
for his people, in the most sacred location within the empire, a monastery whose building was 
sanctioned by the Byzantine emperor himself.  
 
Nemanja died on 13 February 1199, surrounded by Sava and numerous Athonite monks and 
was buried on Athos in a ceremony befitting his status326. Eight years after his death, Sava 
translated Nemanja’s relics to his zadužbina of Studenica where he was laid to rest ‘with 
great honour…in a grave reserved for him’327. 
 
 
Civil war between Prvovenčani and Vukan 
 
Vukan remained loyal to his brother whilst Nemanja was alive, remaining in his lands and 
forging friendly relations with the papacy and Hungary328. In late 1198 (before Nemanja's 
death), Vukan asked Pope Innocent III for legates to reform the church in his lands; in effect, 
submitting himself and his people to Rome. The papal legates arrived in January 1199 
bearing letters for Vukan, Prvovenčani and their wives, urging them to support the review329. 
Vukan's letter to Innocent (referring to himself as ‘Vulcanus…Diocliae atque Dalmatiae rex’) 
thanked him for the legates who 'had illumined his kingdom as the sun illumines the world'330. 
He portrayed himself as a defender of the faith by announcing that Ban Kulin of Bosnia, his 
wife, sister (Miroslav's wife and Vukan’s aunt) and 'more than ten thousand' others in Bosnia 
had reverted to heresy, and suggested that the Hungarian king, Imre, be urged to deal with 
the problem331. The presence of heresy highlighted the laxness of Dubrovnik under whose 
jurisdiction Bosnia was and Innocent responded by removing Bar from Dubrovnik's jurisdiction 
and promoting it to an archbishopric; the new Archbishop and his bishops then agreed to 
                                            324	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  5-­‐10	  (trs.:	  15-­‐6).	  325	  Sava:	  165,	  line	  18	  (trs.:	  17)	  (obnovljenja \ pomeni \ prib72iqa).	  326	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  25	  -­‐	  171,	  line	  11	  (trs.:	  22).	  327	  Sava:	  173,	  lines	  9-­‐11	  (trs.:	  24.	  328	  Simpson	  2016:	  15;	  Ćirković	  1995:	  53	  (the	  brothers	  ruled	  independently	  of	  one	  another).	  329	  Innocenz	  1:	  758,	  letter	  525,	  line	  22	  (to	  'illustris	  regis	  Dalmatie	  et	  Dioclie	  [Vukan]')	  and	  760,	  letter	  526,	  lines	  14-­‐22	  (to	  'nobili	  viro	  S(tephano),	  Magno	  Iupano...uxori	  eiusdem	  S(tephani)...Wlcani,	  illustris	  regis	  Dioclie	  et	  Dalmatie').	  330	  Innocenz	  2:	  323,	  letter	  167	  (176),	  lines	  22-­‐3.	  331	  Innocenz	  2:	  325,	  letter	  167	  (176),	  lines	  1-­‐7;	  Fine	  1994:	  45-­‐7	  (argues	  that	  Ban	  Kulin	  followed	  strict	  papal	  doctrine	  and	  that	  Vukan's	  interference	  was	  politically	  motivated).	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reforms suggested by the legates332. Thus, Vukan and his lands confirmed allegiance to the 
Roman Church and Vukan’s growing independence from his brother and the Raškan court 
was evident.   
 
Although Prvovenčani did not respond in the same way to the pope's entreaties, he wrote to 
Innocent in the summer of 1199 thanking him for the legates and saying 'we will consider the 
footsteps of the Roman church, just as my father of blessed memory'333. In c1201, possibly 
threatened by Vukan's growing rapprochement with the papacy and Hungary, and in a bid to 
prevent any combined action against Raška, Prvovenčani offered to submit to Rome in return 
for a papal crown334. Innocent declined the offer, despite the Veliki Župan recognising his 
universal dominance. The reasons for this are complex: Innocent was not in a position to 
establish a 'kingdom of Serbia' (akin to the Dukljan kingdom) by providing a crown, he did not 
wish to become involved with the 'conversion' of the son-in-law of the Byzantine emperor, an 
individual of high imperial rank, and he understood that the Serbian church was subject to the 
highly influential Archbishopric of Ohrid who, in turn, reported directly to the Byzantine 
emperor. Whereas the coastal lands had always been subject to Rome, Raška had allied 
itself to the Eastern Church, and the presence of the Greek Archbishop of Ohrid meant that 
Prvovenčani was highly unlikely to follow through on his offer335. The Hungarians also put 
pressure on Innocent, possibly urged on by Vukan but also because they had their own ideas 
for rule in Serb lands336. 
 
In c1201, as Vukan was turning away from his brother, Prvovenčani expelled his wife, 
Eudokia. Despite Vukan's pleas that Prvovenčani show respect to his wife and her family337, 
Eudokia fled to Dyrracchium, protected by Vukan's men. Choniates' reference to Eudokia's 
plight338 is possibly the first documented sign of the tense relationship between the brothers 
as he refers to a desire to rule and evil natures disregarding their blood ties, seemingly 
                                            332	  Innocenz	  2:	  326-­‐30,	  letter	  169	  (178)	  (from	  'Iohannes,	  Diocliensis	  et	  Antibarensis	  archiepiscopi'	  thanking	  Innocent	  for	  his	  appointment	  and	  agreeing	  to	  the	  papal	  reforms);	  for	  Bar's	  status	  and	  Vukan's	  wish	  to	  have	  it	  raised	  to	  an	  archbishopric,	  see	  Fine	  1994:	  43-­‐6;	  Moore:	  74-­‐5	  (Vukan's	  correspondence	  with	  the	  papacy).	  333	  Innocenz	  2:	  326,	  letter	  168	  (177),	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (this	  may	  indicate	  Prvovenčani's	  and	  Nemanja's	  'fluid'	  religious	  beliefs,	  although	  Obolensky	  suggests	  it	  was	  a	  reference	  to	  Nemanja's	  Latin	  christening,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  141,	  footnote	  103).	  334	  Innocenz	  7:	  205,	  letter	  127,	  lines	  21-­‐5;	  the	  giving	  of	  a	  papal	  crown	  did	  not	  imply	  political	  overlordship	  from	  Rome,	  see	  Simpson	  2015:	  21;	  Prvovenčani's	  offer	  of	  submission	  to	  the	  pope	  should	  not	  be	  viewed	  as	  radical	  as	  his	  religious	  leanings	  were	  divided	  between	  the	  Greek	  and	  Roman	  churches	  and	  both	  he	  and	  Nemanja	  had	  not	  shied	  away	  from	  dealings	  with	  Rome,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  148-­‐9.	  335	  Stanković	  2015:	  46-­‐7	  (the	  pope's	  reticence	  to	  accept	  Prvovenčani,	  and	  his	  decision	  to	  deal	  with	  Vukan,	  resulted	  in	  Rome	  losing	  the	  opportunity	  for	  control	  of	  Raškan	  lands.	  Although	  Prvovenčani	  finally	  received	  his	  crown	  in	  1217,	  see	  Historia	  Salonitanorum:	  162	  (trs.:	  163),	  by	  then	  the	  political	  allegiance	  to	  Byzantium	  was	  too	  strong	  and,	  following	  the	  establishment	  of	  an	  autocephalous	  Serbian	  church,	  spiritual	  adherence	  to	  Orthodoxy	  never	  wavered).	  	  	  336	  Simpson	  2016:	  15;	  Maksimović	  2005:	  275	  (although	  he	  had	  agreed	  to	  take	  part	  in	  the	  Fourth	  Crusade,	  Imre	  of	  Hungary	  was	  more	  interested	  in	  holding	  on	  to	  his	  possessions	  including	  Zadar,	  taken	  by	  the	  crusaders	  in	  November	  1202.	  Hence,	  despite	  Innocent's	  condemnation	  of	  the	  Zadar	  sack,	  Imre	  was	  against	  further	  papal	  interference	  in	  the	  Balkans,	  including	  royal	  recognition	  for	  Prvovenčani).	  337	  Choniates:	  531,	  line	  94	  -­‐	  532,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  292).	  338	  Choniates:	  532,	  lines	  5-­‐7	  (trs.:	  292).	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apportioning blame on Vukan 339 . Although this may have given Vukan the excuse to 
approach the Byzantines for support for his claim to power, there is no evidence that he did 
so, possibly because his earlier efforts at diplomacy with the papacy had been successful. 
Meanwhile, from Prvovenčani's point of view, his wife's expulsion may have been more to do 
with him aligning himself with the papacy rather than anything else 340 . The fact that 
Prvovenčani had been in contact with Innocent may explain why Alexios did nothing to 
reprimand his son-in-law despite the harsh treatment of his daughter341.  
 
In spring 1202 Vukan, supported by King Imre of Hungary, expelled Prvovenčani (who may 
have fled to Bulgaria or Bosnia342) and took power. Vukan was now ‘ruler of all Serb lands 
and the land of Zeta [Duklja] and the coastal towns…and the territory of Niš’343 and was 
referred to as the ‘high born, most renowned Veliki Župan, Vukan, son of the autocrat and 
lord of his lands, Stefan Nemanja’344. By linking himself to his illustrious father, Vukan 
stressed his right to rule even though he recognised Hungarian suzerainty (Imre added 
Serbia345 to his title of king and took Serb lands west of the Morava river). When Innocent 
wrote to Imre in September 1204, he referred to ‘the land of Serbia’ as ‘subject to your 
crown’346 making clear Hungarian suzerainty and that Vukan had relinquished his autonomy 
in return for power.  
 
On 22 March 1203 Innocent wrote to ‘the noble man, Vukan, Veliki Župan of Serbia’347 saying 
he would authorise the Archbishop of Kalocsa to review the strength of the Catholic Church in 
his lands348. Concerned about the possible build up of papal power in the Balkans and the 
alliance between Hungary and the Serbs, Tsar Kalojan of Bulgaria intervened against Vukan 
                                            339	  Choniates:	  532,	  lines	  13-­‐4	  (trs.:	  292.)	  340	  Stanković	  2016:	  93	  (attempt	  by	  Prvovenčani	  to	  minimise	  Vukan's	  overtures	  to	  Innocent	  and	  to	  link	  himself	  to	  the	  papacy	  by	  marrying	  the	  Venetian,	  Anna	  Dandolo);	  Ćirković	  1995:	  56	  (the	  marriage	  also	  improved	  Prvovenčani's	  relationships	  with	  the	  Dalmatian	  cities	  on	  the	  coast	  who	  were	  under	  Venetian	  rule);	  Maksimović	  2005:	  278	  (the	  marriage	  as	  a	  result	  of	  the	  political	  reality	  facing	  Prvovenčani);	  for	  the	  marriage	  of	  Prvovenčani	  and	  Anna,	  see	  Chronica	  Andreae	  Danduli:	  287,	  lines	  34-­‐5.	  	  341	  Fine	  1994:	  46.	  342	  Powers	  opposed	  to	  Hungary	  see	  Ćirković	  1995:	  54.	  343	  Srpski	  Zapisi:	  5,	  lines	  11-­‐3	  (Vl[k$, vladyx[stv$0q0 9m$ sv090 sr[b[sko{v[ zemle0 i 
zet[sko{v[...i nyqev[skimn)	  (this	  text	  is	  found	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  Vukan	  Gospel	  and	  is	  attributed	  to	  the	  monk	  Simeon,	  one	  of	  its	  scribes,	  see	  Literary	  Context:	  146-­‐7).	  344	  Srpski	  Zapisi:	  5,	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (velerod[nom$, veleslav[nom$ veli9m$ 2$pan$ Vl[k$, syna 
samodr[2[nago gospodina {blasti svo99 St7fana Nemane).	  	  345	  CDRCDS	  III:	  35,	  document	  31	  ('Hemericus…Hungariae,	  Dalmatiae,	  Croatiae,	  Ramae	  Serviaeque	  rex	  in	  perpertuum');	  50,	  document	  46	  ('Andrija…Serviaeque	  rex	  in	  perpetuum')	  the	  inclusion	  of	  Serbia	  in	  the	  titles	  of	  Hungarian	  kings	  remained	  throughout	  the	  Middle	  Ages;	  as	  early	  as	  September	  1203,	  Imre	  referred	  to	  himself	  as	  'H(emericus,	  eadem	  gratia	  Hung(arie),	  Dalmat(ie),	  Ram(e)	  Seruieque	  rex'),	  see	  Innocenz	  6:	  361,	  letter	  211	  (212),	  lines	  26-­‐7	  (letter	  to	  Innocent	  III).	  346	  Innocenz	  7:	  204,	  letter	  127,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  ('terram	  Serviae,	  tuae	  coronae	  subjectam').	  	  347	  Innocenz	  6:	  37,	  letter	  24,	  line	  23	  ('nobili	  viro	  W(ulcano),	  megaiuppano	  Seruie').	  	  348	  Innocenz	  6:	  38,	  letter	  24,	  lines	  14-­‐9	  ('decrevimus	  te	  per	  venerabilem	  fratrem	  nostrum	  I,	  Colocensem	  archiepiscopum...ad	  apostolicum	  ovile	  reducat')	  and	  39,	  letter	  25	  (letter	  to	  'Colocensi	  archiepiscopo'	  asking	  him	  to	  investigate	  the	  Serbs,	  lines	  10-­‐6	  'fraternitati	  tue...spiritualibus	  obedire').	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by annexing Niš and installing a Bulgarian bishop there 349. Although Prvovenčani was 
reinstated as Veliki Župan there is no evidence this was a direct result of Kalojan’s attack and 
there are no sources that precisely date his return, the events leading up to it or who was 
involved. Kalojan had reasons to remove a Hungarian ally, Vukan, from his borders (even 
though Innocent asked him to make peace with Vukan in summer 1203) but so did Ban Kulin 
of Bosnia (following Vukan’s letter to Innocent regarding supposed heresy in Bosnia). Also, 
Prvovenčani's supporters amongst the Raškan nobility had reasons to oppose Vukan: some 
would have resisted papal interference and the promotion of the Roman Church; some, 
particularly those who were pro-Byzantine, would have rejected the idea of being subject to 
the Hungarians; others would have reacted against the influx of Dukljan nobles to the court 
(Vukan's reward for his followers) and would have looked to restore Prvovenčani so that their 
own positions were secured. The Archbishop of Ohrid and his supporters would also have 
worked towards the return of Prvovenčani, a Byzantine ally with allegiance to the Church of 
Constantinople. The earliest date for Prvovenčani's return would be after summer 1203 but 
letters between Innocent and Imre during September 1204 mention a coronation for Vukan 
(for Raška, as he was already the Dukljan king)350, so it is unlikely that Prvovenčani was 
restored until late 1204/early 1205, although even this is uncertain, as communications were 
slow and if Vukan had been deposed earlier Innocent may not have known351. 
 
Although Prvovenčani regained power, his lands had been ‘laid waste’ by ‘foreign regiments’ 
and the instigator of this was the ‘transgressor’, Vukan352, a description corroborated by 
Innocent in his letter to Imre dated 15 September 1204353. Although the Serb sources do not 
mention the Hungarians, the Bulgarians or the part played by Innocent III, the conflict 
between the brothers may well have been a by-product of the power struggle between 
Byzantium (on the sidelines), Hungary and Bulgaria with the Pope eager to see Bulgaria and 
Raška switch their allegiances to Rome 354 . Although Innocent had acknowledged the 
authority of Prvovenčani and Vukan during his correspondence with them, he never 
convinced the Veliki Župan to switch his allegiance from Byzantium. Even the Raškan civil 
war and the Latin takeover of Constantinople in 1204 appear to have had very little effect on 
                                            349	  Innocenz	  7:	  15-­‐8,	  letter	  5	  (from	  various	  Bulgarian	  bishops,	  including	  Bishop	  Kirik	  of	  Niš	  (15,	  line	  28	  and	  18,	  line	  5),	  to	  Innocent	  III,	  requesting	  a	  pallium,	  dated	  8	  September	  1203,	  suggesting	  Kalojan's	  annexation	  took	  place	  earlier).	  	  350	  Innocenz	  7:	  199,	  letter	  126,	  line	  28	  -­‐	  200,	  line	  2	  ('megaiuppanus	  Seruie	  [i.e.	  Vukan]	  debitam	  et	  devotam	  apostolce	  sedi...tuo	  regium	  susciperet	  diadema');	  206,	  letter	  127,	  line	  4	  ('dictus	  Wulcus	  regalem...sede	  coronam').	  	  351	  Fine	  1994:	  47-­‐9.	  352	  Prvovenčani:	  72/73.	  353	  Innocenz	  7:	  204,	  letter	  127,	  lines	  2-­‐4	  ('terram	  Serviae…crudeliter	  devastavit').	  	  354	  Moore:	  123-­‐4	  and	  126-­‐8	  and	  Stephenson	  2000:	  309-­‐12	  (negotiations	  between	  Kalojan	  and	  Innocent	  regarding	  the	  appointment	  of	  a	  patriarch	  for	  the	  Bulgarian	  Church	  and	  an	  imperial	  crown	  for	  Kalojan,	  leading	  to	  papal	  expansion	  in	  the	  Balkans);	  Innocenz	  7:	  3-­‐13,	  letters	  1-­‐3	  (letters	  from	  1204	  between	  Innocent	  and	  Kalojan	  and	  his	  archbishop);	  Simpson	  2015:	  21	  (relationship	  between	  growing	  papal	  influence	  and	  the	  Byzantine	  retreat	  in	  the	  Balkans	  in	  the	  late	  12th	  century);	  Boeck:	  56	  (papal	  hopes	  for	  dominance	  following	  the	  weakening	  of	  Orthodox	  authority	  and	  the	  granting	  of	  papal	  crowns).	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the religious sensibilities of the Serbs apart from the realisation that they had lost any 
opportunity of political power in Dubrovnik following that city's takeover by Venice in 1205355.  
 
The role played by the papacy in the period leading to the fall of Constantinople to the Latins 
in 1204 is worth looking at briefly. As early as 1189, Pope Clement III had written to 
'megaiupano, Straschimiro et Mirosclabo', advising them of the new Dubrovnik subdeacon, 
Bernard and referring to the brothers as 'his beloved sons'356. The fact that the letter was 
addressed to local Raškan Serb leaders rather than their Byzantine overlord may suggest an 
attempt by the papacy to 'test' the ties between the Serbs and Constantinople as well as a 
recognition of the esteem in which Nemanja's and his family were held. The subsequent 
exchange of letters between Rome, Hungary, Bulgaria, Bosnia and the Raškan Serbs around 
the turn of the 13th century may have persuaded Innocent that the prospects of expanding his 
authority in the Balkans were hopeful. However, his own realisation that it would not be 
possible to bring the Raškan Serbs to the Roman Church and the after-effects of the Latin 
occupation of Constantinople meant that, despite a seeming victory in Bulgaria, the Balkans 
would not agree to permanent allegiance to Rome357.  
 
Following the restoration of Prvovenčani, there was no censure of Vukan (possibly indicating 
Prvovenčani's desire for unity358) even though the two continued skirmishing until Sava 
restored a semblance of peace on his return from Athos with Nemanja's body359. Vukan 
returned to Duklja where he is mentioned together with the Veliki Župan in a charter between 
Dubrovnik and Kotor dated 12 April 1207360. Soon after this Vukan abdicated in favour of his 
son, George, who is referred to as King in correspondence with Venice in 1208361 and, like his 
father, he too argued with Prvovenčani until Duklja finally fell under the full authority of 
Raška362. The final reference to Vukan is as Veliki Knez ('Prince' not 'King', presumably 
because George was now king of Duklja) on the founders’ inscription in Studenica dated 
1208/9 (together with Nemanja and Sava)363. 
                                            355	  Maksimović	  2005:	  275-­‐7.	  	  356	  CDRCDS	  II:	  238,	  document	  223.	  357	  Moore:	  123-­‐8	  (Moore	  believes	  that	  the	  resistance	  of	  the	  Greeks	  to	  the	  Latin	  occupation	  of	  Constantinople	  made	  Innocent	  understand	  that	  the	  Greek	  church	  would	  fight	  against	  attempts	  to	  steer	  it	  towards	  Roman	  practice.	  Hence,	  it	  was	  also	  unlikely	  that	  he	  could	  persuade	  the	  'Orthodox	  people'	  of	  the	  Balkans	  to	  change	  their	  religious	  adherence	  permanently);	  for	  Kalojan's	  disillusionment,	  see	  Fine	  1994:	  54-­‐6.	  	  358	  This	  may	  explain	  Sava’s	  inclusion	  of	  Vukan	  at	  the	  reception	  of	  Nemanja’s	  translated	  relics	  (the	  only	  source	  to	  do	  so),	  see	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  30	  (trs.:	  24).	  359	  Fine	  1994:	  49.	  	  360	  Jireček	  I:	  165	  (the	  charter	  mentions	  that	  the	  towns	  would	  support	  one	  another	  in	  the	  event	  of	  being	  besieged	  by’…Stefano,	  gran	  giupano	  e	  dal	  suo	  fratello	  Vulcano’).	  	  361	  Zakonski	  spomenici:	  261	  (document	  from	  'Georgii	  regis'	  to	  the	  Venetian	  Doge,	  dated	  July	  1208).	  362	  Prvovenčani	  is	  referred	  to	  as	  'king...of	  all	  Serbs	  lands	  and	  the	  lands	  of	  Diokle,	  Dalmatie,	  Travunia	  and	  Hum',	  see	  CDRCDS	  III:	  223-­‐5,	  document	  197	  (undated);	  his	  son,	  Radoslav,	  is	  mentioned	  as	  'regis	  Radoslavi'	  in	  a	  Kotor	  document	  dated	  September	  1221,	  see	  CDRCDS	  III:	  194-­‐5,	  document	  169	  (implying	  that	  Prvovenčani	  gave	  his	  son	  power	  in	  Duklja);	  by	  1230	  (after	  his	  father's	  death)	  a	  document	  written	  in	  Raška	  confirming	  privileges	  in	  Kotor	  refers	  to	  him	  as	  'Radoslavo...rè	  del	  Servia	  e	  de	  la	  Marina'	  ('king	  of	  Serbia	  and	  the	  coastal	  lands'),	  see	  CDRCDS	  III:	  323-­‐4,	  document	  292;	  also	  Fine	  1994:	  50-­‐1.	  363	  Maksimović	  1988:	  46;	  Fine	  1994:	  49-­‐50	  (Vukan's	  'reduced'	  title	  and	  possible	  reasons	  for	  his	  abdication);	  for	  the	  founder's	  inscription,	  see	  Construction:	  83.	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By the time Nemanja's body was translated to Studenica, in 1207, the Raškan Serbs were in 
a strong position on the Byzantine periphery. They were no longer considered lesser 'douloi', 
forced to perform proskynesis in front of the emperor, as Nemanja had done in 1168 and 
1172. They were now part of a political network of relatives, spread out across the Byzantine 
Balkans, who owed their positions to the power of the emperor. The Komnenian/Angeloi 
marriage policies, which had resulted in the Veliki Župan of the Serbs marrying into the 
imperial family, had given the Serbs increased status in international diplomacy. This, in turn, 
gave them the opportunity to look outside their immediate 'Byzantine' environment to consider 
whether alliances with other powers, such as the Germans, the papacy and the Hungarians, 
might offer them tangible benefits. However, by the time the Serbs were in a position to do so, 
the papacy declined to become involved, not least because it was clear that years of 
interactions between the Serbs and the Byzantines had led to an understanding that the 




3a Construction of Nemanja's image in the Lives written by 
Sava and Prvovenčani  
 
In the previous chapter I presented a summary of the political history of Zahumlje, Duklja and 
Raška with an emphasis on Nemanja's reign based on Byzantine, German, Hungarian, papal 
and Serb sources. In the following two chapters I consider how Nemanja's sons, Sava and 
Prvovenčani, portrayed him as a holy man and founder of a holy dynasty supported by God. 
Taking into account Nemanja's military actions, the idea of him as a holy man seems 
incongruous. However, the Lives written by his sons stressed their father's attributes as a 
saintly figure both in his life as a ruler and a monk and after death as a protector of the 
Nemanjić dynasty. Although Nemanja had extended his authority over large areas of land, the 
civil war that erupted soon after his death threatened to overturn his successes. The return of 
his miracle-performing relics from Mount Athos to his zadužbina of Studenica was the first 
step in restoring power to his successor, Prvovenčani. The miraculous flow of myrrh from 
Nemanja's tomb and other miracles provided evidence of his status as a saint and the second 
step was the promotion of this holy image through the Lives written by Sava and Prvovenčani. 
The main aims of the Lives were hagiographical promotion of Nemanja as a saintly ruler and, 
by association, the consolidation of Prvovenčani's position as the rightful successor and, 
hence, reinforcement of the authority of the Nemanjić dynasty. On closer inspection of the 
texts however, there are differences that stand out and the reasons for them are worth 
investigating. As stated in the Introduction, Sava's work was a more personal account of his 
father's life, stressing his piety and devotion to God, whilst Prvovenčani highlighted 
Nemanja's military deeds in bringing together his 'homelands' and consolidating power. 
Through a close reading of the two texts, I show how the two authors portrayed Nemanja as a 
holy man dedicated to his people and supported by God, and highlight any differences in their 
approaches. 
 
I consult three later works but only where further explanation of the development of the saintly 
image is useful (bearing in mind that they reflect a more sophisticated approach to the 
promotion of Nemanja as a saint, not yet developed in the earlier Lives) or where there are 
additional facts pertinent to Nemanja's actions: Domentijan's Life of St Sava and Life of St 
Simeon, and Teodosije’s Life of St Sava1.  
 
To compare the original Lives, I identify motifs used by the brothers to construct the image of 
their father, concentrating on the common strands first then highlighting the different 
characteristics each author brought to the fore. In the following chapter I consider how the 
brothers portrayed certain key events in Nemanja’s life. These two chapters will also show 
                                            1	  Introduction:	  14	  (I	  use	  these	  texts	  sparingly	  because	  the	  authors	  were	  not	  contemporaries	  and	  because	  of	  possible	  bias).	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whether the authors’ objectives were similar and, if they differed, why. For the comparison, I 
use a combination of themes and motifs common in hagiography (for example, saintliness, 
devotion to God, miracles) and Herbert Hunger’s motifs of imperial attributes, as outlined in 
his study of the presentation of Byzantine emperors in imperial charters2. Hunger’s work 
shows how the ideology surrounding the position of emperor was framed, the importance of 
imperial attributes for the authority of the emperor and the respect this generated. By 
combining the imperial attributes with the hagiographical themes I show how Sava and 
Prvovenčani put together Nemanja’s image to portray him as the ideal and saintly ruler, the 
protector of his people and a dynastic founder whose holy image validated future rulers in his 
dynasty3. I have not considered all the motifs used by the brothers to portray Nemanja, 
focusing instead on those which I believe bring out the characteristics of Nemanja which best 




The two main headings, common to both texts and in line with Hunger's general imperial 
attributes necessary for a succesful ruler, are 'the ruler and God' (a general motif focusing on 
Nemanja's personal relationship with God) and 'the ruler and his responsibilities to his people' 
(Nemanja's deeds which he carried out to benefit his people4). Within these broad headings, I 
have identified hagiographical themes that both authors used to portray their father as a 
saintly ruler who acted with the support of God to teach, protect and gather his people 
together within an environment built on faith and belief in God. 
  
The Ruler and God 
 
Chosen and supported by God 
Both Sava and Prvovenčani portray Nemanja as a man chosen and supported by God and 
whose actions were guided by God; therefore, his deeds were beyond question. Sava 
stresses that Nemanja restored his ancestral domains and ruled over them: ‘with God’s help 
and his own wisdom, given to him by God’ and ‘God…put in place this most blessed man…to 
rule over all Serb lands’5. The fact that ‘his land prospered in peace and quiet on all sides with 
God’s help’ 6  showed that his people benefitted from their divinely-supported ruler. The 
Raškan Serbs had been ruled by numerous chieftains, some imposed on them by the 
Byzantines or the Bulgarians, others supported by neighbours such as Hungary. It was 
                                            2	  Hunger:	  49-­‐154	  (imperial	  attributes:	  the	  emperor	  and	  God	  (49-­‐83),	  the	  emperor	  and	  his	  responsibilities	  to	  his	  subjects	  (84-­‐102),	  the	  emperor	  as	  a	  lawmaker	  (103-­‐22),	  the	  emperor	  as	  helper	  and	  pardoner)).	  	  3	  Introduction:	  8;	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  imperial	  image	  in	  imperial	  documents,	  see	  Angelov	  2007:	  29	  and	  146-­‐8.	  4	  This	  was	  the	  most	  fundamental	  duty	  of	  a	  ruler	  and	  it	  applied	  to	  all	  aspects	  of	  his	  role	  (as	  a	  law	  maker,	  a	  secular	  and	  a	  military	  leader).	  All	  his	  actions	  had	  to	  be	  for	  the	  common	  good	  and	  he	  had	  to	  show	  that	  he	  understood	  this	  and	  did	  what	  was	  expected	  of	  him	  as	  'an	  ideal	  ruler',	  see	  Kaldellis:	  53-­‐8.	  	  5	  Sava:	  151,	  lines	  19-­‐20	  and	  lines	  15-­‐7	  (trs.:	  3).	  6	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  4).	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important, therefore, to portray Nemanja as the divinely-supported rightful leader who was 
loved by his people and had their welfare at heart, and not an imposed ruler with little interest 
in the populace. The insistence of both authors that God supported Nemanja's rule was 
crucial as Nemanja's path to power and his right to rule were of questionable legitimacy, 
having overthrown his elder brother to become Veliki Župan. 
Sava highlights the link between the ruler’s authority and God, remarking that when Nemanja 
departed for Athos, Prvovenčani remained ‘in his God-given domain’7, i.e. Prvovenčani’s 
authority also depended on God. I believe that Sava's secondary aim was to stress the 
sacred nature of Prvovenčani's power and, therefore, the importance of the church. It is 
tempting to consider whether, as early as 1208 (the date at which he started writing), Sava 
was actively promoting a more powerful role for the church. If this was the case, it was even 
more important for him to establish the divine nature of Nemanja’s rule. 
Sava did not need to be versed in Byzantine imperial ideology to appreciate the importance of 
God’s involvement in the emperor's reign. Divine power, based on God’s will, was critical for 
Byzantine rulers, an example being found within Nemanja's lifetime in Komnenian political 
ideology and promoted by Eustathios of Thessaloniki (amongst others) for Manuel I 
Komnenos. One of the key points promoted by Eustathios throughout the emperor's reign 
was that Manuel ruled with God8. In addition, Kinnamos and Choniates suggest that God was 
involved in the decision of John II Komnenos to appoint Manuel, rather than his eldest son, 
Isaac, as his succesor9. This was particularly important for the Serbs as Prvovenčani, like 
Manuel, was the younger son installed on the throne by his father despite the presence of an 
older brother. While I am not implying that Sava knew or was directly influenced by this 
rhetoric, the fact that Manuel had a particular relationship with Nemanja and the Raškan 
Serbs and, therefore, they may have been aware of imperial propaganda surrounding divine 
rule and the link between succession and God, suggests that such ideas were not alien to 
Sava and his brother.  
Although neither brother explicitly states that God appointed Nemanja, Prvovenčani stresses 
that Nemanja was irrevocably linked to God. He refers to Nemanja as one of ‘His servants10… 
who lived to do God’s commands’11 and stresses that Nemanja always acted with God’s help 
                                            7	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  14-­‐5).	  8	  Eustathios	  Speech:	  126,	  lines	  22-­‐3	  (trs.:	  4,	  also	  footnote	  45)	  (in	  this	  speech,	  given	  during	  a	  drought	  in Constantinople,	  c1168/9,	  Eustathios	  refers	  to	  Manuel	  as	  τοῦ ἐκείνῳ συµβασιλεύοντος καὶ ἐπιγείου θεοῦ - 'God's	  co-­‐ruler	  and	  God	  on	  Earth');	  also	  Eustathios	  Funeral:	  206,	  line	  88	  (Eustathios'	  funeral	  oration	  for Manuel,	  1180,	  in	  which	  Manuel	  is	  described	  as ένθεος -­‐	  'divinely-­‐inspired');	  also,	  Stanković	  2007:	  224-­‐5.	  9	  Kinnamos:	  28,	  lines	  6-­‐7(trs.:	  30)	  ('God's	  decision	  falls	  upon	  the	  youth	  [Manuel]');	  Choniates:	  45,	  lines	  32-­‐3	  (trs.:	  26)	  ('God	  wishes	  that	  none	  other	  than	  Manuel	  be	  awarded	  the	  sceptre	  of	  the	  Romans').	  10	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19	  (the	  OCS	  word	  used	  is	  ugodnik);	  Reyfman:	  123	  (in	  Russian	  ecclesiastical	  literature	  
ugodnik	  implies	  one	  who	  pleases);	  Crkvenoslovenski	  rečnik	  translates	  ugodnik	  as	  a	  servant	  (one	  who	  is	  dedicated	  to	  another);	  Hafner	  1962:	  75	  (translates	  ugodnik	  as	  servant).	  11	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	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whether as a 'unifier of his...homeland12, agreeing to a ‘Latin christening’13, or reinstating 
'Duklja and Dalmatia’14. Even after death, ‘our Most Gracious God…had not left him’15. For 
Prvovenčani, the importance of Nemanja's link with God and that His mercy was on Nemanja, 
was that at the succession this divine support would be transferred to him, giving him 
legitimacy on the throne16. 
Pious, God-fearing and devout 
Although both Lives refer to Nemanja's piety, Sava's text is particularly focused on this motif. 
He was well placed to describe his father’s piety and devotion to God having spent his final 
years with him. After Nemanja’s arrival on Athos, people ‘saw in him the unutterable descent 
of God’17. This is an interesting choice of words and may be a reference to theosis (deification 
of man), a complex and diverse concept repeatedly mentioned in the writings of monks and 
the Church Fathers18. It is reasonable to assume that Sava, an educated Athonite monk, had 
some knowledge of theosis and in searching for potential models I have looked at two 
influential thinkers in Orthodox thought, Athanasios of Alexandria for whom theosis was the 
central idea of his theology, and Maximos the Confessor who strengthened the concept to 
make it more applicable to a monastic audience19. According to Athanasios, Christ 'became 
man that we might become divine'20. Maximos spoke of an 'unutterable and unfathomnable 
union with the Divine...[that] cannot be perceived, conceived or expressed'21, comparable to 
Sava's use of the word unutterable22 to describe God’s descent into Nemanja. Those in 
search of theosis needed to show humility and Sava reports that the Athonite Council 
'marvelled at his [Nemanja's] great humbleness’23 and quotes from Matthew to illustrate the 
monks' view of Nemanja’s humble character24. This recognition of Nemanja's piety by those 
outside Raška suggests Sava's attempts to promote a wider awareness of Nemanja’s 
saintliness. Although it is impossible to provide evidence for Sava having detailed knowledge 
of Byzantine spiritual thought one can reasonably assume that he was at least aware of the 
importance of theosis, a central concept of Orthodox theology, and therefore applied it to 
                                            12	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  13	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  14	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39-­‐40/41.	  	  15	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77.	  	  16	  Juhas:	  101-­‐2	  (the	  transfer	  of	  God's	  mercy).	  17	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  15).	  18	  Nellas:	  23-­‐40;	  Ware:	  236-­‐42;	  Clendenin:	  371-­‐3;	  Christensen:	  23-­‐7	  (development	  of	  theosis);	  Louth	  2008:	  32-­‐44	  (theosis	  in	  Orthodox	  theology);	  Pelikan:	  10-­‐3;	  Russell,	  N.:	  14-­‐5	  (deification	  is	  the	  'goal	  of	  spiritual	  life')	  and	  333-­‐4	  (extent	  of	  the	  use	  of	  'deification'	  in	  pagan	  and	  Christian	  Greek	  literature).	  19	  Russell,	  N.:	  169-­‐78	  (Athanasios)	  and	  262-­‐96	  (Maximos);	  Gwynn:	  111-­‐25	  (Athanasian	  theology);	  Louth	  1996:	  33-­‐46	  (Maximian	  theology);	  for	  the	  most	  up-­‐to-­‐date	  discussion	  of	  deification	  within	  the	  works	  of	  Maximos,	  see	  Larchet:	  344-­‐56.	  	  	  20	  Athanasios	  De	  Incarnatione:	  268,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  269)	  (αὐτὸς γὰρ ἐνηνθρώπησεν, ἵνα ἡµεῖς 
θεοποιηθῶµεν).  21	  Maximos:	  PG90,	  1312,	  section	  19	  (trs.:	  240,	  section	  19);	  also,	  Maximos:	  PG90,	  1193,	  section	  42	  (trs.:	  173,	  section	  42)	  ('God	  made	  us	  so	  that	  we	  might	  become	  partakers	  of	  the	  divine	  nature	  and...that	  we	  might	  come	  to	  be	  like	  him	  through	  deification	  by	  grace').	  22	  Sava:	  164,	  line	  4	  (trs.:	  15	  (ne\zrexenna). 23	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  16).	  24	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  10-­‐9	  (trs.:	  16)	  (based	  on	  Matthew	  5:3	  and	  Matthew	  5:6-­‐8	  (Sermon	  on	  the	  Mount)	  and	  Matthew	  18:3.	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Nemanja in his Life25. A possible source for his knowledge is that as a visitor (and possibly 
even, ktitor) to the Evergetis Monastery in Constantinople, Sava had access to its library that 
contained works by Maximos the Confessor, amongst others, used by the founder of the 
monastery, Paul, when compiling the Katechetikon and the Evergetinon26.  
Prvovenčani indicates that Nemanja was pious and devout but not as explicitly as Sava. He 
refers to him as ‘holy’ and ‘venerable' throughout his Life, even when describing his military 
activities, for example during Nemanja's raids along the Morava and the Dalmatian coast 
when he uses the phrase ‘the venerable holy Simeon’27 . This inaccurate reference to 
Nemanja's monastic name, 13 years or so before he took holy orders, may have been an 
afterthought possibly suggested by Sava who was keen to highlight Nemanja's pious image 
rather than his military persona. However, this is purely conjecture, as we have no evidence 
to show the brothers consciously working together to produce the two Lives.  
Desire to become a monk 
Nemanja's closeness to God is evident from his desire to become a monk, mentioned in both 
Lives. Sava is clear that Nemanja’s ‘greatest wish was to receive angelic and apostolic form’ 
(take holy orders)28 and that he was eager 'to follow the words of the Lord Jesus Christ, “take 
my yoke on yourselves, for I am gentle and humble-hearted and you will find peace in your 
souls, for my yoke is easy and my load is light”’ [Matthew 11:29-30]29. Nemanja’s desire and 
suitability for monkhood are mentioned on numerous occasions: Nemanja as ‘earthly angel, 
heavenly man’30, the use of the phrase, ‘prečasni starac’31 (most honorable elder), a title 
given to a respected elderly monk of great wisdom and spiritual judgement32 and his pleas at 
his abdication to be allowed to become a monk33. Nemanja took the name Simeon after 
tonsure (monastic names often had the same initial letter as the secular name34), possibly a 
reference to Simeon of Jerusalem who blessed Jesus in the Temple and, like Nemanja, was 
'upright and devout' and sought out the Messiah35.  
Prvovenčani introduces other reasons for Nemanja's desire for monasticism, for example, the 
building of Studenica: ‘I will build a church to Your Most Pure and Most Blameless Mother, 
                                            25	  The	  doctrine	  of	  theosis	  is	  found	  in	  the	  writings	  of	  nearly	  all	  the	  major	  Orthodox	  theologians,	  apart	  from	  John	  Klimakos,	  see	  Clendenin:	  366	  (deification	  as	  'the	  central	  theme,	  chief	  aim,	  basic	  purpose...of	  Orthodoxy').	  26	  Jordan	  and	  Morris:	  77	  (Paul	  used	  Maximos	  as	  a	  source	  for	  Katechesis	  71);	  Wortley:	  318-­‐9	  (the	  Evergetinon	  contains	  49	  quotes	  from	  Maximos);	  Louth	  2015:	  256-­‐7	  (compilation	  of	  the	  works	  of	  Maximos	  by	  Patriarch	  Photios	  in	  the	  10th	  century	  and	  their	  reception	  in	  monastic	  circles).	  	  27	  Prvovenčani:	  38/37.	  28	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  6)	  (an'gel[sky \ apostol[sky wbraz);	  see	  Corrigan	  and	  Ševčenko:	  112-­‐3	  (images	  in	  Klimakos'	  Heavenly	  Ladder	  of	  monks	  attempting	  to	  reach	  the	  angels).	  	  29	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  27-­‐154,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  6).	  30	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  23-­‐4	  (trs.:	  4)	  (zeml[nyi aggel[, nebesny xlob7k[);	  also	  Prvovenčani	  67/68. 31	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  6)	  (pr7x[st[nyi star'c[). 32	  Ware:	  46-­‐7.	  33	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  6-­‐8	  (trs.:	  8).	  34	  Pratsch:	  126-­‐7	  (monastic	  names).	  35	  Luke	  2:25-­‐6	  cf	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  8)	  (Nemanja	  wanted	  'to	  see	  the	  Consolation	  of	  Israel'	  -­‐	  the	  coming	  of	  the	  Messiah	  and	  salvation	  for	  all).	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Giver of Grace, and there I will give you my vows’36. This suggests that whilst planning 
Studenica, Nemanja was already thinking of taking holy orders. Prvovenčani also alludes to 
Sava’s departure to Athos as a reason for Nemanja’s tonsure. When told that Sava had 
become a monk, Nemanja cried out: ‘my soul...your Lord calls you…Do you not see, 
therefore, the young ones [i.e. Sava] searching for what they want and walking ahead of 
you’37. It is only at the abdication that Prvovenčani agrees with Sava that Nemanja’s wish to 
become a monk was a personal desire rather than one linked to other events: ‘from my youth, 
with a sincere desire, I have wanted to follow His commands but my Lord did not allow it. And 
now the time has come'38, says Nemanja. Although Prvovenčani portrays the desire for 
monasticism as a long-standing one, he also notes that God had intended Nemanja to do 
other things in his life before taking holy orders, a reference perhaps to Nemanja military 
activities. In this way, Prvovenčani could represent Nemanja as a holy man and a warrior. 
 
The Ruler and his responsibilities to his people 
 
Father, teacher and religious instructor  
Nemanja’s roles as father and teacher are evident throughout Sava’s Life. Sava introduces 
him at the beginning of his Life as a father figure and religious instructor of his people: ‘What 
shall we call him? Our lord, or, more realistically, our teacher? For he fortified and instructed 
everyone’s hearts and taught us how to maintain true faith in God as Orthodox Christians’39. 
Not only did Nemanja teach his people how to live their lives with piety and faith, his own life 
was portrayed as a model for others to follow40. This ‘model life’ is an important aspect of the 
image building and both Sava and Prvovenčani return to it at various points in their Lives.  
Nemanja's abdication provided Sava with a platform to promote Nemanja not only as a father 
talking to ‘my beloved children whom I have reared’41, but also as a teacher who 'taught you 
how to maintain the Orthodox faith’42 and a religious instructor (‘do not forget, my dear 
children, your teachings and the orthodox law, established by me’43). The outpouring of grief44 
when Nemanja announced his retirement highlighted his people's distress at losing their 
'father' with Sava equating it with the image of the biblical Rachel weeping for the children of 
                                            36	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43.	  37	  Prvovenčani:	  48/49.	  	  38	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  39	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  11-­‐4	  (trs.:	  4).	  40	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  4)	  (sobo0 pr^v7e bl(a)gov7rje pokaza, po tom' 2e \ \n7h[ nastavi). 41	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  7).	  42	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  7)	  (pravov7rnye v7ry). 43	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (trs.:	  8).	  44	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  21-­‐3	  (trs.:	  8)	  and	  160,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (trs.:	  11-­‐2)	  (by	  repeating	  the	  image	  of	  people	  weeping	  and	  begging	  Nemanja	  to	  stay,	  an	  exaltation	  topos,	  Sava	  stresses	  the	  people’s	  great	  love	  for	  Nemanja).	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Israel45. This imagery shows Nemanja not only as a father but also a leader without whom the 
people despaired and feared for their future.  
Prvovenčani describes Nemanja as ‘master and teacher’46 in the title of his Life and continues 
this image throughout the text. His reference to the ‘wisdom of the young man [Nemanja]' 
which so impressed Emperor Manuel47 is a hagiographical topos intended to highlight his 
father’s youthful knowledge, although Nemanja was 49 years old at the time and five years 
older than Manuel. Prvovenčani also states that Nemanja ‘taught his princes knowledge and 
his elders wisdom48, suggesting that his own future deeds and that of his court were 
legitimised as a result of Nemanja's teachings. Indeed, Prvovenčani promotes himself as the 
one who ‘remembered the lessons of my holy lord’49 and even after Nemanja’s death, he asks 
him to ‘teach me to follow in your footsteps’50. 
 
Prvovenčani was not present at his father’s death but states that the Athonite monks sat with 
the dying Nemanja, crying out: ‘Do not leave us as orphans, Venerable One, do not leave us 
without your teaching. For who will teach us?'51. The image of being ‘orphaned’ is common in 
Byzantine hagiography52 where it indicates the loss of a great leader and teacher and the 
inability of the followers to imagine life without him or her. Prvovenčani's portrayal indicates 
that Nemanja's image as a father was known outside Raška thereby highlighting his standing 
and, by association, Prvovenčani's authority within the wider Orthodox community. 
Prvovenčani stresses the loss felt by the Athonite onlookers as they asked: 'What sort of life 
should I lead without the advice of my good shepherd…from whom shall I receive my 
comfort? Who will heal my spiritual wounds?’53. So Nemanja was not only the father and 
teacher of his own people (as described by Sava, for example at the abdication), he was also 
a universal spiritual advisor. In monasteries, where food and living standards were often 
better than the outside world, monks tended to live healthier and thus longer lives. Such 
longevity (rare among the laity) was highly respected because of the experience and high 
moral standards it apparently bestowed, so it was not unusual for men like Nemanja, who 
was 86 years old at his death, to be viewed as 'spiritual fathers' and valued for their wisdom 
and experience54.  
 
                                            45	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  12);	  Rachel’s	  weeping	  symbolises	  the	  despair	  of	  the	  Jews	  for	  their	  lost	  ‘children’,	  see	  Jeremiah	  31:15	  –	  metaphoric	  weeping	  for	  the	  children	  of	  Israel	  deported	  by	  the	  Babylonians	  from	  Rama;	  Matthew	  2:18	  (weeping	  for	  the	  first-­‐born	  slaughtered	  by	  Herod).	  46	  Prvovenčani:	  14/15.	  47	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21;	  Pratsch:	  90-­‐2	  (a	  young	  man's	  wisdom	  as	  a	  topos).	  48	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27.	  49	  Prvovenčani:	  86/85.	  50	  Prvovenčani:	  98/99.	  51	  Prvovenčani:	  70/69.	  52	  Athanasia	  of	  Aegina:	  152	  (at	  the	  death	  of	  St	  Athanasia	  of	  Aegina,	  her	  nuns	  'wept	  at	  their	  orphanhood,	  saying…how	  could	  you	  have	  left	  us	  orphaned	  in	  this	  way');	  also	  Nikon	  Life:	  160,	  line	  78	  ('I	  will	  not	  leave	  you	  as	  orphans').	  	  53	  Prvovenčani:	  70/71.	  54	  Talbot	  1984:	  270-­‐2.	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Shepherd of a ‘chosen people’ 
Both authors refer to Nemanja as a ‘shepherd’ taking care of his flock. Prvovenčani praises 
him as the ‘the good shepherd, laying down your life for your sheep’  and the ‘good shepherd 
of the good, intelligent sheep of Christ’55 These phrases, based on John 10:11, are also used 
by Sava when Nemanja’s courtiers describe him as the ‘good shepherd who lays down his 
soul for his sheep. For never during your days has the wolf carried off a lamb from the flock 
which God entrusted to you, O shepherd’56. The image of the good shepherd who ‘sheltered 
and nurtured’ his flock for ‘thirty eight years…[with] no other lord and father, save you’57, was 
important as it indicated the appreciation of the people for a leader who, after years of 
dedication, made the ultimate sacrifice for them by taking holy orders. Even after Nemanja's 
entry into Studenica, Sava continued the image of the good shepherd, stating that Nemanja 
‘increased Christ’s flock of monks’58 in the monastery, indicating that not only was Nemanja 
‘shepherd of his people’ he was also ‘shepherd’ to his fellow monks, a spiritual shepherd as 
well as a ‘secular’ one. 
As well as the portrayal of Nemanja as the 'good shepherd', Sava transfers the image to 
Prvovenčani: as Nemanja crowns his son he tells him to ‘be kindhearted to the Christian 
community, which I have handed over to you, the God-protected flock’59. Nemanja asks 
Prvovenčani to become the ‘new shepherd’ of the flock and likens him to ‘Joseph leading the 
sheep’60, a reference to Psalms 80:161 and an attempt to connect the ‘old shepherd’, Nemanja 
(as Jacob), to the ‘new shepherd’ and successor, Prvovenčani (as Joseph, Jacob's son). This 
was an important image to present as it linked Prvovenčani's succession to the 'righteous' 
rule of his 'holy' father.  
Protector of the poor, widows and orphans 
By describing their father as a ‘protector of the poor, widows and orphans’, Sava and 
Prvovenčani highlighted Nemanja as both holy and an ideal ruler62. This hagiographical topos 
was found in earlier63 texts so it is reasonable to suggest that both authors knew the phrase. 
Sava's portrayal of Nemanja as ‘a second Abraham, a hospitable man’ 64 , a biblical 
                                            55	  Prvovenčani:	  60/61	  and	  96/97.	  56	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  23-­‐6	  (trs.:	  8).	  57	  Sava:	  156,	  line	  26-­‐8	  (trs.:	  8);	  38	  years	  is	  probably	  a	  scribal	  error	  as	  Nemanja	  ruled	  for	  about	  30.	  	  58	  Sava:	  161,	  line	  25	  (trs.:	  13).	  59	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  12-­‐4	  (trs.:	  9).	  60	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  15	  (trs.:	  9).	  61	  Psalms	  80:1	  ('Hear	  us,	  O	  Shepherd	  of	  Israel,	  who	  leads	  Joseph	  like	  a	  flock	  of	  sheep').	  62	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  18-­‐21	  (trs.:	  4);	  Prvovenčani:	  96/97.	  	  63	  For	  example,	  Latin	  texts,	  see	  LPD:	  104	  referring	  to	  King	  Gradinja	  of	  Duklja	  (r1131-­‐46)	  and	  Legenda	  Sancti	  
Stephani	  regis:	  420,	  lines	  16-­‐25	  (trs.:	  387);	  Slavic	  text,	  see	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  15	  (trs.:	  144);	  Byzantine	  texts	  (examples	  from	  4th	  -­‐	  9th	  centuries),	  see	  Eusebios:	  130,	  Book	  IV,	  chapter	  XXVIII,	  lines	  22	  (trs.:	  163)	  (Constantine),	  	  Anthousa,	  daughter	  of	  Constantine	  V,	  see	  Anthousa:	  23	  ('a	  mother	  of	  many	  orphans	  and	  the	  protectress	  of	  widows	  and	  orphans')	  and	  St	  Athanasia	  of	  Aegina,	  see	  Athanasia	  of	  Aegina:	  143;	  for	  biblical	  reference,	  see,	  for	  example,	  Psalms	  68:5-­‐6	  and	  James	  1:	  27.	  	  64	  Sava:	  152,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  4).	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reference65, also stresses his father's desire to help the poor and strangers. Prvovenčani's 
portrayal is similar to Sava’s but he includes himself amongst those protected by Nemanja, 
God’s ‘just veritable servant, who…does not loathe to bring to You…those who are deluded, 
fallen, lost or sinful, like me’66. Once again, Prvovenčani's aim is to link himself to his father, 
to highlight his own authority and power. 
 
Protector and 'unifier' of the Serbs and their land  
Nemanja’s greatest achievement, as described in the Lives, was the bringing together of his 
people and lands, with both authors emphasising he accomplished this with God’s help. Sava 
and Prvovenčani refer to these lands as Nemanja’s ‘homeland’, his ‘patrimony’, and ‘the land 
of his grandfathers’, emphasising Nemanja's supposed rights to power there. However, the 
fact that these references are so prolific suggests that Nemanja's ownership of these lands 
was disputed. Although Duklja could be described as Nemanja's 'homeland' because he was 
born there67, the Dukljans would not have viewed themselves as 'Serbs', indeed the Dukljan 
king, Radoslav, considered the Raškan Serbs his enemies68 and in 1186 Nemanja had to 
fight ferociously along the Dalmatian coast to take his 'homelands and his birthright [Duklja]'69. 
Even after Nemanja's son, Vukan, took power in Duklja, relations between Duklja and the 
Raškan Serbs continued to be difficult and it was not until 1217, when Prvovenčani received a 
papal crown, that the Raškan ruler was referred to as 'king...of all Serbs lands and the lands 
of Diokle, Dalmatie, Travunia and Hum'70. However, for Sava, writing in c1208, a time when 
Raška and its lands were under threat as a result of the civil war and external enemies, the 
portrayal of Nemanja as a righteous protector and unifier of the Serbs was a crucial image to 
construct to bring together the warring factions and face the external threats as a united force. 
Prvovenčani, writing in c1216, was keen to bring Duklja fully under his authority71, so 
references to it being part of Nemanja's patrimony would have helped his cause. The rest of 
this section, therefore, needs to be read bearing this in mind and that the facts do not uphold 
the image portrayed by Sava and Prvovenčani of a people 'grateful' to a 'saintly' Nemanja for 
'bringing them together'.  
 
Sava introduces Nemanja as a ruler who both ‘recovered his father’s patrimony’72  and 
acquired new territories as he extended his rule over lands he considered to be his. 
According to Sava, Nemanja’s land remained ‘preserved as a whole and was not violated by 
anyone for 37 years’73. Although an exaggeration of the length of time74, Sava wanted to 
                                            65	  Genesis	  18:1-­‐15	  referring	  to	  the	  hospitality	  shown	  by	  Abraham	  to	  the	  three	  strangers;	  see	  also	  Hebrews	  13:2	  ('there	  are	  some	  who,	  by	  doing	  it	  [showing	  hospitality]	  have	  entertained	  angels	  without	  knowing	  it').	  66	  Prvovenčani:	  58/57-­‐9.	  67	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  68	  LPD:	  104;	  Historical	  Overview:	  40.	  69	  Prvovenčani:	  38-­‐40/39;	  Historical	  Overview:	  56.	  70	  CDRCDS	  III:	  223-­‐5,	  document	  197;	  Historical	  Overview:	  69.	  71	  It	  is	  possible	  that	  Duklja	  was	  still	  ruled	  by	  George,	  Prvovenčani's	  nephew,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  69.	  72	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  18	  (trs.:	  3)	  (wbnov\b'qu wt[xinu d7dinu). 73	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  4).	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portray people living in peace and protected by a ruler who God had ‘put in place…to rule 
over all Serb lands’75. He describes Nemanja's 'dominion...at peace and in harmony with 
everyone’76, 'lands and forces undefeated and unharmed everywhere’77 and stresses that 
Nemanja only took areas that ‘had been taken by force from his patrimony’78. All this, 
according to Sava, was achieved with God’s support and agreement79 and meant that the 
‘dominion granted...by Christ’80, which was handed to Prvovenčani at the abdication, was land 
God had allowed Nemanja to recover (therefore, the lands ruled by Prvovenčani were God-
given). Sava's clear aim was to emphasise peace and unity and not the reality of an 
aggressive expansionist policy by a ruler determined to increase his political power. 
 
Prvovenčani follows in Sava’s footsteps by portraying Nemanja as the ‘unifier of his desolate 
homelands…and, even more, the restorer of all that had been destroyed’81. Once again the 
emphasis is on Nemanja as a ‘restorer’ of lands that had previously belonged to his family. 
Both authors use the word, d7dinu (grandfather’s land), presumably a reference to Duklja, 
the birthplace of Vukan, Nemanja's grandfather, although this may also be an attempt to link 
Nemanja with the successful coastal rulers, Stefan Vojislav, Michael and Bodin of Duklja and 
Mihaljo of Zahumlje82.  
 
Nemanja's image as a protector of his people is clear in Prvovenčani's statement that 
Nemanja protected his lands 'with Christ’s cross’83. If we assume that this is a reference to 
Nemanja's pectoral cross, its handover to Prvovenčani in c1198 meant that Prvovenčani also 
had God's support when he succeeded as Veliki Župan84. Even after death, it was clear that 
Nemanja continued to protect his people: for example when Andrew II of Hungary threatened 
Serb lands in 121685, Sava told his brother 'your holy master…will transform their rage into 
tenderness, their anger into love for you and their rage into homage and praise for you’86, an 
example of Prvovenčani accepting that peaceful and divine intercession, rather than military 





                                                                                                                             74	  Nemanja	  became	  Veliki	  Župan	  in	  c1166,	  achieved	  the	  greatest	  expansion	  of	  his	  lands	  in	  1186	  and	  abdicated	  in	  1196.	  75	  Sava:	  151,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  3).	  76	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  5).	  77	  Sava:	  154,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  6).	  78	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  5-­‐6	  (trs.:	  4).	  79	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  22-­‐3	  (trs.:	  7).	  80	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  8	  (trs.:	  9).	  	  81	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  82	  Historical	  Overview:	  31-­‐3.	  83	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27.	  84	  Differences:	  106	  (the	  importance	  of	  Nemanja's	  cross)	  85	  Prvovenčani:	  102/103.	  86	  Prvovenčani:	  102/101.	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Love of Church and clergy 
The sacred environment created by Nemanja is symbolised by his attittude towards the 
clergy, his extensive building and renovation programmes of ecclesiastical buildings and his 
donations to them, actions fully described by Sava and Prvovenčani. 
 
The construction and upkeep of ecclesiastical buildings was an early function of kingship 
allowing rulers to present themselves as devoted to God87. By the mid-12th century, Raška 
had some churches but few monastic institutions, mostly founded by the Byzantines as signs 
of imperial power over the local rulers and a way of spreading Orthodoxy to the far corners of 
the empire. Nemanja was the first Raškan ruler to actively promote the building and 
endowment of ‘local’ churches and monasteries although his brothers were unhappy, 
concerned that it might be regarded as an affront to the Byzantine emperor 88 . Sava 
particularly promoted this aspect of his father’s generosity, listing his foundations and 
donations: the monastery of St Nicholas in Toplica, the convent of the Holy Mother of God in 
Kuršumlija, the monastery of St George in Ras (Djurdjevi Stupovi) and the Church of the 
Mother of God in Studenica89. 
 
Although Prvovenčani also states that Nemanja built the monastery of St Nicholas in Toplica90 
(c1158-68), it seems that Nemanja merely renovated the building and that it was actually built 
by Manuel to celebrate his victory against the Raškan Serbs following the 1149/50 
campaign91. The same is true for the Convent of the Holy Mother of God at the mouth of the 
Kosaonica river (renovated 1165-70), a ruined 10th century necropolis92 which Nemanja 
‘provided...with all ecclesiastical privileges and left in it a group of monks together with his 
well-respected and God-loving wife, known as Ana…so she could look after all its deeds and 
the nuns who stayed in that holy place’93. Based on archeological evidence, Stevović has 
suggested that the convent was part of a complex which included a now-lost monastery 
(Prvovenčani mentions the presence of monks and nuns), in effect a 'double monastery', with 
Ana in charge of both institutions (although the Second Council of Nicaea had prohibited such 
                                            87	  Folz:	  182-­‐8	  (examples	  of	  the	  patronage	  of	  Anglo-­‐Saxon	  and	  Scandinavian	  holy	  rulers	  and	  Stephen	  I	  of	  Hungary).	  88	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25;	  also	  Pirivatrić	  2016:	  230	  (although	  Nemanja's	  building	  of	  and	  donations	  to	  ecclesiastical	  buildings	  set	  him	  apart	  from	  previous	  Serb	  leaders,	  these	  acts	  were	  likely	  carried	  out	  with	  Byzantine	  approval).	  89	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  1-­‐14	  (trs.:	  4-­‐5);	  Hilandar	  was	  also	  dedicated	  to	  the	  Mother	  of	  God	  and	  Nemanja	  died	  in	  front	  of	  her	  icon	  on	  Athos,	  see	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  20)	  and	  Prvovenčani:	  69/70;	  for	  veneration	  of	  the	  
Theotokos,	  see	  Ware:	  261-­‐5.	  90	  Prvovenčani:	  22/25.	  91	  Today	  only	  ruins	  remain,	  see	  Petković:	  214;	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  14-­‐27;	  Ćurčić	  2010:	  492-­‐3	  (for	  the	  view	  that	  Manuel	  was	  the	  original	  builder);	  Kalić	  2007:	  205	  (for	  the	  view	  that	  Nemanja	  built	  the	  monastery	  of	  St	  Nicholas	  in	  the	  style	  of	  the	  church	  in	  the	  monastery	  of	  Christ	  Pantokrator	  in	  Constantinople	  possibly	  using	  Byzantine	  workmen);	  for	  an	  architectural	  comparison	  of	  the	  two	  churches,	  see	  Šuput:	  171-­‐9.	  	  	  92	  Stričević	  1953:	  179-­‐98	  (Justinian	  origins	  of	  the	  convent);	  Stričević	  1956:	  199-­‐211	  (restoration	  of	  the	  convent);	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  39-­‐48	  (today	  only	  ruins	  remain	  of	  the	  middle	  and	  eastern	  walls	  and	  a	  stone	  altar	  screen);	  Stevović:	  87	  (evidence	  that	  renovations	  were	  made	  using	  material	  from	  early-­‐mid	  Byzantine	  churches	  in	  the	  Toplica	  area).	  93	  Prvovenčani:	  22/23;	  Ana	  eventually	  retired	  to	  this	  convent	  as	  the	  nun	  Anastasia,	  see	  Sava:	  161,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  13).	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complexes in 787, a few still existed)94. If this was the case, it is likely that both institutions 
were renovated with the consent and support of the Greek bishop of Niš under the overall 
authority of the Archbishop of Ohrid95. The appointment of Ana as an 'overseer' of the 'double 
monastery' indicates the importance of the woman whose life and family background remain 
unknown96. 
 
The monastery of Djurdjevi Stupovi situated in today’s Novi Pazar97 was built by Nemanja to 
thank God for his deliverance from the imprisonment by his brothers. As with his other 
buildings, Nemanja ‘decorated it with many things, finishing it off beautifully with different 
liturgical ornaments'98. Physical evidence for Nemanja being the founder of Djurdjevi Stupovi 
is provided by the inscription on the lintel of the western door of the monastery that refers to 
‘…the Župan, in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, Nema…’99. The 
location of the monastery in the hills above the Byzantine church of the Holy Apostles, Peter 
and Paul, Ras, suggests a deliberate choice symbolising the new power in place in Raška100.    
 
Nemanja’s main building project, his zadužbina, was the marble Church of the Mother of God 
in Studenica, thought to have been constructed by craftsmen from the Adriatic coast101. 
Construction started in c1186 with the first stage finished before Nemanja’s departure for 
Athos (October 1197)102. Erdeljan suggests it was built following Nemanja's suppression of 
Bogomils in 1186 as a symbol of the triumph of orthodoxy over heretics103. Sava provides 
most information about Studenica: ‘a hunting ground for wild animals…a wilderness…[where 
Nemanja] built this monastery for the preservation and growth of a monastic order’104 and 
describes Nemanja as ‘ktitor Lord Simeon'105. Nemanja's donations to the monastery are 
listed: ‘villages…icons, holy chalices, books, clerical vestments and curtains’106 and there is 
mention of a gold sealed charter107 in which Nemanja insisted that no-one was to take away 
his endowments108. Sava also mentions an inscription on the wall of the Church of the Mother 
                                            94	  Stevović:	  80-­‐1.	  95	  Historical	  Overview:	  50.	  96	  An	  'overseer',	  or	  ephoros,	  acted	  as	  a	  guardian	  of	  a	  monastery,	  see	  Thomas	  1987:	  218-­‐20;	  Morris	  2002:	  159;	  Dimitropoulou:	  168	  (the	  ephoros	  as	  a	  member	  of	  the	  founder's	  family,	  in	  this	  case	  Ana,	  Nemanja's	  wife).	  97	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  55-­‐66;	  Ćurčić	  2010:	  488-­‐91	  and	  493-­‐5.	  	  98	  Prvovenčani:	  28/29.	  99	  For	  a	  difference	  of	  opinion	  regarding	  the	  inscription,	  see	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  55	  (OCS)	  and	  Subotić	  and	  Tot:	  99	  (Greek).	  100	  Kalić	  2009:	  130	  (the	  bishop	  of	  Ras	  was	  appointed	  by	  the	  Byzantine	  Archbishop	  of	  Ohrid,	  hence	  the	  building	  of	  Djurdjevi	  Stupovi	  above	  the	  Ras	  church	  was	  an	  important	  display	  of	  Nemanja's	  power);	  also	  Historical	  Overview:	  50	  (involvement	  of	  the	  Byzantines	  in	  Nemanja’s	  building/renovation	  programme).	  101	  Erdeljan	  2011:	  97-­‐8.	  102	  Čanak-­‐Medić	  and	  Bošković:	  79-­‐81;	  Ćurčić	  2010:	  496-­‐8.	  	  103	  Erdeljan	  2013:	  42-­‐3	  (John,	  the	  Archbishop	  of	  Ohrid,	  was	  a	  fervent	  opponent	  of	  the	  Bogomils,	  hence	  he	  undoubtedly	  approved	  and	  supported	  Nemanja's	  building	  of	  Studenica).	  104	  Sava:	  151,	  lines	  8-­‐13	  (trs.:	  3);	  also	  Talbot	  2007:	  50-­‐2	  (examples	  in	  other	  typika	  of	  the	  use	  of	  the	  'wilderness	  topos'	  to	  describe	  a	  monastic	  foundation).	  105	  Sava:	  151,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  3)	  (htitorom[ gospodinom[ Simewnom[).  106	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  5).	  107	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  5)	  (zlatopexat'n7i poveli). 108	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  5).	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of God 109 which referred to Nemanja as founder and donor (both the charter and the 
inscription are now lost). It is likely that the Raškan Serbs copied the Byzantine practice of 
inscriptions on ecclesiastical buildings recording the gifts of donors, possibly after seeing 
similar inscriptions on Byzantine churches in their lands110. Eastmond argues that 11th century 
inscriptions in Georgia were viewed as icons, presenting a powerful image to those who 
looked at them111 and this may have been the case at Studenica where Nemanja, rather than 
his Byzantine overlord, was promoted as the founder and donor of this important church. An 
OCS inscription in the dome of Studenica (c1208/9) mentions Nemanja, Prvovenčani, Sava 
and Vukan, its position allowing the congregation to see the names as they looked up. It may 
be assumed, therefore, that Nemanja's lost founder inscription was also located in a 
prominent position, possibly at the entrance into the church as Sava states that is was on the 
wall (st7n7)112, where the congregation would notice it113. Although the inscription no longer 
exists, if we assume that most people were illiterate it is possible that Nemanja is depicted as 
an image rather than in words114. It is worth pointing out that the later dome inscription 
mentioned above refers to Nemanja as the 'svat [in-law] of the Greek Emperor Lord 
Alexios' 115  suggesting that the Raškan Serbs were still tied to the Byzantines as their 
overlords so the lost inscription, although recognising Nemanja's position, may also have 
indicated continuing Byzantine supremacy116. 
 
Sava states that Nemanja wrote founding charters for all four monasteries117 although none of 
these is now extant. Prvovenčani notes that Nemanja ‘established a monastic charter’ for the 
monastery of St Nicholas in Toplica118 and for Djurdjevi Stupovi119. He also states that when 
Nemanja retired to Studenica, he lived ‘with the honorable monks under the rules and 
regulations of the holy and God-carrying fathers’120, suggesting that Studenica also had some 
form of typikon before Sava wrote his in c1208. The writing of a monastic charter or typikon 
was important as it indicated the names of the founder and donors and their responsibilities. 
However, as Nemanja's charters have not survived it is impossible to say whether Sava and 
Prvovenčani were reporting fact or emphasising Nemanja’s pious image by suggesting his 
                                            109	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  11	  (trs.:	  5).	  110	  Kalopissi-­‐Verti:	  80-­‐1.	  111	  Eastmond	  2015:	  78.	  112	  Sava:	  153,	  line	  11	  (trs.:	  5).	  113	  Eastmond	  2015:	  87-­‐9	  (regarding	  position	  of	  inscriptions).	  114	  Although,	  see	  Eastmond	  2015:	  87	  (a	  literate	  audience	  was	  not	  necessary).	  	  115	  Djurić	  1988:	  174;	  Construction:	  83.	  116	  If	  the	  lost	  inscription	  only	  mentioned	  Nemanja,	  as	  indicated	  by	  Sava,	  this	  may	  signify	  an	  attempt	  to	  highlight	  Nemanja's	  political	  'autonomy'.	  However,	  it	  is	  more	  likely,	  given	  the	  inclusion	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  emperor's	  name	  in	  the	  second	  set	  of	  renovations,	  c1208/9,	  that	  the	  emperor's	  name	  also	  appeared	  in	  the	  original	  inscription.	  As	  the	  dome	  inscription	  is	  in	  OCS,	  it	  is	  likely	  that	  the	  lost	  inscription	  was	  also	  in OCS,	  in keeping	  with	  Studenica's	  position	  as	  Nemanja's	  zadužbina	  (I	  do	  not	  believe	  that	  this	  particularly	  signifies	  Serbian	  authority	  as	  the	  renovations	  were	  carried	  out	  with	  the	  involvement	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  Archbishop	  of	  Ohrid,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  50).	  	  	  117	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  5)	  (t7m[ mwnastyrem[ s[tvori upravu). 118	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  119	  Prvovenčani:	  28/29.	  120	  Prvovenčani:	  52/51.	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building largesse and monastic donations were greater than they really were. One example of 
this uncertainty is Prvovenčani's list of donations given by Nemanja to churches and 
monasteries outside his lands121. Sava makes no mention of these, either because he was 
unaware of his father’s activities prior to his arrival on Athos or Prvovenčani was 
exaggerating, this being more likely as I have no other evidence that Nemanja's generosity 
extended outside Serb lands (apart from on Athos).  
 
In November 1197 Nemanja arrived on Athos to be with Sava. Both brothers report that 
Nemanja travelled 'throughout the Holy Mountain' making donations, including of land, and 
leaving behind Serb monks, so that 'he and all his heirs might be remembered’122. Despite 
having ‘given away all his possessions to the poor’123 and left behind ‘his many and varied 
treasures’124 when he entered Studenica, Nemanja still appears to have had sufficient wealth 
left to donate throughout Athos although some of the donations may have come from 
Prvovenčani125. By highlighting these donations Sava and Prvovenčani portrayed Nemanja as 
an important donor in the heartland of the Orthodox Church, thus promoting his prestige 
within the Byzantine world.  
 
Nemanja’s final building project was the Serbian monastery of Hilandar on Mount Athos: ‘a 
place of salvation for all’126 and a place for ‘renewal, commemoration and a refuge’127. 
Although Sava describes a man wishing to provide his people with a monastery dedicated to 
their salvation, the truth may have been more practical than spiritual. Domentijan states that 
Nemanja had at least 300 servants and that whilst at the monastery of Vatopedi many came 
to be blessed by him128. Presumably space was limited at Vatopedi and father and son 
needed to find larger premises. Their travels across Athos enabled them to look for a place to 
build their own monastery and, within a year of his arrival on Athos, Nemanja had found ‘a 
deserted place on which to raise a monastery’129.  
 
                                            121	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43.	  122	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  25-­‐7	  (trs.:	  17);	  see	  also	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  266-­‐8;	  Teodosije:	  110-­‐2	  (donations	  to	  Vatopedi,	  Karyes,	  Iviron,	  Great	  Lavra);	  and	  Teodosije:	  104	  (description	  of	  Nemanja's	  largesse	  to	  Vatopedi	  following	  Sava's	  tonsure	  there)	  .	  123	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  12).	  124	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  21	  (trs.:	  12).	  125	  Obolensky	  1988:	  127-­‐8	  (it	  is	  unlikely	  that	  Nemanja's	  donations	  were	  as	  wide	  ranging	  as	  reported	  as	  there	  is	  no	  other	  evidence	  that	  the	  family	  was	  as	  wealthy	  as	  suggested	  -­‐	  Serbian	  wealth	  from	  trade	  and	  minerals,	  for	  example,	  was	  not	  apparent	  for	  another	  century).	  126	  Sava:	  163,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  15).	  127	  Sava:	  165,	  line	  18	  (trs.:	  17).	  128	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  57-­‐9.	  	  129	  Sava:	  163,	  line	  26	  (trs.:	  15);	  although	  foreigners	  lived	  together	  in	  the	  Athonite	  monasteries	  and	  communities	  on	  Athos	  were	  referred	  to	  as	  γλῶσσαι	  ('tongues')	  rather	  than	  έθνη	  ('nations'),	  suggesting	  a	  shared	  spirituality	  which	  transcended	  national	  barriers,	  tensions	  were	  apparent	  between	  the	  various	  nationalities.	  This	  may	  have	  been	  another	  reason	  for	  Nemanja	  wanting	  his	  own	  monastery,	  see	  Actes	  de	  
Chilandar:	  102;	  Obolensky	  1988:	  125;	  Zakythinos:	  34;	  Sava,	  too,	  uses	  the	  term	  ezyci	  ('tongues')	  to	  describe	  the	  different	  people	  who	  paid	  their	  respects	  to	  the	  dead	  Nemanja,	  see	  Sava:	  171,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  22).	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The new monastery was built on the ruins of the Greek monastery (named Chilandari after its 
original founder, Chelandrios) ‘of the Presentation of the Most Holy Mother of God which had 
been destroyed completely by godless adversaries’130. Despite its importance, Sava gives 
little information about its beginnings, merely stating that Nemanja appointed Methodije as 
abbot after ‘gathering a sufficient number of monks’131. Nemanja spent the last eight months 
of his life in his new monastery ‘exerting himself and performing untold spiritual acts which the 
human mind could not express’ 132 , an inexpressibility topos highlighting the extent of 
Nemanja's dedication to Hilandar and an indication of the increasingly crucial role Hilandar 
was to have in Serbian spiritual life133.  
 
Prvovenčani's description of Hilandar is more to do with himself than the monastery or his 
father. In response to Nemanja's appeal for funds, Prvovenčani sent 'enough and more than 
enough gifts for the restoration of the church... and for its rebuilding. And not just once but 
every year...until the church...was finished...he also gave from his own lands'134. Prvovenčani 
understood the importance of Hilandar and so associated himself with Serbia’s spiritual base 
‘in the middle of the Holy Mountain’135, the centre of Orthodox spirituality, by emphasising his 
role in its building and restoration.  
 
Prvovenčani describes Hilandar as a purely Serbian project, ignoring Sava's statement that 
Nemanja sought approval for its construction from Alexios III Angelos (Prvovenčani’s father-
in-law)136. It was not until Domentijan's Life of St Sava that a fuller account appeared of the 
acquisition of Hilandar. Although Domentijan wrote many years after the event (and copied 
much from Prvovenčani's Life), he knew Sava so his account is useful in broadening our 
knowledge of the beginnings of Hilandar. When Sava was sent to Constantinople on Vatopedi 
business the land for Hilandar 'was given to him by the emperor’ but when he returned to 
Athos Nemanja gave the Vatopedi monks 'the Emperor's legal document and made Hilandar 
a dependency of Vatopedi'137. Domentijan then reports that Sava was told by a 'God-loving 
man' that he should build a place in which their compatriots could live a 'righteous life...and be 
saved'138. Vatopedi initially refused to hand over Hilandar so Sava went to the Athos Council 
who told him 'chose whichever monastery you wish' and finally the monks of Vatopedi, 'afraid 
that their provider [Nemanja] would leave them’ ‘gave him Hilandar’139.  
 
                                            130	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  12-­‐4	  (trs.:	  16-­‐7).	  131	  Sava:	  165,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  17);	  Sava	  may	  be	  incorrect	  	  about	  Nemanja's	  involvement,	  as	  the	  appointment	  of	  an	  abbot	  by	  the	  ktitor	  of	  a	  monastery	  was	  uncanonical,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  131.	  132	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  22-­‐4	  (trs.:	  17).	  133	  Stanković	  2013a:	  60;	  Pratsch:	  29-­‐30;	  Curtius:	  159-­‐62.	  134	  Prvovenčani:	  58/59.	  135	  Prvovenčani:	  56/57.	  136	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  15)	  (\sprosi u cara Kir-Alekse, svata svoego).	   137	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  64.	  138	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  65.	  139	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  66.	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Domentijan's account is confirmed by an undated document (before June 1198) from Protos 
Gerasimos and representatives from all Athonite monasteries (except Vatopedi) to Emperor 
Alexios. It pointed out that although Sava and Nemanja (referred to as Simeon) wanted 
Hilandar and its adjoining monasteries to be granted to Vatopedi, it should be given over to 
them personally as Vatopedi would not renovate them and it was important for those 
monasteries to remain autonomous. The signatories further stated that Sava and Simeon 
would restore the buildings and should be allowed to have an 'imperial monastery' like the 
Georgian monastery of Iviron and the Latin monastery of the Amalfitans. Therefore, they 
requested Alexios to grant father and son a new chrysobull140 in their names so that they 
could proceed with the renovation of their Serbian monastery141. In response, Alexios granted 
a chrysobull dated June AM 6706 (1198) in which he transferred the ownership of Hilandar 
and its dependent monasteries from Vatopedi to Simeon and Sava142.   
 
Although Nemanja's building works, as described by his sons, illustrate his qualities as an 
ideal ruler dedicated to God, the agreement of Alexios regarding Hilandar highlights the 
importance of Nemanja's place, and that of the Raškan Serbs, within the Byzantine orbit. 
After all, Nemanja had been recognised and rewarded by Manuel Komnenos143 and Isaac II 
Angelos with whom he had secured a marriage agreement for his son 144. In addition, 
Prvovenčani was still recognised as sebastokrator, one of the highest ranks of Byzantine 
hierarchy, and would in future be referred to as the 'Veliki Župan of Serbia and Diokleia'145. It 
was not unexpected, therefore, for Alexios to provide assistance and protection to Nemanja. 
Bearing in mind the ruined state of Hilandar, Alexios may have also been keen to support the 
two Serbs as well-maintained religious institutions on Athos enhanced the prestige of the Holy 
Mountain. 
 
Domentijan's account, which fits in with other documentary evidence regarding Hilandar, is 
useful as Sava provides few details about ownership and funding suggesting there may have 
been unease (and/or jealousy) on Athos regarding Nemanja’s construction project and, 
possibly, his power. Sava was politically astute and it is likely that he did not want to taint his 
father or his own Athonite legacy with any squabbles over ownership.  
 
Sava also avoids mentioning Prvovenčani’s involvement with Hilandar, possibly because he 
wanted to ensure the spiritual independence of the monastery. A difference of opinion 
                                            140	  Chrysobulls	  were	  usually	  granted	  following	  a	  request	  and	  were	  treated	  as	  the	  emperor's	  ultimate	  word	  of	  honour.	  They	  usually	  involved	  the	  granting	  of	  land	  or	  assets	  without	  any	  reciprocity	  from	  the	  receiver,	  see	  Laiou	  2002:	  358.	  141	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  100-­‐3.	  142	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  104-­‐10.	  143	  Historical	  Overview:	  47-­‐9.	  144	  Historical	  Overview:	  61.	  145	  Chomatenos	  Ponemata:	  55,	  Act	  10,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (acknowledgement	  of	  Prvovenčani's	  as	  Veliki	  Župan,	  in	  a	  letter	  written	  c1216-­‐7	  regarding	  proposed	  marriages	  between	  Prvovenčani	  and	  his	  son	  and	  the	  Byzantine	  imperial	  family	  in	  Epiros	  -­‐	  another	  indication	  of	  Prvovenčani's	  high	  standing);	  Stanković	  2012:	  113-­‐4;	  Stanković	  2013b:	  89.	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regarding the later ownership of Hilandar is seen in the two Lives as both brothers refer to the 
monastery's ownership after Nemanja’s death. Prvovenčani reports Nemanja as saying ‘you 
are the ktitor of this [Hilandar] in the same way that I previously gave over to you, in 
writing…the Church of the Most Holy Blessed Mother of God in Studenica…only you and your 
descendants’146. Prvovenčani is clear that Nemanja wanted him to be ktitor of Hilandar and 
claims that there is a document (now lost), authorised by Nemanja, which makes him and his 
descendants owners of Studenica. To emphasise his ownership, Prvovenčani repeats the 
claim in a prayer to God, in front of Methodije, abbot of Hilandar: ‘he makes me a partner and 
ktitor of his holy churches’147. It is impossible to prove Prvovenčani’s claim as there are no 
extant documents and no other source confirms the existence of the ownership document. 
Indeed, although Sava mentions a ‘gold-sealed charter’ and a wall inscription on Studenica 
(both now lost), these are thought to refer only to Nemanja and not his son148.  
 
Sava makes no claim on Studenica but states that Nemanja, ‘in his will bequeathed me the 
monastery [Hilandar] and those remaining few to me'149. Sava's statement makes clear the 
spiritual independence of Hilandar not only from Prvovenčani but also from the Athos 
hierarchy 150 . A few months after his father’s death in 1199, Sava requested imperial 
exemption from maritime and port taxes paid on goods from the mainland, as well as more 
land, which Alexios duly granted. This resulted in the merger of Hilandar and the ruined 
monastery of Zygou151 and, critically, the confirmation of Sava as owner152. It appears that 
Alexios recognised the political manouevering on Athos and acted to ensure independence 
from the Athonite hierarchy for Hilandar and its dependencies. Even with this imperial 
endorsement of ownership Sava continued to vigorously defend Hilandar's independence, as 
seen in his Hilandar Typikon, written c1200: ‘I command all of you...that this holy monastery 
will remain independent from all authorities here, from the protos and from the other 
monasteries and their bishops’153. Although it is likely that Nemanja wanted his foundations to 
pass on to his successor, the critical position of Hilandar as the Serbs' spiritual home, was a 
special case, hence Sava's insistence on its independence. 
 
After Nemanja's death, Prvovenčani produced a charter for Hilandar (c1202), de facto 
claiming ownership of the monastery despite Sava’s assertion that Nemanja had bequeathed 
it to him. The first Hilandar Charter was produced in 1198, just after Nemanja and Sava 
received the chrysobull of ownership from Alexios. Evidently Prvovenčani must have seen a 
                                            146	  Prvovenčani:	  56/57.	  147	  Prvovenčani:	  58/59.	  148	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  10-­‐11	  (trs.:	  5);	  Construction:	  83.	  	  149	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  12-­‐4	  (trs.:	  22).	  150	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  108	  (all	  monasteries	  on	  Mileje	  were	  to	  be	  self-­‐governing	  and	  independent	  of	  the	  'Protos	  and	  abbot	  of	  Vatopedi')	  151	  The	  Monastery	  of	  Zygou,	  founded	  in	  the	  late	  10th	  century,	  had	  been	  one	  of	  the	  most	  important	  monasteries	  on	  Athos	  before	  being	  abandoned	  in	  c1198.	  152	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  110-­‐7	  (Alexios'	  chrysoboullon	  sigillion,	  June	  1199).	  153	  Sava	  Typika:	  72,	  lines	  7-­‐15	  (trs.:	  71).	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copy because his charter follows his father’s very closely154. No other Serb source states that 
Nemanja left Hilandar to Sava and Sava makes no further mention indicating he may have 
been reassured regarding the spiritual and financial independence of Hilandar, judging by the 
land Prvovenčani gave it in his charter155.  
 
By supporting the church through donations and, particularly via patronage of its building 
projects, donors looked for salvation and support from God and His saints. Personal salvation 
was one of Nemanja's objectives, but in the process he also elevated his own authority and 
enhanced his standing within the wider Byzantine world and in this he was aided by his sons 
who highlighted his largesse in the Lives. A side effect of this was that the authority of the 
Veliki Župan became linked to that of the Serbian church, hence Prvovenčani's stress on his 
own ownership of Hilandar and Studenica, the two main Serbian spiritual institutions.  
 
Nemanja's personal love and respect for the clergy is stressed by Sava: Nemanja ‘listened to 
the clerics with delight, respected priests and had great humility and love for monks’156. Sava 
also describes the reciprocal love and respect that the clergy had for his father, as they 
‘marvelled at him…and came to him for his blessing’157. Indeed, on Athos, ‘the entire ordained 
Church Council was inseparable from him’158. This last description, however, may have been 
included by Sava to dispel any doubts regarding strains in the relationship between Nemanja 
and the Athos hierarchy (following the discussions surrounding the ownership of Hilandar). 
Sava’s promotion of Nemanja's love of the church and clergy was particularly evident in his 
Life as one of his aims was to highlight the power of the church over the state. 
 
For Prvovenčani, it was important to mention Nemanja’s church building and donation 
programmes in the context of symbols of power, but stressing love for the clergy and making 
the link between honouring them and having God’s support for his rule, may have been of 
less interest. His only reference to Nemanja and the clergy is that they 'knelt side by side’159 
on his arrival on Athos, hardly a ringing endorsement of personal respect and love.  
 
 
Motifs used by Prvovenčani 
 
Although both authors had the ultimate aim of securing the Nemanjić dynasty through the 
portrayal of their father as a holy ruler, differences in their approach are evident in the choice 
                                            154	  Sava	  Povelja:	  3,	  lines	  16-­‐25	  (trs.:	  37	  (Nemanja’s	  original	  donations);	  cf	  Prvovenčani	  Povelja:	  11/12-­‐13/12	  (Prvovenčani’s	  donations,	  Nemanja's	  are	  omitted).	  	  155	  Prvovenčani	  Povelja:	  12/11-­‐3	  ('Djurdjević,	  Petrović,	  Kruševo,	  Knina,	  Rubač,	  Potok,	  Drstnik,	  Grebnik,	  Govan,	  Zaljug,	  i	  planinu	  Dobre	  Dole,	  a	  vinograda	  dva	  i	  trg	  Kninac	  a	  u	  Zeti	  polovinu	  Kameništa	  i	  sa	  ljudima.	  I	  posle	  ovoga	  dodadoh	  Viden	  i	  Beličišta	  sa	  Gornjim	  Vranićima	  do	  Gradišta').	  	  156	  Sava:	  152,	  16-­‐8	  (trs.:	  4).	  157	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  15).	  158	  Sava:	  164,	  line	  8	  (trs.:	  16).	  159	  Prvovenčani:	  54/55.	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of some imagery used to portray Nemanja. As his father's successor in a time of political 
uncertainty, Prvovenčani required an image of a firm and steady ruler who was not averse to 
military action when his lands and faith were under attack. Hence, he portrayed Nemanja as a 
ruthless defender of the faith and a warrior who brought his people together and kept them 
safe (attributes arguably similar to those identified by Hunger as necessary for the ideal 
emperor as a 'provider of justice'160).  
    
 The Ruler and God 
 
Defender of the Faith 
The stereotypical image of a ‘Defender of the Faith’ was that of a ruler who ensured purity of 
religion and banned heretical teaching. Worship and faith were affairs of state so it was the 
ruler's duty to ensure that they were untainted and the church remained united and stable161. 
The belief that it was an emperor's duty to regulate the affairs of his Christian subjects, meant 
that Byzantine emperors, like Constantine the Great, were seen not just as defenders of the 
faith but were the embodiment of it162. Prvovenčani highlighted this particular aspect of an 
'ideal' ruler's duties by describing Nemanja's reactions to the presence of heretics in Raška. 
As soon as Nemanja was made aware of ‘an abominable faith and a thrice-damned 
heresy…in your lands’163 he called a Council (c1186) of ‘his archpriest, Jeftimije, and the 
monks with their abbots and the honorable priests, the elders and their leading men of high to 
low rank’164 to discuss the problem. The inclusion of all levels of clergy as well as the military 
stressed the spiritual and secular endorsement of the ensuing events. To highlight his father’s 
theological credentials and to ensure religious backing, Prvovenčani describes Nemanja’s 
address to the Council in which he explained the difference between his ‘faith in the 
Consubstantial Undivided Trinity’165 [homoousios] and the ‘blasphemy...put upon the Holy 
Spirit [which] has divided the Indivisible God as preached by the heretic Areios who 
separated the Consubstantial Trinity’166. Nemanja continues: ‘Saviour, who tore your clothes 
asunder? And he replied, the heretic Areios who divided the Trinity’ 167 . Prvovenčani’s 
inclusion of a speech on heresy indicates that the Raškan Serbs were aware of its dangers 
and understood the need to eradicate all traces of it from Serb lands. Although John, 
Archbishop of Ohrid, had died in 1164, his antipathy towards heretics may have influenced 
Nemanja168. It is unlikely that Nemanja dealt with the problem without the knowledge and 
support of the current Byzantine Archbishop of Ohrid as the Council took place, not in one of 
                                            160	  Hunger:	  103-­‐9,	  114-­‐22	  (justice	  and	  law)	  and	  123-­‐30	  (lawmaker	  and	  judge).	  	  161	  Dagron	  2003:	  130.	  162	  Nicol	  1988:	  66-­‐7;	  Drake:	  125-­‐30	  (Constantine's	  efforts	  to	  regulate	  the	  Christian	  faith).	  163	  Prvovenčani:	  32/33.	  164	  Prvovenčani:	  32/33.	  165	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35.	  166	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35.	  167	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35;	  the	  reference	  is	  to	  Peter,	  Archbishop	  of	  Alexandria	  (r300-­‐11),	  whose	  vision	  of	  Christ	  with	  clothes	  torn,	  represented	  the	  divided	  Trinity.	  	  168	  Kalić	  2007:	  206.	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Nemanja's foundations, but in the Church of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul, in Ras, whose 
archbishop, Jeftimije, was under Ohrid's jurisdiction169. It seems reasonable to suggest that 
the speech delivered by Nemanja was based on the theological knowledge of a high ranking 
cleric in Raška, for example, Jeftimije. Alternatively, as Prvovenčani was writing in c1216, 
another senior cleric Prvovenčani could have relied on was the Archbishop of Studenica, 
Sava. Although only conjecture, if true, this may indicate that Sava helped Prvovenčani 
compile his Life.  
Although Prvovenčani refers to the heretics as followers of Areios, there were no Arians in the 
Balkans at the time and Solovjev170 suggests that references were made to Arianism because 
Nemanja had banned the use of the term, ’Bogomil’, which means ‘dear to God’171. What is 
clear is that there were heretics in Raška, based on evidence of a woman who confessed that 
she was engaged to a man amongst them who ‘serve...the one and only Satan’172. The 
Bogomils’ belief that the world was created by the Devil meant that they did not accept 
secular or ecclesiastical authority173, a position which threatened the civil order and unity that 
Nemanja had fought for and one he had to deal with (or was urged to do so by the 
Byzantines). Having conferred with his Council174, Nemanja launched a full-scale attack on 
the heretics. Prvovenčani stresses the righteousness of Nemanja’s actions by comparing him 
to ‘the prophet Elijah [who] had once stopped those shameless priests’ 175 . Elijah had 
slaughtered the idolatrous prophets of Baal176 and Nemanja now followed in his footsteps to 
rid his own lands of idolatry. 
The punishments meted out by Nemanja were severe: ‘one group he incinerated, the second 
he punished with various punishments and the others he deprived of their homes in his 
domains gathering all their homes and estates and distributing them to the lepers and the 
poor. But their teacher and leader, he cut out the tongue...he burnt his impure books and then 
banished him, forbidding the mention of his thrice-cursed name ever again177. By graphically 
detailing Nemanja’s actions, Prvovenčani showed that his father was a strict defender of the 
faith ‘as he exterminated, forever, this damned belief so that it was never mentioned in his 
lands again’178. The fact that ‘lands and estates’ were taken from the heretics indicates that 
                                            169	  Although	  under	  Ohrid's	  control,	  archbishops	  Jeftimije	  and,	  later,	  Kalinik,	  were	  crucial	  advisors	  for	  Nemanja	  regarding	  legal	  and	  Christian	  doctrine	  and	  Nemanja's	  position	  as	  a	  holy	  ruler	  (including	  his	  'second	  christening').	  The	  collaboration	  of	  Nemanja	  (and	  later	  Prvovenčani)	  with	  the	  Ras	  archbishop,	  was	  essential	  to	  his	  rule,	  see	  Kalić	  2013:	  441.	  170	  Solovjev:	  23.	  	  	  	  171	  Different	  phrases	  were	  used	  instead	  of	  ‘bogomili’,	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  14	  (trs.:	  12)	  (nes[mysl[nym[ –	  the	  unthinking);	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35	  (krivov7r'n[jh[ -­‐	  false	  believers);	  Teodosije:	  200	  ('God-­‐hating	  heretics').	  172	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35.	  173	  Lambert:	  14-­‐6;	  for	  general	  overview,	  see	  Obolensky	  1948:	  59-­‐110	  (rise	  of	  Bogomils	  in	  the	  Balkans)	  and	  277-­‐85	  (Bogomils	  in	  Serbia,	  Bosnia	  and	  Hum).	  174	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	  175	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	  	  176	  1	  Kings	  18:40.	  	  177	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	  	  178	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	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some of them were wealthy and potentially high born, suggesting that this may have been a 
an organised and, therefore, dangerous group. 
Sava is more circumspect about Nemanja’s reaction to the Bogomils. At the abdication, his 
encomium to his father includes the phrase: ‘Is he…a chastiser of the unthinking’179, a gentle 
reference to the brutal suppression described by Prvovenčani. Sava used argument and 
persuasion to deal with heretics rather than risk making martyrs of their leaders. During a 
Church Council at Žiča monastery in 1221 Sava preached a sermon outlining the essential 
tenets of the Orthodox faith and invited heretics to repent and rejoin the Church180: ‘Those 
who listened were accepted by him with great love…but those who were entrenched in the 
Bogomil heresy…were expelled from all his lands because it was not right for the vineyard 
and thorns to be together’181. Sava's speech indicates his belief that conversion or ultimately, 
expulsion, were appropriate punishments for heretics, not the harsh penalties described by 
Prvovenčani.  
The Ruler as a warrior 
Nemanja’s ruthless image 
Writing during a period of political insecurity, Prvovenčani stressed Nemanja's military power. 
During the 1183/4 campaign with Béla III of Hungary against Emperor Andronikos I 
Komnenos, Nemanja ‘attacked...Sredac [Sofia], destroying it and razing it to the ground'182. 
Having secured part of the Morava valley, Béla returned home but Nemanja continued 
attacking towns all of which were ‘destroyed…and demolished...to their very foundations, 
leaving every stone pulverised. And nothing has risen there, not even to this day’183. Nemanja 
is portrayed as the Old Testament ‘Moses [when he] overcame the Amalekites, firmly carrying 
the cross of Christ…and victory was theirs over their barbarian adversary’184. In Exodus, 
Moses told Joshua to 'blot out all memory of Amalek from under heaven'185, similarly Nemanja 
removed 'Greek names so that their names were never mentioned... again'186. Prvovenčani’s 
description portrayed the Byzantines as the Amalekites, the enemy of the Israelites who were 
God’s chosen people. It follows, therefore, that the Raškan Serbs were the chosen people 
with Nemanja, as Moses, leading his people to safety in the ‘promised lands’ (his ancestral 
                                            179	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  14	  (trs.:	  12).	  	  180	  Roach:	  20-­‐27	  (Sava’s	  attitude	  to	  heretics,	  including	  the	  sermon	  at	  Žiča,	  1221).	  	  181	  Teodosije:	  200	  and	  194-­‐200	  (description	  of	  the	  sermon).	  182	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39;	  Historical	  Overview:	  55-­‐6.	  183	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39;	  the	  description	  of	  the	  destruction	  is	  similar	  to	  that	  in	  the	  New	  Testament,	  see	  Matthew	  24:2	  and	  Mark	  13:2	  ('not	  one	  stone	  will	  be	  left	  upon	  another;	  all	  will	  be	  thrown	  down').	  184	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39.	  185	  Exodus	  17:14-­‐15.	  186	  Prvovenčani:	  40/39.	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patrimony, granted him by God)187. So, despite the ferocity of his attacks, according to 
Prvovenčani Nemanja's actions were sanctioned by God. 
Nemanja's assault ended around January 1186 and marked the highpoint of his territorial 
gains. According to Prvovenčani, Nemanja 'retook Duklja and Dalmatia, his homelands and 
his birthright, his rightful ancestral land, which had been taken by force by Greeks'188. Even 
though Prvovenčani's description highlighted the aggressiveness of Nemanja's actions, his 
stress is on the restoration (rather than acquisition) of areas Nemanja considered to be his 
based on his family background. Hence, as well as being a military leader, Nemanja was a 
just ruler, regaining his 'rightful land' with the support of God189.  
Although Sava refers to Nemanja as a man ‘who was feared and caused trembling on all 
sides’190, and that he was ‘admired and feared by all who lived near him’191, he never stresses 
Nemanja's military ruthlessness even though in his Life it is clear that Nemanja used force to 
expand his territory. Sava refers to his father ‘recovering'192 his ancestral lands, including 
'Zeta and its cities along the coast’193 and even when ‘foreigners have risen against me…I 
resisted...and overcame them’194. The impression is of benign recovery of land, acquisition 
without force and defensive resistance to aggressors, with no suggestion that Nemanja 
ravaged, destroyed and killed to increase his political authority.  
Relationship with military saints 
As well as highlighting God’s support of Nemanja’s military actions, Prvovenčani compares 
his father to the military saints, St George and St Demetrios, two of the most popular saints in 
the Orthodox Church195. As the link between Nemanja and St Demetrios will be discussed in 
the next chapter196, I will concentrate on the support given by St George. 
The ‘Holy and Great Martyr of Christ, the Sufferer and Invincible Soldier George197 answered 
Nemanja’s pleas for help when he was imprisoned by his brothers. Following his miraculous 
escape198, Nemanja built Djurdjevi Stupovi to thank his rescuer. St George continued helping 
Nemanja, for example during the battle of Pantin against his brothers in 1168: ‘with the help 
                                            187	  Although	  Nemanja	  had	  conquered	  coastal	  lands	  where	  the	  population	  had	  different	  cultural	  and	  religious	  sensibilities	  to	  his	  Raškan	  Serbs,	  the	  portrayal	  of	  'the	  Serbs'	  as	  God's	  'chosen	  people'	  and	  the	  land	  as	  'a	  New	  Israel'	  was	  intended	  to	  give	  a	  sense	  of	  unity	  to	  these	  disparate	  groups,	  see	  Shepard	  2006:	  17.	  	  188	  Prvovenčani:	  40/39.	  189	  As	  his	  father's	  chosen	  successor,	  it	  was	  important	  for	  Prvovenčani	  to	  portray	  the	  'dual	  image'	  of	  the	  holy	  warrior	  supported	  by	  God,	  particularly	  when	  he	  was	  faced	  with	  enemy	  attack.	  190	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  4).	  191	  Sava:	  169,	  line	  26	  (trs.:	  21).	  192	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  18	  (trs.:	  3)	  (wbnoviv'qu). 193	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  21	  -­‐	  152,	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  3).	  194	  Sava:	  155,	  line	  26	  -­‐	  156,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  7-­‐8).	  195	  For	  the	  cult	  of	  St	  Demetrios,	  see	  White	  2013:	  6	  and	  15-­‐21;	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  10-­‐6;	  for	  his	  cult	  in	  the	  late	  Byzantine	  period,	  see	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  19-­‐21	  and	  27-­‐8;	  for	  the	  cult	  of	  St	  George,	  see	  White	  2013:	  21-­‐6.	  196	  Differences:	  120-­‐4.	  197	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27.	  198	  Prvovenčani:	  28/29.	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of God and the Holy and Most Glorious Martyr of Christ, George, they defeated their 
enemies’199. Finally, at Nemanja's behest, St George intervened in the death of Prvovenčani's 
aggressor, Michael I Komenos Doukas200, thus protecting the dynasty as well as its founder.  
Family rivalry   
The notion of family rivalry runs throughout Prvovenčani's Life. Nemanja’s father, Zavida, was 
forced from power by his brothers and fled to Duklja where Nemanja was born. Nemanja 
subsequently fought his own brothers for the throne and, finally, Prvovenčani was involved in 
a civil war with his brother, Vukan. Prvovenčani reports this in-fighting with the same excuse: 
the Devil, rather than family members, was always to blame201. Zavida, ‘was deprived of his 
lands by the devilish envy of his brothers’202, Nemanja was imprisoned by his brothers who 
were 'under the influence of the Devil'203 and Vukan was 'a transgressor...and although he 
had many foreign regiments, the power of God was not with them'204.  
Reference to the Devil was useful to Prvovenčani particularly when explaining Nemanja's 
unexpected rise to power. Following the building of the Convent of the Holy Mother of God 
and the Monastery of St Nicholas, his brothers imprisoned Nemanja, inspired by ‘the Devil's 
envy’205. Prvovenčani compares this imprisonment to the enslavement of Joseph by his older, 
jealous brothers206, an important biblical theme of family rivalry and subsequent redemption. 
Juhas suggests that Nemanja's actions in resisting the Devil elevates him above Adam and 
Eve thus making him God's deputy, and this image of Nemanja's closeness to God, in 
comparison to his brothers' wickedness, is clearly seen throughout Prvovenčani's Life207. 
Nemanja continued to provoke his brothers with his building programme until hostilities 
ensued. Despite this, Prvovenčani blames the battle of Pantin, not on the usurper Nemanja 
but on his brothers' ‘evil wickedness and improper thoughts encouraged by Satan’208. So 
Nemanja, ‘with the help of God…defeated their enemies and...one of his criminal brothers 
was killed’209, leaving the way open for Nemanja to take the throne. Despite the ruthlessness 
of Nemanja's actions, Prvovenčani portrays him as the righteous victor supported by God, St 
George, St Nicholas and the Holy Mother of God, rather than the usurper of his own brother's 
throne210.  
Because the Devil had made his brothers evil, following the resolution of their rivalry, 
Nemanja, as the victor, was able to forgive them (like the biblical Joseph and his brothers). 
                                            199	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  200	  Prvovenčani:	  88-­‐90/89-­‐91.	  201	  Mango:	  215-­‐7	  (the	  Devil	  as	  an	  exponent	  of	  evil	  and	  his	  effect	  on	  people).	  202	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  203	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  204	  Prvovenčani:	  72/73.	  205	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  206	  Prvovenčani:	  24-­‐6/27.	  207	  Juhas:	  100.	  208	  Prvovenčani:	  28/29.	  209	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  210	  Historical	  Overview:	  50-­‐1	  (causes	  and	  events	  of	  the	  battle	  of	  Pantin).	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Redemption and reconciliation were important for the development and maintenance of 
dynasties, for if families could reconcile and unite, their chances of maintaining power were 
stronger. Accordingly, Nemanja continued to include his remaining brothers within his circle, 
for example, allowing Miroslav to rule Hum. Prvovenčani also learnt from this when he settled 
his differences with Vukan following the civil war. By asking Sava to translate their father’s 
relics to Studenica, Prvovenčani reconciled not just his immediate family but, by providing a 
sacred focal point, he reconciled the people as well. 
Although Prvovenčani presents the conflict between Nemanja and his brothers as God’s way 
of bringing his chosen ruler to power, he also blames family jealousy towards Nemanja. This 
is most clearly seen when Prvovenčani describes the brothers’ hostility towards Nemanja’s 
church building and renovation. Following the building of the monastery of St Nicholas 
Nemanja’s brothers angrily asked him, ‘why are you doing these things, without discussing 
them with us, when it is not appropriate?’211. Although Prvovenčani presents this as jealousy, 
it is likely that the brothers were either against or concerned about Nemanja’s intentions: 
rulers and powerful men built and renovated churches, not youngest sons. Tihomir may have 
surmised that Nemanja was questioning not only his authority but that of Manuel, their 
overlord, and feared Byzantine retaliation against Raška. Alternatively, was Tihomir trying to 
build a relationship with Rome and Nemanja's apparently independent building of Byzantine-
style churches hindered him? Unfortunately there is no evidence of Tihomir's religious 
leanings although it must be remembered that Zavida, his father, had christened at least one 
of his children, Nemanja, under Latin rites, so the question of whether the family looked to 
Constantinople or Rome or, more likely, both (depending on circumstances at any one time) 
was opportunisitc212.  
 
Motifs used by Sava 
 
The motifs used exclusively by Sava in his portrayal of Nemanja fall within Hunger's general 
category of 'the ruler and his responsibilites to his people'213. Sava took the opportunity to put 
forward his own views on how the Raškan Serbs should lead their religious and personal 
lives. His guidance, presented in the form of advice given by Nemanja, provided a template to 
be followed not only by his brothers and himself but also by the Raškan people. Using the 
'saintly' Nemanja as a model ensured Sava's ideas would be accepted and followed.  
 
                                            211	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  212	  Religious	  identity	  in	  the	  12th	  century	  Byzantine	  world,	  particularly	  outside	  the	  centre,	  was	  a	  complex	  matter	  dependent	  on	  local	  politics,	  opportunity	  and	  personal	  benefit	  amongst	  other	  issues,	  see	  Holmes	  2012b:	  32-­‐47.	  	  213	  Hunger:	  84-­‐102.	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The Ruler and his responsibilities to his people 
Advice for his family and people  
Sava's speeches of advice from Nemanja to his family and people allowed him to present his 
own vision for the Nemanjić dynasty and its rulers, an image based on piety, unity and peace. 
The advice (delivered by Nemanja) indicates a strength of character not dissimilar to his 
father’s, and it is possible that father and son discussed some of the issues advanced by 
Sava214. Although there is a suggestion that this indicates Sava's desire to increase the 
authority of the Serbian Church in line with Nemanja's achievement of increased political 
authority215, it is impossible to make that assertion on the basis of a much later (and 
differently biased) source (Teodosije) without contemporary evidence. Hence, although father 
and son may have held similar views, we should take the speeches Sava attributes to 
Nemanja as representing his own (rather than a combined) vision for the Nemanjić dynasty 
and their people.  
At his abdication Nemanja selected Prvovenčani as his successor and told him to take care of 
the Church and the clergy216. He appointed his eldest son, Vukan, Veliki Knez and provided 
him with 'sufficient land'217. Nemanja gave his son the title of prince218 and told him: ‘be 
obedient and submit yourself to the one who was placed on the throne by God and by me’219. 
Sava stresses the God-given succession making clear to Vukan and his supporters that God 
supported Nemanja’s wish that his eldest son was to be subservient to Prvovenčani. 
Therefore, to go against Prvovenčani was to go against Nemanja and God. Writing at a time 
when there were still skirmishes between Prvovenčani and Vukan and their supporters, Sava 
was highlighting who had God’s support and who questioned His authority.  
Nemanja also instructed Prvovenčani: ‘do not insult your brother, show him respect’220. 
Although Vukan had to defer to his brother, Prvovenčani was not to take advantage of the 
situation. To clarify the point, Nemanja emphasised that ‘he who does not love his brother, 
does not love God’ and ‘he who loves God, let him love his brother also’221 [1 John 4:20-1]. 
This may be an indication that Sava was aware that Vukan was not the only one at fault for 
                                            214	  Although	  a	  much	  later	  source	  and,	  therefore,	  liable	  to	  be	  influenced	  by	  the	  political	  events	  of	  the	  time,	  Teodosije	  notes	  that	  Nemanja	  'ordered'	  Sava	  'to	  complete	  much	  which	  was	  unfinished	  regarding	  Serbian	  churches',	  perhaps	  confirming	  that	  the	  two	  monks	  discussed	  spiritual	  affairs,	  see	  Teodosije:	  124;	  see	  also	  Špadijer:	  12-­‐4	  (for	  discussion	  of	  Teodosije's	  ardent	  defense	  of	  Serbian	  Orthodoxy,	  most	  apparent	  during	  talks	  regarding	  the	  proposed	  union	  of	  the	  churches	  of	  Constantinople	  and	  Rome,	  and	  reason	  for	  his	  highlighting	  of	  Sava's	  role	  as	  a	  strong	  defender	  of	  Orthodoxy	  in	  Raška).	  	  215	  Troicki:	  52.	  216	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  9).	  	  217	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  20-­‐2	  (trs.:	  9);	  Vukan	  received	  the	  coastal	  lands	  of	  Duklja	  and	  Trebinje	  and	  the	  frontier	  region	  of	  Hvosno,	  a	  smaller	  area	  than	  Vukan	  may	  have	  expected,	  possibly	  because	  a	  larger	  power	  base	  might	  have	  been	  a	  threat	  to	  Prvovenčani.	  	  218	  Although	  Vukan	  had	  been	  calling	  himself	  king,	  see	  Ćirković	  1981:	  38;	  Historical	  Overview:	  64.	  	  219	  Sava:	  159,	  lines	  1-­‐2	  (trs.:10).	  220	  Sava:	  159,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  10).	  221	  Sava:	  159,	  lines	  4-­‐6	  (trs.:	  10-­‐11).	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the hostilities between the brothers. Therefore, his message to Prvovenčani was one of 
respect for his family for, without it, God’s support would not be possible 
As well as the specific advice to each son, Nemanja also gave advice regarding obedience to 
and faith in God and here Sava follows Proverbs 3:1-18 very closely222. The key lessons for 
the brothers were the importance of obedience (in the case of Vukan), trust (Prvovenčani), 
devotion to God and submission (Vukan to Prvovenčani, both to God). By following his 
commands the brothers would find wisdom and prosperity, in the form of political authority 
and a long lasting dynasty.  
Nemanja's final comment to his sons was a warning that ‘the sword will devour you’223 if either 
disobeyed his commands. Writing after the civil war, this may be Sava's way of criticising both 
brothers for the death and destruction across Raška and the suffering of the population as a 
result of their in-fighting, although he never openly mentions the civil war224. This freedom to 
seemingly apportion blame to his brothers suggests that Sava's authority (representing the 
Church) was at least equal to, if not greater than, Prvovenčani's secular authority. 
The advice given by Nemanja to his subjects may betray Sava's concerns about religious 
stability amongst the Raškan Serbs. Although Sava does not present his father as a 'defender 
of the faith' who ensured a land free of heresy (discussed above225), his advice regarding 'that 
which you have learnt and the Orthodox law'226, suggests a different image of Nemanja as 
'defender of the faith', i.e. as a religious instructor of the faith. Although Sava's Life implies 
that Nemanja was firmly rooted in the Orthodox faith, Prvovenčani is not so explicit possibly 
because religious divisions continued to exist between the populations on his coastal lands, 
who leaned towards Rome, and those further east (including those in Raška) who allied 
themselves to the church in Constantinople227. As an Orthodox Athonite monk, Sava may 
have had difficulty in accepting this religious pluralism, hence his exhortations to Nemanja's 
subjects. At the abdication Sava reports that his father pressed Prvovenčani and Vukan to 
follow the path of God by telling them ‘do not let mercy and faith desert you, tie them around 
your necks and write them on the table of your hearts’228. He also urged his courtiers not to 
forget what he had taught them regading the true faith. Although there was no pagan threat, 
Sava seems to have been concerned about the religious soul of the people. Vukan, his wife 
and his men were followers of the Roman Church229 and Prvovenčani had always maintained 
good links with Rome in his search for political advantage. His second marriage to the 
                                            222	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  24-­‐158,	  line	  26	  (trs.:	  9-­‐10)	  cf	  Proverbs	  3:	  1-­‐18	  ('My	  son,	  do	  not	  forget	  my	  teaching…her	  ways	  are	  pleasant	  ways,	  and	  all	  her	  paths	  lead	  to	  prosperity').	  223	  Sava:	  158,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  11).	  224	  Compare	  with	  Prvovenčani's	  Life	  in	  which	  Vukan	  is	  clearly	  blamed	  for	  the	  civil	  war,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  72/73.	  225	  Construction:	  89-­‐91.	  226	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (trs.:	  8).	  227	  Ćirković	  1969:	  38.	  228	  Sava:	  158,	  lines	  2-­‐4	  (trs.:	  9).	  229	  Vlasto:	  216;	  Historical	  Overview:	  65-­‐6.	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Venetian Anna Dandolo, suggests a desire to secure an important alliance in the region (i.e. 
with Venice) and less reliance on his Byzantine father-in-law. Prvovenčani’s diplomacy with 
Rome and Anna's urgings culminated in him receiving a crown from Pope Honorius III in 1217 
although little changed regarding his religious leanings230. Prvovenčani's attempts to befriend 
Rome231 may have sufficiently concerned Sava for him to stress that Nemanja ordered his 
sons to keep the faith which, in my understanding of the text and Sava's position, is an 
exhortation for Prvovenčani to succeed as a religious instructor of the Orthodox faith, a 
reminder of the church in Constantinople, not Rome232. It must be pointed out, however, that 
Nemanja himself had also developed friendly relations with Rome, as seen by his donations 
to churches there. So, Sava's reading of him may not have been accurate, particularly as he 
spent very little time with Nemanja when he ruled as Veliki Župan making decisions based 
more on political expediency rather than religious concerns. Prvovenčani’s actions, on the 
other hand, seem more in keeping with Nemanja's strategies and should be viewed as a case 
of realpolitik. Sava seems to be the only one keen to promote a solely Orthodox vision and, 
without Nemanja's political experience, he may have misjudged his brother's intentions233.  
Nemanja also had ‘holy, honourable and sweet words’234, for his youngest son as he was 
dying. As the only witness to these words, it is likely that Sava re-worked them for his own 
ends. Nemanja instructs Sava to ‘listen to my words, turn your ear to my words and, so that 
the source of your life does not dry up, keep them in your heart’235 [based loosely on Proverbs 
4:20-23]. Even when Nemanja was approaching death Sava was keen to stress him as a 
learned man passing on his wisdom to his son. It is here that we can consider the idea that 
father and son discussed not only spiritual issues but practical issues concerning the 
development of Serbian society. Nemanja urges Sava to remain focused on God and not to 
stray from the path of righteousness236, possibly a reference to remain spiritually loyal to the 
church in Constantinople although, as already discussed, this may be more to do with Sava's 
desires rather than Nemanja's. Further guidance (based on Proverbs237) focuses on following 
the advice of one's parents and ‘not to mix with the foolish’238, possibly a reference to the 
                                            230	  Chronica	  Andreae	  Danduli:	  287,	  lines	  35-­‐7	  although	  this	  source	  states	  that	  Prvovenčani	  and	  Anna	  were	  crowned	  by	  the	  papal	  legate,	  Domentijan	  reports	  that	  Sava	  crowned	  Prvovenčani	  in	  his	  foundation	  of	  Žiča,	  c1220/21,	  see	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  138	  (although	  this	  was	  likely	  to	  have	  been	  a	  politically	  motivated	  description	  and,	  therefore,	  is	  unreliable);	  bearing	  in	  mind	  that	  Sava	  was	  probably	  away	  from	  Raška	  in	  1217	  it	  is	  unlikely	  that	  he	  crowned	  his	  brother,	  see	  Obolensky	  1988:	  142-­‐8;	  Ćirković	  1995:	  56-­‐8	  (receipt	  of	  the	  papal	  crown	  and	  its	  effects	  within	  Serb	  lands);	  Stanković	  2016:	  97-­‐9	  (despite	  Prvovenčani's	  relationship	  with	  the	  Pope,	  he	  remained	  firmly	  within	  the	  Byzantine	  fold).	  231	  Prvovenčani	  had	  corresponded	  with	  Pope	  Innocent	  III	  since	  1199	  and	  in	  c1201	  requested	  a	  crown,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  66.	  232	  Obolensky	  1988:	  148	  and	  153	  (despite	  Sava's	  words,	  there	  is	  little	  evidence	  that	  he	  rejected	  the	  Roman	  church	  and	  Obolensky	  suggests	  that	  he	  may	  have	  been	  as	  'religiously	  tolerant'	  as	  his	  father	  and	  brother).	  	  233	  Prvovenčani	  continued	  to	  be	  viewed	  with	  respect	  by	  the	  Byzantines	  and	  his	  continued	  recognition	  as	  
sebastokrator	  in	  the	  imperial	  hierarchy	  indicates	  that	  there	  was	  no	  desire,	  on	  either	  side,	  for	  the	  link	  with	  Byzantium	  to	  be	  lessened,	  see	  Stanković	  2016:	  92-­‐3.	  	  234	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  17).	  235	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  6-­‐8	  (trs.:	  17.)	  236	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  10-­‐5	  (trs.:	  17);	  cf	  Proverbs	  4:21-­‐7.	  237	  Proverbs	  1:8;	  Proverbs	  8:32-­‐4;	  Proverbs	  9:6-­‐11.	  238	  Sava:	  166,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  18).	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political situation between Prvovenčani and Vukan and a warning not to become involved in 
the actions of foolish men (i.e. the war between the brothers).  
On the day before his death, Nemanja gave a 'third blessing to my heirs’239 where he again 
instructed Prvovenčani and Vukan on how to behave towards one another. If, as is likely, 
Sava ‘constructed’ this scene, when writing the Life in 1208, this may be considered his 
warning to his brothers and their followers of the consequences of not listening to Nemanja: 
‘let God’s wrath devour him and his descendants’240.  
 Love for his family 
Although it is understood in both Lives that Nemanja loved his family, Sava emphasises his 
father’s love for him, stating that Nemanja ‘loved him the most’241. The moment when father 
and son first meet at the Vatopedi Monastery on Athos is described by Sava in moving terms: 
‘for there he found his desire, his lost lamb’242. The reference to the ‘lost lamb’ links to Sava’s 
description of himself as the ‘Prodigal Son’243 when he abandons his secular life to become a 
monk. These two images recall the themes of loss and redemption found in the Gospel of 
Luke (Luke 15:11-32, the prodigal son; Luke 15:3-7, the lost sheep), highlighting the love and 
affection of father for son. Sava also describes himself as 'the sweet consolation of this 
Christ-loving elder, his once-reared lamb’244, ‘a branch of his fruit and a flower of his root’245. 
Like Prvovenčani, Sava also used his father’s glorious image to promote himself. This 
‘rhetoric of emulation’ was not unusual in Byzantine literature and was a way of comparing 
present day figures with their glorious forefathers, an example being the 1122 coronation 
panegyric composed by Theodore Prodromos in which he compares the new co-emperor, 
Alexios Komnenos (son of John II Komnenos), with his glorious grandfather, Alexios I 




By comparing the image of Nemanja portrayed in the two Lives I have indicated where Sava 
and Prvovenčani took the same approach (for example, in their descriptions of God's support 
of Nemanja) and where they diverged (for example, Sava's emphasis on Nemanja's pious 
                                            239	  Sava:	  168,	  line	  27	  -­‐	  169,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  20).	  240	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  20).	  241	  Sava:	  162,	  line	  10	  (trs.:	  14).	  242	  Sava:	  163,	  line	  19-­‐20	  (trs.:	  15)	  (zablu2d[qee svoe ovxe -­‐	  his	  lost	  lamb).	  243	  Sava:	  162,	  line	  13	  (trs.:	  14)	  (bludnyi sin[). 244	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  16).	  245	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  -­‐6	  (trs.:	  16).	  246	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  I,	  p181,	  lines	  141-­‐2;	  also	  Stathakopoulos:	  4;	  references	  to	  the	  continuation	  of	  the	  Komnenian	  bloodline	  are	  plentiful,	  for	  example	  Theodore	  Prodromos:	  XIX,	  p314,	  lines	  142	  and	  144-­‐9;	  Italikos:	  279,	  lines	  7-­‐17	  (trs.:	  272)	  and	  278,	  line	  7	  -­‐	  279,	  line	  6	  (trs.:	  271);	  Manganeios	  Prodromos	  (Miller):	  759,	  lines	  257-­‐63.	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and devout nature compared with Prvovenčani's portrayal of a military leader 'uniting' his 
people under one rule). So, although the general aims of the brothers centred on 
consolidation of the dynasty, there are occasional references that lead me to believe that 
Sava was more concerned with highlighting spiritual power rather than the military and 









3b Differences in the treatment of key events by Sava and 
Prvovenčani 
I now consider some key events in Nemanja's life and compare how the brothers dealt with 
them in their Lives. The events I examine are ones where I believe there is a difference in 
emphasis between the two Lives: Sava's departure to Athos, Nemanja's abdication, 
Prvovenčani's marriage and succession, Nemanja's life and death as a monk (including the 
translation of the relics) and Nemanja's post-mortem miracles.  
Sava’s departure to Athos 
Despite the dramatic nature of the departure of 17 year old Rastko (Sava's birth name) for 
Athos in 1192, both brothers' descriptions are brief: Sava refers to himself as the 'Prodigal 
Son' who 'thoughtlessly' deserted his family1 and Prvovenčani reports that ‘taking up his 
cross, he [Sava] immediately left unseen’2. Neither Life explains why and how he left, with 
whom and where he travelled to, although Prvovenčani gives a sense of his parents' grief and 
reports Nemanja's attempts at finding Sava3. Running away to take holy orders was a 
common topos in Byzantine hagiographies 4 , so we can only assume that Sava and 
Prvovenčani were following convention in their description of Sava's flight.  
Writing in c1216, many years after the event and whilst Sava was abbot of Studenica, 
Prvovenčani's aim was to portray Studenica, the home of Nemanja's relics, as a spiritual 
focus for the Serbs with Sava as their ‘spiritual father'. He states that Sava wanted to become 
a monk before Nemanja did, suggesting that Sava already knew that Nemanja would take 
holy orders5. If this was the case, it suggests that Nemanja and Sava may have planned their 
departure into monasticism. If we assume that Sava and Prvovenčani were aware of the 
importance of an independent church in the context of political autonomy, did Prvovenčani 
depict father and son working together for the eventual benefit of the Serbian Church? Sava 
fled to Athos where he became closely involved in the monastic hierarchy so that when 
Nemanja, as the monk Simeon, arrived in 1197, they were in a position to build their own 
monastery and to obtain imperial validation for it6. The establishment of their own Athonite 
monastery is often seen in scholarship as a step towards the recognition of autocephaly for 
the Serbian Church, an event that occurred a few years after Prvovenčani started his Life, 
                                            1	  Sava:	  162,	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (trs.:	  14).	  2	  Prvovenčani:	  46/47	  cf	  Matthew	  16:24.	  3	  Prvovenčani:	  48/47	  (however,	  although	  Sava	  had	  fled	  to	  the	  monastery	  of	  St	  Panteleimon	  on	  Athos,	  Prvovenčani	  incorrectly	  states	  that	  he	  had	  taken	  monastic	  vows	  at	  Vatopedi).	  4	  Galatariotou	  2004:	  76-­‐9	  (St	  Neophytos);	  Stethatos:	  8,	  paragraph	  3,	  lines	  4-­‐6	  (trs.:	  9)	  ('Symeon	  seized	  this	  opportunity	  and	  thus,	  leaving	  everything	  behind,	  immediately	  fled	  the	  world	  and	  worldly	  things	  and	  hastened	  to	  God')	  and	  Christodoulos:	  60,	  lines	  6-­‐7	  (trs.:	  579,	  A2)	  ('fleeing	  to	  refuge	  with	  Christ');	  also	  Pratsch:	  109-­‐13	  (renunciation	  and	  retreat	  from	  material	  life).	  5	  Prvovenčani:	  46/47	  ('take	  my	  youthful	  feebleness	  to	  Your	  Righteous	  Will	  and	  I	  will	  endeavour	  to	  walk,	  in	  front,	  along	  the	  path	  upon	  which...he	  [Nemanja]	  hurries	  along'	  -­‐	  these	  are	  Sava's	  thoughts).	  6	  Bošković:	  128.	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12197. Although this scenario seems logical, given the absence of corroborating evidence it is 
only conjecture, albeit with a clear teleological slant.  
Nemanja's abdication  
Nemanja called a meeting of his Council for March 1196 at which he announced his decision 
to abdication and take monastic vows. There is no indication that the abdication was forced. 
Prvovenčani allocates only two paragraphs to the meeting despite his presence there and its 
importance to him. Sava, however, although absent, devotes a quarter of his Life to it, 
describing the abdication and the appointment of Prvovenčani to the Raškan throne in some 
detail to ensure that neither could be contested.  
The only historical fact that Sava gives is that, after 37 years as ruler, Nemanja called a State 
Council which was attended by his ‘noble children and all his chosen boyars, lowly and high-
ranking’8. Sava uses the word bwl8re, a word of Turkic origin, to describe Nemanja's men. 
The oldest Slavic form of the word (bolyari) is found in the 10th century De Ceremoniis Aulae 
Byzantinae where the Bulgarian aristocracy are referred to as ‘inner and outer boyars’9. It was 
subsequently used in Kievan Rus to describe the most senior men in the prince’s retinue, 
armed forces and state administration. It is possible that Sava, who had spent time at the 
monastery of St Panteleimon and therefore had access to Old Rus literature, automatically 
used the Rus term that was rarely used amongst the Serbs. Sava may also have preferred 
the civilian term, boyar, instead of the more military terms ‘vo9vode 2e i voiny'10 used by 
Prvovencani, preferring to minimise Nemanja’s association with military power. Although little 
is known about the differences between Sava's boyars of low and high rank, for example, how 
much land they held, it appears they were equivalent to Porphyrogennetos' ‘inner and outer 
boyars’11. Regardless of the terms used, both brothers agree that everyone of importance 
attended the gathering, evidence that this was an important State Council.  
Sava uses Nemanja's address to his Council as an opportunity to stress his father's image as 
a father and teacher giving advice to his people12. Having ‘set everything in order’13, Nemanja 
pleaded to be allowed to take monastic vows14. According to Sava, the response was an 
outpouring of grief at the departure of their father, teacher, shepherd and protector15 . 
                                            7	  Bojović	  2008:	  155.	  	  8	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  14-­‐5	  (trs.:	  7).	  9	  De	  Ceremoniis	  II:	  681,	  lines	  17-­‐8	  and	  682,	  lines	  16-­‐7;	  also	  Biliarsky	  2007:	  343.	  	  10	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51	  ('generals	  and	  soldiers').	  11	  Curta:	  429.	  12	  Construction:	  95-­‐6.	  13	  Sava:	  155,	  line	  22	  (trs.:	  7).	  	  14	  Construction:	  75	  (Nemanja’s	  plea	  is	  similar	  to	  that	  of	  Simeon	  of	  Jerusalem	  and	  his	  desire	  to	  serve	  the	  Messiah);	  despite	  this	  rhetoric,	  there	  is	  no	  evidence	  of	  attempts	  to	  persuade	  Nemanja	  not	  to	  abdicate,	  see	  Ćirković	  1995:	  53	  15	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  21-­‐7	  (trs.:	  8)	  (ne ostavi nas[ sir[…tobo0 nauxeni…pastyr0 
dobryi…s[bl0deni byhwm[ i v[spit7ni). 
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Prvovenčani states the basic facts that Nemanja abdicated ‘to follow His commands’16, 
appointed his successor ('he rose from his throne and presented it to him [Prvovenčani]'17) 
and entered Studenica as the monk Simeon.  
Only Sava mentions Vukan's presence at the Council, presumably an attempt to make Vukan 
party to Nemanja’s decision to appoint Prvovenčani as Veliki Župan and giving Nemanja the 
opportunity to give advice to both sons18.  Not to attend a State Council, expressly called by 
the Veliki Župan, would have been viewed badly, implying a lack of respect towards the 
ruler19. Sava's inclusion of Vukan, therefore, was an attempt to present a united family 
receiving and accepting their father’s decisions. By the time Prvovenčani wrote his Life, 
Vukan had been dead for about 10 years so he was free to report Nemanja’s words (possibly 
more accurately): ‘I bestow my world to the one remaining amongst you’20, indicating that 
Vukan and Sava were absent from the Council. If Prvovenčani was correct and Vukan (and 
his men) did not respond to Nemanja's call to the Council, this could imply that the eldest son 
was already unhappy with the state of affairs – did he suspect that he would not be chosen as 
his father’s successor as Prvovenčani was now the Byzantine Emperor’s son-in-law? 
However, there is also a pragmatic reason why Prvovenčani (and subsequently, Domentijan 
and Teodosije) did not wish to include Vukan in any scene that involved the transfer of power. 
As the successor, Prvovenčani wanted the emphasis to be on him, knowing that any mention 
of his older brother may have led to questions about Nemanja’s decision. It is possible, 
therefore, that Prvovenčani deliberately omitted Vukan in his Life. 
Prvovenčani's marriage and his succession 
Prvovenčani married Eudokia, the niece of Emperor Isaac II Angelos in 1190, probably as 
part of an agreement between Nemanja and the Byzantines following the battle of Morava21. 
Sava not only mentions the marriage and Nemanja’s desire for a link to the Byzantine 
imperial family he also directly links it to Nemanja’s designation of Prvovenčani as his 
successor22. This implies that six years before his abdication Nemanja had decided on his 
successor, possibly an imperial requirement for the match to go ahead – even an imperial 
niece deserved more than a Župan for a husband. Choniates appears to confirm this by 
stating that Prvovenčani 'presented Eudokia as joint heir to the paternal satrapy'23. If correct, 
Vukan may already have been at odds with his father and brother at the abdication. 
                                            16	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  17	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  18	  Construction:	  95-­‐6.	  19	  Teodosije:	  107	  ('no-­‐one	  could	  refuse	  to	  attend'	  the	  Council).	  20	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  21	  Historical	  Overview:	  61-­‐2.	  22	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  19-­‐21	  (trs.:	  6).	  23	  Choniates:	  531,	  line	  78	  (trs.:	  291);	  note,	  Choniates	  wrote	  this	  post-­‐1204,	  so	  it	  should	  be	  viewed	  with	  caution.	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Following his abdication Nemanja chose his ‘noble and dear son, Stefan… the son-in-law of 
the crowned by God Lord Alexios, the Greek emperor’24, to be the new ruler. Although the 
succession may have been politically motivated, Sava's stress on the relationship between 
Prvovenčani and Alexios indicates a sense of pride in their closeness to the Byzantines25. 
The fact that Prvovenčani mentions neither his marriage to Eudokia nor his link to the 
Byzantine emperor suggests that he no longer viewed the relationship as important when he 
wrote his Life in c1216. This may be because he was already looking elsewhere for support26 
or simply because he was no longer married to Eudokia. 
According to Sava, Nemanja himself (as God's instrument) crowned his son27, thereby 
conferring divine legitimacy on Prvovenčani. Sava uses the term, v7nxav[, a reference to a 
royal 'wreath' by which power was passed on, the first example in Serbian literature of the use 
of 'wreathing'28. Despite examples in neighbouring lands, there is no indication that Western-
style anointing took place29. As Sava did not attend the Council, his account is carefully 
constructed (rather than accurately reported) to promote Nemanja's spiritual authority and 
legitimise Prvovenčani's succession.  
The image of Nemanja himself crowning his son may be interpreted as a level of spiritual 
power and ecclesiastical authority normally reserved for the clergy. Ideas regarding the 
sacerdotal nature of the Byzantine emperor started with the basic premise that the church 
was subject to the authority of the emperor and this authority was based on his role as a 
defender of the faith and regulator of order in the church30. Although this did not mean that 
the emperor was a priest, 'with the single exception of the sacramental office, all the other 
privileges of a bishop are clearly represented by the emperor, and he performs them legally 
and canonically'31. Compared to Western practice, the Byzantine emperor had much greater 
control over the church and its clergy, a model taken from Constantine who, as the first 
Christian emperor, presided over the Council of Nicaea in 325 and established himself as the 
                                            24	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  3-­‐5	  (trs.:	  9);	  note,	  Basić's	  modern	  Serbian	  translation	  incorrectly	  states	  that	  Prvovenčani	  was	  'crowned	  by	  God'.	  25	  Further	  evidence	  for	  this	  is	  seen	  in	  the	  dome	  of	  the	  Studenica	  church	  where	  an	  inscription	  refers	  to	  Nemanja	  as	  the	  'svat	  [in-­‐law]	  of	  the	  Greek	  Emperor	  Lord	  Alexios',	  see	  Djurić	  1988:	  174	  and	  Maksimović	  2011:	  127-­‐8	  (Sava,	  who	  instigated	  the	  Studenica	  decorations,	  continued	  to	  promote	  this	  important	  relationship	  as	  late	  as	  1208/9,	  the	  date	  of	  the	  inscription).	  26	  For	  example,	  his	  exchange	  of	  letters	  with	  the	  papacy,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  65-­‐6	  (including	  marriage	  to	  the	  Venetian,	  Anna	  Dandolo).	  27	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  9) (\ sam[ v7nxav[ ego);	  this	  is	  the	  first	  recorded	  description	  of	  a	  Serbian	  coronation;	  also,	  Angelov	  and	  Herrin:	  163-­‐6	  (development	  of	  Western	  coronation	  rituals,	  including	  the	  crowning	  of	  sons	  by	  rulers:	  Charlemagne	  crowning	  his	  son,	  Louis	  the	  Pious	  in	  813,	  and	  Louis	  crowning	  his	  son,	  Lothar	  in	  816).	  28	  Ćirković	  2014:	  108-­‐9	  (development	  of	  the	  term	  'wreathing'	  to	  symbolise	  the	  transfer	  of	  power)	  29	  Zupka:	  37-­‐9	  (coronations	  in	  Hungary	  included	  anointing	  by	  the	  archbishop	  and	  the	  wearing	  of	  ceremonial	  robes,	  including	  a	  crown);	  Shepard	  2007:	  152-­‐3	  (in	  Bulgaria,	  crowns	  were	  important	  symbols	  of	  a	  unitary	  state	  and	  gave	  authority	  to	  their	  rulers).	  30	  Magdalino	  1993:	  294-­‐5;	  Nicol	  1988:	  68-­‐71;	  Angelov	  2007:	  357-­‐63,	  415-­‐6;	  Dagron	  2003:	  252-­‐5	  (including	  the	  theories	  of	  the	  12th	  century	  thinkers,	  Theodore	  Balsamon,	  Eustathios	  of	  Thessaloniki	  and	  Demetrios	  Chomatenos).	  	  31	  Chomatenos	  Quaestionibus:	  632,	  lines	  13-­‐7.	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regulator of the Christian faith32. As a Mount Athos legate, Sava's visits to Constantinople 
may have made him aware of aspects of Byzantine political and theological ideology and the 
role of the emperor within such debates. With this in mind and to secure the legitimacy of 
Prvovenčani's rule, it is conceivable that Sava 'adapted' the idea of the 'quasi-episcopal' 
nature of the ruler and, therefore, described Nemanja, rather than archbishop Kalinik, 
'crowning' Prvovenčani33. It should be noted, however, that this is conjecture and that there is 
no concrete evidence to place Sava in the midst of any discussion on Byzantine imperial 
theological ideology. In addition, there were other elements in Byzantine coronations (which 
varied according to circumstances), such as acclamation, ceremonial dress and images of 
heavenly inaugurations, which Sava could have employed but once again we have no 
evidence of these for Nemanja34.  
If a physical crown existed, as suggested by Marjanović-Dušanić, it would not have been the 
sacra corona mentioned later by Domentijan35 (which Prvovenčani was to receive from the 
Pope in 1217) but a 'lesser' crown worn by the Veliki Župan36. A portrait of Prvovenčani, 
painted during the 1208 Studenica renovations shows him wearing a ‘Byzantine-style’ crown 
with hanging pendants37 which Marjanović-Dušanić believes was the original crown worn by 
Nemanja (rather than one embellished by Prvovenčani following his father’s death). Sava was 
in charge of Studenica and its renovations at this time and it appears he recognised the 
political advantage of portraying his brother, with Nemanja's crown, on the walls of the main 
Serbian religious foundation, a powerful legitimising force for Prvovenčani’s rule38. I believe 
that this image together with Sava’s account of the ‘coronation’ was intended to consolidate 
the handover of power and legitimise the new dynasty.  
Sava is the only biographer to mention that Nemanja crowned his son. Prvovenčani, who was 
present at the abdication, states simply that Nemanja ‘rose from his throne and presented it to 
him with all his blessing’39. For Prvovenčani and the later biographers, the ritual of passing on 
                                            32	  Angelov	  and	  Herrin:	  151-­‐2.	  	  33	  If	  Sava	  referred	  to	  the	  works	  of	  Balsamon	  on	  the	  sacerdotal	  image	  of	  the	  emperor,	  he	  did	  so	  very	  loosely	  as	  Balsamon	  was	  very	  precise	  about	  the	  'priestly	  nature'	  of	  the	  emperor	  and	  did	  not	  suggest	  that	  it	  involved	  the	  crowning	  of	  his	  successor,	  see	  Dagron	  2003:	  255-­‐67	  (Balsamon's	  ideas	  regarding	  the	  sacerdotal	  nature	  of	  the	  emperor);	  Sava	  was	  also	  not	  following	  common	  Byzantine	  practice	  for	  coronations	  as	  the	  crowning	  of	  Byzantine	  emperors	  was	  led	  by	  the	  Patriarch	  from	  the	  5th	  century	  onwards.	  This	  did	  not	  signify	  power	  of	  church	  over	  state	  nor	  was	  the	  coronation	  the	  critical	  event	  in	  the	  making	  of	  an	  emperor,	  see	  Nelson	  1976:	  100-­‐7	  and	  Angelov	  and	  Herrin:	  161-­‐3	  (evolution	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  coronation	  ritual);	  for	  a	  different	  view	  on	  the	  start	  of	  Patriarch-­‐led	  coronation	  in	  Byzantium,	  see	  Dagron	  2003:	  80-­‐3;	  	  for	  discussion	  of	  Byzantine	  emperors	  crowning	  their	  successors,	  see	  Dagron	  2003:	  69	  (the	  coronation	  of	  Leo	  the	  Younger	  by	  his	  grandfather	  and	  Justinian	  by	  his	  uncle	  -­‐	  in	  both	  cases	  the	  emperor	  was	  dying)	  and	  76-­‐8	  (crowning	  of	  Constantine	  VI	  by	  his	  father).	  	  34	  Shepard	  2007:	  140;	  Dagron	  2003:	  54-­‐9;	  Angelov	  and	  Herrin:	  159	  (the	  use	  of	  Byzantine	  symbols	  of	  power	  by	  neighbouring	  rulers);	  Christophilopoulou:	  157-­‐61,	  207-­‐9,	  229	  (acclamation	  in	  the	  Komnenian	  period).	  	  35	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  138	  (sveta kruna)	  cf	  Sava's	  use	  of	  the	  term v7nxav[ -­‐	  wreathing-­‐	  	  when	  Nemanja	  'crowns'	  Prvovenčani,	  see	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  9).	  36	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  1999:	  55.	  37	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2000:	  79	  and	  85.	  	  38	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2000:	  80.	  39	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51;	  see	  also,	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  56	  and	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  256	  ('stood	  up	  from	  his	  throne	  and	  gave	  it	  over	  to	  him')	  and	  Teodosije:	  108-­‐9	  (Nemanja	  and	  archbishop	  Kalinik	  laid	  their	  hands	  on	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the throne signified the act of succession with the possession of a crown unimportant. 
However, in 1208, a more troublesome period in Raškan history, it seems that a more 
evocative image of power transfer had to be depicted in the interests of peace and stability, 
hence Sava's account of the ‘coronation’ and Nemanja’s personal role in it.   
Although the sources agree that Nemanja nominated Prvovenčani as his successor, Sava 
introduces a slightly different perspective with the suggestion that Prvovenčani may have 
ruled together with Nemanja for a time after his father's retirement into monasticism. Sava 
states that Nemanja ‘sent for his God-given sons’ and ‘all the landowners and boyars’40 and 
‘ordered the lord his son...to carry out all his commands and take care of the monastery and 
its building works’41. Although Sava reiterates the authority of Prvovenčani by stating that he 
‘remained in the domain given to him by God’42, he also states that Nemanja ‘appointed an 
abbot to this holy place…a monk named Dionysios’ 43 . So, although Prvovenčani was 
Nemanja’s God-chosen successor, Nemanja, a retired monk, still had the power to appoint 
the abbot of the most important Serbian religious institution in Raška and still issued 
commands to his son and successor. I believe it is possible that this indicates some form of 
co-rule between father and son, but for reasons of authority for Prvovenčani, Sava chose not 
to report it explicitly 44 . As Nemanja seemingly had power over clerical appointments 
(although, in reality, the Archbishop of Ohrid was in overall control), I propose that he was the 
'primary' ruler with Prvovenčani responsible for the day-to-day running of Raška.  
It is worth mentioning that although appointed as his father’s successor Prvovenčani is never 
referred to as Veliki Župan in the Serb sources before Nemanja's death45, possibly indicating 
his lack of full power. If Prvovenčani truly had overall power, would not all the sources 
celebrate his succession as Veliki Župan? Being referred to clearly as Veliki Župan would 
have been an effective way of suppressing potential disquiet amongst his people (particularly 
Vukan’s supporters), and both he and Sava would not have needed to use other devices 
(such as linking Prvovenčani’s power to God) to uphold the dynasty. Further possible 
evidence for Nemanja's continuing role is found in the 1198 chrysobull from Alexios III 
                                                                                                                             Prvovenčani’s	  head	  and,	  with	  a	  cross,	  blessed	  him	  as	  the	  new	  Veliki	  Župan);	  Božić:	  146	  (the	  throne	  was	  seen	  as	  the	  key	  symbol	  of	  authority)	  .	  40	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  14).	  41	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  7-­‐10	  (trs.:	  14-­‐5);	  Prvovenčani	  makes	  no	  reference	  to	  this	  command,	  either	  because	  it	  did	  not	  happen	  or	  he	  did	  not	  wish	  to	  show	  himself	  as	  a	  'subordinate	  successor'.	  42	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  14-­‐5).	  43	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  11-­‐3	  (trs.:	  15).	  44	  This	  scenario	  may	  be	  similar	  to	  the	  system	  of	  co-­‐rulers	  appointed	  by	  Manuel	  to	  rule	  Raška,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  38-­‐9	  and	  48-­‐9;	  for	  an	  earlier	  example	  in	  Duklja,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  33	  (the	  father	  and	  son	  rulers,	  Michael	  and	  Bodin);	  note,	  no	  other	  biographer	  confirms	  this	  event	  so	  the	  possibility	  exists	  that	  Sava	  elaborated	  it	  to	  remind	  Prvovenčani	  of	  the	  importance	  of	  Nemanja's	  legacy.	  	  45	  Sava	  never	  refers	  to	  his	  brother	  as	  Veliki	  Župan	  and	  even	  the	  two	  later	  Serb	  authors	  use	  the	  title	  only	  once,	  see	  Teodosije:	  109	  ('blagoslovi	  Stefana	  za	  velikoga	  župana');	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  55-­‐6	  ('satvori	  ga	  velikim	  županom').	  Prvovenčani	  refers	  to	  himself	  as	  'Magni	  Iupani'	  in	  his	  letter	  to	  Pope	  Innocent	  III	  but	  this	  is	  in	  July/August	  1199,	  after	  Nemanja's	  death,	  see	  Innocenz	  2:	  325,	  letter	  167	  (176),	  line	  20.	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Angelos in which he refers to 'Veliki Župan of Serbia...Stefan Nemanja...the monk Simeon' a 
number of times46.  
An event described by Prvovenčani in his Life may also allude to some form of co-rule, at 
least for a while after Nemanja’s abdication. On his second trip from Mount Athos to Raška 
(around late 1198/early 1199), the monk Methodije brought Prvovenčani his father’s pectoral 
cross (containing a fragment of the True Cross)47. There seems to be no other reason for this 
long trip except to hand over the cross. Not only did possession of a holy relic generally 
confer legitimate power48, the cross was also an important symbol of specifically Nemanjić 
kingship49, an item linked to Nemanja becoming ruler as he had taken ‘the symbol of the life-
giving cross’50 with him into battle at Pantin when he defeated his brothers to become the 
Veliki Župan. If possession of the cross signified authority as a ruler, it is interesting that there 
is no report of Nemanja giving it to Prvovenčani at his succession. I suggest that Nemanja 
kept the cross to retain some level of power whilst he was a monk in Studenica and even 
after his move to Athos. The symbolic power of Nemanja's pectoral cross is further reflected 
in the fact that it was the first holy relic to be held at Studenica51 and was later translated to 
Prvovenčani's zadužbina of Žiča52 amid great ceremony at the same time as the appointment 
of Radoslav, Prvovenčani’s eldest son, as co-ruler. Although there is no physical evidence for 
co-rule (such as, coins with heads of both rulers or charters with two signatures) the transfer 
of the cross, the lack of references to Prvovenčani as Veliki Župan until after Nemanja's death 
and Nemanja's apparent role in clerical appointments raise questions about the true power 
behind the throne between 1196 and 1198/9. 
Nemanja’s life as a monk 
Although Prvovenčani mentions that Nemanja received ‘monastic vows (angelic and apostolic 
form)’53 from archbishop Kalinik, and Nemanja spent almost two years in Studenica, he 
provides little detail about his father's life there apart from the fact that he lived there 'with the 
honourable monks under the rules and regulations of the holy and God-carrying fathers and 
                                            46	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  107,	  108,	  109.	  47	  Prvovenčani:	  62/61	  ('the	  honourable	  and	  life-­‐giving	  Cross	  of	  the	  Lord’);	  Nemanja	  died	  in	  February	  1199	  so	  he	  may	  have	  wanted	  a	  formal	  transfer	  of	  power	  to	  Prvovenčani	  before	  dying.	  It	  is	  also	  possible	  that	  he	  wanted	  to	  reinforce	  his	  son's	  position	  as	  ruler	  if	  he	  was	  aware	  of	  the	  in-­‐fighting	  between	  his	  sons	  (which	  would	  finally	  lead	  to	  civil	  war)	  and	  Hungarian	  and	  Bulgarian	  successes	  around	  Raška,	  see	  Jireček	  I:	  162	  the	  (seizure	  of	  Zadar	  and	  Split	  by	  the	  Hungarians)	  and	  Fine	  1994:	  29-­‐30	  (taking	  of	  Prosek	  by	  Dobromir	  Chrysos).	  48	  For	  example,	  Alexios	  I	  Komnenos	  offered	  holy	  relics	  in	  return	  for	  military	  aid	  in	  the	  1080s,	  see	  Komnene:	  114,	  lines	  23-­‐6	  (trs.:	  103)	  and	  in	  1149,	  his	  grandson,	  Manuel	  showed	  Louis	  VII	  of	  France	  'holy	  things	  in	  the	  church	  [the	  emperor's	  private	  chapel	  in	  the	  Blachernai	  Palace]...which...are	  signs	  of	  divine	  protection',	  see	  Kinnamos:	  83,	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:69);	  Bartlett:	  275	  (pectoral	  crosses	  containing	  relics	  worn	  for	  protection	  in	  the	  West).	  	  49	  Popović,	  D.:	  254-­‐6	  (the	  importance	  of	  the	  cult	  of	  the	  cross	  in	  future	  Nemanjić	  political	  ideology).	  50	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  51	  Angelelli:	  321;	  Erdeljan	  2013:	  36;	  Erdeljan	  2016:	  81-­‐3.	  	  52	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2000:	  83.	  53	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51 (an[gel[sk[ji i apostol[sky wbraz[). 
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he was never idle54. Questions remain about his role in Studenica: did he organise the writing 
of its first typikon (which Prvovenčani appears to refer to55) and what role did he play in the 
day-to-day administration of Studenica? It is possible that details of Nemanja’s monastic life 
were unimportant to Prvovenčani because Sava had already dealt with them or because they 
did not add to his own legitimacy. 
Describing the taking of vows, Sava does not mention Kalinik, but states that Nemanja ‘was 
given the name Lord Simeon’56, indicating that a formal ceremony must have taken place 
possibly in the presence of Kalinik (bearing in mind the importance of the novice) as Nemanja 
would have needed a spiritual father to help him adjust to his new life as a monk. By omitting 
Kalinik's name, Sava may be implying that because Nemanja already had God's support, he 
did not need others to accept him into monasticism. For Prvovenčani and, particularly, the 
later Serb authors, however, it was important to link the spirituality of the church and its clergy 
to Nemanja (via Kalinik57) to create the holy image needed to safeguard the dynasty.  
Having been accepted as a monk with the name Simeon, Nemanja left behind his ‘many and 
varied treasures’ 58  and entered Studenica. Apart from Sava’s standard hagiographical 
comment, that Nemanja ‘distributed all his money to the poor’59, no other source mentions the 
fate of Nemanja’s wealth. The Evergetis Typikon, the basis for all the typika written by Sava 
(Karyes, Hilandar and Studenica), includes the statement, ‘those who have been judged 
worthy to be accepted should not be put under any compulsion concerning a renunciation and 
an entrance offering’60 suggesting it was unnecessary for Nemanja to dispose of his wealth. 
However, there is written evidence that during the building of his zadužbina, Nemanja gave 
‘villages and other property which was necessary for a monastery, with icons, holy chalices, 
books and clerical vestments, curtains and those things written in his gold-embossed 
charter...and on the walls of the church’61. It may be possible that Nemanja gave some of 
these as an entrance offering when he entered Studenica. Nemanja immediately took on the 
role of father and teacher, ‘improving and teaching everyone with spiritual determination’62. 
Even though the abbot of Studenica had responsibility for his monks, Sava's statement 
depicts Nemanja as a spiritual leader. It appears that Nemanja's desire for monasticism was a 
                                            54	  Prvovenčani:	  52/51.	  55	  Although	  it	  is	  possible	  that	  Prvovenčani	  is	  alluding	  to	  a	  previous	  typikon	  at	  Studenica,	  there	  is	  no	  further	  evidence	  for	  it,	  suggesting	  that,	  writing	  in	  c1216,	  he	  is	  referring	  to	  Sava’s	  1208	  typikon	  instead.	  	  56	  Sava:	  161,	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  12).	  57	  Sava	  is	  the	  only	  source	  not	  to	  involve	  Kalinik,	  see	  Teodosije:	  109	  ('with	  the	  hand	  of	  archbishop	  Kalinik,	  he	  received	  angelic	  form');	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  257	  (reference	  to	  Kalinik	  as	  the	  archbishop)	  and	  258	  ('the	  archbishop	  said	  our	  venerable	  father	  should	  be	  called	  the	  monk	  Simeon').	  58	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  21	  (trs.:	  12);	  Morris	  2001:	  45	  (the	  topos	  of	  withdrawal	  into	  monasticism	  usually	  meant	  renouncing	  wealth,	  family	  and	  other	  worldly	  matters).	  Talbot	  1987:	  229-­‐30	  (the	  Byzantine	  practice	  of	  	  men,	  women	  and	  emperors	  taking	  holy	  orders,	  particularly	  when	  approaching	  death).	  59	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  12).	  60	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  79,	  lines	  1137-­‐8	  (trs.:	  495,	  chapter	  37).	  	  61	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  8-­‐11	  (trs.:	  5).	  62	  Sava:	  161,	  line	  13	  (trs.:	  13).	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genuine spiritual wish to serve the Lord and to lead an active ascetic and spiritual life 
dedicated to God63.  
According to Sava, Nemanja ‘united himself with the indescribable and holy angelic and 
apostolic form, the lower and the upper one [i.e. the Little and Great Schema]’64. This implies 
that as soon as he was tonsured, Nemanja became a fully-fledged monk of the Great 
Schema (the highest level of monastic spirituality) without passing through the various stages 
usually necessary for other novices65. If Nemanja was treated differently because he was the 
ktitor of Studenica and the former Veliki Župan, it did not mean that the authority of the 
Church was diminished nor was it a sign that secular authority was greater as Nemanja was 
viewed as the instrument of God. However, it is also possible that Nemanja did progress 
through the various monastic levels as Sava describes him attaining 'a higher level of 
spirituality’66 and calls him star'c[67, suggesting a progression through the monastic ranks 
over time.  
Nemanja’s presence and teaching at Studenica attracted others seeking a simpler, spiritual 
life and by 1198 the monastery had become an increasingly important religious centre for the 
Raškan Serbs. Nemanja then looked to leave. Initially Sava implies that Nemanja was not 
valued enough in Studenica: ‘move away from the place of your birth and the land of your 
people, for no-one will be accepted as a prophet in their homeland’68 [Luke 4:24 and Matthew 
3:57-8]. It is possible that Nemanja’s presence at Studenica had become problematic, as the 
political dimension which Nemanja, or his followers, inevitably brought to Studenica, may 
have made it difficult for the monastery to develop spiritually. It is also possible that 
Prvovenčani found his father’s presence distracting and may have been concerned about the 
increasing power base being built up at Studenica, a power base which might be used by 
others following Nemanja’s death. It cannot have escaped Prvovenčani’s notice that with his 
father's continued presence there was a risk of Vukan or others persuading Nemanja to 
review the succession – probably more of an issue if there was some form of co-rule between 
Prvovenčani and Nemanja.  
In reality, however, it was not uncommon for monks to move between monasteries 
particularly if searching for a quieter life. As Studenica had become busier since Nemanja’s 
                                            63	  In	  this	  respect	  Nemanja	  differed	  from	  earlier	  Byzantine	  examples	  of	  emperors	  who	  became	  monks	  either	  because	  they	  had	  been	  deposed	  (Romanos	  I	  Lekapenos,	  Michael	  V,	  Michael	  VI,	  Michael	  VII	  Doukas,	  Nikephoros	  III	  Botaneiates)	  or	  were	  dying	  (Isaac	  I	  Komnenos,	  tonsured	  on	  his	  deathbed).	  64	  Sava:	  160,	  line	  27	  -­‐	  162,	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  12)	  (svetoaggel[skago \ apostol[skago wbraza, malago \ 
velikago);	  Wawryk:	  9-­‐44	  (Slavonic	  services	  for	  the	  Little	  and	  Great	  Schema	  and	  comparison	  to	  the	  Greek	  originals,	  indicating	  where	  the	  scribes	  had	  translated	  to	  suit	  the	  Slavic	  environment).	  65	  Prôtaton	  Typikon:	  210,	  III	  (trs.:	  236,	  chapter	  3)	  (novices	  should	  be	  trained	  for	  1	  year	  before	  being	  tonsured);	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  79,	  lines	  1121-­‐33	  (trs.:	  494,	  chapter	  37)	  (if	  the	  novice	  was	  well	  known,	  the	  period	  before	  tonsure	  could	  be	  less).	  	  66	  Sava:	  161,	  lines	  26-­‐7	  (trs.:	  13).	  67	  Sava:	  161,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  13);	  starac	  -­‐	  an	  elder	  in	  a	  monastery.	  68	  Sava:	  161,	  lines	  27-­‐9	  (trs.:	  13).	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arrival his wish to move somewhere more isolated can be understood if the pious image Sava 
gives us of his father is correct. Indeed the monk, Domentijan, implies that Nemanja had had 
enough of the ‘many who will be left behind’ in Studenica and ‘had decided to live with you 
[Sava] and God alone in that holy desert’69. Finally, the strongest reason put forward for 
Nemanja wanting to leave Studenica was because he was ‘moved by a desire… to search for 
his stray lamb’70. According to Sava, who wanted to show himself as his father's favourite, 
God supported Nemanja’s desire to see his youngest son again and allowed him to ‘receive 
his reward'71. Prvovenčani agrees that Nemanja wished to see Sava and adds that Sava 
encouraged him to travel to Mount Athos72.  
Whatever the reasons behind Nemanja’s departure, questions remain whether the need for 
solitude and/or the desire to see his youngest son would have been powerful enough to 
persuade an 85 year-old man to risk making such a long and arduous journey to Athos across 
difficult and possibly hostile terrain73. Not only would it have been far easier for Sava to travel 
to Nemanja, but it is worth noting that no sources state that Prvovenčani tried to keep his 
father safely at home. If Prvovenčani made no effort to prevent his father from making the 
journey, does this indicate that there were other pressures on Nemanja, which convinced him 
to move away, possibly pressures from Prvovenčani himself (see discussion above)? No 
source satisfactorily answers these questions. 
Nemanja’s illness 
Sava describes Nemanja's final days comprehensively focusing on his personal relationship 
with his father and, in the process, portraying himself as Nemanja’s religious successor. What 
little information Prvovenčani offers is mainly based on Sava's Life.  
As Nemanja was dying he gave Sava a lengthy and personal blessing, telling him to stay on 
the true path so that: ‘we will be together again there, where there is no more parting’74. He 
assured Sava that God would grant him 'grace and mercy and the heavenly kingdom’75 and 
their joint prayers would help him to attain salvation through God’s grace. With this more 
personal aspect, Sava aimed to show that Nemanja's comfort and spiritual advice to his 
youngest and most beloved son indicated that he would be Nemanja's spiritual successor, a 
position at least as important as that of his secular successor. Interestingly, Sava's 
                                            69	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  260.	  70	  Sava:	  162,	  lines	  20-­‐1	  (trs.:	  14).	  71	  Sava:	  162,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  14).	  72	  Prvovenčani:	  52/53.	  73	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  6-­‐7	  and	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  14-­‐5)	  (Sava	  states	  that	  Nemanja	  left	  on	  8	  October	  6706	  (1197)	  and	  arrived	  on	  2	  November).	  	  74	  Sava:	  167,	  lines	  12-­‐3	  (trs.:	  18).	  75	  Sava:	  167,	  lines	  17	  (trs.:	  18).	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description of Nemanja's final words to his other sons is not at all loving, instead Nemanja 
threatens them with 'the wrath of God' if they disobey his commands to love one another76.  
As his illness progressed, Nemanja asked Sava to ‘send for my spiritual father and for all the 
honourable elders from the Holy Mountain’77. Only Domentijan, in his Life of St Simeon, 
names Nemanja's spiritual father, saying that he asked for the ‘Protos'78 and, if true, it 
indicates the esteem in which Nemanja was held throughout Athos. As the monks prayed and 
chanted over him, Nemanja stopped eating79 but continued to receive Holy Communion. On 
12 February Nemanja asked Sava to bring him the icon of 'the Most Holy Mother of God, for I 
promised to let my soul depart in front of her’80. Nemanja had built and endowed churches 
and other religious foundations dedicated to the Virgin, and now he wished to die in front of 
her image81. Emphasising Nemanja’s humility, Sava states that Nemanja asked him to ‘put on 
me the simple monastic habit intended for my burial, and prepare me totally in the holy 
manner, exactly as I will lie in the grave. And spread out a reed mat on the ground and place 
me on it. And place a stone under my head’82. Sava describes him as ‘a foreigner, poor, 
wound in a simple monk’s habit, lying on the ground, on a reed mat with a stone under his 
head, bowing and ingratiating himself to everyone and begging forgiveness and blessings 
from all’83. These were not the funeral practices expected for a wealthy ruler; they were 
preparations for a simple monk. This is the image Sava wanted to portray – his father as a 
monk, not as a ruler, waiting for ‘God to visit me and take me from here’84.  
According to his Life, Sava stayed with Nemanja throughout the night until his death the 
following morning accompanied by only one monk85. Sava’s focus here is to stress that he 
remained with his father until his death and was the last person Nemanja spoke to. This was 
in contrast to Prvovenčani's Life which stated that Sava was just one of many monks in 
attendance86. Whether or not this suggests competition between the brothers for the status of 
'chief mourner' is difficult to say but Prvovenčani appears to minimise Sava's role and the 
                                            76	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  20);	  also,	  Construction:	  98.	  77	  Sava:	  168,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  19).	  78	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  284.	  	  79	  Sava:	  168,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  19).	  80	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  20).	  	  81	  This	  is	  thought	  to	  be	  the	  early	  12th	  century	  miracle-­‐working	  mosaic	  icon	  of	  the	  Virgin	  Hodegetria,	  for	  a	  description,	  see	  Demus:	  19-­‐21	  (especially	  20-­‐1	  which	  provides	  evidence	  for	  the	  date	  and	  suggests	  that	  the	  icon	  was	  probably	  taken	  from	  the	  old	  monastery);	  for	  an	  image,	  see	  Miljković:	  colour	  plate	  between 96-­‐7 (Mozaixna ikona Bogorodice).	  	  82	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  14-­‐8	  (trs.:	  20).  83	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  27-­‐30	  (trs.:	  21);	  Sava's	  use	  of	  the	  word,	  'foreigner'	  (stran'nyh[),	  was	  because	  Nemanja	  was	  no	  longer	  in	  his	  'homeland'	  but	  on	  foreign	  soil.	  The	  importance	  of	  Nemanja's	  'homeland'	  is	  clear	  in	  all	  the	  sources,	  emphasising	  the	  importance	  of	  belonging	  to	  the	  lands	  of	  one's	  ancestors.	  Teodosije	  and	  Domentijan	  explore	  this	  further	  and	  state	  that	  Nemanja	  asked	  Sava	  to	  return	  his	  body	  to	  his	  'homeland',	  see	  Teodosije:	  124	  ('gather	  the	  sinful	  bones	  of	  my	  poor	  body	  and	  take	  them	  to	  the	  land	  of	  my	  people');	  and	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  287	  ('take	  the	  holy	  bones	  to	  my	  father's	  domains').	  84	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  18-­‐9	  (trs.:	  20).	  	  85	  Sava:	  170,	  lines	  3-­‐5	  (trs.:	  21).	  86	  Prvovenčani:	  70/71.	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personal relationship between him and Nemanja, presumably because he wanted the focus 
on himself as Nemanja's secular successor.  
Nemanja's death 
One of the most important events within a monastic community was the death of its founder87 
and Sava deals with Nemanja's death, both with regard to content and structure of his 
portrayal, in standard Byzantine hagiographical prose. A potential saint could often predict his 
own death and his final hours would be spent surrounded by friends and followers. In the 
case of monks, their last moments could be spent in the presence of chanting fellow monks 
with crowds of lay people amassing after death88. Other indications of sanctity might include a 
final speech by the dying man to his followers and then a radiant face at the actual point of 
death89. Sava’s Life contains all these elements: Nemanja predicted his death, stating ‘the 
time of our parting is already at hand’ and ‘the day of my departure is approaching’90. Five 
days later Nemanja 'fell asleep in the Lord' and ‘passed over to eternal rest’91. As well as 
predicting sanctity, knowledge of one’s death could be viewed as a miracle in itself, as it 
indicated the closeness of the saint to the provider of life, God92. Following the format of some 
Byzantine hagiographies93, Sava portrayed his dying father foremost as a monk, not as a 
ruler, surrounded by his monastic community whose presence and singing 94  provided 
protection against the devil in the final hours of his life. Just before his death, Nemanja gave a 
final speech to his sons95 and immediately after death Sava states that ‘the blessed elder's 
face shone’96 and the monks ‘marvelled at the radiance of his face’97. There are other 
examples of holy men and women radiating light either at prayer or near death so it was not 
an unusual description to make98.  
Nemanja's death also fits a structure seen in many mid-Byzantine hagiographies: a 
framework which introduces the ‘death event’ and gives chronological details which act as the 
end point of the ‘death event’; a description of the ‘space of death’ (i.e. where the subject 
dies); the ‘discourse before death’; the ‘moment of death’; and the ‘conclusion of death’ (the 
burial)99. In Nemanja's case, Sava introduces the death by reporting that his father was 
                                            87	  Binns	  1996:	  234.	  88	  Abrahamse:	  127.	  89	  Abrahamse:	  129.	  90	  Sava:	  167,	  line	  8	  (trs.:	  18)	  and	  168,	  line	  9	  (trs.:19).	  91	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  13	  (trs.:	  21	  (uspe o gospod7)	  and	  171,	  line	  12	  (trs.:22)	  (v7xnomu poko0 
pr7q[d'qu);	  for	  Byzantine	  euphemisms	  for	  death	  and	  dying,	  see	  Dennis:	  2.	  92	  Binns	  1996:	  234.	  93	  Abrahamse:	  128.	  94	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  22).	  95	  Differences:	  109-­‐10.	  96	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  7	  (trs.:	  21).	  97	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  21);	  Vauchez:	  435-­‐7	  (the	  face	  was	  viewed	  as	  the	  reflection	  of	  the	  soul	  and	  a	  joyous	  expression	  was	  a	  sign	  of	  sanctity).	  	  98	  For	  example,	  Moses	  (Exodus	  34:29);	  St	  Eirene	  of	  Chrysobalanton,	  see	  Eirene:	  108,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  109)	  (at	  the	  point	  of	  death	  'her	  face	  shone	  as	  the	  sun')	  and	  Sava	  (Teodosije:	  238);	  also	  Pratsch:	  213-­‐6.	  	  99	  Agapitos:	  108-­‐9.	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beginning to weaken; he indicates the date (7 February) when Nemanja falls ill100, the date (8 
February) he asks for his spiritual father101 and the date (12 February) when it was evident he 
was dying102; the simple surroundings of Nemanja's death are reported103; Nemanja’s final 
instructions to his sons are given104; and the moment of death and his burial in Hilandar105 are 
recounted by Sava. The fact that Sava took such care in describing the details of Nemanja’s 
death suggests that he may have used earlier hagiographies as models both for content and 
structure. As Sava had no miracles to report, the events of Nemanja’s death were critical in 
his objective of portraying his father as a saint, hence his adherence to ‘hagiographical rules’. 
Prvovenčani was not present at Nemanja’s death and his description closely follows Sava’s 
account: he mentions Nemanja calling Sava when he realised he was dying and asking for 
the icon of the Mother of God so that he could ‘give my soul into Her arms as I promised’106. 
Like Sava, Prvovenčani states that Nemanja lay on a rush mat in front of the icon waiting for 
death and repeats the ‘wailing and pitiful sobbing’107 of the monks, including Sava, as they 
waited ‘for the angelic arrival'108. The ‘hagiographically-important’ smiling face is described109 
as Nemanja ‘gave up his renowned soul into the hands of the Lord'110. Judging by his sparse 
description, it seems unlikely that Prvovenčani used works other than Sava’s Life to describe 
his father’s death. 
Details of funerals were not considered of great importance in Byzantine hagiography and 
Sava is the only source to provide any detail for Nemanja (he was the only author present at 
the service). Nemanja’s body was placed in the centre of the church and monks from all over 
Mount Athos came ‘to bow their heads in prayer and sing the liturgies with great honour’111. 
Sava lists the 'countless monks'112 of many nationalities who came to honour his father113 
showing that the respect and love for Nemanja was evident across Athos; he was not just a 
locally revered monk with a limited following.  
 
 
                                            100	  Sava:	  166,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  17).	  101	  Sava:	  168,	  line	  6	  (trs.:	  19).	  	  102	  Sava:	  168,	  line	  20	  (trs.:	  20)	  (note,	  there	  is	  a	  continuing,	  and	  as	  yet	  unresolved,	  debate	  regarding	  the	  dates	  given	  by	  Sava	  in	  his	  Life).	  103	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  11-­‐7	  (trs.:	  20).	  104	  Sava:	  166,	  line	  5	  -­‐	  167,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  17-­‐8)	  (instructions	  for	  Sava);	  168,	  line	  27-­‐169,	  line	  9	  (trs.:	  20)	  (final	  instructions	  for	  Prvovenčani	  and	  Vukan).	  105	  Sava:	  170,	  line	  7	  -­‐	  171,	  line	  11	  (trs.:	  21-­‐2).	  106	  Prvovenčani:	  70/69.	  107	  Prvovenčani:	  70/71.	  108	  Prvovenčani:	  70/69.	  109	  Prvovenčani:	  72/71	  (b7qe lice 9go wsklableno)	  cf	  Sava's	  description,	  see	  Differences:	  111.	  110	  Prvovenčani:	  72/71.	  111	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  2-­‐3	  (trs.:	  22).	  112	  Sava:	  170,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (xisla xr[ncem[). 113	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  22)	  (Gr[ci, po tom[ \verje, ta2e Rusi, po Rus7h[ Bl[gare). 
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Translation of the relics 
Most of the information we have regarding the translation of Nemanja's body from Hilandar to 
Studenica is from Sava's Life with Prvovenčani providing brief details based on his brother's 
text. This is understandable as the main focus of the translation was spiritual and Sava's 
practical role inevitably placed him centre stage in the entire process. Different reasons are 
given for the translation of Nemanja’s body from Hilandar to Studenica. According to 
Prvovenčani, he wanted his father’s remains in Studenica so that Nemanja’s ‘homeland is 
illuminated with the return of his bones’114, following his brother, Vukan's treachery115.  The 
relics would be a focus for Nemanja’s saintly power and provide support for Prvovenčani's 
shaky rule. In addition, Studenica would become a centre of religious authority around which 
the Raškan Serbs could unite behind Nemanja's chosen successor116 . Sava, however, 
offered different reasons and he gives a fuller account of the translation of Nemanja’s relics. 
After Nemanja’s death, Sava ‘laid him in a new grave, and, as...instructed, I fulfilled his 
command’117. It is unclear what Sava is referring to – what command was this and why does 
Sava not mention it specifically? Is he referring to Nemanja’s wishes on how his body should 
be prepared, for example the presence of the Mother of God icon and the simple preparation 
of the body for death118?  Sava’s statement (\spl[nih[ zapov7d[ - 'fulfilled his command') 
is in the singular, rather than the plural which he would have used had he been referring to 
Nemanja’s general commands regarding the preparation of the body and burial. I propose, 
therefore that Nemanja's 'command' was for the translation of his body to Raška as it is 
reasonable to believe that Nemanja wished to be buried in his personal foundation of 
Studenica. If this is the case, it fits in with my proposal that father and son may have had 
ideas regarding political and ecclesiastical autonomy. Therefore, the translation of Nemanja's 
relics to the heart of his former realm might eventually provide a focus for an independent 
Serbian Church119, potentially an important objective for Sava. For Prvovenčani, the political 
advantage he gained by having Nemanja's cult centred in Raška, where he could control it, 
was undeniable.  
Before Sava could arrange the transfer of the body, he had to ensure that it was safe for him 
and his cortège to travel to Raška. In 1198 the Vlach leader, Dobromir-Chrysos, successfully 
fought the Byzantines for control of lands between the rivers Vardar and Strymon, an area 
through which Sava would need to travel; in 1199-1200 the Vlach boyar, Ivanko, rebelled 
against the Byzantines seizing parts of Thrace; in spring 1201 Kalojan of Bulgaria captured 
Black Sea ports making travel across the Haemus mountains problematic120. Then, in the 
                                            114	  Prvovenčani:	  74/75.	  115	  Historical	  Overview:	  67.	  116	  For	  a	  discussion	  of	  'sacred	  centres'	  used	  to	  legitimise	  dynasties,	  see	  Shepard	  2005:	  259-­‐62.	  117	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  22).	  118	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  11-­‐8	  (trs.:	  20).	  119	  Differences:	  100-­‐1.	  120	  Stephenson	  2000:	  306-­‐10	  (survey	  of	  problems	  on	  the	  Byzantine	  borders	  at	  this	  time).	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spring of 1202 Vukan attacked Prvovenčani, with the support of Imre of Hungary. Later that 
year Ban Kulin of Bosnia (brother-in-law of Miroslav, Nemanja’s brother) sent forces against 
Vukan121 although this did not dislodge the usurper who appears to have retained power until 
1204/5122. The fall of Constantinople in 1204 and the presence of Western crusaders in the 
area continued to make travel difficult so it is unsurprising that Sava did not make the journey 
until c1207. Although Prvovenčani had been restored as Veliki Župan, skirmishing between 
the brothers and their supporters continued in a land already ‘plundered by foreign 
armies…and ravaged by terrible hunger’123. Bearing this in mind, it is quite possible that Sava 
himself, regardless of his father’s wishes, wanted to return Nemanja's holy relics to his 
'homeland' to stabilise Prvovenčani’s power and heal the wounds of civil war. 
In addition, according to Sava, the fall of Constantinople in 1204 resulted in ‘much turmoil...in 
that region, for the Latins came…even to us here in this holy place [Mount Athos]’124. He was 
particularly concerned for Hilandar, being ‘saddened and afraid, first because of the 
desolation and second because of fear of godless bandits’125 as the monastery did not have 
enough monks to defend itself (including Sava and Methodije there were only 15 monks at 
Nemanja’s death126). Unable to move Nemanja’s remains immediately, Sava worked to 
increase the numbers in Hilandar and with the ‘love of the Mother of God…and the holy 
prayers of the Lord Simeon’127 the numbers increased to 90128. Thus, in the immediate 
aftermath of Nemanja's death and despite the turmoil around him, Sava was already 
presenting himself as Nemanja’s religious successor, working to enhance the size and status 
of Hilandar in the same way that Nemanja had done for Studenica129.  
According to Sava, when his brothers heard about the dangers on Athos they jointly asked 
him to bring 'the venerable relics of our Lord Simeon’ so that his body would not be 
endangered by the confusion there and that ‘his blessing will be fulfilled upon us’130. Although 
there is no mention of the in-fighting between Prvovenčani and Vukan, Sava's comment that 
Nemanja’s relics would bless both brothers, suggests he was aware of the civil war and 
hoped that the translation of Nemanja’s body would restore peace. Sava’s reasons for the 
transfer of the relics, therefore, are more complex than Prvovenčani’s who wanted to restore 
his power base using Nemanja's relics as a boost to his authority. His hope was that the 
                                            121	  Fine	  1994:	  47-­‐8.	  122	  Historical	  Overview:	  68.	  123	  Jireček	  I:	  165.	  124	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  23-­‐6	  (trs.:	  23).	  125	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  15-­‐7	  (trs.:	  22-­‐3).	  126	  Sava:	  171,	  line	  15	  (trs.:	  22).	  127	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  17-­‐9	  (trs.:	  22).	  128	  The	  actual	  number	  is	  unclear,	  although	  Ćorović	  states	  200	  (Sava:	  171,	  line	  21),	  Hafner	  believes	  this	  is	  a	  scribal	  error	  (s=200,	  x=90)	  and	  the	  correct	  number	  is	  90,	  see	  Hafner	  1962:	  57	  (German	  trs.)	  and	  144	  (commentary).	  129	  Sava:	  161,	  line	  25	  (trs.:	  13).	  130	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  6-­‐12	  (trs.:	  23).	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presence of the relics would unite his war-weary people following the ravages of the civil war, 
allowing a new era of peace and prosperity with him at the helm131. 
Having the cult based on Athos might have given Nemanja a greater international reputation 
and recognition by the church in Constantinople but Sava and Prvovenčani understood that 
Serb reaction to Nemanja’s holiness was more important for their own religious and dynastic 
reasons. Although Domentijan states that the Athonite clergy already considered Nemanja to 
be in the 'ranks of the holy and great and most venerable fathers' and 'they bowed to him as 
to all other saints'132, this early recognition of Nemanja on Athos would not have benefitted 
Sava and Prvovenčani. Indeed, the statement may also have been a 'political afterthought' of 
the mid-13th century when Domentijan wrote his work. Another problem for the brothers was 
the taking of relics by Western crusaders including those of saints not well known in the West. 
The practice was not restricted to the laity and Latin clergy were often the greatest culprits. If 
Nemanja had already been recognised as a saint on Athos, the risk to his body was 
increased as the crusaders and their clergy had already arrived on the mountain133. Hence, 
another reason to move his body back to Raška. 
Sava says that he had to ‘find a suitable time in which to act’134 indicating that he did not take 
action immediately, presumably because of the difficulties of travel already noted. It is likely 
that Prvovenčani and Vukan made their request for the relics after Prvovenčani recovered his 
throne in 1204/5 and after they had received news of the fall of Constantinople. Taking into 
account the difficulties of communicating at this time, it may be assumed that Sava did not 
receive the request until 1205. By then, clerical politics in Constantinople were in turmoil due 
to in-fighting between the Latin victors. The Venetians had succeeded in the election of 
Thomas Morosini as Patriarch despite opposition from the French. Pope Innocent III, although 
angry at the uncanonical appointment, confirmed Morosini as Patriarch in 1205 but sent two 
trusted legates, including Cardinal Benedict of St Susanna, to keep an eye on Venetian 
ambitions for the Byzantine Church. The legates had some power over the appointment of 
clerics and worked with the new Patriarch and the French emperor, Henry of Flanders, to 
divide up the possessions and lands of the Greek churches135. Life for the Greek clergy, their 
churches and monasteries, became increasingly difficult with pressure to recognise papal 
supremacy and adopt the Roman liturgy. Sava was no doubt aware of the problems in 
Constantinople as it is believed that he visited the Monastery of the Mother of God Evergetis 
during the Latin occupation and must have been concerned when, in 1206, Cardinal Benedict 
took possession of it and handed it to the Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino136. 
                                            131	  Popović,	  D.:	  240.	  132	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  295	  (following	  the	  flowing	  of	  myrrh	  from	  Nemanja's	  tomb	  in	  Hilandar).	  133	  Barber:	  330-­‐3	  (the	  taking	  of	  relics	  by	  the	  Latins,	  including	  the	  clergy,	  post-­‐1204).	  134	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  14-­‐5	  (trs.:	  23).	  135	  Wolff:	  227-­‐9	  and	  234-­‐44	  (appointment	  and	  reign	  of	  Morosini	  as	  Patriarch),	  255-­‐61	  (division	  of	  church	  property);	  Richard:	  47-­‐57	  (Innocent's	  dealings	  with	  the	  church	  in	  Constantinople	  in	  the	  aftermath	  of	  the	  Latin	  occupation).	  136	  Jordan	  and	  Morris:	  14.	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Benedict was then appointed to administer Athos, a role he took to vigorously, so that by the 
summer of 1206 'Latin rites’ were being used by some of the monks of Iviron137. In addition, 
Innocent III supported, or at least knew of, Vukan’s usurpation of the Raškan throne in 1202 
(through his contact with the Hungarian king, Imre, who supported Vukan138) so the presence 
of his legate on Athos may have caused extra anxiety for Sava who had always supported 
Prvovenčani, Nemanja's chosen, as the rightful successor. Innocent's recognition in 1204 of 
Tsar Kalojan of Bulgaria as ‘Caloiahanni, illustri Bulgarorum et Blacorum rex’ and his attempts 
to win his allegiance139 added to Sava's concerns over not only the state of ecclesiastical 
politics on Athos and beyond but also over the future of his father’s relics. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that he took time to find a suitable moment to transfer his father’s precious relics 
back to Raška.  
Sava states that he opened his father’s grave after 'eight years’140 and wrote to his brothers to 
ask them to organise the reception of the relics141. As Prvovenčani would have needed time 
to prepare a suitable reception, the end of 1206 or the beginning of 1207 seems to be the 
most likely start point for Sava’s journey. Byzantine custom decreed that if a body was to be 
moved re-burial would need to coincide with the anniversary of death142. When Nemanja 
travelled to Athos in 1197 the journey took him just under one month143. The homeward 
journey, bearing in mind the dangers en-route and the slower pace of a procession bearing 
the relics, would have taken longer. Hence, to re-bury the relics in Studenica on the 
anniversary of Nemanja’s death (13 February) Sava and the entourage would have had to 
leave Athos by early January 1207144.  
When Sava opened Nemanja’s tomb he ‘found his venerable body, whole and undamaged’, a 
topos highlighting Nemanja's incorruptible and saintly character145. His comment that ‘for 
those who have pleased God, they are celebrated even in death…all their bones will be 
                                            137	  Chomatenos	  Ponemata:	  199,	  Act	  54,	  lines	  27-­‐30;	  Cardinal	  Benedict	  was	  a	  strident	  proponent	  of	  papal	  primacy	  and,	  on	  his	  arrival	  in	  Constantinople,	  he	  ordered	  a	  Latin	  translation	  of	  the	  Greek	  version	  of	  the	  Donation	  of	  Constantine	  known	  to	  be	  circulating	  in	  Constantinople,	  see	  Angelov	  2007:	  377-­‐9;	  Benedict	  was	  eventually	  replaced	  between	  1210	  and	  1213,	  but	  general	  turmoil	  continued	  and	  it	  was	  not	  until	  after	  the	  Fourth	  Lateran	  Council	  of	  1215	  that	  Pope	  Innocent	  III	  issued	  a	  bull	  supporting	  the	  Orthodox	  monks,	  see	  Mansi:	  22,	  column	  990,	  Canon	  IV	  ('we	  wish	  to	  favour	  and	  honour	  the	  Greeks	  who	  in	  our	  days	  are	  returning	  to	  the	  obedience	  of	  the	  Apostolic	  See	  by	  permitting	  them	  to	  retain	  their	  customs	  and	  rites	  in	  so	  far	  as	  the	  interests	  of	  God	  allow’);	  also	  Fine	  1994:	  79-­‐80	  (overview	  of	  the	  problems	  on	  Athos).	  	  138	  Historical	  Overview:	  67.	  139	  Innocenz	  7:	  3,	  letter	  1,	  line	  14;	  Historical	  Overview:	  68-­‐9.	  	  140	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  23);	  Maksimović	  argues	  for	  c1206	  due	  to	  the	  practice	  of	  including	  start	  and	  end	  dates,	  see	  	  Maksimović	  1986:	  439	  (including	  examples	  of	  Sava	  rounding	  up	  other	  time	  intervals,	  e.g.	  Nemanja	  spending	  2	  years	  in	  Studenica,	  rather	  than	  1	  year	  and	  7	  months).	  141	  Prvovenčani:	  74/75	  (it	  is	  unclear	  whether	  Sava	  wrote	  to	  both	  brothers	  (the	  use	  of	  the	  plural	  may	  indicate	  the	  entire	  court)	  or	  just	  to	  Prvovenčani);	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  91	  ('he	  sent	  a	  letter	  to	  his	  beloved	  brother');	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  303	  ('he	  wrote	  a	  letter	  to	  his	  beloved	  brother');	  Teodosije:	  144	  ('he	  informed	  his	  ruler	  brother	  of	  his	  arrival');	  note,	  the	  exclusion	  of	  Vukan	  by	  Domentijan	  and	  Teodosije	  may	  have	  been	  politically	  motivated.	  142	  Abrahamse:	  133.	  143	  Sava:	  163,	  lines	  6-­‐15	  (trs.:	  14-­‐5).	  	  144	  Maksimović	  1986:	  440.	  145	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  23);	  Pratsch:	  220-­‐2	  (incorruptibility	  topos).	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safeguarded and none of them will be broken’146, was a further attempt to stress the 'saintly 
nature' of Nemanja's remains. However, no other source corroborates the undamaged state 
of the bones suggesting that Sava was elaborating for hagiographical purposes and that, in 
reality, Nemanja’s body had disintegrated147. The mention of ‘dry bones’ by Domentijan148 
indicates that the body had not been embalmed, a process which allowed bodies to remain 
undamaged. Popović argues that by the time of Prvovenčani’s death in 1228, Sava and the 
Serbian Church were in a suitably strong position to dictate the procedures necessary for the 
sanctification of the dead ruler, hence the embalming of Prvovenčani and his translation to 
the coronation church at Žiča149. As they were not contemporary biographers, it is possible 
that the details Domentijan and Teodosije give of Nemanja’s translation to Studenica were 
taken from the procedures used at Prvovenčani’s re-burial bearing in mind that Sava and 
Prvovenčani give little detail in their contemporary writings150. 
Sava set off with his father’s relics ‘passing through fire and water whole and protected and 
unharmed’151. He attributed his safe progression to the protection of God, the Mother of God, 
'and the prayers of our blessed and venerable and worthy lord and father Simeon’152. He 
arrived at the Serb border in Hvosno where he was welcomed by Prvovenčani, Vukan and 
other court dignitaries 153 . Although Prvovenčani mentions a group of Athonite monks 
accompanying the relics 154 , Sava states that he ‘arrived with the honourable relics in 
Hvosno’155 alone. It would have been unusual, if not foolhardy, for Sava to undertake the 
journey single-handed bearing in mind potential dangers en-route. In addition, given the 
importance of Nemanja, one would expect the translation of his relics to be accompanied with 
as much pomp and ceremony as possible156 and to minimise the risk of attack or harm to the 
relics Prvovenčani must surely have supplied security. Hence, Sava's image of himself as the 
lone escort is probably an attempt to portray himself, once again, as ‘chief mourner’ and 
Nemanja’s spiritual successor. 
                                            146	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  17-­‐21	  (trs.:	  23-­‐4)	  cf	  Psalms	  34:20.	  147	  Prvovenčani	  and	  Domentijan	  mention	  Nemanja’s	  ‘sweet-­‐smelling	  bones’,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  74/75;	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  302;	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  91;	  Teodosije	  refers	  to	  ‘holy	  and	  myrrh-­‐flowing	  bones’,	  see	  Teodosije:	  143	  and	  144.	  148	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  96.	  149	  Popović,	  D.:	  39-­‐40;	  most	  Serbian	  kings	  after	  Nemanja,	  were	  embalmed,	  including	  Prvovenčani,	  whose	  body	  was	  described	  as	  'whole	  and	  undamaged'	  when	  he	  was	  translated	  to	  Žiča,	  see	  Teodosije:	  217;	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  148.	  150	  Compare	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  21	  -­‐	  173,	  line	  12	  (trs.:	  24)	  and	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77,	  with	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  291-­‐6	  and	  303-­‐13	  and	  Teodosije:	  143-­‐53	  (including	  myrrh-­‐flowing	  in	  Hilandar,	  translation,	  reception	  and	  more	  myrrh-­‐flowing	  in	  Studenica).	  151	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  26-­‐7	  (trs.:	  24).	  152	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  23-­‐6	  (trs.:	  24).	  153	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  29	  -­‐	  173,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  24).	  154	  Prvovenčani:	  74/75.	  155	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  28	  (trs.:	  24).	  156	  Popović,	  D.:	  235	  (the	  procession	  would	  have	  been	  included	  numerous	  followers,	  singing	  and	  holding	  candles	  and	  burning	  incense).	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When his brothers heard of his arrival in Hvosno157, ‘they gathered together bishops and 
priests and abbots and many monks and boyars and all others’158 to greet him. The reception 
of a saint's body was an important event and Sava may have looked to other models for his 
account of Nemanja's return. One possibility is St John Chrysostom, whose works were 
widely known and some translated into OCS159. In his Homily on St Ignatius, he describes the 
reception of the translated saint's body: Ignatius was translated to Antioch amid rejoicing and 
'applause on all sides' and with all the citizens 'celebrating...in song'. As well as the 
enthusiastic reception in Antioch, cities on the journey from his place of martyrdom, Rome, 
'escorted the crowned one with praises'160. Sava uses similar imagery for the reception of his 
father's relics with the assembled people ‘rejoicing with joy and being cheerful with great 
happiness’ – repetition and alliteration161 emphasising the delight at Nemanja’s return. All four 
of Nemanja's biographers use repetition and inexpressibility topoi in their writings, but this 
event is a particularly rich example, illustrating the importance of the reception of the relics for 
the creation of Nemanja’s saintly image162.  
Funeral processions, accompanied by the singing of hymns and the burning of candles and 
incense, were frequently mentioned in Byzantine hagiographies and often signalled the 
advent of sanctity163. In the case of Nemanja, Prvovenčani specifically mentions ‘they sang 
psalms and songs and the office for the dead and swung censers with sweet-smelling 
smells’164. The arrival of holy relics, comparable to the ancient emperor’s adventus, was 
intended to unite the entire community165, indeed the main reason for the translation of 
Nemanja’s relics. Both Prvovenčani and Sava mention the diverse people (clerics, boyars and 
others) present at the reception of the relics (an exaltation topos intended to praise 
Nemanja166), emphasising that everyone greeted the bones of their former leader. As Sava 
did not include miracles in his Life, the translation itself was another essential of sanctity, 
hence the detailed description. Sava specifically mentions the presence of Vukan in the 
welcoming committee, in addition to Prvovenčani167, but as no other source mentions him it 
may be assumed that Sava only included him to portray the uniting effect of Nemanja’s relics 
(of course, Prvovenčani's omission of Vukan may have been because he did not want his 
                                            157	  The	  place	  of	  arrival	  was	  often	  noted	  as	  the	  border	  of	  the	  country,	  city	  or	  monastery.	  In	  Nemanja's	  case	  Sava	  mentions	  Hvosno,	  a	  Serb	  frontier	  area	  which	  was	  under	  Vukan's	  rule;	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  306	  ('the	  end	  of	  the	  lands	  of	  his	  homeland');	  Teodosije:	  144	  ('he	  arrived	  at	  the	  border	  of	  his	  and	  Greek	  lands');	  see	  Popović,	  D.:	  235.	  	  158	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  30	  -­‐	  173,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  24).	  159	  Literary	  Context:	  158	  and	  166.	  160	  Chrysostom	  Ignatius:	  PG50,	  594	  (trs.:	  140).	  161	  Sava:	  173,	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  24)	  (radostj0 radu0qe se \ veseljem[ veseleqe se);	  Curtius:	  283-­‐4	  (although	  the	  discussion	  here	  is	  predominantly	  for	  Western	  works).	  	  162	  Sava:	  173,	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  24);	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77;	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  306-­‐7;	  Teodosije:	  144-­‐6;	  Popović	  compares	  the	  translation	  of	  Nemanja's	  relics	  (adventus	  reliquiarum	  to	  the	  adventus	  regis	  (triumphal	  entry	  of	  a	  ruler	  into	  a	  city),	  see	  Popović,	  D.:	  234-­‐8	  (including	  the	  detailed	  breakdown	  of	  various	  stages	  of	  Nemanja's	  
translatio:	  profectio,	  occursus,	  susceptio,	  adventus,	  ingressus).	  	  163	  Abrahamse:	  130.	  164	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77.	  165	  Kemp:	  98-­‐9;	  Popovič,	  D.:	  236	  ('omnis	  civitas').	  166	  Curtius:	  160.	  167	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  24)	  (vladuqu, Stefan Nemani...knez Vl[kan).	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rival to share the spiritual authority which came from their father’s relics, or Vukan was not 
present). 
Prvovenčani reports that Nemanja was laid to rest in ‘his already prepared grave...in 
Studenica, which he had prepared for himself’168. Sava is not as explicit, saying merely ‘they 
laid him…in this holy church in a particular grave, which the Venerable One had made for 
himself previously’169. Although Sava does not actually name Studenica, he is the only author 
to report the day on which Nemanja was finally laid to rest: 19 February, which, according to 
custom became St Simeon’s feast day170. Following Nemanja's re-internment, Studenica 
became regarded as a 'sacred place', and together with the monasteries of Žiča (which held 
Prvovenčani's remains) and Mileševa (holding Sava's relics until the late 16th century), the 
three became key places in subsequent Serbian sacred history171. 
Translations and subsequent re-burials were often linked to newly built or unfinished 
churches, such as Studenica, which was started in the late 1180s but remained undecorated 
until after Nemanja's translation. In c1208/9, Sava, as abbot, took responsibility for decorating 
Studenica, including the fresco paintings in the Church of the Most Holy Mother of God and 
on the walls of the western entrance to the monastery172. Studenica already contained 
Nemanja's pectoral cross, placed there just before Nemanja's death by Prvovenčani173 and 
the arrival of the relics now consolidated its position as the most important religious centre in 
Serb lands174. Sava's lavish description of the translation and his portrayal of himself as the 
'chief mourner' must have added to his own prestige as the new abbot of Studenica in 
addition to enhancing the image of Nemanja as the 'protector of the Serbs' returned to his 
'homelands' to safeguard his people and his successor.  
Nemanja's miracles 
In the Lives Nemanja's posthumous miracles are only reported by Prvovenčani, although 
Sava mentions the myrrh flowing miracle in his Služba, discussed later. Miracles were seen 
as a sign that God’s grace was upon the saint, and those who prayed to him or visited his 
grave would receive His grace and their prayers would be answered. The appearance of 
miracles quickly and visibly promoted the cult of the holy man, and propelled him towards 
sanctity175. Prvovenčani’s Life, written about nine years after Nemanja’s reburial in Studenica, 
                                            168	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77.	  169	  Sava:	  173,	  lines	  9-­‐11	  (trs.:	  24).	  	  170	  Popović,	  D.:	  236.	  171	  Popović,	  D.:	  73.	  172	  Miljković:	  128-­‐9.	  173	  Prvovenčani:	  64/65	  (the	  cross	  was	  placed	  in	  'a	  place	  prepared	  for	  it'	  -­‐	  understood	  to	  be	  Studenica).	  174	  Rollason	  1989:	  41-­‐2;	  see	  also	  Erdeljan	  2013:	  33-­‐6	  and	  37-­‐8	  (discussion	  of	  Studenica	  as	  Nemanja's	  funerary	  church	  and	  Sava's	  decision	  to	  translate	  the	  relics	  there	  rather	  than	  the	  earlier	  foundation	  of	  the	  monastery	  of	  St	  Nicholas,	  Toplica).	  175	  Bartlett:	  334-­‐40	  (the	  importance	  of	  miracles,	  their	  definition	  and	  views	  against	  miracles	  being	  essential	  for	  sanctity).	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included seven miracles attributed to his relics. These include healing miracles attributed to 
the myrrh flowing from Nemanja's remains and, more importantly for Prvovenčani, miracles in 
which Nemanja protected his lands and people. Whereas the 'spiritual' nature of Nemanja's 
death and translation were areas that Sava concentrated on, the description of Nemanja's 
'protective' miracles was of more interest to Prvovenčani who wanted to ensure his and his 
dynasty's continued authority. Before Prvovenčani could describe his father's miracles, it may 
be assumed he needed models of saints and their miracles that would suit his purpose.  
 
The combination of myrrh, healing miracles and the protection of one's city (and, more 
generally, one's 'fatherland') fits perfectly with St Demetrios, one of the most well known 
saints across the Balkans and the eternal protector of Thessaloniki and its people: a model 
which Prvovenčani appears to have relied on. According to the 12th century Timarion, the 
festivities for St Demetrios were attended by ‘not only the indigenous and local throng, 
but…all the nations up to the Danube and Scythia…so great is his glory in Europe’176. 
Although his feast day was 26 October, most of the month was dedicated to the saint's life, 
including re-enactments of his martyrdom and a commercial fair, the Demetria, possibly 
named in his honour177. There were many texts associated with St Demetrios not least 
because new encomia were written every year to mark his feast day, ensuring the wide 
dissemination of his cult178. So well known was the saint that he was often referred to simply 
as 'myrrh-producer', 'prize-bearer' and 'great martyr' with Thessaloniki known as the city of 
Demetrios179.  
 
Evidence for the knowledge and widespread veneration of St Demetrios amongst the Slavs 
includes the first known OCS encomium written in his honour by a follower of Cyril and 
Methodios, Clement of Ohrid, in the late 9th century180. Cyril and Methodios and their disciples 
spread the cult of Demetrios throughout Slavic lands, including Rus where an OCS text of the 
Menaion, dated 1096, includes a canon for Demetrios, attributed originally to Methodios, in 
which he is referred to as 'the glorious patriot of the glorious Thessaloniki'181. In the Russian 
Primary Chronicle (PSRL Lavrentjevskaya Letopis), there is a reference to Oleg, prince of 
                                            176	  Vryonis:	  202-­‐4.	  177	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  16	  (although	  the	  fair	  may	  also	  have	  been	  in	  honour	  of	  the	  goddess	  Demeter).	  178	  Obolensky	  1994:	  284	  (although	  this	  paper	  originally	  appeared	  as	  a	  journal	  article	  in	  1974,	  I	  have	  used	  the	  reproduction	  in	  Obolensky's	  1994	  book	  as	  it	  is	  updated	  with	  references	  to	  Lemerle's	  1979/81	  critical	  edition);	  Demetrios	  I:	  9-­‐11	  (main	  genres	  associated	  with	  the	  saint	  -­‐	  three	  9th	  century	  passions,	  the	  longest	  and	  most	  well	  known	  being	  the	  Metaphrastic	  text	  (Passio	  tertia	  S.	  Demetrii:	  PG116,	  1185-­‐1324),	  three	  7th	  century	  miracle	  collections,	  which	  were	  critical	  in	  formulating	  the	  image	  of	  the	  saint	  (for	  the	  miracles	  by	  Archbishop	  John	  I	  of	  Thessaloniki,	  see	  Demetrios	  I:	  47-­‐165,	  for	  the	  anonymous	  collection	  of	  miracles,	  see	  Demetrios	  I:	  167-­‐241)	  and	  innumerable	  encomia);	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  10	  (no	  other	  saint	  had	  as	  many	  Greek	  
encomia	  as	  Demetrios),	  15-­‐6	  and	  83-­‐5	  (presentation	  of	  encomia	  during	  the	  panegyris).	  	  179	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  11.	  180	  Obolensky	  1994:	  290-­‐1.	  	  181	  Obolensky	  1994:	  288-­‐90	  (also,	  spread	  of	  the	  cult	  via	  major	  population	  centres	  in	  the	  Balkans)	  and	  292-­‐3	  (Demetrios'	  cult	  in	  11th-­‐12th	  century	  Rus,	  including	  mention	  in	  the	  Tale	  and	  Passion	  and	  Encomium	  of	  Boris	  
and	  Glēb,	  where	  the	  centre	  of	  the	  brothers'	  cult,	  Vyšegorod,	  is	  described	  as	  a	  'second	  Thessalonica'	  and	  Boris	  and	  Glēb	  are	  referred	  to	  as	  fighting	  'victoriously	  on	  behalf	  of	  your	  fatherland,	  even	  as	  the	  Great	  Demetrios	  fought	  for	  his',	  see	  Tale:	  57,	  17b	  lines	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  115)	  and	  56,	  17a	  lines	  29-­‐31	  (trs.:	  114).	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Kiev, as St Demetrios, during an attack by the Kievan Rus against the Byzantines 182 
indicating that imperial enemies could also appropriate this ‘Byzantine saint’. Another 
example of the 'adoption' of Demetrios is described by Choniates in his account of the 
beginnings of the Vlach-Bulgarian rebellion of Peter and Asen against the Byzantines in 
1185183. He describes their successful attempts in appropriating Demetrios to 'be their helper 
and supporter'184, the saint having deserted the Byzantines. This was not the first time that 
Bulgarian rebels had referred to St Demetrios: after their unsuccessful attempt to seize 
Thessaloniki in 1041, those captured talked of a horseman leading the Byzantine army and 
discharging fire to defeat them; 'the martyr [St Demetrios]', according to Skylitzes, and an 
example of the importance of a saintly champion185.  
 
The Serbs also knew of the cult of St Demetrios. They are mentioned by Eustathios of 
Thessaloniki in his account of the 1185 Norman siege of his city: 'Serbs who were attached to 
his [St Demetrios] cult' are referred to as 'children of the Myrobletes'186. There is also a 
historical link between St Demetrios and Raška in that Demetrios is thought to have been a 
4th century martyred deacon of Sirmium187 whose life was ‘transferred’ to Thessaloniki in the 
mid-5th century for political reasons188. Sirmium, a key town within the jurisdiction of the 
Raškan Veliki Župan, was the site of a decisive Byzantine victory against the Hungarians, a 
battle in which Nemanja’s brother, Veliki Župan Tihomir, fought for Emperor Manuel. There is 
sufficient evidence, therefore, that the 12th century Raškan Serbs, like many of their 
neighbours, were aware of the cult of St Demetrios.  
 
Archbishop John I of Thessaloniki developed the image of St Demetrios as a military saint 
protecting his people in his collection of miracles written c610-30189. In addition to the 
miracles showing him as a defender and protector, St Demetrios was also promoted as 'a 
lover' and 'a saviour of his homeland'190, characteristics of interest to Prvovenčani whose 
objective was to emphasise his father's saintly protection of his lands and people. By the 10th 
century, Demetrios was also widely viewed as a ‘healing saint’191 although evidence for myrrh 
                                            182	  PSRL	  Lavrentjevskaya:	  907,	  column	  30	  (Wлегъ но стыи Дмитреи посланъ на ны)	  also,	  Obolensky	  1994:	  294-­‐5	  (suggestion	  that	  Harold	  Hardrada,	  part	  of	  the	  Byzantines'	  Varangian	  Guard,	  was	  responsible	  for	  the	  reference	  to	  Demetrios).	  183	  Historical	  Overview:	  58	  (Vlach	  rebellion).	  184	  Choniates:	  371,	  lines	  23-­‐8	  (trs.:	  205);	  this	  episode	  also	  reflects	  a	  desire	  to	  set	  up	  a	  'city	  of	  Demetrios'	  outside	  Thessaloniki,	  thereby	  claiming	  him	  and	  his	  powers,	  see	  Obolensky	  1994:	  283.	  185	  Skylitzes:	  413,	  line	  20	  -­‐	  414,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  388);	  Russell,	  E.	  2010:	  21	  (Demetrios	  was	  often	  depicted	  on	  horseback).	  186	  Eustathios	  Capture:	  291,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  92)	  (this	  may	  have	  been	  a	  particular	  group	  of	  Serb	  clerics	  who	  were	  followers	  of	  Demetrios).	  187	  Woods:	  224-­‐6	  (discussion	  of	  this	  claim).	  188	  Panov:	  77-­‐84	  (formation	  of	  the	  cult	  of	  Demetrios	  centred	  on	  Thessaloniki).	  	  189	  Demetrios	  II:	  32;	  Obolensky	  1994:	  285-­‐6;	  Grotowski:	  112-­‐7	  (development	  of	  the	  image	  of	  Demetrios	  as	  a	  military	  saint	  and	  as	  an	  imperial	  patron,	  particularly	  of	  the	  Komnenian	  emperors).	  190	  For	  examples	  of	  Demetrios'	  image	  (in	  the	  anonymous	  collection	  of	  miracles),	  see	  Demetrios	  I:	  Mir.1,	  178,	  line	  31	  ('defender');	  Mir.	  2,	  185,	  line	  9	  ('protector');	  Mir.	  1,	  177,	  line	  31	  ('lover	  of	  his	  homeland');	  Mir.	  2,	  188,	  line	  19	  ('saviour	  of	  his	  homeland').	  	  191	  Kyriakoudis:	  203.	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flowing from his grave did not appear until Skylitzes' account of the 1041 attack on 
Thessaloniki (see above) in his Synopsis Historiarum192. Healing miracles were commonplace 
in hagiography193 and it is no surprise that Prvovenčani also included them in his account of 
Nemanja's posthumous miracles.  
The first of Nemanja's miracle to be reported (the only miracle noted by Sava and described 
in the Služba) was the flow of ‘miraculous and sweet-smelling myrrh that healed illnesses and 
various sufferings’194. The discovery of bones exuding a fragrant odour was a sign of sanctity 
and the presence of a sweet smell was particularly prized on Athos195 so it is unsurprising that 
Nemanja’s bones were reported as sweet-smelling. Prvovenčani reports two healing miracles, 
the madman (made ill by the Devil) and the cripple, both based on biblical events (Mark 5:1-
20 and John 5:8-9) and both healed by Nemanja's myrrh196. There are similarities between 
these and the miracle performed by St Demetrios who healed a cripple who had been 
paralysed by the Devil197. Prvovenčani reports that both he and Sava were present at the 
healing of the cripple198, an important note as it provides secular and spiritual witnesses. 
The remaining miracles portray Nemanja as St Simeon, protecting his lands199, reminiscent of 
the 'protector' and 'saviour of his homelands', Demetrios. In 1214, as the Bulgarian Tsar Boril 
and the Latin Emperor, Henry of Flanders, were preparing to attack Prvovenčani, Nemanja 
appeared and the enemy ‘fled defeated, fighting amongst themselves …and they were 
annihilated totally, and they left humiliated, ruined and in great shame’200. Similarly, the death 
of Strez, formerly Prvovenčani's ally, was linked to the appearance of Nemanja, ‘and he died 
in front of his people'201. This particular miracle was not dissimilar to that of St Demetrios who, 
according to the Latin chronicler, Robert of Clari, appeared in front of Strez’s uncle, Kalojan, 
whose forces were threatening Thessaloniki, and killed him with a lance202. Although Robert 
of Clari died in 1216 and it is doubtful that Prvovenčani knew his text, I mention the event as it 
is possible that news of Kalojan's death in 1207 and rumour about the involvement of 
                                            192	  Skylitzes:	  413,	  lines	  13-­‐6	  (trs.:	  388)	  (‘the	  people	  of	  the	  region	  went	  to	  the	  tomb	  of	  the	  great	  martyr	  Demetrios	  and	  held	  an	  all-­‐night	  intercession,	  anointing	  themselves	  with	  the	  myrrh	  which	  flows	  from	  the	  sacred	  tomb’);	  Bakirtzis:	  175-­‐6.	  193	  Pratsch:	  228-­‐47,	  especially	  232-­‐4	  (healing	  paralysis)	  and	  244-­‐7	  (dealing	  with	  demons).	  194	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77;	  Sava	  Služba:	  177,	  line	  21,	  179,	  lines	  8	  and	  19	  and	  186,	  line	  48	  (trs.:	  150,	  153,	  154,	  163);	  also	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  292-­‐4,	  Teodosije:	  135-­‐6	  (myrrh	  flowing	  from	  Hilandar	  grave	  on	  first	  anniversary	  of	  Nemanja’s	  death);	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  309,	  Teodosije:	  148	  (myrrh	  flowing	  from	  Studenica	  grave);	  examples	  of	  the	  value	  of	  myrrh,	  see	  Domentijan	  Simeon:	  297	  (Sava	  sent	  Prvovenčani	  a	  glass	  vial	  of	  Nemanja's	  myrrh)	  and	  Teodosije:	  136	  (the	  Protos	  of	  Athos	  distributed	  the	  myrrh	  to	  the	  Athonite	  monks	  on	  the	  first	  anniversary	  of	  Nemanja's	  death);	  see	  also	  Pratsch:	  223-­‐4	  (miracles	  involving	  myrrh).	  	  195	  Lenhoff:	  255;	  Pratsch:	  219-­‐20.	  	  196	  Prvovenčani:	  78-­‐80/77-­‐9.	  197	  Demetrios	  I:	  Mir.	  1	  (Archbishop	  John),	  65,	  line	  11-­‐66,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  55).	  	  198	  Prvovenčani:	  78/79.	  199	  For	  more	  detail	  on	  the	  'use	  of	  saints'	  in	  war,	  see	  Bartlett:	  378-­‐83.	  200	  Prvovenčani:	  82/83.	  201	  Prvovenčani:	  88/87;	  for	  details	  of	  the	  1214	  campaign	  against	  Prvovenčani	  and	  the	  story	  of	  Strez's	  involvement,	  see	  Fine	  1994:	  94-­‐104.	  202	  Robert	  of	  Clari:	  127;	  also	  Macrides	  2002:	  209-­‐10.	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Demetrios may have been known as Kalojan was an enemy of Raška and it would be 
surprising if Prvovenčani was not aware of his demise. 
In 1215, Michael I Komnenos Doukas (Michael of Epiros) attacked ‘the homeland of St 
Simeon' taking the town of Skadar203. Prvovenčani turned to his father for help: ‘for you are 
my refuge and my protector and you guard your homeland against all evils’204. The use of the 
word, otačastvo ('homeland'), labelled Michael as the aggressor, attacking the lands of the 
Serbs, territory recovered by Nemanja with God’s help. According to Prvovenčani, Nemanja 
intervened by praying to his own ‘helper…and vanquisher of his enemies’205, St George, and 
miraculously Michael was murdered by one of his men and his army withdrew. With this 
miracle, Prvovenčani tackled a number of issues: first, he implied that not even the 
Byzantines could challenge his authority as his protector, St Simeon, had God on his side. 
Secondly, the involvement of St George shows that Nemanja could call on other saints to 
help protect his people. Thirdly, although St Demetrios was not directly involved, the motif is 
similar to that employed by the late 7th century Anonymous compiler of the miracles of St 
Demetrios: in Nemanja's case, St George appeared to the abbot Janićija and told him: ‘I have 
been sent by God to kill Michael the Greek’206, whereas St Demetrios appeared to Archbishop 
John during the Avar siege of Thessaloniki in 617/8 and told him that the siege would be lifted 
as soon as the people cried out 'Kyrie Eleison'207.  
The final miracle Prvovenčani attributed to Nemanja was the flowing of myrrh from Nemanja’s 
tomb and his fresco image. Faced with a military threat from Andrew II of Hungary and Henry 
of Flanders, Latin Emperor of Constantinople, in 1216, Prvovenčani prayed for guidance at 
his father’s tomb in Studenica. Suddenly, ‘the whole church was filled with sweet-smelling oil 
and fragrant myrrh flowed out not as it flowed out on all days but so that it flowed throughout 
the entire church, and exhausted those tending the holy grave who pumped out the holy 
myrrh. And from the painted image of the Holy One which was on the church wall there 
flowed a most wondrous river’208. Upon hearing about the miraculous gushing of myrrh209, 
Andrew withdrew his forces210 and Raška was saved. According to Fine, Prvovenčani and 
Andrew settled their differences during negotiations at Ravno 211 , but the report of a 
miraculous event against the Hungarians was important for Prvovenčani as he had lost his 
                                            203	  Prvovenčani:	  88/89;	  Fine	  1994:	  104-­‐5.	  204	  Prvovenčani:	  90/91.	  205	  Prvovenčani:	  92/91.	  206	  Prvovenčani:	  92/91.	  207	  Demetrios	  I:	  Mir.	  2	  (Anonymous),	  186,	  line	  31	  -­‐	  187,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  182).	  	  208	  Prvovenčani:	  102/101-­‐3;	  Djurić	  2000:	  268	  and	  photo	  facing	  280	  (fresco	  of	  Nemanja	  above	  his	  tomb);	  Popović,	  D.:	  63-­‐4	  (according	  to	  Popović,	  the	  fact	  that	  myrrh	  flowed	  from	  Nemanja's	  portrait,	  as	  well	  as	  his	  bones,	  was	  important	  and	  gave	  the	  Serbs	  the	  opportunity	  of	  venerating	  their	  first	  'myrrh-­‐flowing	  icons').	  209	  Hafner	  1964:	  36-­‐7	  (Prvovenčani	  exaggerated	  his	  description	  of	  the	  myrrh	  flowing	  from	  Nemanja's	  grave,	  to	  emphasise	  that	  God,	  through	  Nemanja’s	  intervention,	  was	  on	  his	  side	  and	  would	  guarantee	  him	  earthly	  success,	  as	  expressed	  by	  his	  'defeat'	  of	  his	  enemies).	  210	  Prvovenčani:	  104/105.	  	  	  211	  Fine	  1994:	  105-­‐6.	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throne to them during the civil war with Vukan and now wanted to show that his power and 
'homelands' were protected by his holy father's miraculous intervention.  
I suggest it is possible, given the extensive reputation of St Demetrios, that Prvovenčani's 
'association' of the two saints, via the description of Nemanja's miracles, was an attempt to 
form an image for Nemanja as a ‘Serbian St Demetrios’, whose relics not only exuded myrrh 
and had healing power, but who, like St Demetrios, was an everlasting protector of his 
dynasty and his people. Prvovenčani's attempt to place Nemanja on a similar level to St 
Demetrios within the ranks of the saints was a way for him to increase his own standing and 
that of his people in the post-1204 Byzantine world212. 
Brief mention must also be made of other saints who may have acted as models for 
Prvovenčani: John of Rila and his fellow hermits, Prohor of Pčinja and Gavril Lesnovski213. St 
John of Rila, a 9th century Bulgarian hermit, was venerated as a healing saint even before his 
death. The Raškan Serbs probably knew him as Béla III of Hungary took his relics from Sofia 
during his joint sack of the city in 1183 with Nemanja214. Of the written sources, the oldest life 
of St John of Rila was written in OCS to mark the translation of his relics from Rila to Sofia 
and there are currently eight extant copies written in Greek and OCS215. Nemanja and his 
court may have known his miracles as the hand of Manuel I Komnenos was said to have 
been cured by touching the myrrh flowing from the tomb of the saint during one of the 
emperor's visits to Sofia216. Thus, Prvovenčani may have been aware of another 'myrrh-
flowing' saintly model for his description of Nemanja's miracles. 
Other myrrh-flowing saints who may have been known to the Serbs are the two 11th century 
hermits, Prohor of Pčinja and Gavril of Lesnovo. Prohor of Pčinja spent 30 years in the 
wilderness near Vranje (a town in the Morava valley which Nemanja considered his217). 
Following the saint's death, his myrrh-flowing relics were held at the monastery of Prohor 
Pčinjski218, which subsequently became the second largest Serbian monastic complex after 
Hilandar. It is likely, therefore, that the 13th century Raškan Serbs knew the saint and his 
miraculous relics. A Life of Gavril of Lesnovo is known to have been copied in the 13th century 
by the same scribe who copied an abridged life of John of Rila, suggesting knowledge of 
another healing saint219.  
                                            212	  Historical	  Overview:	  66-­‐7	  (Prvovenčani's	  desire	  for	  a	  papal	  crown	  and	  his	  marriage	  to	  a	  Latin	  noblewoman	  are	  other	  examples	  of	  him	  trying	  to	  position	  himself	  as	  an	  important	  ruler	  within	  a	  new	  political	  environment).	  213	  Hafner	  1964:	  35.	  214	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39;	  the	  relics	  were	  finally	  restored	  to	  the	  Rila	  Monastery	  in	  the	  15th	  century;	  Péchayre:	  387.	  215	  Péchayre:	  386-­‐8	  (early	  texts);	  Podskalsky:	  133-­‐4;	  Lunde:	  371.	  216	  Péchayre:	  387;	  Podskalsky:	  133.	  217	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39.	  218	  Podskalsky:	  356-­‐7	  (summary	  of	  Prohor's	  life);	  Smolčić-­‐Makuljević:	  194-­‐5.	  219	  Péchayre:	  388;	  Podskalsky:	  354-­‐5	  (summary	  of	  Gavril's	  life).	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Hafner also mentions St John Vladimir of Duklja and Stephen I of Hungary as possible 'myrrh-
flowing models' for Prvovenčani's description of Nemanja's miracles220. In the LPD, St John 
Vladimir's body is described as 'whole and sweet-smelling' and healing miracles were 
reported at his graves221. However, for reasons discussed in the Historical Context chapter, 
neither brother referred to this Dukljan saint although it still remains a possibility that 
Prvovenčani was aware either of the now-lost Žitije of the saint and/or his miracles222. The 
similarities with the myrrh-flowing miracles of Stephen of Hungary are discussed in the 
Tracing chapter223. These examples, and Prvovenčani's subsequent descriptions, are in line 
with common spiritual norms across Europe during the Middle Ages of a strong belief in the 
holy power of relics and sweet-smelling miraculous oil. These were some of the most popular 
proofs of sanctity and were consequently found amongst many saints224 ; Prvovenčani, 
therefore, had a wide range of models to choose from although I believe that St Demetrios 
provided him with the extra authority of a 'protector' and 'guardian' of his people. 
Sava makes no mention of miracles in his Life, usually one of the prerequisites for 
sainthood225. Whether this was because he considered evidence of an ascetic life sufficient 
for a holy man to be viewed as a saint, or whether his image of Nemanja's life as a model for 
others to follow was evidence of a saintly character, is unclear. It is also possible that he 
considered his description of Nemanja's body as 'whole and undamaged’226 as evidence of 
sanctity. The first description of a saint with undamaged relics was that of the late 2nd century 
St Cecilia, so the presence of an ‘intact body’ had long been considered a sign of a special 
relationship with God227 and, as a monk, this relationship was Sava's prime concern. Finally, 
the translation of the relics to Studenica would have been viewed as an act of canonisation228 
and this was one of the most detailed passages in Sava's Life, hence there was no need for 
other miracles. 
More prosaically, it is possible that as most of the miracles were reported after Nemanja's 
relics were translated to Studenica, Sava had already written his Life so it was left to 
Prvovenčani to describe them. Although it is not clear whether the brothers collaborated to 
produce the two Lives, it is possible that they, or more likely Prvovenčani, wanted to highlight 
the miracles which occurred in Raška to stress the relationship between Nemanja, his lands 
and his people. From a personal perspective, the miracles also allowed Prvovenčani to 
                                            220	  Hafner	  1964:	  35.	  221	  LPD:	  84	  ('corpus	  eius	  integrum...aromatibus').	  222	  Historical	  Context:	  138-­‐9.	  223	  Tracing:	  186.	  224	  Hafner	  1964:	  34	  and	  36	  (including	  examples	  of	  other	  'oil	  saints').	  225	  Bartlett:	  336-­‐7	  (there	  was	  a	  view	  that	  miracles	  were	  not	  essential	  for	  sanctity,	  instead	  the	  pious	  life	  led	  by	  the	  potential	  saint	  was	  more	  important).	  226	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  23);	  also	  Differences:	  116-­‐7.	  227	  Rollason	  1989:	  38;	  Vauchez:	  427;	  though	  incorruptibility	  was	  a	  strong	  sign	  of	  sanctity,	  it	  was	  not	  always	  necessary,	  see	  Bartlett:	  100-­‐1;	  Quigley:	  255-­‐9	  (details	  of	  St	  Cecilia	  and	  other	  saints	  with	  incorrupt	  bodies).	  228	  Kemp:	  29	  (translation	  as	  confirmation	  of	  sanctity	  was	  common	  from	  the	  8th	  century	  onwards);	  Bartlett:	  10-­‐3	  (early	  examples	  of	  translations),	  282-­‐7	  and	  295	  (translation	  including	  reception	  of	  the	  relics),	  292	  (translation	  to	  assert	  the	  presence	  of	  relics).	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portray himself in receipt of God’s support, via Nemanja, particularly when faced with external 
threats. 
Conclusions 
Sava's Life was key in setting the scene for the promotion of Nemanja's cult, forming an ideal 
ruler-monk-saint image of a man, beloved of and supported by God, a protector of his people 
and the church, a father-figure, teacher and religious instructor. In addition, he was pious and 
devout and, according to Sava, enhanced the status of the Serbian Church by funding 
ecclesiastical buildings, particularly the foundation of Hilandar in the centre of Orthodox 
spirituality on Mount Athos. Prvovenčani's Life built on the motifs put forward by Sava but also 
portrayed Nemanja as a military leader 'uniting' his people and lands he considered his, and 
defending Orthodoxy when faced with the threat of heresy. His detailed description of 
Nemanja's myrrh-flowing miracles confirmed the status of a man who was already recognised 
as a saint through the earlier efforts of Sava. 
Through their demonstration of filial duty and piety, not least in their writing of the two Lives, 
Sava and Prvovenčani attempted to show themselves worthy of their father’s inheritance229. 
As the spiritual successor to Nemanja, Sava was in a position in 1208 to capitalise on a newly 
empowered Serbian Church, centred on Studenica, the centre of Nemanja's cult. His words of 
advice, spoken by Nemanja, are evidence of Sava's desire to promote the spiritual 
characteristics of his father, particularly as the monk Simeon, and to use these to provide a 
model for the Serb people and successive Nemanjić rulers230. As the actual successor to 
Nemanja’s throne, Prvovenčani was able to consolidate his own secular authority by linking 
himself to his saintly father, now returned to 'protect his people'. Despite the differences in 
their approaches to writing their father’s biographies, both sons skilfully produced an image of 
Nemanja that would be revered for generations to come. At the same time they also identified 
themselves with Nemanja’s greatness (spiritual and secular), thus developing and 
consolidating their own positions of power for the benefit of their dynasty.  
                                            229	  Magdalino	  2000:	  17	  (a	  well	  established	  Byzantine	  concept,	  particularly	  well	  developed	  during	  the	  Komnenian	  period).	  	  230	  Popović,	  D.:	  332-­‐3	  (development	  of	  the	  'holy	  ruler'	  image	  in	  Nemanjić	  royal	  ideology).	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4 Historical Context: the development of holy rulers  
 
The previous two chapters have shown how the Lives written by Nemanja's two sons 
presented an image of their father as a holy and ideal ruler primarily to consolidate the 
Nemanjić dynasty. Although both authors used common motifs they also emphasised 
particular aspects of Nemanja's character and deeds to suit their own purposes. This 
suggests a complex process of literary construction that requires further investigation. In this 
and the following two chapters I will consider the historical and literary environment in which 
the construction of Nemanja's image as a holy king was arrived at. First, to understand the 
historical context, I investigate the development of the common European theme of holy 
rulers from the 6th to 12th centuries and show how this may have impacted the portrayal of 
Nemanja and whether it provided ideas and encouragement for Sava and Prvovenčani in 
their writings.  
 
The first signs of this tradition were seen at the 'edges' of Christianity, for example, Anglo-
Saxon England, where objections from the Church regarding the incompatibility of sanctity 
and royalty were more easily overcome by rulers keen to present themselves as leaders of 
new Christian communities1. The promotion of sanctity depended on the living as they were 
responsible for determining the necessary standards and qualities required of the prospective 
saint. This applied to royalty as well as to the cleric or lay person, and in all cases sanctity 
had to be earned and proved (usually through miracle-working relics); there was no 
guarantee of sainthood, even when the prospective saint had saintly ancestors. To ensure 
long term and widespread recognition, it was essential for the population as a whole to 
recognise the prospective saint's status, acclamation from the clergy and the saint's family 
was generally not enough2.  
 
Despite this, royalty was over-represented amongst the body of saints of the early Anglo-
Saxons3. As these earliest saintly rulers were unlikely to have inspired Sava and Prvovenčani 
(not least because of the geographical separation), I also consider other 'peripheral' and/or 
newly Christianised communities, such as Scandinavia4 and Eastern Europe whose holy 
royals were probably more relevant and known to the brothers5. Whether in newly emerging 
communities who looked to establish their identity by promoting the saintly cults of those 
associated with them (for example, the East European dynasties) or in more established 
                                            1	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  356-­‐7	  and	  360	  (the	  'paradox'	  of	  the	  notion	  of	  holy	  rulers);	  but	  also	  Klancizay	  2010:	  302	  (the	  need	  to	  build	  an	  alliance	  between	  the	  ruler	  of	  a	  newly-­‐Christianised	  community	  and	  its	  local	  church).	  2	  Nelson	  1973:	  43-­‐4.	  3	  Ridyard:	  1-­‐3;	  Rollason	  1982:	  14-­‐6	  (reasons	  for	  preponderance	  of	  Anglo-­‐Saxon	  royal	  saints).	  4	  Folz:	  37-­‐45	  (for	  example,	  the	  Danes,	  King	  Canute	  and	  Knut	  Laward	  and	  the	  Swedish	  King	  Eric,	  all	  died	  as	  martyrs)	  and	  52-­‐4	  (Olaf	  of	  Norway,	  martyred	  for	  his	  faith).	  5	  Bartlett:	  211-­‐2;	  according	  to	  Gorski,	  the	  appearance	  of	  some	  Scandinavian	  and	  East	  European	  royal	  saints	  could	  be	  viewed	  in	  terms	  of	  progress	  towards	  eventual	  state	  formation,	  see	  Gorski:	  425-­‐6	  and	  430-­‐2	  (for	  example,	  Serbia).	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centres who did not want to be left out so added to their array of existing saints (examples in 
the West), the numbers of royal saints across Europe grew6. Gorski's theory that where 
political power was weak the church strengthened it by promoting cults of holy rulers 
encouraged the tradition7 and this model is particularly relevant in Nemanja's case as Sava's 
Life was written c1208 at a time when political power in Raška was still unstable. I present a 
brief overview of this development of holy rulers, starting with early Anglo-Saxon and 
Scandinavian examples before considering the Slavic, Bohemian and Hungarian rulers and 
the interactions between them, pointing to common themes and motifs and considering 
whether these may have inspired Sava and Prvovenčani. In addition, I consider the cases of 
Boris I of Bulgaria, an ideal and pious ruler who did not have a literary tradition and John 
Vladimir of Duklja, a royal saint who, surprisingly, the brothers did not refer to in their 
portrayal of Nemanja. Finally, I look at the few Byzantine emperors who were 'locally' revered 
as saints for evidence of whether they were known to Sava and Prvovenčani. 
 
 
Holy rulers in the West 
 
Early saintly rulers can be divided into ascetic/monastic royals8, martyr kings who were 
betrayed and murdered, and kings killed in battle9. One of the earliest Anglo-Saxon royals 
who died in battle was Oswald of Northumbria (604-42), described by Bede as fighting a 'just' 
war against pagans to unite his kingdom10. Despite his constant warring, Oswald was revered 
as a holy king whose military actions allowed him to gain 'from the one God...greater earthly 
realms than any of his ancestors’11. Martyr kings who were particularly venerated in Anglo-
Saxon England, include Edmund, King of East Anglia, slain in 869 for refusing to accept his 
Viking overlord12 and Edward the Martyr killed in a dynastic dispute in 978. In both cases 
there was subsequent royal backing for the cults and, together with Edward the Confessor, 
they became revered as national saints13. 
 
                                            6	  Fouracre	  1990:	  9.	  7	  Gorski:	  426.	  8	  Ridyard:	  235-­‐43	  and	  249-­‐51;	  Bartlett:	  216-­‐7	  and	  219-­‐20	  (an	  interesting	  conundrum	  was	  that	  a	  female	  royal	  could	  still	  be	  considered	  an	  ascetic	  or	  chaste	  despite	  producing	  children	  as	  her	  duty	  was	  to	  consolidate	  the	  succession);	  Folz:	  70-­‐1	  (examples	  of	  Anglo-­‐Saxon	  kings	  who	  became	  monks);	  Vauchez:	  190-­‐1	  (general	  requirements	  of	  those	  considered	  ascetics).	  	  9	  Chaney:	  77-­‐80	  (Anglo-­‐Saxon	  holy	  rulers	  who	  died	  violently);	  Bartlett:	  212	  (military	  action	  did	  not	  preclude	  canonisation);	  Nelson	  1973:	  40	  (early	  Western	  saintly	  rulers);	  Vauchez:	  158-­‐67	  (the	  'suffering	  leader').	  	  10	  Bede:	  111,	  Book	  III,	  Chapter	  2	  (‘He	  knows	  that	  we	  are	  fighting	  in	  a	  just	  cause	  for	  the	  preservation	  of	  our	  whole	  race').	  	  11	  Bede:	  118,	  Book	  III,	  Chapter	  6.	  	  12	  Abbo	  of	  Fleury:	  76-­‐8,	  especially	  78,	  lines	  40-­‐2	  (Edmund's	  response	  to	  his	  enemy,	  especially	  'Edmund,	  the	  Christian	  king,	  will	  not	  submit	  to	  a	  pagan	  leader	  unless	  he	  first	  accepts	  our	  religion,	  he	  would	  rather	  become	  a	  standard	  bearer	  in	  the	  camp	  of	  our	  Eternal	  King').	  	  13	  Bartlett:	  229,	  see	  also	  555-­‐6	  (the	  spread	  of	  Edmund's	  cult	  outside	  England).	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Of the 12 Anglo-Saxon royals recognised as ‘martyr kings’ between the 7th and 10th centuries, 
most were murdered by fellow Christians, often family members who feared their claim to the 
throne14. Their cults were promoted either by those responsible for the murders, as a way of 
atoning for their sins, or by enemies of the murderers who used the cult to highlight their 
opposition to the killers. Although the Church understood that links to powerful dynasties were 
critical to its own power, it discouraged inter-dynastic strife, so that by the late 8th century the 
incidence of martyred kings in England began to decline15 although elsewhere in Europe they 
continued to be canonised as late as the 12th century. 
 
In Scandinavia, Danish rebels killed Canute IV, King of Denmark, in 108616. Despite being 
'locally canonised’ in 1095 and Rome recognising him as a martyr saint in 1101, the Passio 
Sancti Kanuti regis et martiris (written c1095-6) mentioned Canute’s virtuous Christian life as 
well as his martyrdom: his charity towards the poor and the church and his love of justice 
allowed this ‘just ruler’ to be canonised17. Following his death, and with the country suffering 
from drought and famine, his brother, Olaf, arranged for Canute’s canonisation in the hope 
that God’s grace and mercy would now fall on him (as Canute’s champion and successor) 
and his impoverished people18. As the first Danish king to be canonised there were no local 
precedents to follow so Olaf turned to Anglo-Saxon practices: the Passio appears to have 
been written by the English monk, Æthelnoth, the English bishop Hubald organised the 
translation of Canute’s body and his shrine was manned by 12 Benedictine monks from 
Evesham Abbey19. The tradition of venerating saintly rulers, first developed in Anglo-Saxon 
England in the early 7th century, had passed to Scandinavia20. No longer just a local 
phenomenon, the involvement of the papacy meant that Canute became the first 
Scandinavian ruler to be canonised in the presence of papal legates and with papal 
approval21. 
 
Canute’s canonisation marked a crossover point between Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian 
rulers who had died a martyr’s death and those who were canonised on the basis of their 
                                            14	  Rollason	  1982:	  2-­‐11;	  Klancizay	  2002:	  80;	  Folz:	  27-­‐33	  (Anglo-­‐Saxon	  martyr	  kings,	  Oswin,	  Alfwold,	  Ethelbert	  and	  Edward	  the	  Martyr)	  and	  45-­‐52	  (Anglo-­‐Saxon	  rulers	  martyred	  for	  their	  faith,	  including	  Edwin	  and	  Oswald,	  kings	  of	  Northumberland,	  and	  Edmund	  of	  East	  Anglia);	  Bartlett:	  174-­‐8	  and	  184-­‐5	  (summary	  of	  mainly	  Western	  martyrs	  upto	  the	  11th	  century);	  Vauchez:	  159	  (most	  holy	  rulers	  before	  the	  end	  of	  the	  9th	  century	  in	  the	  West	  were	  venerated	  as	  martyrs).	  15	  Rollason	  1982:	  16-­‐7	  (following	  papal	  condemnation).	  	  16	  Ingham	  1973:	  6-­‐7;	  Bartlett:	  278	  (Canute	  was	  a	  perfect	  example	  of	  the	  11th/12th	  century	  Scandinavian	  murdered	  royal	  saint).	  17	  Passio	  Sancti	  Kanuti:	  62-­‐76,	  especially	  64,	  line	  17	  -­‐	  65,	  line	  8	  (love	  of	  church	  and	  clergy);	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  151-­‐2	  (Canute	  and	  his	  cult).	  18	  Bartlett:	  213-­‐4	  (rulers	  who	  provided	  their	  people	  with	  fertile	  land,	  good	  weather	  and	  health	  were	  equally	  revered	  as	  those	  who	  sought	  personal	  salvation);	  Vauchez:	  463-­‐5	  (sainthood	  as	  a	  supernatural	  force	  restoring	  order	  in	  a	  troubled	  world).	  19	  Phelpstead:	  70-­‐1.	  20	  Rollason	  1982:	  14-­‐5;	  Phelpstead:	  63.	  21	  Kemp:	  70;	  Bartlett:	  214	  (Pope	  Gregory	  VII's	  attempts	  to	  insist	  on	  the	  presence	  of	  miracles,	  shrines	  and	  celebration	  of	  Masses	  for	  any	  proposed	  saint)	  and	  57-­‐61	  (the	  development	  of	  papal	  canonisation	  to	  the	  13th	  century).	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Christian piety and morals. Canute was considered both ‘martyr’ and ‘just ruler’ but over time 
there was increasingly less need for royal martyrs and the image of the just, pious Christian 
king came to the fore. Examples of these include the Holy Roman Emperor, Henry II (d1024, 
canonised 1147), his wife Cunigunde (d1040, canonised 1200), Edward the Confessor 
(d1066, canonised 1161) and Charlemagne (d814, canonised 1166)22. Although it might be 
argued that Henry and Cunigunde displayed Christian values of chastity, helping the poor and 
supporting the church, it seems that political power, rather than a virtuous life, increasingly 
took over as the primary focus behind royal canonisations. 
 
In England, Henry II (r1154-89) acquired papal approval for the canonisation of Edward the 
Confessor in return for his support of Pope Alexander III23. For Henry, the first English royal 
saint to be approved by the papacy gave the state and its church great prestige and restored 
Henry's ecclesiastical authority24. No longer did England have to rely on ‘foreign’ saints from 
the Mother Church, it now had its own national saint, recognised by the pope, buried in the 
centre of the realm, an important advance in the tradition of holy rulers25.  
 
Five years later, the anti-pope Paschal III canonised Charlemagne as a result of pressure 
from Frederick Barbarossa (r1155-90). Barbarossa wanted a saintly founder for the Holy 
Roman Empire and his support was critical if Paschal's bid for the papacy was to succeed. 
Thus, the earlier 7th century canonisations of rulers who had fought and died for their faith had 
been replaced first by the 'just' ruler saint and then by the pragmatic ‘political canonisations’ 
of the 12th century. These canonisations allowed the sponsoring rulers to boost their own 
secular power by giving them and their dynasties sacral authority linked to that of the saintly 
predecessors.  
 
Slavic holy rulers 
 
Although the West had been producing royal saints since the 6th century26, the concept took 
longer to develop amongst the Slavs and their neighbours. When it did, it did not progress in 
isolation, but had parallels with the models described above. In this section I look at examples 
of Slavic holy rulers and consider what connections there were between them and earlier 
Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian models. I also consider Boris I of Bulgaria, a ruler without a 
literary tradition but who, nevertheless, was recognised as a saint. Finally, I offer an 
                                            22	  Bartlett:	  202-­‐3	  (Henry	  II	  and	  Edward	  the	  Confessor	  as	  'virgin	  kings');	  Folz:	  84-­‐91	  (Henry	  II)	  and	  91-­‐101	  (Edward	  the	  Confessor).	  	  23	  Scholz:	  50-­‐1.	  24	  Scholz:	  56-­‐7	  (not	  only	  did	  the	  canonisation	  strengthen	  Henry's	  authority	  over	  his	  church,	  it	  also	  allowed	  him	  to	  emphasise	  his	  relationship	  with	  the	  new	  saint,	  thereby	  adding	  to	  his	  secular	  power).	  25	  Bartlett:	  229-­‐30.	  26	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  67-­‐9	  (Sigismund,	  King	  of	  Burgundy,	  died	  523/4,	  was	  the	  first	  medieval	  royal	  saint).	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explanation why Sava and Prvovenčani did not refer to the Slavic ruler, King John Vladimir of 
Duklja, as a model for their father despite his connection with Nemanja's 'homeland'27.  
 
 
Wenceslas and parallels to other royal martyrs 
 
The presence of royal martyrs within a dynasty gave an aura of legitimacy and was an easy 
way for a ruler to acquire a protector who had the support of God28. The first Slav Christian 
royal martyrs were Ludmila (murdered in 921) and her grandson, Wenceslas (r925-35, 
murdered by his brother, Boleslav). Boleslav ordered his brother’s murder after Wenceslas 
delayed his decision to abdicate29. A local cult developed immediately with miracles reported 
at the martyred king's grave forcing Boleslav to repent and translate his brother’s relics to 
Prague (my references are to the First OCS Life of Wenceslas which I refer to here as Vita 
Wenceslas)30. Thus, Wenceslas became the first Slavic ruler to be canonised and, together 
with his grandmother, they were the first examples of the dynastic cult of the holy ruler in 
Central Europe31. 
 
Wenceslas and Ludmila were portrayed as royal martyrs, betrayed and murdered by 
relatives, akin to early martyr kings. In particular, both Wenceslas and Edmund of East Anglia 
were described as willing martyrs with the suffering of Wenceslas 'likened to the suffering of 
Christ and of the Holy Martyrs'32. The link to Christ’s suffering and portraying the martyrdom 
as a ‘form of crucifixion’ was important as it identified the martyr with Christ, thus revealing 
God’s plan of salvation for the people33. There is also a link here to the martyrdom of Canute 
IV whose death on a church altar, arms spread out in the form of a cross, was likened to that 
of Christ's crucifixion 34 . The importance of these examples lies in the subsequent 
strengthening of Christianity amongst the people. In the case of Wenceslas, in the earliest 
Latin legend of his life (Crescente Fide Christiana, c967) the spread of 'the Christian faith’ 
among the Bohemians is linked to his sanctity and martyrdom, an acknowledgement of 
Bohemia’s step towards salvation35.  
 
Although portrayed as a martyr, Wenceslas was not killed by pagans, unlike his Anglo-Saxon 
predecessor. His sanctity, therefore, was not based purely on his willing martyrdom. Like 
Canute IV, he was depicted as the personification of a just Christian king (particularly in the 
                                            27	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19	  (Nemanja's	  father	  fled	  to	  his	  'place	  of	  birth	  in	  Duklja').	  28	  Ingham	  1973:	  2.	  29	  Wood:	  192.	  30	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  19-­‐20	  (trs.:	  152);	  Bartlett:	  55	  (Boleslav's	  promotion	  of	  Wenceslas	  as	  a	  saint	  in	  order	  to	  heal	  rifts	  and	  unite	  the	  people).	  31	  Klaniczay	  2010:	  289.	  32	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  19	  (trs.:	  151);	  Historical	  Context:	  128	  (the	  willing	  martyrdom	  of	  Edmund	  of	  East	  Anglia)	  
cf	  	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  17	  (trs.:	  147)	  (Wenceslas	  who	  was	  warned	  that	  'Boleslav	  wishes	  to	  slay	  you').	  	  33	  Ingham	  1973:	  9.	  34	  Passio	  Sancti	  Kanuti:	  69,	  line	  28	  -­‐	  70,	  line	  2.	  35	  Crescente	  Fide:	  183	  (trs.:	  145).	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Latin sources, for example, the Legenda Christiani, c992-4)36, and his vitae stress his 
Christian morals and virtues, his asceticism, his support of the clergy, the needy, orphans and 
widows 37 . The Legenda Christiani is particularly interesting as the author stresses the 
adulation martyrs such as Wenceslas and Ludmila would have received in the West, 
comparing it to the paucity of commemoration in Bohemia38. Despite this apparent criticism, 
the Bohemian church was quick to promote the cult of both saints, and the repentant Boleslav 
promptly agreed to their canonisations. Subsequent rulers actively encouraged the cult of 
Wenceslas (as evidenced by the spread of Ludmila and Wenceslas legends over the next 
500 years39) to strengthen their own power and to maintain the support of the church.. Not 
only were Wenceslas’ descendants keen to link themselves to a saint but others in Europe 
also promoted him, for example, the Holy Roman Emperor, Otto II, who commissioned the 
widely read Latin work, the Passio Vencezlavi (c980s)40. So, within 50 years of his death 
Wenceslas had been transformed from a ‘local’, to a ‘national’ and finally an ‘international’ 
saint revered as far afield as England, Germany, Italy and Kiev41. 
 
The image of the willing martyr and the just Christian prince is next most vividly seen in the 
stories associated with the Kievan princes, Boris and Glēb. 
 
Boris and Glēb and links with other royal martyrs 
 
In 1015, Boris and Glēb, the youngest sons of the Grand Prince Vladimir of Kiev (r980-1015), 
were murdered by their brother, Sviatopolk. In subsequent texts the ‘accursed Sviatopolk’42 is 
portrayed similarly to Boleslav, who 'set against his brother [Wenceslas]’ through ‘evil 
devils’43. A reference to ‘the martyrdoms and passions of...holy Wenceslas’ in the Tale and 
Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Glēb44, suggests that the author knew 
of the murder of Wenceslas. Indeed, the hagiographies of all four Slavic martyrs (Wenceslas, 
Ludmila, Boris and Glēb) are considered a single tradition, starting in Bohemia and moving to 
the territories of the Rus within a century, a view based on similarities in the texts: all four 
                                            36	  Wood:	  191	  (Wenceslas'	  piety,	  generosity	  and	  Christian	  virtues);	  Legenda	  Christiani:	  214-­‐5	  (trs.:	  184-­‐5)	  cf	  
Passio	  Sancti	  Kanuti:	  64,	  line	  17	  -­‐	  65,	  line	  8.	  37	  Kantor	  1990:	  9.	  38	  Legenda	  Christiani:	  199	  (trs.:	  165-­‐6)	  ('if	  in	  the	  lands	  of	  the	  Lothairians	  or	  Carolingians...they	  possessed	  the	  relics	  of	  such	  eminent	  saints	  [Wenceslas	  and	  Ludmila]	  and	  worthy	  witnesses	  of	  Christ	  who	  abound	  in	  wonders	  of	  famous	  miracles,	  they	  would	  have	  described	  these	  events	  long...in	  letters	  of	  gold...they	  would	  have	  sounded	  their	  praises	  in	  the	  chant	  of	  responsories	  and	  antiphons,	  and	  in	  eloquent	  sermons	  and	  in	  building	  many	  monasteries');	  Bartlett:	  53-­‐5	  (inspiration	  from	  Western	  examples	  of	  the	  cult	  of	  holy	  rulers	  and	  the	  author's	  portrayal	  of	  Wenceslas).	  39	  Kantor	  1990:	  24-­‐5	  (list	  of	  legends	  and	  dates);	  Wood:	  192-­‐5	  (discussion	  of	  the	  early	  texts	  and	  their	  interrelationships).	  	  40	  Passio	  Vencezlavi:	  146-­‐66.	  41	  Paramonova:	  274	  (involvement	  of	  other	  European	  states	  in	  the	  development	  of	  Wenceslas’	  cult);	  development	  in	  Kiev,	  see	  Butler	  2004:	  63-­‐7.	  42	  For	  example,	  see	  Tale:	  46,	  10B	  lines	  21-­‐2	  (trs.:	  102);	  50,	  12r	  lines	  17-­‐8	  (trs.:	  106);	  54,	  15B	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  111)	  (okan[nyi stopl]ka).	  	  43	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  16	  (trs.:	  146).	  44	  Tale:	  47,	  11a	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:	  103).	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were murdered by close relatives, they were betrayed by men who plotted in secret, they 
placed themselves in danger despite being forewarned, and they succumbed to martyrdom 
rather than risk the lives of others45. Finally, the brothers of the martyrs subsequently 
promoted their cults: Boleslav for Wenceslas and Jaroslav the Wise (r1019-54) for Boris and 
Glēb.  
 
Despite these apparent similarities, Paramonova presents an argument against a shared 
Slavonic tradition and states there is only circumstantial evidence that Wenceslas was more 
revered compared to other saints whose stories were collected in Rus at the time46. Instead, 
Wenceslas is revered as a martyr and a ‘rex iustus’, who did all manner of good things for his 
people, his church, the poor and the needy47 whereas Boris and Glēb are described in purely 
religious terms: humility, piety, love of God and desire for martyrdom48. Their martyrdoms 
were portrayed as acts of non-resistance and sacrifice, akin to the death of Christ, offering 
salvation to the Rus people and allowing their lands to be fully accepted within the territories 
of Christendom49. 
 
Jaroslav's translation of his brothers' relics to Kiev marked the start of the ‘local’ cult of these 
purely ‘national saints’, a critical event in Rus ecclesiastical history50. Like other champions of 
holy rulers before him, Jaroslav's involvement in shaping the cult of the first Rus royal saints 
was an attempt to bolster his own position on the throne (and to distance himself from any 
involvement in Boris’ murder), to legitimise his new dynasty and, with the simultaneous 
establishment of the Kiev metropolitan see, to assert the ecclesiastical autonomy of Rus 
against any interference from Byzantium51. 
 
In constructing the saintly image of his brothers, Jaroslav did not need to rely solely on the 
Bohemian models. In 1029 he welcomed to Rus his brother-in-law, the exiled Norwegian king, 
Olaf Haraldsson52. The following year Haraldsson was ‘cruelly cut off by enemies of the 
faith’53, leading to his recognition as the first Scandinavian martyr54. Like the earlier Anglo-
                                            45	  Ingham	  1973:	  1-­‐2;	  Paramonova:	  276-­‐7	  (the	  suggestion	  that	  despite	  the	  influence	  of	  Rome	  on	  the	  Bohemian	  Church	  the	  Slavonic	  heritage	  of	  the	  Wenceslas	  and	  Ludmila	  cults	  persisted	  and	  continued	  in	  Kievan	  Rus	  with	  the	  cults	  of	  Boris	  and	  Glēb).	  46	  Paramonova:	  274-­‐82	  (lack	  of	  evidence	  for	  direct	  copying	  of	  the	  Wenceslas	  texts	  and	  an	  analysis	  of	  the	  differences	  focusing	  on	  the	  true	  nature	  of	  the	  martyrs'	  willingness	  to	  die);	  Vlasto:	  291	  (although	  he	  was	  commemorated	  Wenceslas'	  cult	  was	  not	  widespread	  in	  Rus).	  47	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  144-­‐6).	  48	  Tale:	  47,	  11B	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (trs.:	  104)	  (‘Thou	  hast	  vouchsafed	  me	  to	  receive	  this	  bitter	  death’	  cf	  Matthew	  27:18	  to	  describe	  Christ's	  death);	  49,	  12b	  lines	  19-­‐23	  (trs.:	  105-­‐6)	  (‘Lord,	  lay	  not	  this	  sin	  to	  their	  charge…receive	  in	  peace	  my	  spirit’	  cf	  Acts	  7:59-­‐60);	  these	  words	  are	  those	  of	  the	  first	  Christian	  martyr,	  St	  Stephen,	  thus	  portraying	  Boris	  as	  the	  first	  Christian	  martyr	  of	  the	  newly-­‐converted	  Rus.	  	  49	  Sciacca:	  255-­‐7	  (the	  willingness	  of	  the	  brothers	  to	  undergo	  martyrs’	  deaths	  for	  the	  salvation	  of	  their	  land).	  50	  Paramonova:	  267.	  51	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  L.	  52	  Haraldsson:	  71-­‐2	  (trs.	  30,	  lines	  1-­‐6).	  53	  Haraldsson:	  73	  (trs.	  31,	  lines	  20-­‐21).	  	  54	  Ingham	  1973:	  6;	  Bartlett:	  278	  (like	  his	  successor,	  Canute	  IV,	  Olaf	  was	  an	  example	  of	  a	  classic	  Scandinavian	  martyr	  king).	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Saxon martyr princes and Boris and Glēb, Haraldsson was portrayed as a willing martyr: ‘it 
was given to him not only to believe in Christ but also to suffer for his sake. Not only was he 
ready to suffer, not only ready to yield up the crown of temporal kingship for Christ’s sake, he 
also desired to win the glory of everlasting felicity through the crown of martyrdom’55. His cult 
was actively promoted by his son, Magnus, who had also visited Jaroslav56. Jaroslav’s 
brothers had died at the hands of a usurper as had Magnus’ father so they had similar issues 
regarding the stability of their dynasties. In Norway, immediately after Haraldsson’s death 
Bishop Grimkell built a chapel over the king’s grave, declared him a saint and organised the 
translation of the body. As Grimkell had spent time in England, it is conceivable that he 
understood Anglo-Saxon procedures for initiating cults of murdered royals and copied them. 
A year later, skaldic poetry made reference to miracles at Haraldsson’s shrine: his 
uncorrupted body, the continued growth of his hair and nails and the healing of the blind at his 
grave57. By the early 1040s a mass was being celebrated in Haraldsson’s honour suggesting 
the existence of an account of the saint’s life and death suitable for recitation at the mass and 
by the 1070s there were references to a local martyr king in Trondheim performing miracles58. 
Whether or not Jaroslav used Magnus' actions as a model or vice versa it is quite possible 
that there was an element of copying and/or sharing as their objectives in aligning themselves 
with royal saints were, for the most part, the same.  
 
Following Jaroslav’s death, the cult of Boris and Glēb continued through the support of his 
sons, Iziaslav I (r1054-73 and 1077-78), Svyatoslav II (r1073-6) and Vsevolod (r1078-93), 
who arranged for the second translation of the brothers’ relics in 1072 to the newly erected 
church of St Basil in Vyshgorod leading to official recognition of the canonisation by the 
Church in Constantinople59. The Jaroslavichi brothers had fought over the succession and the 
translation was an effort to restore peace60. A final translation took place in 1115 during the 
reign of Jaroslav’s grandson, Vladimir Monomakh, the objective again being to reinforce his 
own rule. The appearance of various texts from the 11th century onwards associated with 
Boris and Glēb61 allowed their cult to develop from the purely ‘local’ one initiated by Jaroslav 





                                            55	  Haraldsson:	  69	  (trs.	  28,	  lines	  10-­‐15);	  Bartlett:	  215	  (the	  portrayal	  of	  'martyrs	  dying	  for	  a	  higher	  cause'	  rather	  than	  describing	  them	  as	  victims	  of	  political	  disputes	  with	  material	  issues	  at	  stake,	  for	  example,	  royal	  succession).	  56	  Skórzewska:	  349	  (Magnus'	  role	  in	  the	  veneration	  of	  his	  father).	  	  57	  Skórzewska:	  347-­‐8.	  58	  Mortensen:	  208.	  59	  Paramonova:	  264-­‐5.	  60	  Garipzanov:	  127;	  Čiževskij	  1997:	  153-­‐4	  (to	  coincide	  with	  the	  translation,	  an	  anonymous	  Sermon	  on	  
Princes	  was	  written	  exhorting	  the	  brothers	  to	  set	  aside	  their	  differences	  and	  live	  in	  peace).	  61	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  xiii-­‐xiv.	  62	  Paramonova:	  263.	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Connections between Anglo-Saxons, Rus, Scandinavian and Bohemia holy rulers 
 
These early holy rulers emerged as a result of similar desires of their descendants for power 
and divine approval via a saintly ancestor. Many appear to share common Christian motifs of 
martyrdom, ‘just king’ and support from God. Nevertheless, it is difficult to prove that 
knowledge of a foreign holy ruler inspired the initiation of local cults and hagiographies, 
although the Burgundian saint, St Sigismund, was accepted by the people of Bohemia and 
revered together with their own saint, Wenceslas63. An analysis, however, of the family links 
of several Scandinavian and Rus rulers (some of whom were martyrs) and their commercial 
contacts with Byzantium 64  concludes that there is some evidence for at least an 
understanding of the advantages of a holy ruler in a dynasty during a period when East and 
West were battling with religious uncertainty as well as unstable secular power. This 
understanding would have been restricted originally to the elite class who used canonisation 
in its bid for power. The involvement of Anglo-Saxon clergy in the canonisation of the first 
Danish saint indicates the flow of information across the North Sea. The veneration of Olaf 
Haraldsson and Canute IV in Rus65 suggests that the Rus were influenced by the cult of 
certain foreign saints, either because of familial connection or because veneration of them 
reinforced the cults of their own martyr saints. Their Norse ancestry also meant that the Rus 
had an historical affinity with the Scandinavian saints. So, although there is no concrete proof 
that the Scandinavians copied the Rus or vice versa (in the cases of Boris and Glēb and Olaf 
Haraldsson) or that the Bohemians and Rus copied each other (in the case of Wenceslas and 
the Rus princes), it can be said that there are ‘parallels rather than borrowings’ in their 
respective hagiographies66.  
 
Beginnings of a Rus beata stirps 
 
By the end of the 11th century, the Jaroslavichi brothers attempted to promote the Grand 
Prince Vladimir of Kiev, father of the martyrs Boris and Glēb and the convertor of the Rus, 
and his grandmother, Olga (d969), as potential saints67. An early eulogy for Vladimir in 
Hilarion’s Sermon on Law and Grace (c1049) compared him and Olga to Constantine and his 
mother, Helena68. This was followed by hagiographies and encomia praising their piety in 
preparation for sainthood69. The development of Boris and Glēb’s cult at the same time 
                                            63	  Bartlett:	  228	  (both	  saints	  were	  revered	  in	  Prague	  Cathedral	  after	  the	  relics	  of	  St	  Sigismund	  were	  translated	  there	  in	  1365).	  64	  Ingham	  1973:	  10-­‐11.	  65	  Jackson:	  148-­‐52	  (Olaf's	  posthumous	  miracles	  on	  a	  ‘man	  from	  Rus’);	  156-­‐60	  (the	  church	  of	  St	  Olaf	  in	  Novgorod);	  Dvornik	  1974:	  243	  (inclusion	  of	  Olaf	  and	  Canute	  IV	  in	  Rus	  prayers).	  66	  Paramonova:	  273;	  Bartlett:	  56-­‐7.	  67	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  359.	  68	  Hilarion:	  90,	  lines	  741-­‐60	  (trs.:	  22-­‐23,	  chapter	  57)	  (velikaago Kon[stan[tina...2ivot7 sbo9m[).	  	  69	  Volodimer	  Memorial:	  2-­‐4	  (trs.:	  165-­‐9);	  Volodimer	  Life:	  9-­‐12	  (trs.:	  176-­‐81);	  Olga:	  4-­‐7	  (trs.:	  169-­‐74);	  (note:	  as	  there	  are	  no	  authoritative	  editions	  of	  these	  texts,	  I	  have	  referred	  to	  the	  1988	  reprint	  from	  the	  editions	  of	  V.	  I.	  Sreznevskij	  (1897)	  and	  A.	  A.	  Zimin	  (1963)	  and	  used	  the	  OCS	  text,	  see	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	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suggests efforts by the Jaroslavichi brothers to produce a beata stirps that would enable 
sanctity to pass down the generations70.  
 
The use of the formation of a beata stirps to consolidate power continued in early 12th century 
Rus as members of the Riurikid dynasty recognised the importance of dynastic canonisations 
in their bids for the Kievan throne. The Mstislavitch branch of the dynasty was particularly 
prolific: Mstislav Vladimirovitch (d1132, canonised 1139), Jaroslav's great grandson; 
Vsevolod Mstislavitch (d1139, relics translated 1193), Mstislav's son; Rostislav Mstislavitch 
(died 1167), Mstislav’s son; and Mstislav Rostislavitch (d1179), Rostislav's son71. Thus, by 
1215 and the canonisation of Grand Prince Vladimir, the Kievan Rus could boast a group of 
national saints from at least four generations of the Riurikid dynasty.  
 
Boris I of Bulgaria  
 
The Slavic rulers discussed above are mostly those with a developed literary tradition 
surrounding them and I have shown how this may have been linked to earlier Scandinavian 
and Anglo-Saxon examples and presented a discussion of the links to the Bohemian royal 
saint, Wenceslas. The next ruler I consider is one whose life was not celebrated with 
hagiographies and there are no obvious connections between him and the earlier royal saints 
mentioned. Nevertheless, I believe he is worth mentioning here, not only because he was 
probably known to the Raškan Serbs72, but also because his military deeds and his eventual 
monasticism have parallels with Nemanja's life.  Boris I of Bulgaria (r852-89) was notable for 
his influence on what came to be known as the Bulgarian Empire (including Raška), his 
backing for the church in Bulgaria, his support for the disciples of Cyril and Methodios (which 
allowed OCS literature to be produced and distributed) and his building of religious 
foundations. These attributes portray a man dedicated to God and his people, and thus a 
potential model for Sava and Prvovenčani to use for their father. 
 
After their expulsion from Great Moravia and the death of their mentor, Methodios (885), the 
disciples of Cyril and Methodios found sanctuary in Bulgaria. Boris, who had converted to 
Christianity around 866, saw an opportunity to lessen the cultural influence of Constantinople 
and increase the conversion of his reluctant pagan subjects. In addition to building churches 
and monastic foundations in which to celebrate the new religion, Boris encouraged Clement 
of Ohrid, Nahum of Preslav and others to set up centres where OCS texts could be produced 
                                                                                                                             
lxxxiv-­‐vii	  (includes	  details	  of	  possible	  authors	  and	  dates);	  despite	  their	  efforts,	  Vladimir	  was	  not	  canonised	  until	  c1215,	  see	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  85.	  	  70	  Vauchez:	  177-­‐9	  (the	  development	  in	  the	  West	  initially	  of	  the	  idea	  of	  hereditary	  transmission	  of	  sanctity	  based	  on	  the	  accumulation	  of	  ancestral	  and	  parental	  'saintly	  merits').	  	  71	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  92.	  72	  Power	  over	  Raška	  in	  the	  9th-­‐11th	  centuries	  oscillated	  between	  Bulgaria	  and	  Byzantium,	  see	  Fine	  1991:	  141-­‐2;	  148-­‐55;	  159-­‐60;	  193-­‐5;	  198-­‐203.	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and distributed throughout Bulgaria and its empire thus providing his subjects with their own 
Slavonic liturgy73.  
 
A number of parallels can be seen between the life of Boris and the image of Nemanja 
portrayed by Sava and Prvovenčani. During his rule Boris fought the Byzantines, the Serbs, 
the Franks and the Moravians and, although he was not always successful, he suffered no 
territorial losses and for the last 25 years of his reign his subjects lived mainly in peace74. His 
introduction of Christianity allowed him to bring together his people (Slavs and Bulgars) into 
one coherent group, known as Bulgarians75. As a conqueror of Byzantine territories, Boris 
became a figurehead for those who also wished to minimise Byzantine political control. 
Although 'anti-Byzantine', the politically astute Boris achieved a prolonged peace with the 
empire, during which time Byzantine literature and culture permeated into Bulgarian life. 
However, he also built a relationship with the papacy in his attempts to develop an 
independent Bulgarian Church although the promise of a semi-independent archbishop pulled 
him back to the Constantinopolitan fold76. Having achieved his main goals, he abdicated from 
power because of a desire to become a monk and died at the royal monastic foundation at 
Tica in 907. As Raška had been under Bulgarian rule for much of the 9th century, it is possible 
that oral transmission provided the Raškan Serbs with some knowledge of Boris' 
achievements: his piety, his love of God and the church, his unification of his people, and his 
desire to build ties with East and West, seemingly the perfect model for Nemanja.  
 
Sava and Prvovenčani portray Nemanja similarly as a charismatic and inspiring leader who 
'united' the people of Raška, Duklja and Zahumlje under his political authority. Like Boris, 
Nemanja was depicted bringing peace to his people and encouraging Byzantine culture and 
tradition into spiritual and court life. After his work was complete, again like Boris, Nemanja 
abdicated and took monastic vows, showing his piety and love of God. Finally, despite his 
piety, Nemanja was not averse to military conflict both to 'unite' his people and maintain the 
true faith (for example, his actions against the Bogomils). In this, he also followed in Boris' 
footsteps whose ruthless nature was evident not least when he deposed and blinded his 
pagan son, Vladimir77, to allow Bulgaria to develop as a Christian nation. 
 
In both cases, the son who eventually succeeded to the throne was provided with a stable 
base on which to build and develop the image of the dynasty. Boris’ successor, Symeon, did 
this by championing OCS as the official language of the Bulgarian Church which allowed the 
                                            73	  Vlasto:	  163-­‐7;	  Curta:	  166-­‐77.	  74	  Fine	  1991:	  130.	  75	  Fine	  1991:	  128-­‐9.	  76	  Fine	  1991:	  120-­‐5;	  Shepard	  1999a:	  567	  (recognition	  of	  an	  'autocephalous'	  archbishop	  although	  under	  the	  moral	  lead	  of	  the	  patriarch	  in	  Constantinople);	  Shepard	  1999b:	  601	  (following	  his	  defeat	  of	  Bulgaria	  in	  1018,	  the	  Byzantine	  Emperor	  Basil	  II,	  although	  he	  did	  not	  recognise	  the	  'semi-­‐patriarchal'	  rank	  of	  Bulgaria's	  senior	  cleric,	  reaffirmed	  the	  special	  status	  of	  the	  Bulgarian	  Church.	  Full	  autocephaly	  for	  the	  Church	  was	  not	  granted	  until	  1235,	  see	  Curta:	  387-­‐8	  and	  Fine	  1994:	  129-­‐30).	  77	  Fine	  1991:	  130.	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new faith to spread widely and ensured that religious and secular power were in his hands78. 
Similarly, Prvovenčani and Sava promoted the image of their saintly father as the basis for a 
new holy dynasty with power over church and state (Sava as the first archbishop of the 
autocephalous Serbian Church and Prvovenčani as the secular ruler). 
 
King John Vladimir of Duklja  
 
Finally, I consider a Slavic saintly ruler from Duklja who, somewhat surprisingly, was not 
referred to by Sava and Prvovenčani. When John Vladimir ascended the Dukljan throne in the 
late 10th century, his power base comprised Duklja, Zahumlje, Trebinje and parts of Bosnia 
and Raška79. However, by 997 Duklja had been taken by Samuel of Bulgaria and John 
Vladimir was in prison in Prespa. According to legend copied into the LPD80, John Vladimir 
was rescued by Samuel’s daughter, Kosara, regained his throne (probably as Samuel’s 
vassal) before being murdered by Samuel’s nephew in 1016. He was subsequently revered 
as a holy and pious man at whose tomb in the church of the Most Pure Mother of God in 
Krajina (south-east Duklja, near Lake Skadar) miracles occurred. Following John Vladimir’s 
murder, Duklja came under Byzantine control during which time there was little opportunity to 
promote his cult. According to the LPD, however, a Žitije81 existed although it is not known 
whether this was a brief written notice or possibly just an oral tradition rather than a fully-
fledged vita82.  
 
The existence of a Žitije and the fact that Nemanja, his father, Zavida, and his grandfather, 
Vukan, were all born in Duklja83, make it conceivable that the Raškan Serbs knew John 
Vladimir’s story84. By comparing his story in the LPD (indicative of, and possibly based on, the 
lost Žitije) to that of Nemanja's two Lives, it is possible to highlight similarities and differences 
in the portrayal of the two men The similarities include the fact that both were shackled and 
imprisoned in a cave where they prayed day and night before receiving a sign of hope (St 
George in the case of Nemanja and God's angel in the case of John Vladimir)85. Both men 
are also referred to as 'holy' or 'venerable', their relics were translated after their deaths and 
                                            78	  Shepard	  1999a:	  567-­‐78	  (summary	  of	  Symeon's	  achievements).	  79	  Fine	  1991:	  193-­‐4.	  80	  LPD:	  78-­‐85	  (Latin	  and	  Croatian	  translation.	  I	  have	  used	  my	  own	  translation	  in	  this	  thesis);	  also,	  Stanković	  2013b:	  84	  (unreliability	  of	  the	  LPD).	  81	  LPD:	  85	  (reference	  to	  'a	  book	  of	  his	  deeds'	  of	  'the	  blessed	  Vladimir',	  implying	  the	  existence	  of	  the	  now	  lost	  
Žitije).	  82	  Ingham	  1987:	  211	  (if	  the	  story	  in	  the	  LPD	  is	  copied	  directly	  from	  a	  supposed	  Žitije,	  it	  has	  lost	  many	  of	  the	  essentials	  necessary	  for	  a	  conventional	  saint's	  life	  as	  it	  is	  in	  the	  form	  of	  a	  historical	  piece	  of	  writing	  -­‐similar	  to	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  LPD	  -­‐	  but	  with	  a	  religious	  interpretation).	  83	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19	  (Nemanja	  was	  born	  and	  christened	  in	  Ribnica,	  Duklja,	  after	  his	  father	  escaped	  to	  his	  ‘place	  of	  birth	  in	  Duklja’).	  84	  In	  the	  Synopsis	  Historiarum	  there	  is	  a	  reference	  to	  John	  Vladimir	  as	  'the	  husband	  of	  Samuel's	  daughter,	  [who]	  was	  ruling	  Tribalia	  [coastal	  lands]	  and	  the	  nearer	  parts	  of	  Serbia...he	  was	  a	  man	  of	  integrity,	  peace	  and	  virtue',	  see	  Skylitzes:	  353,	  line	  64	  -­‐	  354,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  335);	  this	  suggests	  that	  the	  story	  was	  known	  more	  widely	  and	  outside	  Duklja,	  although	  I	  do	  not	  suggest	  that	  the	  Skylitzes'	  text	  was	  available	  to	  the	  Raškan	  Serbs.	  	  85	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25	  cf	  LPD:	  80.	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miracles were noted at their graves86. However, despite these depictions of holiness and 
piety, the two men are portrayed differently when faced with conflict. According to the LPD, 
when Tsar Samuel threatened Vladimir and his people: ‘the king, being a holy man who did 
not wish any of his subjects to suffer in war, humbly withdrew'87. John Vladimir’s love for his 
people led him to sacrifice himself to save his people (akin to the sacrifices shown by royal 
martyrs, Boris and Glēb, Wenceslas and Ludmila88): ‘it is better that I lay down my life for all 
of you and willingly hand over my body so that they can disfigure and kill me, rather than you 
suffer from hunger or the sword’89. Nemanja, however, was not averse to military conflict as 
he ‘recovered his ancestral patrimony…fortified it even more and restored his patrimonial 
loss’90. It is this critical difference between the two men, Nemanja's 'uniting' of his people at all 
costs compared to John Vladimir's peace through personal sacrifice, that I believe was the 
reason for the absence of references to John Vladimir in the Nemanja texts. Also, for Sava 
and Prvovenčani, the desire to praise Nemanja as the first Serbian saint91 was vital as this 
gave kudos to the Nemanjić dynasty. There was little to be gained by portraying him as 
secondary to a Dukljan ruler (John Vladimir), who was killed 100 years before Nemanja’s 
birth, particularly a ruler whose reign ended with his people disunited and returned to 
Byzantine rule. By ignoring John Vladimir, Nemanjić dynastic validity was firmly based on 
Nemanja who, therefore, became the 'initiator' of Serb history92. It appears that as Sava and 
Prvovenčani transformed Nemanja into a saint, they disregarded their own past even when it 
may have proved helpful, because their aim was to consolidate their dynasty based purely on 
their father's sanctity. 
 
Having considered various examples of Slavic holy rulers I now turn to the immediate 
neighbours of the Raškan Serbs and consider whether any of them may have offered Sava 
and Prvovenčani models of how to portray Nemanja as a saintly ruler. I deal with the 




Hungarian holy rulers 
 
During the 11th century Hungarian rulers established a tradition of relic collection in an 
attempt to show their Christian credentials and spread the faith in their recently converted 
                                            86	  Prvovenčani:	  72-­‐92/73-­‐93	  (translation	  and	  miracles)	  and	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  21	  -­‐	  173,	  line	  12	  (trs:	  24)	  (translation)	  cf	  LPD:	  83-­‐4	  (miracles	  and	  translation).	  87	  LPD:	  78.	  88	  Ingham	  1987:	  211-­‐4	  (although	  there	  are	  some	  similarities	  with	  the	  martyrdom	  of	  Wenceslas,	  there	  is	  no	  proof	  that	  the	  author	  used	  the	  First	  OCS	  Life	  of	  Wenceslas	  as	  a	  model).	  89	  LPD:	  79.	  90	  Sava:	  151,	  lines	  18-­‐21	  (trs.:	  3).	  	  91	  Although,	  the	  Dukljans	  were	  not	  considered	  Serbs,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  30.	  92	  Kašanin	  1972b:	  328;	  Ingham	  1987:	  200-­‐1	  (political	  reasons	  for	  lack	  of	  veneration	  by	  the	  Raškan	  Serbs	  despite	  the	  possibility	  that	  Sava	  may	  have	  been	  aware	  of	  John	  Vladimir's	  story).	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lands. Stephen I of Hungary initiated the cults of St Martin and St George, having translated 
their relics from Bulgaria. His successor, Peter, briefly held the relics of St Coloman and in 
1071 King Solomon organised the translation of St Prokopios’s right hand from Niš to the 
basilica at Sremski Mitrovica93. However, when Ladislas I fought his way to power in 1077 he 
needed more than relics to secure his hold on the throne94. 
 
In 1083, 150 years after the canonisation of the first Slavic ruler, Wenceslas, c11 years after 
the formal recognition of the first Rus saints, Boris and Glēb95, and reports of miracles at the 
tomb of the Scandinavian royal martyr, Olaf Haraldsson 96 , Ladislas initiated the first 
Hungarian canonisations: the hermits Zoerard and Benedict, Bishop Gerard of Csanád, 
Stephen I of Hungary and his son, Imre97. This was despite there being no evidence of cults 
centred on Stephen, Imre or Gerard, although Zoerard and Benedict were viewed as saintly 
thus giving spiritual legitimacy to the proceedings98. Ladislas had visited the tombs of the two 
ascetics in Pécs in 1064 and four years later their Lives were written to mark the translation of 
their bodies to the church of St Emmeram in Nystra99, indicating he understood the process of 
building a local saint cult. Bishop Gerard (Imre’s tutor) was the only one of the five to die as a 
martyr100, having been stoned to death by pagans in 1046, so his inclusion came to symbolise 
the fight against the remnants of paganism, an important factor for Ladislas101. However, the 
main reason for the canonisations appears to have been an attempt to link Ladislas to the 
saintly King Stephen of Hungary to consolidate his position as ruler ahead of his rival, 
Solomon. Bishop Hartvic, writing in the early 12th century, offered another reason by referring 
to a papal request to sanctify those responsible for bringing Christianity to Hungary102. 
Regardless of whether the canonisations were led by the pope or not103, the fact that Ladislas 
appropriated them for himself shows that he understood the power of holy rulers as a way of 
bolstering his own position. 
 
Ladislas (r1077-95) took power after the death of his brother but continued battling with his 
cousin, Solomon, who claimed the throne for himself104. Still uncrowned after six years in 
power, Ladislas needed to convince his people of his rightful claim to the throne: a cult of 
saints linked to the royal Árpád dynasty, including the saintly King Stephen, contributed to his 
                                            93	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  128	  (examples	  of	  the	  development	  of	  the	  cult	  of	  saints	  pre-­‐Ladislas	  in	  Hungary).	  	  94	  Hungarian	  royal	  succession	  could	  be	  problematic	  because	  the	  tradition	  of	  agnatic	  seniority	  meant	  that	  the	  eldest	  brother	  succeeded	  rather	  than	  the	  former	  ruler’s	  son.	  95	  Kantor	  1983:	  13.	  96	  Mortensen:	  208.	  	  97	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Ladislai	  regis:	  520,	  line	  23	  -­‐	  521,	  line	  6;	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  87-­‐89	  and	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  363	  (the	  importance	  of	  the	  five	  canonisations	  for	  Ladislas'	  legitimacy	  and	  as	  a	  warning	  to	  pagans);	  Folz:	  76-­‐84	  (the	  cult	  of	  Stephen	  I).	  98	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  129	  and	  127	  (the	  two	  ascetics	  were	  already	  venerated	  locally	  following	  their	  deaths	  in	  c1130s).	  99	  Legenda	  SS.	  Zoerardi	  et	  Benedicti:	  359,	  line	  30	  -­‐	  360,	  line	  1.	  100	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Gerhardi	  Episcopi:	  471-­‐9.	  101	  Klaniczay	  2010:	  293.	  102	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  433,	  lines	  8-­‐11	  ('ex	  Romanane	  sedis....convertissent').	  103	  Klaniczay	  argues	  that	  Hartvic	  invented	  the	  papal	  involvement,	  see	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  143.	  104	  Engel:	  30-­‐2	  (summary	  of	  the	  succession	  crisis).	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legitimacy. It is difficult to assess whether or not Ladislas consciously copied the dynastic cult 
based on Wenceslas and his grandmother, Ludmila, or the Rus beata stirps based around 
Boris and Glēb and family, but he appears to have realised that a group of saints amongst his 
ancestors would boost his own power base at a time when his succession was far from 
stable105. Although there is no evidence, it is interesting to speculate whether Ladislas' visit to 
the Kievan court in 1073, a year after the second translation of the relics of Boris and Glēb 
and the beginnings of the Jaroslavichi’s attempts to canonise their illustrious ancestors, gave 
him the idea of setting up a Hungarian beata stirps based around the Árpád dynasty, 
particularly its saintly founder106. Whatever models he used, the 1083 canonisations helped 
Ladislas legitimise his position as ruler and inexorably connected church and state through 
the link between the 'just Christian ruler', Stephen, and his descendant Ladislas, important in 
a country with pagan remnants.  
 
Ladislas’ eagerness to acquire authority through the canonisation of a previous ruler led to 
Stephen becoming the first medieval ruler to be canonised without dying as a martyr107: the 
justification for sainthood was his conversion of his people108 and his merits as a virtuous 
Christian ruler109. Ladislas’ recognition of Stephen’s saintly qualities and Imre’s attributes as a 
potentially ideal Christian ruler110, allowed him to link himself to this royal dynasty, in particular 
as Stephen’s true heir (Imre having died before his father)111. A later source (c1200) implied 
that the merits of a ‘just ruler’, as exemplified by Stephen and Imre, were absent from 
Stephen’s successors until Ladislas appeared, hence confirming Ladislas as the true heir 
despite his apparent lack of dynastic rights 112 . So, despite little evidence of miracles 
associated with Stephen113 or Imre, Ladislas sponsored their canonisations for personal 
political and spiritual power114. 
 
Ladislas was subsequently canonised in 1192 by Béla III (r1173-96, Nemanja's military ally in 
1183 and grandson of Jelena of Raška), having been the subject of local veneration for over 
60 years115. Thus, the ‘sponsoring’ ruler became a saint himself. Although there does not 
appear to have been a political motivation behind it (Béla was secure on his throne and did 
not need justification through association with another Hungarian royal saint) the translation 
                                            105	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  89	  (Bohemian	  and	  Kievan	  influences	  on	  Ladislas’	  canonisations).	  106	  Klaniczay	  1993:	  351	  (Ladislas’	  promotion	  of	  the	  beata	  stirps	  is	  the	  first	  example	  in	  Eastern	  Europe).	  107	  Klaniczay	  2010:	  291.	  108	  Legenda	  Minor:	  386,	  lines	  30	  -­‐	  387,	  line	  2	  (Stephen	  ‘led	  and	  oversaw	  the	  preachers	  of	  the	  faith’	  –	  he	  did	  not	  personally	  evangelise).	  109	  Legenda	  Maior:	  383,	  line	  6.	  110	  For	  Imre's	  life	  and	  Christian	  virtues,	  see	  Vita	  beati	  Emerici	  Ducis:	  449-­‐60.	  111	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  129-­‐30.	  112	  For	  a	  description	  of	  his	  kingly	  attributes	  as	  a	  'just	  ruler',	  see	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  403,	  line	  30	  -­‐	  404,	  line	  14	  ('et	  eum	  communi	  consensu...et	  exstirpavit	  adversarios');	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  130.	  113	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  127	  (although	  miracles	  are	  mentioned	  in	  Legenda	  Minor,	  there	  is	  no	  reliable	  evidence	  that	  healing	  took	  place	  at	  Stephen’s	  tomb	  at	  Székesfehérvár	  before	  1083,	  see	  Legenda	  Minor:	  399,	  line	  34	  -­‐	  400,	  line	  2).	  114	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  129.	  115	  Folz:	  101-­‐7.	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of Ladislas’ relics would have brought home once again the importance of royal saints linked 
to a particular dynasty and added to the Hungarian beata stirps and the power of the Árpáds. 
So prominent was the 'holy' Árpád dynasty that by the time Sava started his Life in 1208 the 
tomb of St Ladislas was one of the most visited pilgrimage centres in Hungary116 and the 
Raškan Serbs cannot have failed to notice. 
 
Finally, although the majority of Byzantine emperors were not canonised, there are a few 
examples worth looking at as potential models for Nemanja's image as a saintly ruler. 
 
Byzantine holy rulers 
 
The most important Byzantine holy ruler was Emperor Constantine whose life and deeds 
became a model for future rulers117. As a pagan ruler Constantine would have joined the 
gods118, but as a Christian he was canonised and later revered as 'equal to the Apostles' 
(isapostolos)119. No other Byzantine emperor was officially revered as a saint120 until John III 
Doukas Vatatzes, canonised as Saint John the Merciful, because of his justice and charity 
towards his people, at the beginning of the 14th century121. Pre-13th century rulers122 whose 
lives and deeds may have led to them being revered as saints include Justinian I (r527-65), 
Maurice (r582-602), Irene (r797-802), Basil I (r867-86) and Nikephoros II Phocas (r963-9)123. 
Theodora, wife of Theophilos (r829-42), and Theophano, wife of Leo VI (r886-912), showed 
personal piety which seemed worthy of sanctity but, unlike in the West, piety alone was not 
enough to attract a cult following. Theodora and Theophano are commemorated as saints in 
the Synaxarium of Constantinople124 although this was not proof of sanctity as members of 
the imperial family could be commemorated solely because they had called oecumenical 
councils 125 . Unlike the Roman Church, the Byzantine Church did not encourage the 
development of imperial saintly cults, even for the aforementioned rulers, because of a 
perceived lack of 'saintly' qualities126. Although Justinian may have been pious and Maurice 
died courageously, potentially as a 'martyr', neither ruler was granted anything more than the 
title, 'condition of the saints', which was not quite sainthood.  
                                            116	  Szakács:	  150.	  117	  Literary	  Context:	  151-­‐2.	  	  118	  Nicol	  1988:	  52	  (a	  pagan	  Roman	  ruler	  was	  viewed	  as	  'dominus	  and	  deus',	  Constantine	  was	  lord	  but	  not	  God).	  119	  Dagron	  2003:	  141-­‐2	  and	  143-­‐4.	  120	  Nicol	  1988:	  55.	  121	  Synaxarium:	  191,	  line	  34,	  4	  November;	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  73-­‐4;	  Macrides	  2001:	  69-­‐71	  (after	  his	  death	  he	  was	  recognised	  as	  a	  protector	  of	  his	  people	  which	  allowed	  his	  cult	  to	  develop	  more	  widely).	  122	  That	  is,	  rulers	  who	  may	  have	  been	  known	  to	  Sava	  and	  Prvovenčani.	  123	  For	  the	  vita	  of	  Irene,	  extolling	  her	  virtues	  as	  founder	  and	  holy	  protector	  of	  the	  Theotokos	  convent,	  Lesbos,	  see	  Irene:	  237-­‐51	  (including	  a	  part	  translation,	  244-­‐7).	  124	  Synaxarium:	  458,	  lines	  27-­‐9,	  11	  February	  (Theodora...wife	  of	  Theophilos,	  emperor)	  and	  314,	  line	  12,	  16	  December	  (Theophano);	  Theodora:	  257-­‐71	  (Life	  of	  Theodora).	  	  125	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  65:	  Dagron	  2003:	  153-­‐4.	  126	  Dagron	  2003:	  149	  and	  154-­‐7	  (the	  church's	  distrust	  of	  imperial	  power,	  particularly	  during	  the	  iconoclasm	  crisis,	  led	  to	  a	  reluctance	  to	  confer	  true	  sanctity	  on	  any	  emperor,	  although	  the	  epithet	  'hagios',	  an	  expression	  of	  his	  absolute	  power,	  remained	  obligatory).	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Nikephoros Phocas seems to have had a number of attributes that could have resulted in his 
recognition as a saint. Signs of sanctity and the beginnings of a cult appeared immediately 
after his murder in 969. According to the widely read Eulogy on Emperor Nikephoros II 
Phokas and his spouse, Theophano, a sweet smell emanated from the body of the emperor 
and fell over the entire city and soon after his burial myrrh flowed from his tomb127. Despite 
the uncorrupt body, the posthumous myrrh-flowing miracle, the portrayal of him as an ascetic 
(he had intended to take monastic vows at the Monastery of Lavra) and a defender of the 
faith (for his defence of the empire against the Arabs) and the reference to him as a martyr in 
an anonymous vita of St Athanasios128, his cult died out in Constantinople, primarily because 
of clerical opposition to his ecclesiastical financial laws129. However, it continued amongst the 
Slavs mainly because a reference to him in the OCS translation of the apocryphal work, 
Apocalypse of Anastasia, ensured that the cult became widely established and popular130. By 
the 14th century, his cult was sufficiently recognised amongst the Slavs that a Serbian OCS 
copy of the Eulogy was made131. 
 
Apart from the their knowledge and reverence for Constantine and the popularity of the cult of 
Nikephoros Phocas, it is unlikely that knowledge of any short-lived local cults of pre-13th 
Byzantine rulers and their spouses would have reached Raška. Although Sava may have 
come across the vita of Empress Irene, for example, her commemoration as a restorer of 
icons would not have offered any models or ideas for his portrayal of Nemanja. In any case, 
Sava and Prvovenčani were more interested in portraying their father as a renowned holy 
ruler who had the support of the church, and therefore the locally revered Byzantine rulers 




This brief summary of holy rulers from the 6th to 12th centuries indicates how the phenomenon 
developed and how the various ‘sponsoring’ rulers may have learnt from each other the best 
way of presenting their particular royal saint. Over time, holy rulers who had died as martyrs 
or were revered for their particularly pious lives became ‘just kings’ invested with ideal 
Christian attributes. As well as canonisations based on ‘true sanctity’, rulers began to 
understand the importance of holy ancestors, which led to ‘political canonisations’ carried out 
for the benefits of church and state. Countries without ‘national saints’ recognised the value of 
having an ancestor sanctified and buried in the centre of the realm: within Nemanja’s lifetime, 
Henry II of England sponsored the canonisation of Edward the Confessor (1161) and 
                                            127	  Nikephoros	  Phocas:	  76,	  line	  10	  -­‐	  77,	  line	  2.	  128	  Vitae	  Duae	  Antiquae	  Sancti	  Athanasii	  Athonitae:	  179,	  line	  42	  ('martyr	  Nikephoros').	  129	  Dagron	  2003:	  150-­‐2;	  Laiou	  1998:	  410-­‐1.	  130	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2011:	  31.	  131	  Nikephoros	  Phocas:	  20-­‐1	  (National	  Library	  of	  Belgrade,	  MS	  104).	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Barbarossa did the same for Charlemagne (1166). As people moved from one area to 
another and their rulers and families intermarried, the ideas surrounding holy rulers spread 
and developed beyond the original Anglo-Saxon centre132 creating an enabling environment 
for future holy rulers. By the end of the 12th century a high point had been reached in the cult 
of holy rulers with the formation of beata stirps, a 'family' of saints who could pass on their 
saintly attributes to the 'sponsoring' ruler. An important example is that of the canonisations in 
the Hungarian Árpád dynasty: the 1083 canonisations sponsored by Ladislas, followed by his 
own canonisation in 1192.  
 
Prvovenčani, in particular, had much to learn about the consolidation of royal power from the 
Hungarian examples: the 1083 canonisations showed how to consolidate power when there 
was debate about the rightful successor and Ladislas’ canonisation portrayed him as the most 
suitable to rule133, both issues of importance for Prvovenčani who needed to confirm that he, 
and not his brother, Vukan, was the rightful and most suitable ruler. For Sava, the portrayal of 
Ladislas, ‘endowed with all the virtues of the Catholic faith134’, would have matched the pious 
image he wanted for Nemanja.          
 
Whether or not the Raškan Serbs were aware of all the individual cases of European holy 
royals, the sheer number of canonisations, particularly in the 12th century, would have made 
them conscious of the importance of sanctity for an emerging dynasty and the use of 
canonisation as a political tool. To capitalise on the model of sanctity as a tool for dynastic 
stability and consolidation, but lacking a literary tradition of their own, Sava and Prvovenčani 
looked to their neighbours for texts and models which they could copy, adapt and/or 
transform to promote Nemanja as the first Serbian holy ruler.. Although Hungary, their closest 
neighbour, offered models of holy rulers and princes, there were Slavic texts and models 
(Boris I of Bulgaria), as well as Byzantine texts, which provided ideas not only for motifs but 
also for the best way of arranging those saintly characteristics into a structure understandable 
to all. In the next chapter I consider how the general literary environment provided an 
'awareness' of how to promote a holy ruler and how a selected group of texts may have 
provided models for Sava and Prvovenčani to use. 
                                            132	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  89	  (links	  between	  Anglo-­‐Saxon,	  Bohemian,	  Hungarian	  and	  Rus	  holy	  rulers).	  133	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Ladislai	  Regis:	  517,	  lines	  18-­‐21	  ('his	  great	  height,	  towering	  head	  and	  shoulders…	  proclaimed	  him	  worthy	  of	  the	  royal	  diadem');	  Szovák:	  249.	  	  134	  Chronici	  Hungarici:	  404,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  ('vestitum	  consummatione	  virtutum	  fide	  catholicum').	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5 Literary Context  
 
Following the overview presented in the previous chapter, I now consider the general literary 
environment associated with holy and ideal rulers. As the Bible was the basis for much of this 
literature I also look at the biblical motifs used by Sava and Prvovenčani in their Lives. 
However, before considering the literary setting it is important to examine the state of literacy 
in Raška, specifically the evidence regarding Nemanja and his sons.  
 
Although it is unlikely that ordinary Raškan Serbs in the 12th century were literate1, state 
officials and monks would have been to some degree. The development of Raškan Serb 
literacy was linked to the spread of the Slavic literary language and writing facilitated by the 
distribution of OCS texts particularly from Bulgaria from the 10th century onwards2. As an 
Athonite monk, it is likely that Sava was literate: according to Browning, analysis of 10th-13th 
century Athonite documents shows that whereas laymen simply used a cross, most monks 
were able to sign their names3. Sava's love of books is evident from his comment that anyone 
'who takes things…either books or icons...let him be damned...and unforgiven both in this age 
and the next one'4. Evidence for his literacy, besides the fact that he was a representative for 
the Athonite hierarchy5, are his statements that 'he wrote with his own hand' the Karyes 
Typikon6 and the Hilandar Typikon was 'written' by him7. Even if these comments are topoi, 
the sheer number of works credited to him suggests that he was able to read and write. 
Indeed, according to his brother, Prvovenčani, Sava was a 'wise young man...[with an] 
extraordinary intellect'8.  
 
Regarding Prvovenčani, in addition to his Life of St Simeon, there are other texts attributed to 
him suggesting he too was literate: the Hilandar Charter (c1200/2), a charter of friendship and 
trade with Dubrovnik (c1215) and the charter of the Holy Mother of God monastery at Mljet 
(c1220)9. Of these, the Hilandar Charter is signed and dated by Prvovenčani10 as is the last 
work that includes the note, 'this work was written and signed by Stefan, by the Grace of God, 
                                            1	  Bubalo:	  39	  (amongst	  other	  things,	  literacy	  depended	  on	  stability,	  lacking	  in	  Serb	  lands	  in	  the	  12th	  century);	  as	  peace	  developed	  throughout	  the	  13th	  century,	  literacy	  increased	  in	  all	  social	  classes,	  see	  Petrović,	  S.:	  98.	  2	  Bubalo:	  87-­‐92	  (on	  the	  coast,	  where	  the	  majority	  of	  the	  population	  looked	  to	  Rome,	  Latin	  was	  used,	  rather	  than	  OCS).	  3	  Browning	  1978:	  49-­‐51.	  4	  Sava	  Karyes:	  13,	  lines	  4-­‐9	  (trs.:	  44	  Serbian;	  1335	  English).	  5	  Literary	  Context:	  148-­‐9	  (Sava	  as	  an	  intermediary	  with	  the	  Byzantine	  Emperor	  and	  his	  knowledge	  of	  Greek).	  6	  Sava	  Karyes:	  13,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  44	  Serbian);	  the	  Greek	  copy	  and	  its	  English	  translation	  include	  the	  note	  that	  'Sava,	  first	  archbishop	  of	  Serbia,	  wrote	  with	  his	  own	  hand',	  see	  Sava	  Karyes:	  5,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  1333	  English);	  also	  Rogich:	  80	  ('I	  [Sava]	  have	  written	  and	  signed	  this	  in	  my	  own	  handwriting').	  	  7	  Sava	  Typika:	  14,	  lines	  1-­‐5	  ('written	  and	  composed...by	  monk	  Sava')	  (the	  Studenica	  Typikon	  is	  missing	  the	  first	  three	  chapters	  of	  the	  Hilandar	  Typikon	  but	  is	  headed	  'composed	  by	  St	  Sava	  the	  Serb').	  8	  Prvovenčani:	  46/45;	  although	  this	  may	  be	  a	  topos.	  	  9	  Prvovenčani:	  2/3-­‐128/129.	  10	  Prvovenčani:	  xv	  and	  12/13.	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the crowned king and ruler of all Serb lands and the coast'11. Although signatures do not 
unequivocally confirm literacy, given the close and multiple connections to the Byzantine 
Empire outlined in the Historical Overview chapter, we may assume that Nemanja regarded 
the Empire as a model and therefore would have wanted his sons to be literate as Byzantine 
princes were always educated12. The question of Nemanja's literacy, however, is more 
problematic. Although the Hilandar Charter of c1198 included his monogram13, it is also likely 
that Sava (or another person within Nemanja's entourage on Athos) wrote or at least dictated 
it14.  
 
Although letter writing may indicate literacy, this is not always the case as scribes generally 
wrote letters. However, the fact that there were letters between the family, to the Byzantine 
Emperor and his governors and to Barbarossa suggests that Nemanja and his sons were 
keen to portray themselves as educated15. At the very least, Nemanja and his family valued 
the written word and sponsored texts, for example Miroslav (Nemanja's brother) and Vukan 
(Nemanja's son) both commissioned important gospel books. The Miroslav Gospel was 
written c1180 for Miroslav, the ruler of Hum, and is an amalgamation of Western and Eastern 
Orthodox styles. Although the illuminations are Western in style (of the two scribes one is 
thought to have acquired his skill in a Benedictine scriptorium) analysis by Ognjević suggests 
that the text was written by Raškan scribes, the main scribe, Gligorije, having signed his 
name16 (although there are debates as to whether it was produced in Hum bearing in mind 
the apparent Western influence or even on Mount Athos because of certain Rus 
characteristics). It seems logical to assume that the work was linked to Miroslav's foundation 
of the church of St Peter in Lim (today's Bijelo Polje), an area in western Raška17. The Vukan 
Gospel was probably produced in Raška by five different scribes over a period of time with 
the last scribe, starac Simeon, signing off 'I wrote this book for my master, the Veliki Župan'18.  
                                            11	  Prvovenčani:	  128/129.	  12	  Browning	  1978:	  46	  (all	  Byzantine	  emperors,	  apart	  from	  Justin	  I	  and	  Basil	  I,	  were	  literate	  and	  many	  were	  known	  as	  authors);	  there	  is	  no	  evidence	  regarding	  how	  Nemanja's	  sons	  learned	  to	  read	  and	  write	  -­‐	  if	  he	  followed	  Byzantine	  practice,	  they	  may	  have	  had	  a	  tutor.	  	  13	  Sava	  Povelja:	  4.	  14	  Introduction:	  10;	  a	  recent	  analysis	  of	  the	  monogram	  and	  the	  signatures	  of	  the	  Veliki	  Župan	  and	  Knez	  Miroslav	  on	  the	  peace	  and	  trade	  treaty	  with	  Dubrovnik	  in	  1186	  (Introduction:	  20)	  indicates	  the	  same	  scribe,	  suggesting	  that	  although	  Sava	  may	  have	  dictated	  the	  Charter,	  it	  was	  written	  by	  someone	  else	  who	  was	  with	  Nemanja	  in	  1186	  and	  then	  accompanied	  him	  to	  Athos,	  see	  Savić:	  267.	  15	  Bubalo:	  242,	  244,	  246,	  297-­‐8;	  Teodosije:	  87-­‐8	  ('Nemanja	  wrote	  a	  letter	  to	  the	  Byzantine	  Eparch	  of	  Thessaloniki	  when	  Sava	  fled	  to	  Athos');	  Prvovenčani:	  56/57	  ('I	  [Nemanja]	  am	  writing	  to	  you	  [Prvovenčani]	  about	  finding	  a	  deserted	  place….Hilandar');	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  68	  ('the	  venerable	  one…wrote	  to…emperor	  Alexios');	  Prvovenčani:	  74/75	  ('he	  [Sava]	  sent	  to	  us	  a	  letter	  which	  said,	  I	  have	  received	  your	  [Prvovenčani’s]	  letter');	  Annales	  Coloniensis	  Maximi:	  795-­‐6	  (Nemanja	  wrote	  to	  Barbarossa	  in	  January	  1188	  assuring	  him	  of	  a	  welcome	  –	  ‘ad	  hoc	  scripsit	  ei’).	  16	  Miroslav	  Gospel:	  288	  (gr7qny Gligorie di8k[...zastavih[ si9 evanglie zlatom[ 
knez0...miroslavu sinu zavidinu	  -­‐	  'sinner	  that	  I	  am,	  Gligorije,	  the	  deacon...decorated	  this	  gospel	  book	  in	  gold	  for	  my	  celebrated	  prince,	  Miroslav,	  son	  of	  Zavida').	  	  17	  Miroslav	  Gospel:	  1-­‐6,	  10-­‐2	  ((the	  Gospel	  and	  its	  orthography)	  and	  19-­‐288	  (the	  text);	  Savić:	  260-­‐5;	  for	  details	  of	  the	  scribes	  and	  illuminators,	  see	  Ognjević:	  65-­‐8.	  	  18	  Srpski	  Zapisi:	  5,	  line	  3	  (napisah[ si9 knige svo9mu gospodin$ veli9m$ 2$pan$...)	  this	  suggests	  the	  
Gospel	  was	  produced	  after	  Vukan's	  usurpation	  of	  the	  throne,	  c1202,	  see	  Vukan	  Gospel:	  2-­‐4;	  for	  facsimile	  of	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Therefore, if we accept that Nemanja's sons were literate or at least appreciated literature, 
and that Nemanja wished to be viewed as an important leader within the Byzantine Empire, it 
is conceivable that he surrounded himself with other literate men, suggesting the existence of 
a corpus of texts at the Raškan court (although there is no concrete evidence to confirm this 
suggestion). I believe that the environment in the court at the end of the 12th century/early 13th 
century was one in which the written word was important and texts were influential not only 
intellectually but as instructive models for the understanding and promotion of ideas. By the 
end of the 13th century, literacy amongst monastic Serbs (including elites who had moved to 
Hilandar) can be confirmed by the existence of an inventory of works kept at the Athonite 
monastery dated c1299/1300, which reveals the presence of at least 100 texts suggesting 
that within 100 years of the monastery's establishment there was a thriving library19.  
 
Finally, within Serbian scholarship dedicated to the writings of Sava and Prvovenčani I have 
been unable to find indications of doubt regarding the actual authorship of the two Lives under 
consideration. Hence, I strongly believe that both brothers were literate, probably had access 
to some texts and were therefore able to use them as models for their portrayal of Nemanja. 
 
General literary background 
 
To promote Nemanja as a holy ruler supported by God, Sava and Prvovenčani produced 
texts that highlighted their father’s saintly characteristics. With no Serbian literary tradition to 
rely on20 and no evidence of a court or monastic library, the brothers looked elsewhere for 
texts and models to inspire and guide them. Raška was not a closed society; for example, 
Nemanja and Prvovenčani developed friendly contacts with their immediate neighbours, 
Byzantium and the West, so it follows that they Serbs had a general awareness of the cultural 
and literary setting surrounding them. Amongst their close neighbours (for example, Bohemia 
and Hungary), hagiographies and biographies of saintly rulers were available in Latin and, as 
the development of the written word gained momentum in the early 12th century, there was a 
growth in the appearance of chronicles and charters21. As already discussed22, Prvovenčani 
may have come across Latin texts brought by priests and other attendants who accompanied 
his second wife, Anna Dandolo, to Raška. Indeed, bearing in mind his openness towards 
Rome, it is not inconceivable that he already had Latin speakers in his court.  
 
                                                                                                                             the	  text,	  see	  Vukan	  Gospel:	  107-­‐487	  although	  the	  last	  few	  pages	  with	  Simeon's	  note	  are	  undecipherable;	  for	  a	  copy	  of	  Simeon's	  inscription,	  see	  Srpski	  Zapisi:	  4-­‐5.	  19	  Actes	  de	  Chilandar:	  13-­‐8.	  20	  Petrović:	  85	  (although	  the	  oral	  tradition	  was	  strong).	  21	  Adamska:	  71-­‐2.	  22	  Introduction:	  8-­‐9.	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Regarding Rus texts, Sava's close relationship with the Rus monastery of St Panteleimon on 
Mount Athos may have given him opportunities to access them23. In the 12th century, the 
choice of Byzantine texts was hugely varied including hagiographies, monastic documents, 
political treatises, court rhetoric and chronicles, some written in high-style Attic Greek but 
others, including many hagiographies, available in the more popular Koine Greek and thus 
accessible to all, not just the educated elite24. Although Sava referred to himself having 'poor 
Greek'25, this was most likely a modesty topos26 as he sufficiently improved his knowledge 
whilst on Athos to enable him to use the Typikon of the Evergetis Mother of God Monastery 
as a model for his Studenica typikon27. Finally, the increase in literary output from the 10th 
century in Bulgaria gave the brothers access to other works of interest to them: original OCS 
and OCS translations of Greek texts28. Hence, Sava and Prvovenčani had a wide range of 
possible texts from which they could copy, adapt and/or transform ideas for their construction 
of Nemanja’s image.  
 
Therefore, for my consideration of the general literary environment surrounding the Raškan 
Serbs, I have focused on Byzantine, Hungarian, Rus and other Slavic texts dealing with 
saints, holy rulers and ideal kingship. I also investigate whether it is reasonable to consider if 
Western literature played any role in the writing of the two Lives. Although numerous such 
works existed in Europe at the turn of the 13th century I have chosen only those texts that 
reasonably may have provided inspiration for Sava and Prvovenčani to validate the power of 
the Nemanjić dynasty. The texts are representative of a number of different genres 
(hagiography, Mirrors of Princes, monastic documents) and are not exhaustive. My criteria for 
selecting them are primarily based on geographical and cultural proximity: geographical - 
these texts are likely to have been known to the Raškan Serbs because they were produced 
or were popular in regions geographically close to them; and cultural - proximity can be 
assumed if the texts belonged to areas within the cultural radius of Constantinople and its 
Church. In addition, I also look for evidence of the brothers' direct use of the Bible, specifically 
how they applied biblical motifs to their portrayal of their father. 
 
Influences from Byzantium 
 
Despite periods of antagonism the Raškan Serbs looked to their imperial overlords and 
assimilated cultural, literary and political constructs29. Although there is no evidence of 
centres of manuscript copying in Raška, Sava had access to Byzantine texts (hagiographies, 
                                            23	  Literary	  Context:	  159-­‐60.	  24	  Browning	  2001:	  106-­‐22	  (development	  of	  Greek	  as	  a	  literary	  language	  in	  Byzantine	  literature);	  Høgel	  2002:	  24-­‐6.	  	  25	  Sava	  Ustav:	  201,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  175-­‐6).	  26	  Pratsch:	  22-­‐3.	  27	  Literary	  Context:	  152-­‐5.	  28	  Literary	  Context:	  165-­‐8.	  29	  For	  a	  discussion	  of	  Constantinople	  as	  an	  'exemplary	  centre'	  providing	  cultural	  and	  political	  guidance,	  see	  Shepard	  2006:	  6-­‐7,	  11-­‐4	  and	  Shepard	  2012:	  67.	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monastic documents and secular works) on Athos and on his visits to Constantinople, in 
imperial as well as monastic libraries. His meetings with Emperor Alexios III Angelos to 
discuss the building of Hilandar30 and his closeness to the Greek monks at the Evergetis 
Mother of God monastery31, indicate his understanding of both secular and spiritual Byzantine 
values. With regard to Prvovenčani, despite there being no evidence of him travelling outside 
his own lands (except during his enforced exile by Vukan32), he was the son of a ruler 'who 
wished to be related to the great Greek Emperor'33 and was well informed of Byzantine 
literary and cultural traditions, not least through his first marriage and interactions with his 
father-in-law, Alexios III Angelos, and his court. Prvovenčani's acceptance into the Byzantine 
imperial family, as sebastokrator34, indicates that he was accepted and viewed with respect 
within the imperial hierarchy, and despite his divorce from Eudokia, his later attempt at an 
imperial marriage alliance for his son, was successful35. Therefore, although there is no 
material evidence regarding Serbian exposure to Byzantine literature, for example, literary 
gifts, manuscript exchange or Serbian correspondence with Byzantine scholars, the respect 
shown to Nemanja and his sons36, the marriages between Prvovenčani and the imperial 
princess, Eudokia37, and between Radoslav (Prvovenčani's son) and Anna, daughter of the 
Epiros ruler, Theodore Komnenos Doukas, all suggest that father and sons were well 
regarded and open to Byzantine culture.  
 
Byzantine Hagiography  
 
The two Lives by Sava and Prvovenčani fulfill the function of a hagiography even though they 
are not typical saints' lives but hybrid forms (Sava's text is part of a typikon with an extensive 
biography focusing on the holiness of the founder whilst Prvovenčani's text is a mix of 
hagiography and dynastic historiography). It is obvious, therefore, to look for possible models 
in Byzantine hagiography. The most popular collection in this genre in the period under 
discussion was the Metaphrastic Menologion, a selection of Byzantine hagiographical texts 
redacted under a team headed by Symeon Metaphrastes in the second half of the 10th 
century. The Menologion was a collection of 148 mainly martyria and saints' lives rewritten to 
a standard style and structure and was highly praised in Byzantium38. The popularity of the 
                                            30	  Construction:	  85-­‐6.	  31	  Literary	  Context:	  153-­‐4.	  32	  Historical	  Overview:	  67.	  33	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  17-­‐8	  (trs.:	  5).	  34	  Historical	  Overview:	  63.	  35	  Prvovenčani's	  first	  attempt	  to	  marry	  his	  son,	  Radoslav,	  to	  Theodora,	  daughter	  of	  Michael	  I	  Komnenos	  Doukas	  (ruler	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  successor	  state,	  Epiros),	  was	  unsuccessful	  (Radoslav	  subsequently	  married	  Anna,	  daughter	  of	  Michael's	  half-­‐brother,	  Theodore),	  see	  Chomatenos	  Ponemata:	  55-­‐6,	  Act	  10.	  	  36	  Most	  notably	  demonstrated	  by	  the	  granting	  of	  Hilandar	  to	  Nemanja	  in	  1198	  by	  Alexios	  III	  Angelos,	  see	  Construction:	  86.	  37	  Historical	  Overview:	  61-­‐2.	  38	  Høgel	  2002:	  10-­‐4;	  for	  a	  brief	  review	  of	  the	  work	  of	  Symeon	  Metaphrastes,	  see	  Høgel	  2014:	  185-­‐9;	  Psellos	  even	  praised	  Metaphrastes	  as	  a	  saint	  in	  an	  encomium,	  reporting	  that	  after	  his	  death,	  a	  miraculous	  fragrance	  enveloped	  his	  body,	  evidence	  of	  his	  'purity	  and	  holiness',	  see	  Psellos	  Orationes:	  287,	  lines	  376	  -­‐	  288,	  line	  385.	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work was such that it survives in over 700 manuscripts (the earliest dating from 1043), proof 
of its extensive copying and dissemination39. Texts from the Menologion acquired a semi-
official status and were translated into Slavonic and other languages spoken within the 
empire, the highpoint of these translations and subsequent distribution being the 11th-12th 
centuries40. As some manuscripts of the Menologion were copied on Mount Athos both in 
Greek and as Slavonic translations, it is reasonable to assume that Sava had access to them 
in either Greek or OCS translation. He could also have accessed the Menologion during his 
visits to the Evergetis monastery in Constantinople41 as such a large text would only be found 
in the libraries of wealthy individuals or large monasteries like the Evergetis42. The founder of 
the monastery, Paul, took numerous hagiographical passages from the Menologion when 
compiling the Evergetinon (Synagoge), a spiritual florilegium for the instruction of his monks 
comprising saints' lives, ascetic works and patristic literature. More than 80 copies of the 
Evergetinon survive indicating its popularity43 and it would have given Sava further access to 
hagiographies from the Menologion. 
 
Amongst Byzantine hagiographies, it is also reasonable to assume that Sava would have 
known the 4th century Life of Anthony by Athanasios of Alexandria, a work written in simple 
Koine Greek allowing someone with a less than perfect knowledge of the language to 
understand it (for example, Sava)44. This Life was one of the most important texts of early 
monasticism with an extensive distribution, including translations into Latin, Syriac, Coptic and 
OCS; it was also well known in Europe and became a model for hagiographers for centuries 
to come45. An OCS translation served as a model for Kievan Rus works, including Nestor's 
Life of Feodosij in the mid-1080s46, which suggests to me that it was probably known in 
Raška either as a result of the natural dissemination of copies or via Rus monks who were 
known to have visited Nemanja's court (for example, those with whom Sava fled into 
monasticism)47. Of all the hagiographies potentially available to Sava, therefore, the Life of 
Anthony must have been one of the most easily accessible whether as an original Greek copy 
or an OCS translation. 
 
Although not technically hagiographies, the legends associated with Constantine the Great 
(272-337), the only Byzantine emperor widely regarded as a saint at the beginning of the 13th 
                                            39	  Høgel	  2002:	  130-­‐4.	  	  40	  Høgel	  2002:	  153-­‐4.	  	  41	  Literary	  Context:	  153-­‐4.	  42	  Høgel	  2014:	  189;	  also	  Høgel	  2003:	  224-­‐6.	  43	  Jordan	  and	  Morris:	  7-­‐8;	  Krueger:	  204-­‐5;	  Wortley:	  311-­‐22	  (analysis	  of	  the	  sources	  of	  the	  Evergetinon);	  Høgel	  2003:	  225;	  Crostini	  Lappin:	  380-­‐1	  and	  383-­‐4.	  44	  Høgel	  2002:	  25.	  45	  Bartlett:	  19-­‐20:	  Binns	  2002:	  109	  ('the	  most	  read	  book	  in	  the	  Christian	  world').	  46	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  lxi;	  for	  mention	  of	  St	  Anthony,	  see	  Feodosij:	  90,	  38a	  line	  5	  (trs.:	  55)	  ('the	  great	  Anthony').	  47	  Literary	  Context:	  159.	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century48, were widely known. Constantine was the ultimate prototype of the ideal Byzantine 
emperor and his life became a model for future founders of new dynasties who compared 
themselves directly to Constantine to legitimise their authority 49 . In Constantinople, 
successors to Constantine were effectively 'sanctified' by his existence and were referred to 
as 'New Constantines'50. Constantine continued to be regarded as a symbol of legitimacy and 
a point of reference for many rulers in the wider Orthodox world51, including, one expects, in 
Raška. His cult included all the essentials necessary for sanctity: a vita, production of icons, 
composition of a special hymn (akolouthia) sung on the anniversary of his death and the 
existence of miracles, including myrrh-flowing ones52. By the middle of the 9th century, his 
fame was so great that there were over 25 vitae and panegyrics dedicated to him in 
existence53.  
 
Although Eusebios’ Vita Constantini (completed just after Constantine’s death) was not well 
received, possibly because of its Arian overtones and lack of personal detail54, Constantine 
continued to be venerated as a saint. Instead of the Vita, legends were written to promote his 
holy credentials, the most widely read being the mid-late 9th century Guidi-Vita55 . The 
popularity of the legends was such that large sections were reproduced and elaborated on in 
Byzantine works of history, such as those by George the Monk, Kedrenos, Zonaras and, in 
the 14th century, the Historia Ecclesiastica by Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos, thus 
promoting Constantine's image through a variety of literary genres and over an extensive 
period56. According to the legends, Constantine was the ultimate example of a ruler imbued 
with Christian virtue and piety, who safeguarded his domains from external and internal 
threats and who united his people in peace and the Christian faith. He was widely regarded 
for his justice, courage, wisdom and moderation combined with the Christian traits of love and 
'philanthropia'57. This made him the perfect model for Nemanja and Prvovenčani’s reference 
to him58 suggests that he was aware of his importance as both a military leader and a pious 
                                            48	  Eusebios:	  19,	  book	  I,	  chapter	  8,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  70)	  ('alone	  of	  emperors,	  Constantine	  was	  recognized	  and	  acclaimed	  by	  them	  all');	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  65	  (Irene	  and	  Nikephoros	  Phocas	  were	  venerated	  as	  saints	  before	  13th	  century	  but	  only	  locally);	  Historical	  Context:	  142-­‐3	  (lack	  of	  Byzantine	  holy	  rulers).	  49	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  64;	  also	  Dagron	  2003:	  149	  (naming	  of	  eldest	  sons,	  Constantine,	  by	  founders	  of	  dynasties,	  as	  a	  sign	  of	  legitimacy).	  50	  Dagron	  2003:	  149;	  Whitby:	  84-­‐6	  (comparison	  with	  previous	  rulers	  as	  a	  way	  of	  influencing	  and	  defining	  the	  reign	  of	  individual	  emperors)	  and	  92-­‐3	  (development	  of	  references	  to	  Constantine	  by	  Heraklios	  established	  the	  use	  of	  the	  'Constantine'	  model	  for	  future	  generations);	  Markopoulos:	  159-­‐62	  (comparison	  of	  Basil	  I	  as	  'New	  Constantine')	  and	  164-­‐7	  (Constantine	  VII	  Porphyrogenitos	  as	  a	  'New	  Constantine');	  Macrides	  1994:	  273-­‐4	  (the	  exception	  being	  most	  of	  the	  Komnenian	  emperors).	  	  51	  For	  example,	  Patriarch	  Photios	  compared	  the	  deeds	  of	  Boris	  I	  of	  Bulgaria	  to	  that	  of	  'the	  great	  Constantine',	  see	  Photios:	  19,	  lines	  562-­‐3	  (trs.:	  56,	  section	  22,	  lines	  4-­‐5).	  52	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  65.	  53	  Kazhdan	  1987:	  201.	  54	  Lieu	  and	  Montserrat:	  97-­‐9	  (the	  Vita	  and	  reasons	  for	  its	  non-­‐acceptance);	  Chrysostom	  Antioch	  Homilies:	  Homily	  XXI,	  PG49,	  216	  (according	  to	  Chrysostom,	  Constantine's	  deeds	  were	  not	  remembered	  in	  his	  day).	  	  55	  Lieu	  and	  Montserrat:	  99-­‐106	  (the	  Constantine	  legends).	  56	  Lieu	  and	  Montserrat:	  23-­‐4.	  57	  Spanos	  and	  Zarras:	  67.	  58	  Prvovenčani:	  62/63	  (Nemanja's	  pectoral	  cross	  helping	  Prvovenčani	  like	  the	  cross	  which	  had	  helped	  'the	  ancient	  emperor	  Constantine',	  a	  reference	  to	  his	  vision	  of	  the	  chi-­‐rho	  sign	  before	  the	  battle	  of	  the	  Milvian	  Bridge	  in	  312).	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ruler. Because of this reference and the fact that Constantine was known as an ideal ruler (in 
the secular and spiritual sense), I have chosen to look more closely at Constantine's life and 
deeds (as portrayed in the Guidi-Vita59) to see whether the brothers used imagery found there 
for the portrayal of Nemanja.  
 
Although Constantine offered the Raškan Serbs a perfect example of a holy leader, an ideal 
ruler and a successful warrior, a brief mention must also be made of the 10th century 
Byzantine emperor, Nikephoros II Phocas. In his lifetime, Nikephoros was regarded as a 
pious man, a military hero and a champion of the needy, in fact almost a 'saintly' figure60. His 
posthumous cult may have been known to the Serbs through the existence of OCS 
translations of the Apocalypse of Anastasia, an apocryphal Greek work composed between 
the late 10th and 12th centuries61 and translated soon after possibly in Bulgaria62. Differences 
are apparent between the Greek and OCS translations, including the added portrayal of 
Nikephoros as a 'good emperor', an important concern of Slav rulers keen to promote 
Christian ideals of kingship. The OCS translation refers to Nikephoros as a saint (unlike the 
Greek text) and the message is stressed that those who kill legitimate rulers and betray allies 
will ultimately suffer, the victory of the righteous over evil, a popular sentiment amongst Slav 
rulers. In some translations the Slav scribes also included a reference to St Constantine and 
his mother, St Helena, two of the most popular Byzantine figures amongst the Slavs63. With 
the availability of a Bulgarian OCS translation, I suggest that the Raškan Serbs may have 
been aware of Nikephoros as a 'good emperor', a holy ruler and the victor of good over evil, 
an exemplary image of an emperor first seen in Constantine's legends.  
 
Byzantine Monastic Documents: the Evergetis Typikon 
 
The 11th century typikon of the monastery of the Mother of God Evergetis in Constantinople 
was the most influential Byzantine founder's typikon ever written judging by its use as a model 
for many subsequent Byzantine monasteries (for example, the Kecharitomene, one of the 
earliest copied typika (c1110/6), the St John the Forerunner at Phoberos (1113, re-edited 
1144) and the St Mamas (1158) monasteries and the monastery of St John the Forerunner at 
Serres (one of the last Evergetis-based typika, c1332))64. The Evergetis monastery was 
                                            59	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  304-­‐40	  and	  637-­‐60	  (trs.:	  106-­‐42).	  60	  Baun:	  250-­‐1	  (Nikephoros'	  good	  deeds	  made	  him	  popular	  after	  his	  death,	  although	  mainly	  with	  the	  poor).	  	  61	  Baun:	  17-­‐8	  (discussion	  of	  dating	  including	  the	  existence	  of	  a	  12th-­‐14th	  century	  OCS	  copy);	  401-­‐14	  (translation	  of	  Greek	  text).	  62	  Shepard	  2006:	  47.	  63	  Baun:	  72-­‐3	  (discussion	  of	  the	  differences	  between	  the	  Greek	  and	  OCS	  translations);	  223-­‐4	  (suggestion	  that	  the	  OCS	  translation	  is	  based	  more	  closely	  on	  a	  now	  lost	  original	  Greek).	  64	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  468;	  Thomas	  1994:	  257-­‐71	  (list	  of	  monasteries	  who	  'borrowed'	  from	  the	  Evergetis);	  for	  detailed	  comparisons	  of	  the	  typika	  of	  Phoberos,	  Kecharitomene	  and	  Mamas	  with	  the	  Evergetis,	  see	  Jordan	  1994:	  218-­‐28	  and	  231-­‐4;	  although	  see	  also,	  Angold	  1993:	  51-­‐3	  (there	  were	  monasteries	  which	  did	  not	  rely	  on	  the	  Evergetis,	  for	  example	  Attaleiates'	  foundation	  of	  Panoiktirmon	  Christos,	  which	  was	  run	  more	  as	  a	  'tax	  haven'	  for	  his	  heirs,	  and	  the	  monastery	  of	  St	  John	  the	  Theologian	  on	  Patmos	  which	  looked	  more	  to	  the	  typikon	  of	  the	  Great	  Lavra	  and	  encouraged	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founded in c1049 by Paul, a wealthy citizen of Constantinople who is thought to have 
produced a set of rules (no longer extant) based on the simple way of life he had established 
during his five years of leadership; these rules were then incorporated into the monastery 
typikon by the second founder, Timothy65. The popularity of the Evergetis Typikon was due 
mainly to its adoption by the founder of the Kecharitomene monastery, Empress Eirene 
Doukaina, and the backing of other members of the imperial family66. It detailed the rights of 
the monastery founder and his family67 and ensured a legal administrative framework for the 
daily running of the monastery. The rights regarding ownership were particularly important for 
the growing number of wealthy Byzantine elites who became monastic founders during the 
Komnenian monastic revival and whose interest lay not only in spiritual matters but also in the 
financial independence of their foundations (for example, the ability to keep the foundation 
and its lands within the founder's family, often via a trust, or to ensure that family members, or 
episcopal interference, could not exploit the foundation's finances)68. The Evergetis Typikon 
also became a model for future typika incorporating biographical details of their founders (see 
discussion below)69.   
 
Although the bulk of the evidence suggesting close links between Sava and the Evergetis 
comes from later, non-contemporary, sources, there is no reason to assume that it is 
fabricated 70  as Prvovenčani also mentions that Nemanja gave gifts to the Evergetis 71 . 
According to Teodosije, Sava and Nemanja were 'ktitors’72 of the Evergetis because they had 
‘given much gold, land and villages for the building of that monastery’73. Domentijan mentions 
that Nemanja and Sava ‘gave two casks of gold and silver to the Evergetis monastery’ and 
                                            65	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  455	  (Timothy's	  literary	  output);	  Jordan	  2007:	  413-­‐4	  (Timothy	  as	  the	  'second	  founder'	  of	  the	  Evergetis).	  66	  Angold	  1993:	  50.	  67	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  45,	  line	  537	  -­‐	  47,	  line	  567	  (trs.:	  482-­‐3,	  chapter	  12)	  (concerning	  the	  independence	  of	  the	  monastery).	  	  68	  Angold	  1993:	  56-­‐7	  (in	  this	  respect,	  the	  Evergetis	  typikon	  became	  the	  'model	  of	  choice'	  particularly,	  although	  not	  exclusively,	  for	  new	  aristocratic	  typika);	  see	  also	  Thomas	  1987:	  214-­‐21	  (rise	  of	  the	  self-­‐governing,	  independent	  monasteries	  in	  the	  11th	  century)	  and	  226-­‐8	  (attempts	  by	  Manuel	  I	  Komnenos	  to	  restrict	  the	  foundation	  of	  further	  such	  monasteries	  in	  the	  12th	  century).	  69	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  15,	  line	  19	  -­‐	  19,	  line	  70	  (trs.:	  472-­‐3,	  chapters	  2	  and	  3)	  (brief	  details	  of	  the	  life	  and	  monastic	  deeds	  of	  its	  first	  two	  founders,	  Paul	  and	  Timothy);	  Literary	  Context:	  155-­‐6.	  70	  Although	  the	  later	  authors,	  Domentijan	  and	  Teodosije,	  had	  their	  own	  political	  agendas,	  I	  believe	  the	  mention	  of	  Sava	  visiting	  the	  Evergetis	  is	  reliable	  (not	  least	  because	  the	  contemporary	  source,	  Prvovenčani,	  mentions	  Nemanja's	  donations	  to	  the	  monastery)	  although	  some	  of	  the	  rhetoric	  around	  Nemanja's	  donations	  may	  be	  exaggerated.	  	  71	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43;	  Kašanin	  suggests	  that	  in	  1172	  Nemanja	  was	  sent	  to	  the	  Evergetis	  monastery	  during	  his	  imprisonment	  by	  Manuel	  although	  no	  source	  confirms	  this,	  see	  Kašanin	  1972a:	  304-­‐5.	  72	  Teodosije:	  120	  (Teodosije	  states	  that	  father	  and	  son	  were	  'known	  as	  ktitors',	  although	  the	  giving	  of	  money	  might	  suggest	  that	  they	  were	  'patrons');	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  'founders',	  'second	  founders',	  refounders	  and	  patrons,	  and	  their	  roles,	  see	  Mullett	  2007a:	  5-­‐10;	  Jordan	  and	  Morris:	  15	  (suggestion	  that	  Sava	  may	  have	  had	  an	  administrative	  role	  at	  the	  Evergetis);	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  61-­‐2	  (Sava	  and	  Nemanja	  are	  described	  as	  'second	  founders'	  of	  the	  Karyes,	  Great	  Lavra	  and	  Iviron	  monasteries	  on	  Athos,	  which,	  according	  to	  Domentijan	  is	  equivalent	  to	  being	  'ktitors')	  and	  83-­‐4	  (Sava	  as	  the	  'refounder'	  of	  the	  Athonite	  monasteries	  of	  Karakallou	  and	  Xeropotamou)	  and	  121	  (Sava	  as	  the	  'patron'	  of	  the	  Filokali	  monastery	  in	  Thessaloniki	  which	  is	  described	  as	  'his'	  and	  where	  he	  gave	  'much	  gold'	  and	  where	  'he	  stayed	  as	  long	  as	  he	  wanted	  copying	  many	  books	  regarding	  the	  regulation	  of	  the	  faith');	  also	  Teodosije:	  132	  (Sava	  as	  'ktitor'	  of	  the	  Philotheou	  monastery	  on	  Athos,	  a	  monastery	  the	  original	  'founder'	  was	  unable	  to	  finish	  because	  of	  lack	  of	  funds).	  73	  Teodosije:	  120.	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‘whenever they [Sava and Nemanja] came to Constantinople they had lodgings there’74. Sava 
last visited the Evergetis in c1235, according to Domentijan, on his return from pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem and stayed at the metochion of St Andrew, a dependency of the main monastery, 
before proceeding to Trnovo where he died in 123675.  
 
The apparently close relationship between Sava and the Evergetis and the similarities 
between the two typika make it reasonable to assume that Sava used the Evergetis Typikon 
as the basis for his Hilandar Typikon (the only known non-Greek typikon to be based on the 
Evergetis text76). The level of similarity between the earliest surviving copy of the Hilandar 
Typikon (1220s) and the 12th century copy of the Evergetis Typikon (Codex Atheniensis 
Grace 788) suggests that Sava copied sections from the Evergetis text and in some places 
even translated it into OCS without alteration77.  
 
According to Sava’s Ustav, his knowledge of Greek was poor78. This was undoubtedly a topos 
of monastic humility bearing in mind Sava translated numerous liturgical, legal and other texts 
from Greek to OCS, the time he had already spent on Athos before compiling the Hilandar 
Typikon (c1200) and his work as an intermediary between the Protos of Athos and the 
Byzantine emperor in Constantinople79. However, it is possible that Sava translated the 
Evergetis Typikon with the help of others given the extent of the text80. Indeed, the 13th 
century Hilandar Typikon contains enough errors to suggest more than one scribe, possibly 
three: at least one translating from Greek to OCS with Sava amending the translated work to 
make it relevant to Hilandar81. A 13th century OCS copy of a Serbian Miscellany held at St 
Catherine's Monastery, Sinai (MS 14), includes part of the Evergetis Typikon and Tarnanidis 
has suggested that this may be the first Serbian translation of the Evergetis text and, 
therefore, the copy made by (or on the instruction of) Sava. The fact that there is no reference 
                                            74	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  80.	  75	  Domentijan	  Sava:	  203	  (on	  arrival	  at	  the	  Evergetis,	  Sava	  immediately	  knelt	  in	  front	  of	  the	  Mother	  of	  God	  and	  then	  went	  'to	  the	  centre	  of	  the	  city	  to	  the	  apostle	  St	  Andrew'	  -­‐	  possibly	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  metochion	  of	  St	  Andrew,	  see	  Pargoire:	  371-­‐2	  (includes	  a	  quote	  from	  archbishop	  Anthony	  of	  Novogorod	  during	  a	  visit	  to	  the	  same	  metochion	  in	  which	  he	  mentions	  Sava	  staying	  there	  when	  in	  Constantinople);	  for	  discussion	  on	  which	  St	  Andrew	  institution	  is	  being	  referred	  to,	  see	  Rodley:	  20-­‐1.	  76	  Jordan	  and	  Morris:	  31.	  77	  To	  compare	  the	  two	  texts,	  see	  Sava	  Typika:	  14-­‐150	  (trs.:	  47-­‐103)	  cf	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  15-­‐93	  (trs.:	  472-­‐99);	  Živojinović:	  87-­‐99	  (detailed	  analysis	  of	  the	  similarities	  and	  differences	  between	  the	  two	  typika);	  for	  an	  example	  of	  direct	  translation,	  see	  chapter	  on	  the	  independence	  of	  Hilandar	  (Sava	  Typika:	  72,	  line	  	  7	  -­‐	  75,	  line	  11	  (trs.:	  71-­‐2)) which is	  taken	  almost	  verbatim	  from	  the	  Evergetis	  Typikon	  (Evergetis	  Typikon:	  45,	  line	  537	  -­‐	  47,	  line	  567	  (trs.:	  482,	  chapter	  12);	  Mullett	  2007a:	  11-­‐3	  (discussion	  of	  what	  was	  involved	  in	  the	  'copying'	  of	  the	  monastic	  way	  of	  life	  at	  the	  Evergetis	  and	  its	  Typikon).	  78	  Sava	  Ustav:	  201,	  lines	  27-­‐8	  (trs.:	  175-­‐6).	  79	  Sava	  lived	  in	  the	  Vatopedi	  monastery	  on	  Mount	  Athos	  from	  1192,	  until	  Hilandar	  was	  ready	  for	  occupation	  in	  1198	  (Historical	  Overview:	  64).	  He	  wrote	  the	  Ustav	  in	  c1199,	  7	  years	  after	  his	  arrival	  and	  worked	  on	  the	  
Hilandar	  Typikon	  the	  following	  year.	  He	  acted	  as	  an	  envoy	  of	  the	  Protos	  as	  early	  as	  1198	  regarding	  the	  status	  of	  Hilandar	  (Construction:	  85-­‐6).	  80	  As	  the	  Hilandar	  Typikon	  contains	  some	  East	  Slavic	  terms,	  Thomson	  has	  suggested	  an	  East	  Slav	  monk	  may	  have	  translated	  it	  from	  the	  Evegetis	  Typikon.	  However,	  Thomson	  also	  points	  out	  that	  as	  the	  Hilandar	  Typikon	  contains	  South	  Slavic	  references,	  the	  East	  Slavisms	  may	  be	  explained	  by	  Sava's	  association	  with	  the	  Rus	  monastery	  of	  St	  Panteleimon	  where	  he	  was	  tonsured,	  see	  Thomson	  1993b:	  320-­‐1.	  	  81	  Mirković:	  168;	  Tarnanidis:	  139	  (Sava	  as	  the	  initiator	  and	  supervisor	  of	  the	  translation).	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to Nemanja or Sava as saints in this Raškan text indicates that the copy was made early in 
the 13th century which fits in with the writing of the Hilandar Typikon82.  
 
Sava was not new to writing when he compiled the Hilandar Typikon, having already been 
responsible for Nemanja’s Hilandar Charter, the Karyes Typikon and the Ustav83. Since 
Nemanja’s arrival on Athos in 1197, Sava had consulted various Greek sources in preparation 
for the compilation of his Nomokanon, the first Serbian written constitution consisting of civil 
and canon law84. This work would have needed an understanding of more complex Greek 
and the fact that Sava had started it whilst still on Athos is another indication of his increasing 
knowledge of Greek and, in my view, makes it entirely possible that Sava was indeed the 
main translator and compiler of the Hilandar Typikon.  
 
Byzantine Monastic Documents: ‘biographical typika/prefaces’ 
 
Sava’s Studenica Typikon, written c120885, borrowed heavily from the Hilandar Typikon, the 
main difference being the inclusion of his Life of Stefan Nemanja as a preface. The insertion 
of biographical details of a founder to a monastic typikon was not new when Sava wrote his 
Life, the Evergetis Typikon being an example, although it provides few details 86 . A 
contemporary example (c1177) with more personal detail is the Testamentary Rule of 
Neophytos for the Hermitage of the Holy Cross near Ktima, Cyprus87. Although this text was 
unlikely to have been known outside Cyprus, the motifs found in it are indicative of a shared 
Byzantine tradition found in numerous biographical typika and rules and therefore were 
probably familiar to Sava88. Amongst the important motifs are God's support and protection 
for the saint 89  and the Christian virtues of the founder, providing the ideal model of 
monasticism for the new community to adhere to90. The emphasis on the founder’s moral 
                                            82	  Tarnanidis:	  134-­‐41	  (this	  work	  also	  contains	  lives	  of	  the	  Church	  Fathers,	  apocrypha	  and	  a	  selection	  of	  services	  for	  the	  saints)	  .	  83	  Introduction:	  9.	  84	  Troicki:	  51	  and	  54	  (Sava	  finished	  the	  Nomokanon	  c1220	  in	  Thessaloniki);	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  origins	  of	  the	  Nomokanon,	  see	  Thomson	  1993b:	  324-­‐5.	  85	  Introduction:	  11-­‐2.	  86	  Angold	  1993:	  66-­‐7	  (other	  examples	  of	  typika	  with	  relatively	  little	  personal	  information).	  87	  Neophytos:	  74,	  line	  5	  -­‐	  76,	  line	  33	  (trs.:	  1349,	  chapter	  3	  -­‐	  1352,	  chapter	  5)	  (biographical	  details	  including	  construction	  of	  the	  monastery).	  88	  Angold	  1993:	  64-­‐6	  and	  67-­‐8;	  11th	  century	  examples	  include	  the	  typikon	  of	  Pakourianos	  (Pakourianos	  
Typikon:	  29,	  line	  173	  -­‐	  45,	  line	  426	  (trs.:	  522,	  chapter	  1	  -­‐	  527,	  chapter	  2)	  and	  the	  Rules	  of	  Attaleiates	  (Attaleiates:	  17,	  line	  1	  -­‐	  23,	  line	  79	  (trs.:	  333-­‐4,	  chapter	  1)	  and	  Christodoulos	  (Christodoulos:	  59-­‐67	  (trs.:	  578,	  chapter	  A1	  -­‐	  584,	  chapter	  A12	  (Rule));	  10th	  century	  examples	  include	  the	  Testament	  of	  Nikon	  the	  Metanoeite	  (Nikon	  Testament:	  251,	  line	  1	  -­‐	  254,	  line	  100	  (trs.:	  317-­‐8)	  Foundation	  History)	  and	  the	  Typikon	  of	  the	  Lavra	  Monastery	  (Athanasios	  Typikon:	  102,	  line	  13	  -­‐	  106,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  250,	  chapter	  2	  -­‐	  253,	  chapter	  11));	  Galatariotou	  1987:	  134-­‐5	  (further	  examples	  of	  typika	  with	  biographies	  of	  founders);	  also	  Mullett	  2007b:	  204-­‐6	  (the	  copying	  of	  biographical	  prefaces	  and	  the	  use	  of	  similar	  topoi	  and	  models).	  89	  For	  example,	  Neophytos:	  73,	  line	  24	  (trs.:	  1349,	  chapter	  2)	  (Neophytos	  'received	  this	  hermitage	  from	  the	  Lord	  God'),	  75,	  line	  4	  (trs.:	  1350,	  chapter	  3)	  (Neophytos	  fled	  home	  'with	  God's	  most	  excellent	  goodwill	  and	  help'),	  75,	  lines	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  1350,	  chapter	  4)	  (Neophytos	  became	  a	  monk	  and	  learnt	  the	  Psalter	  'with	  the	  help	  of	  God').	  90	  Angold	  1993:	  67;	  Hinterberger:	  142-­‐3	  (the	  biographical	  details	  tended	  to	  be	  a	  hagiographical	  account	  of	  the	  saint's	  life	  and	  the	  monks	  were	  expected	  to	  follow	  the	  model	  behaviour	  shown	  by	  the	  founder).	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strength and spirituality and his personal devotion to God, with whose help the monastery 
was established, and statements regarding the founder's donations and privileges which were 
to be held by the monastery in perpetuity, all served to reinforce the independence of the 
institution and its holdings at a time (the death of the founder) when others might threaten to 
take over91. For this reason, the preface would often include a note about who should take 
over as head of the monastery on the death of its founder: Neophytos left his foundation to 
'my nephew, the ordained monk…Isaiah92', Athanasios instructed that his successor should 
be chosen either by himself or by the monks of the Great Lavra, and on no account should 'a 
person from a different lavra or monastery become superior of this one'93; Nikon stated that 
‘the strategos and the judge who are going to be appointed exercise authority over this 
church’94; and Christodoulos left the 'monk Arsenios Skenourios in my place as master and 
wielder of authority95’, insisting that the monastery ‘shall not…fall into the hands of any private 
or official person…but shall remain independent eternally’ 96 . Sava followed this model 
regarding the independence of Hilandar by stating in his Studenica Typikon that Nemanja 
‘bequeathed the monastery and those remaining few to me'97.  
 
As already mentioned, biographical prefaces were viewed as hagiographies in that they 
described the desire for a monastic life, overcoming family reservations to take holy orders, 
search for a spiritual father, journeys to the Holy Land, moral perfection and devotion to God, 
attracting pupils/other monks, founding and/or renovating churches and monasteries, 
donations to churches, becoming head of a monastery and ensuring the independence of his 
institutions98. Most of these motifs are found in the Lives written by Sava and Prvovenčani, 
suggesting that the authors, particularly Sava, may have had access to biographical typika, 
such as the ones mentioned above, either on Mount Athos or when staying at the Mother of 
God Evergetis in Constantinople. 
 
Byzantine Treatises on Kingship/Mirrors of Princes  
 
Numerous Byzantine works on kingship or Mirrors of Princes were written before the end of 
the 12th century suggesting that ideas of kingship and advice to rulers were common themes 
in the literature of the Byzantine Empire99. Mirrors of Princes were set pieces portraying an 
                                            91	  Angold	  1993:	  55	  and	  Hinterberger:	  143	  (the	  intention	  was	  to	  guard	  against	  the	  possibility	  that	  the	  monastery	  would	  be	  taken	  by	  laymen.	  Hinterberger's	  view	  that	  the	  inclusion	  of	  donations	  and	  privileges	  gave	  the	  preface	  a	  'legal'	  aspect	  and	  was	  the	  main	  reason	  for	  the	  development	  of	  these	  biographical	  details,	  seems	  to	  be	  a	  valid	  interpretation	  bearing	  in	  mind	  the	  vast	  wealth	  of	  some	  of	  the	  institutions).	  92	  Neophytos:	  87,	  lines	  20-­‐1	  (trs.:	  1358,	  chapter	  16).	  93	  Athanasios	  Typikon:	  107,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  254,	  chapter	  12).	  94	  Nikon	  Testament:	  254,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  319,	  chapter	  2).	  95	  Christodoulos:	  82	  (trs.:	  595,	  chapter	  B3	  (Testament)).	  96	  Christodoulos:	  69	  (trs.:	  586,	  chapter	  A16	  (Rule)).	  97	  Sava:	  171,	  lines	  13-­‐4	  (trs.:	  22);	  Prvovenčani	  also	  claims	  that	  both	  monasteries	  were	  left	  to	  him,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  56/57.	  	  98	  Hinterberger:	  143-­‐4.	  99	  Barker:	  62-­‐3;	  Angelov	  2007:	  184-­‐7;	  Bell:	  30.	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ideal ruler100 (they did not offer original ideas on political ideology) and were meant to flatter 
the recipient (usually a new ruler) and highlight the rhetorical skill and intellect of the 
author101. The main characteristics of an ideal ruler needed for successful kingship, were 
wisdom102 and the ability to provide justice to safeguard the people103. 
 
The most widely known Mirror of Princes was Agapetos' Advice to the Emperor Justinian104. 
This 6th century text offered the emperor guidance on establishing a legitimate moral authority 
for all the people, wealthy and poor105. Agapetos used a variety of pagan and Christian 
sources to produce a work broadly divided into five sections: the appointment of the emperor 
by God; the relation of the emperor to God; the emperor’s relation to his subjects; the qualities 
required of an emperor; the relation between the state and its citizens106.  
 
It was the first secular Greek text to be translated into OCS (the earliest translations were 
made in Bulgaria in the 8th century107) and became one of the most widely read texts in 
Europe after those of the Church Fathers108. A late 9th/early 10th century Bulgarian translation 
praised the attributes of Tsar Symeon as ruler109 and excerpts from the Advice appeared in 
the 1076 Kievan Miscellany where they highlighted the characteristics of a good ruler 
modified for Rus leadership ideology110. Extracts from the Advice were also found in the 7th/8th 
century Greek Legend of Barlaam and Josaphat111, a work traditionally attributed to St John 
Damascene112, and the subsequent inclusion of the Legend into the 10th century Metaphrastic 
Menologion followed by a Latin translation in the 12th century, made it and parts of the Advice 
available to Western Europe as well113. The Legend influenced Kievan Rus ideology via a 12th 
century OCS translation that contained two sections on kingship taken directly from the 
Advice114. The Advice also seems to have been used as a model by Emperor Basil I (r867-86) 
                                            100	  Bell:	  30-­‐1	  (early	  development	  of	  such	  texts);	  although	  the	  ideal	  ruler	  had	  supreme	  authority	  through	  divine	  right,	  his	  actions	  had	  to	  be	  for	  the	  good	  of	  all	  his	  subjects	  as	  he	  would	  still	  be	  judged	  by	  God,	  see	  Angelov	  2007:	  191-­‐5;	  Dagron	  1994:	  31-­‐2	  (purpose	  of	  Mirrors	  of	  Princes);	  Kaldellis:	  83	  (as	  well	  as	  describing	  the	  duties	  of	  an	  ideal	  emperor,	  Mirrors	  of	  Princes	  distinguished	  between	  kingship	  and	  tyranny).	  101	  Nicol	  1988:	  56.	  102	  Nikolov	  2007:	  349-­‐50.	  103	  Nicol	  1988:	  64-­‐5	  (the	  emperor	  as	  the	  embodiment	  of	  the	  law).	  104	  Agapetos:	  25-­‐77	  (trs.:	  99-­‐122).	  	  105	  Bell:	  18-­‐9	  and	  46-­‐8.	  	  106	  Bell:	  28-­‐34	  (sources)	  and	  35-­‐6	  (content	  of	  the	  Advice).	  107	  Bell:	  48.	  108	  Ševčenko	  1978:	  28.	  109	  Nikolov	  2012:	  105:	  Ševčenko	  1978:	  27-­‐8.	  	  110	  Čiževskij	  1971:	  67-­‐71.	  111	  Barker:	  82-­‐4	  (including	  an	  almost	  verbatim	  section	  on	  kingship):	  Bell:	  11-­‐5	  (textual	  similarities	  in	  the	  chapters	  of	  the	  Advice	  and	  the	  Legend).	  112	  Woodward	  and	  Mattingly:	  ix-­‐xii.	  	  113	  Woodward	  and	  Mattingly:	  xiv.	  114	  Ševčenko	  1954:	  148-­‐51	  (discussion	  of	  the	  Agapetos	  chapters	  transmitted	  through	  Barlaam	  and	  Josaphat	  including	  use	  of	  the	  latter	  by	  Cyril	  of	  Turov	  in	  his	  Address	  to	  the	  abbot	  of	  the	  Kievan	  Monastery	  of	  the	  Caves	  in	  which	  the	  monk	  is	  referred	  to	  as	  Agapetos'	  ideal	  king).	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for his own Mirror of Princes, the Paraenesis115, a text intended for his son, the future Leo VI. 
The first OCS translation of the Paraenesis appears to have been made in Bulgaria in the 10th 
century116, thus giving the Raškan Serbs access to it (and through it, to parts of the Advice). It 
is clear, therefore, that Sava and Prvovenčani would have had many routes to Agapetos' 
Advice and I will consider it as a likely source for the portrayal of Nemanja as an ideal ruler.  
 
Parallels with Kievan Rus 
 
The baptism of Vladimir the Great, the Grand Prince of Kiev, in 988, led to the Christianisation 
of the Rus, a process aided by the flow of Byzantine works translated into OCS in Bulgaria. 
Most of the translated works were those deemed necessary for the spiritual education of the 
Rus (although secular texts also found their way to Kiev) and included major hagiographies 
(for example, the Life of Anthony, the Life of Sabas of Palestine, Vitae Constantini and 
Methodii, two lives of Wenceslas and a life of his grandmother, Ludmila) most commonly 
found in libraries of larger Byzantine monasteries as well as works of the Church Fathers, 
particularly those of John Chrysostom117. It is also likely that Bohemian and possibly Croatian 
religious texts found their way to Kiev118. The exception to these 'foreign' texts and the use of 
Bulgarian-translated works were translations made by Metropolitan Hilarion (author of the 
earliest East Slavic text, Sermon on Law and Grace, c1049) who understood and therefore 
translated direct from Greek119. By the end of the 11th century, however, Rus writing began to 
develop its own identity with scribes adapting Bulgarian OCS translations to their own 
linguistic style120. A major original work undertaken by Rus authors in the 11th-12th century 
was the Russian Primary Chronicle (PSRL), a broad historical narrative covering the 9th-12th 
centuries. Apart from emphasising the conversion to Christianity and the development of Rus 
monasticism, the Chronicle presents a 'national' Rus history mainly taken from other sources. 
It was not until the later compilation (the Kievan Chronicle) that the narrative moved to 
dynastic promotion, a policy potentially of interest to the Raškan Serbs121.  
 
As Christianity took hold, the Rus followed the examples of other newly converted countries 
and began to canonise their rulers and princes. The process began with the martyred 
brothers, Boris and Glēb, in the 11th century and included later attempts by their descendants 
                                            115	  Nikolov	  2007:	  349-­‐50	  (although	  it	  is	  more	  likely	  that	  the	  work	  was	  compiled	  by	  Patriarch	  Photios	  and,	  as	  a	  result,	  there	  is	  an	  emphasis	  on	  the	  church	  as	  a	  link	  between	  God	  and	  the	  emperor);	  a	  15th	  century	  Serbian	  copy	  of	  the	  Paraenesis	  includes	  two	  chapters	  taken	  from	  the	  Advice,	  see	  Nikolov	  2007:	  352.	  116	  Nikolov	  2007:	  352.	  117	  Thomson	  1978:	  108-­‐15	  (survey	  of	  OCS	  translations	  available	  in	  Rus	  in	  the	  10th-­‐14th	  centuries);	  Thomson	  1993a:	  181-­‐3;	  Čiževskij	  1971:	  20-­‐30	  (survey	  of	  9th-­‐10th	  century	  biblical	  and	  secular	  literature	  distributed	  to	  Kiev,	  including	  liturgical	  books,	  hagiographies	  and	  collections,	  sermons,	  apocrypha,	  historical	  works	  and	  miscellanies).	  118	  Lunt:	  283;	  Kantor	  1983:	  12-­‐3	  (the	  influence	  of	  the	  Wenceslas	  texts	  on	  Rus	  culture).	  119	  Lunt:	  293;	  Thomson	  1993a:	  182.	  120	  Lunt:	  292-­‐5.	  121	  Čiževskij	  1971:	  52-­‐60;	  Franklin	  1992:	  164-­‐7	  (the	  Primary	  Chronicle,	  its	  relationship	  to	  the	  12th	  century	  continuation,	  the	  Kievan	  Chronicle,	  their	  Byzantine	  sources	  and	  the	  development	  in	  the	  Chronicles	  of	  a	  'dynastic'	  rather	  than	  a	  'unified,	  national'	  narrative).	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to canonise their father and great-grandmother to produce a beata stirps to consolidate 
power122 . Teodosije's report of Rus monks in Raška seeking donations from Nemanja 
suggests that the Raškan Serbs may have heard about these canonisations, including the 
ones promoted for more 'political' rather than spiritual reasons123. If this was the case, one 
can imagine the powerful effect the Mstislavitch family canonisations, for example, would 
have had on the Raškan court, four members of an extended family all canonised within 60 
years in an attempt to retain power124. Although there is no firm evidence to confirm the 
Serbs' knowledge of these particular canonisations, I believe their interaction with Rus monks 
must have brought them into contact with Rus oral tradition, one of the most important 
aspects of which was the canonisation of Boris and Glēb.  
 
Sava's questioning of one of the Rus monks who visited Nemanja's court in 1192 indicates 
that he was able to communicate with him125 and suggests that Sava may have understood 
the East Slavic OCS texts he came across later during his time as a monk in the Rus 
monastery of St Panteleimon126. It is likely that this monastery held copies of texts devoted to 
the earliest Rus saints: the martyrs, Boris and Glēb, their father and convertor of the Kievan 
Rus, Vladimir, and the founder of Rus monasticism, Feodosij 127 . An inventory from St 
Panteleimon, dated 1142, refers to 49 Rus manuscripts indicating that the monastery was an 
important literary centre128. Although none of the manuscripts survived the destruction of the 
monastery by Catalans in 1309, bearing in mind the significance of the monastery it is likely 
that the texts were important Rus works. Currently one of the oldest Slavonic manuscripts 
kept at the monastery is Bulgarian Ms.7, of particular interest as it mentions Boris and Glēb 
and Feodosij, confirming the presence of Rus texts possibly during Sava's time on Athos129. 
Later travellers to St Panteleimon confirmed the extent of its library of Slavonic literature 
which also included Serbian works indicating a growing Serbian community of monks there 
particularly from the mid-14th century130. It is likely, therefore, that Sava had access to Greek 
texts in OCS translation and Rus texts, including the group of Kievan Princely Lives 
                                            122	  	  Historical	  Context:	  132-­‐4	  (Boris	  and	  Glēb)	  and	  135-­‐6	  (a	  Rus	  beata	  stirps).	  123	  Teodosije:	  83-­‐4	  (the	  presence	  of	  Athonite	  monks,	  including	  one	  from	  Rus,	  in	  the	  Raškan	  court	  seeking	  donations	  from	  Nemanja);	  there	  are	  no	  other	  written	  reports	  of	  Rus	  monks	  in	  Raška	  but	  the	  fact	  that	  both	  brothers	  report	  Nemanja's	  donations	  to	  churches	  and	  monasteries	  outside	  Raška,	  may	  indicate	  that	  his	  largesse	  was	  known,	  hence	  the	  appeal	  for	  alms	  from	  foreigners);	  although	  Teodosije	  was	  not	  a	  contemporary	  source,	  I	  believe	  we	  can	  consider	  his	  statements	  regarding	  the	  Rus	  monk	  as	  reliable	  as	  there	  does	  not	  appear	  to	  be	  any	  politically	  motivated	  elaboration.	  124	  Historical	  Context:	  136.	  125	  Teodosije:	  84	  ('Sava	  questioned	  him	  [the	  monk]	  about	  the	  Holy	  Mountain').	  126	  Franklin	  2004:	  83-­‐6	  (similarities	  between	  Church	  Slavonic	  and	  East	  Slavonic,	  written	  and	  oral);	  Sava	  was	  ordained	  in	  the	  Rus	  monastery	  of	  St	  Panteleimon	  before	  moving	  to	  Vatopedi,	  see	  Teodosije:	  88	  and	  95.	  127	  Čiževskij	  1971:	  43-­‐5	  (details	  of	  Life	  of	  Feodosij);	  for	  an	  English	  translation	  of	  the	  Life,	  see	  Feodosij:	  71,	  26a	  line	  10	  -­‐	  135,	  67B	  line	  26	  (trs.	  33-­‐95).	  	  128	  Actes	  de	  Saint-­‐Pantéléèmôn:	  65-­‐76;	  also,	  Tachiaos	  1981:	  9-­‐10;	  this	  importance	  is	  further	  attested	  by	  the	  fact	  that	  in	  1169	  a	  sister	  monastery	  was	  established	  nearby	  because	  of	  a	  large	  increase	  in	  monks	  wishing	  to	  live	  at	  St	  Panteleimon	  monastery,	  see Actes	  de	  Saint-­‐Pantéléèmôn:	  3-­‐9.	  129	  Tachiaos	  1981:	  33-­‐4	  (13th	  century,	  Feodosij	  is	  mentioned	  on	  fol.	  124r	  and	  Boris	  and	  Glēb	  on	  fol.	  126v).	  130	  Tachiaos	  1981:	  9-­‐16	  (review	  of	  the	  content	  of	  the	  library	  at	  St	  Panteleimon);	  Tarnanidis:	  53-­‐4	  (Slavs	  monks	  moved	  freely	  within	  the	  Byzantine	  world	  even	  during	  conflict,	  so	  it	  was	  not	  unusual	  for	  there	  to	  be	  different	  communities	  in	  'national'	  monasteries).	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(Knjaževskie Žitije, a combination of hagiography, panegyrical oration, historiography and 
military tale131) which dealt with the legends of Boris and Glēb, written between the 1070s and 
1115. 
 
The Legends of Boris and Glēb 
 
Various texts were produced to promote the cult of the Kievan brothers, Boris and Glēb: 
Lesson on the Life and Murder of the Blessed Passion Sufferers, Boris and Glēb (c1075-85, 
by the monk Nestor, the oldest extant Rus narrative work132), Tale of the Miracles of the Holy 
Passion Sufferers, Roman and David (after the 1115 translation of their relics, possibly written 
in stages, unknown authors133) and the Tale and Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs 
Boris and Glēb (mid-late 11th century, with their posthumous miracles added c1090-1115 in 
time for the 1115 translation of the relics, unknown author134). All three texts borrowed from 
Byzantine hagiography with references to St Demetrios135, St Niketas and St Barbara136, 
amongst others. The Tale is also thought to have been influenced by some of the Ludmila 
and Wenceslas texts specifically regarding the idea of treacherous martyrdom and non-
resistance137. Although Boris and Glēb were martyrs (in this respect they differed to Nemanja) 
I will still consider the texts associated with these two Rus saints as potential models for his 
Life primarily because Sava had access to some of them during his time at the Athonite Rus 
monastery of St Panteleimon.  
 
Rus Mirror of Princes 
 
Kievan literature of the 12th century also included the Instructions, a Mirror of Princes 
compiled shortly before his death in 1125 by the Grand Prince of Kiev Vladimir Monomakh, 
comprising religious and moralising comments, based on Christian values, intended for his 
sons138. The main thrust of the Instructions, like the Byzantine Mirrors of Princes, was to 
prioritise the interests of the state and abide by the law rather than act for personal or family 
gain. Vladimir exhorted his sons to ‘give heed to me, and accept a half of my instruction’139, 
words similar to those at Nemanja's abdication when, according to Sava, he tells his sons: 
‘forget not my laws, but let your hearts preserve my words’140 and, ‘attend to my wisdom, 
incline your ear to my sayings’141. Although there is no evidence to show that Sava borrowed 
                                            131	  Birnbaum:	  330.	  132	  Lesson:	  1-­‐26	  (trs.:	  3-­‐32);	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  xxxiv-­‐xxxvii.	  	  133	  Miracles:	  58-­‐71	  (trs.:	  117-­‐34); Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  xiii-­‐xlix.	  134	  Tale:	  42-­‐58	  (trs.:	  97-­‐116); Kantor	  1983:	  18-­‐9;	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  xxxix-­‐xliii.	  	  135	  Tale:	  56,	  17a	  line	  30	  and	  17b	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  114).	  	  136	  Tale:	  47,	  11a	  lines	  9	  and	  13	  (trs.:	  103)	  (reference	  to	  ‘the	  holy	  martyr	  Niketas	  and…holy	  Barbara’).	  137	  Tale:	  47,	  11a	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:	  103);	  Ingham	  1973:	  1-­‐2;	  also	  Historical	  Context:	  132-­‐3.	  138	  Čiževskij	  1971:	  64-­‐7	  (the	  works	  of	  Vladimir	  Monomakh:	  the	  Instructions	  (including	  a	  short	  autobiography),	  a	  political	  letter	  and	  a	  prayer);	  Nenarokova:	  110-­‐1	  (composition	  of	  the	  Instructions).	  139	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  245	  (trs.:	  209).	  	  140	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  24-­‐5	  (trs.:	  9).	  	  141	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  17-­‐8	  (trs.:	  18).	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directly from Monomakh's text, the similarities with sections of his Life indicate that he was 
aware of a corpus of work, whether that was from Byzantium (for example, Agapetos' Advice 
or Basil I's Paraenesis) or further afield, such as Kiev or Hungary142, in which rulers advised 
their successors on how to rule.  
 
Parallels with Bohemia  
 
In this section I briefly consider whether Sava and Prvovenčani may have been influenced by 
the widely disseminated Latin and OCS texts associated with the Bohemian ruler, St 




The cult of the martyred Wenceslas spread quickly amongst Bohemia’s neighbours so that by 
the end of the 10th century in addition to The First OCS Life of Wenceslas (Vita Wenceslas, 
considered the oldest source of Bohemian history), Latin texts of his Life were available in 
Germany and Italy144. Wenceslas was also known in Russia: he was commemorated in 
church liturgical calendars in 1092, he was mentioned in one of the lives of Boris and Glēb 
(see below), there were dynastic relations between Rus and Bohemia145 and ecclesiastical 
and literary links between the Russian church and Sazava monastery where the relics of St 
Glēb were kept in 1095146. Around this time, the Vita Wenceslas appears to have reached the 
Dalmatian coast where it is best preserved in four Croatian Glagolithic breviaries147. Sava 
ruled Zahumlje, southern Dalmatia, between 1190 and 1192, an area taken over first by his 
uncle, Miroslav, and then by his brother, Vukan, who ruled as Rex Dalmatiae et Diocletia from 
c1196 to c1202. It is conceivable, therefore, that they came across the Wenceslas story whilst 
in Zahumlje. 
 
The sheer number of works associated with Wenceslas and his grandmother, Ludmila148, was 
so great that it is feasible that the court in Ras had access to at least one of them. The most 
widely read text was Bishop Gumpold’s Latin Passio Vencezlavi149, written in c980s and 
                                            142	  Literary	  Context:	  156-­‐8	  (Agapetos	  and	  Paraenesis)	  and	  163	  (Stephen	  of	  Hungary's	  Libellus).	  143	  Historical	  Context:	  131-­‐2.	  144	  Bartlett:	  53-­‐5	  (an	  early	  Latin	  example	  being	  the	  Legenda	  Christiani,	  written	  c992-­‐4,	  and	  incorporating	  the	  lives	  of	  Wenceslas	  and	  Ludmila,	  his	  saintly	  grandmother,	  see	  Legenda	  Christiani:	  199-­‐227,	  for	  the	  OCS	  
Life,	  see	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  14-­‐20	  (trs.:	  141-­‐61).	  145	  Vladimir	  the	  Great	  is	  reported	  to	  have	  had	  two	  Czech	  wives,	  see	  PSRL	  Lavrentjevskaya:	  980,	  column	  80	  (w* Xekин7 Вышслава а w*% дрyго7 Стoслава и Мьстислава -	  by	  one	  Czech,	  he	  had	  a	  son,	  Vysheslav,	  by	  another,	  Svyatoslav	  and	  Mstislav)	  and	  in	  1036	  Jaroslav	  named	  his	  son	  Wenceslas,	  see	  1036,	  column	  150	  (родис1 3рославy снъ нарекоша им1 емy В1xеславъ).	  	  146	  Paramonova:	  274-­‐6;	  Vlasto:	  291;	  Jakobson:	  40-­‐3	  (literary	  exchange	  between	  Rus	  and	  Bohemia);	  Sazava	  
Chronicle:	  251	  ('consecrata	  sunt	  duo	  altaria...in	  quo	  continentur	  reliquiae...sancti	  Glebii').	  147	  Birnbaum:	  327.	  148	  Kantor	  1990:	  24-­‐5	  (list	  of	  legends	  and	  dates,	  most	  before	  the	  writing	  of	  Nemanja’s	  texts)	  and	  14-­‐25	  (review	  of	  Latin	  and	  OCS	  Wenceslas	  texts).	  	  149	  Passio	  Vencezlavi:	  146-­‐66;	  Wood:	  194.	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believed to have influenced the Second OCS Life of Wenceslas which, in turn, provided a 
model for the Tale and Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Glēb in which 
reference is made to ‘the martyrdom and passion of the holy martyr…Saint Vjaceslav, whose 
murders were similar to this’150. So not only might the Raškan court have had direct access to 
some of the Wenceslas works (possibly in Latin or, more likely, OCS) Sava may also have 
come across Wenceslas through his knowledge of the Boris and Glēb stories151. News of the 
miracles performed by Wenceslas for the Bohemian Premyslid dynasty during the 12th 
century, by which he protected them against their enemies152, may have been transmitted to 
the Raškan Serbs through oral transmission, potentially providing Prvovenčani with a model 
for Nemanja's posthumous miracles. However, unlike in Rus literature, there is no mention of 
Wenceslas in the Serbian sources so this is only conjecture. Nevertheless, there were still 
many oral and literary opportunities for Sava and Prvovenčani to have been aware of the 
portrayal of Wenceslas. Although Birnbaum states that texts from Rus may have influenced 
Serbian writing with regard to similar political-dynastic components stressing ruler authority 
and dynastic consolidation153, this is not clear with the Bohemian vitae associated with 
Wenceslas notwithstanding the connections between Rus and Bohemian literature already 
discussed. Therefore, despite the geographical closeness between Wenceslas and Nemanja 
and the wide circulation of the Bohemian texts (including within areas ruled by the Raškan 
Serbs), I have not considered the Wenceslas texts as potential models for the two Lives. 
 
 
Texts associated with St Stephen I of Hungary 
 
The Raškan Serbs had strong familial links with the Hungarians and, as already discussed in 
the Historical Overview chapter, there was a strong pro-Hungarian element in the Raškan 
court which was used both for and against Nemanja and his sons154. With such close links for 
over a century, it is highly likely, therefore, that Hungarian cultural and literary traditions 
seeped into the Raškan court. As already discussed in the Historical Context chapter, it is 
likely that the Raškan Serbs knew of the canonisations of 1083, specifically that of Stephen I 
of Hungary (r1000-1038), initiated by King Ladislas to consolidate his own position as ruler of 
                                            150	  Tale:	  47,	  11a	  lines	  10-­‐1	  (trs.:	  103);	  for	  connections	  between	  the	  texts,	  see	  Kantor	  1983:	  12.	  151	  Literary	  Context:	  159-­‐60.	  152	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  164-­‐6;	  Bartlett:	  382-­‐3	  (the	  lance	  of	  St	  Wenceslas	  was	  used	  as	  a	  talisman	  in	  battle	  and	  in	  1126	  his	  appearance	  on	  a	  white	  horse	  inspired	  the	  Bohemians	  to	  defeat	  their	  German	  enemies)	  and	  488	  (12th	  century	  Premyslid	  rulers'	  seals	  and	  coins	  bear	  the	  'protective'	  warrior	  image	  of	  Wenceslas).	  153	  Birnbaum:	  327-­‐9	  (in	  practice,	  Sava's	  time	  at	  St	  Panteleimon	  may	  have	  been	  a	  key	  factor,	  but	  there	  is	  also	  evidence	  of	  Russian	  influence	  on	  Serbian	  orthography)	  .	  154	  Historical	  Overview:	  35	  (links	  between	  Nemanja's	  great-­‐uncle,	  Marko,	  and	  the	  Hungarians,	  and	  the	  involvement	  of	  the	  Hungarians	  in	  the	  removal	  of	  Nemanja's	  father,	  Zavida,	  from	  power),	  37-­‐8	  (the	  marriage	  of	  Jelena	  of	  Raška	  and	  Béla	  II	  of	  Hungary),	  38	  and	  45	  (the	  regency	  of	  Jelena	  and	  her	  brother,	  Beloš,	  Veliki	  
Župan	  Desa	  (Jelena's	  brother)	  and	  his	  pro-­‐Hungarian	  court	  and	  the	  involvement	  of	  Beloš	  in	  Raškan	  affairs);	  27	  (possible	  Hungarian	  support	  for	  Nemanja's	  usurpation	  of	  power),	  55-­‐6	  (joint	  campaign	  of	  Nemanja	  with	  Jelena's	  grandson,	  Béla	  III,	  against	  the	  Byzantines	  in	  1183)	  and	  67	  (Hungary's	  involvement	  in	  Vukan's	  usurpation	  of	  the	  Raškan	  throne	  in	  1202).	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Hungary155. Therefore, I will concentrate on the texts associated with Stephen to assess 
whether his portrayal as a ruler who brought Christianity to his people and worked tirelessly to 
expand and maintain the new faith offered any ideas for the promotion of Nemanja. 
 
Following his canonisation, the popularity of Stephen's cult meant that various texts were 
written to promote him, the saints canonised with him (including his son, Imre) and his 
successors (including Ladislas). These include: the Legends of King Stephen (a collection of 
three texts of Stephen's life written in 1083, 1103 and c1112-16), the Legend of St Gerard of 
Csanád (Imre's tutor, c1100), the Legend of St Imre (1115) and the Legend of St Ladislas 
(c1205). In addition to these, according to his biographer, Hartvic, Stephen produced a ‘little 
book on the principles of conduct’, the Libellus de Institutione morum, a Mirror of Princes 
which he intended as advice for his son, Imre156. Although all the Hungarian texts were written 
in Latin, Prvovenčani may have had access to them through the presence of Latin speakers in 
his court157.  
 
The Legends of Stephen I of Hungary  
 
The three texts composed to promote the life of Stephen (Legenda Maior, Legenda Minor and 
Bishop Hartvic's Life of King Stephen158) were more secular legend than hagiography and 
were designed primarily for political ends, the first one commissioned by Ladislas to coincide 
with his canonisations of 1083. They portrayed the emergence of a Christian state through the 
actions of a powerful and pious founder (Stephen) who was protected and supported by God, 
His saints and the Mother of God.  
 
In the Legenda Maior159 the emphasis was on Stephen as a ruler who converted his people 
and governed as a 'Christian prince'160, displaying the usual attributes of benevolence, piety 
and love for all rather than his true character that included the military ruthlessness necessary 
to rule161. The Legenda Minor162, written at the end of the 11th century and including a 
description of the 1083 canonisations, and Hartvic’s Life of King Stephen163 were both written 
for King Coloman (r1095-1116). In contrast to the Legenda Maior, they portray Stephen as a 
military proselytiser and purposeful politician who ruthlessly used force when dealing with his 
enemies. Although there are similarities between the three texts, the differences that stand 
                                            155	  Klaniczay	  1990:	  87-­‐9;	  also	  Historical	  Context:	  140-­‐2.	  156	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  428,	  lines	  5-­‐8	  (trs.:	  390);	  Nemerkényi:	  231-­‐46	  (contents	  of	  the	  Libellus,	  possible	  sources	  and	  authorship).	  157	  Introduction:	  8.	  158	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  135	  (Hartvic	  combined	  the	  earlier	  Legendae	  to	  compose	  the	  Life	  in	  the	  early	  12th	  century).	  159	  Legenda	  Maior:	  377-­‐92.	  160	  Legenda	  Maior:	  383,	  line	  6;	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  134	  (Stephen	  oversaw	  the	  implementation	  of	  Christianity	  throughout	  his	  lands).	  161	  Nemeskürty	  et	  al:	  23.	  	  162	  Legenda	  Minor:	  393-­‐400.	  163	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  401-­‐40.	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out are the hardening of Stephen’s character in Legenda Minor164 and the justifications for his 
ruthlessness in Hartvic’s Life165. 
 
Given the close links between Raška and Hungary described previously it is reasonable to 
suggest that the Serbs knew of Stephen's canonisation and the texts describing his holy 
image. It may even be possible that representatives from Nemanja’s court attended the 
celebrations for Ladislas’ canonisation in 1192166, bearing in mind their neighbourly ties. If so, 
Prvovenčani cannot have failed to notice the manner in which the Hungarians used sanctity to 
justify dynastic succession and successfully consolidate power, issues critical to his own 
survival. It is for these reasons that I will look in more detail at these Hungarian texts in the 
next chapter for evidence of whether Sava and/or Prvovenčani used them as models for 
Nemanja's image. 
 
Although the Legend of St Ladislas167, which appeared in c1205, just after Prvovenčani 
regained his throne, would not have made its way to the Raškan court immediately, 
Prvovenčani may have become aware of it after he started writing in c1216, possibly via 
pilgrims to Ladislas' tomb, thus providing him with another Hungarian model for the portrayal 
of holy rulers.  
 
Having laid out possible influence from Hungary, I now consider the influence of Cyrillo-
Methodian texts emanating from Bulgaria, the centre of the translation and compilation of 
OCS texts from the 9th century onwards. I concentrate on texts, which reasonably may have 




Cyrillo-Methodian literary legacy - translations and original OCS texts 
from Bulgaria  
 
Following the death of Methodios168 in 885, his disciples moved to Bulgaria encouraged by 
Tsar Boris I who saw an opportunity to extend his influence over the church by promoting the 
development of OCS and, therefore, the appointment of Slavic churchmen rather than clergy 
from Constantinople169. One of his last acts as ruler was to appoint his son, Symeon (r893-
                                            164	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  134-­‐5	  (Stephen's	  ruthlessness	  in	  dealing	  with	  those	  who	  opposed	  him	  and	  his	  forcible	  conversion	  of	  pagans).	  165	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  413-­‐5	  (descriptions	  of	  the	  three	  texts).	  166	  Historical	  Context:	  142.	  167	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Ladislai	  regis:	  515-­‐27.	  168	  For	  a	  summary	  of	  the	  work	  of	  Cyril	  and	  Methodios	  and	  their	  early	  disciples,	  see	  Fine	  1991:	  113-­‐4,	  127-­‐8;	  also	  Vlasto:	  27-­‐38	  (lives	  of	  the	  two	  men	  and	  their	  mission	  to	  Moravia),	  47-­‐57	  (Moravia	  and	  Rome,	  to	  the	  death	  of	  Cyril	  in	  869)	  and	  66-­‐77	  (Methodios	  as	  archbishop	  and	  his	  death	  in	  885).	  169	  Historical	  Context:	  136-­‐7.	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927), as his successor and approve OCS as the official language of the church170. By the turn 
of the 10th century, Ohrid (the patriarchal seat) and Preslav (Symeon’s capital) had become 
centres for translating and compiling Greek liturgical, theological and secular texts into 
OCS171. The early translations from Greek to OCS were made by monks who knew both 
languages and who endeavoured to keep the spirit and meaning of the Greek by maintaining 
as far as possible the original wording172. Where there were deviations, these were due to 
translators introducing subtle changes to appeal to Slavic culture173. The translations were 
distributed throughout Bulgaria and its empire, including Raška, which seems to have been 
particularly, but not exclusively, influenced by texts from Ohrid174. Despite local recensions, 
OCS overcame territorial borders and administrative areas, allowing the spiritual community 
of Slavs who shared a common cultural background (Slavia Orthodoxa175) to interpret the 
texts emanating from the Bulgarian centres176.   
 
The biographies of the 'Apostles to the Slavs', the Life of Constantine (VC, he took the 
monastic name, Cyril, which is how I will refer to him) and the Life of Methodios (VM, born 
Michael) were written shortly after the deaths of the two men in the late 9th century and were 
the first secular works to be written in the newly emerging OCS177, specifically developed by 
Cyril to enable the Slavic population to read and understand the Scriptures. The texts were 
written as examples for the pious, emphasising God’s Grace and its redemptive power. Cyril 
and Methodios are presented as ‘teachers’ and spiritual successors (to men ranging from the 
Old Testament Prophets to the New Testament Apostles178) who continued to spread God's 
word showing that redemption was still possible and not limited to the biblical past179.  
 
The next stage in the Cyrillo-Methodian literary legacy was the translation of texts necessary 
for the establishment of Slavic churches including texts consolidating the Christian faith and 
preventing heresy180. Early works to be translated, including those by Cyril and Methodios181, 
comprised the New Testament, the liturgy and the Psalter 182 , followed by the Old 
                                            170	  Vlasto:	  168.	  171	  Soulis:	  32-­‐5	  (discussion	  of	  known	  Preslav	  authors/translators);	  also	  Shepard	  1999a:	  568-­‐70;	  Vlasto:	  168-­‐70	  (the	  work	  of	  Clement	  and	  Naum),	  174-­‐6	  (Clement's	  literary	  work	  in	  Ohrid),	  176	  (Preslav	  works,	  including	  the	  translation	  of	  Byzantine	  works	  of	  history).	  172	  Metzger:	  432.	  173	  Dostal:	  72-­‐3.	  174	  Soulis:	  29.	  175	  Picchio:	  2-­‐3;	  Schenker:	  193.	  176	  This	  was	  especially	  true	  for	  the	  early	  10th-­‐11th	  translations,	  see	  Lunt:	  292.	  177	  Birnbaum:	  323	  (although	  there	  is	  hagiographical-­‐type	  praise	  and	  panegyric	  for	  Cyril	  and	  Methodios,	  the	  texts	  also	  contain	  factual	  information);	  Obolensky	  1974:	  427-­‐8.	  178	  Vita	  Methodii:	  6-­‐8	  (trs.:	  103-­‐5).	  179	  Picchio:	  8-­‐9.	  180	  Obolensky	  1974:	  423-­‐4.	  181	  Schenker:	  197;	  for	  later	  translations	  by	  Clement	  of	  Ohrid,	  Constantine	  of	  Preslav	  (disciples	  of	  Cyril	  and	  Methodios)	  and	  John	  the	  Exarch	  (outside	  the	  immediate	  circle	  but	  representing	  the	  beginnings	  of	  the	  Cyrillo-­‐Methodian	  legacy),	  see	  Schenker:	  198-­‐9;	  see	  also	  Vlasto:	  57	  (works/translations	  attributed	  to	  Cyril)	  and	  78-­‐9	  (translations	  attributed	  to	  Methodios).	  182	  Vlasto:	  61-­‐5	  (translations	  of	  the	  New	  Testament,	  liturgies,	  daily	  offices,	  other	  sacraments	  (for	  example,	  baptism,	  marriage)	  and	  the	  Psalter).	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Testament183, apocrypha and writings of the Church Fathers184. The Serbs were particularly 
keen on apocryphal literature and over time their own texts included references to most of the 
apocrypha known in Bulgaria and Russia185. Translated texts were often collected together 
and one of the oldest OCS examples is the Izbornik of Svjatoslav the prototype of which was 
translated for Symeon in c900 and then lost. It included homilies by the Church Fathers and 
an index of 25 apocryphal texts186. Symeon particularly admired the works of St John 
Chrysostom and arranged for a translation of his homilies, Zlatostruj, a work that was widely 
read in Slavic lands187. Translations of Chrysostom’s writings were also included in various 
collections (for example, the 11th century Glagolitic Euchologium Sinaiticum188) highlighting 
his popularity. An OCS translation of the Jerusalem Synaxarium, containing lives of the 
saints, was also known by the 11th/12th centuries and, according to Popović, a copy was given 
to Sava by the monks of the Vatopedi monastery on Mount Athos in c1199 to mark the 
foundation of Hilandar189. A small body of secular works was also translated into OCS, one of 
the earliest being Malalas' Chronographia (early 10th century). George the Monk’s Chronikon 
syntomon was also translated at this time and became one of the best-known Byzantine 
chronicles particularly amongst the Serbs190. 
 
Other particularly important Byzantine texts known to have been translated during this early 
phase in Bulgaria were John Klimakos' Ladder of Divine Ascent (a treatise on how to achieve 
ideal Christian perfection)191, the Apophthegmata ton pateron (Sayings of the Fathers) and 
John Moschos' Spiritual Meadow192. The Ladder, part of which was also included in the 
Izbornik of Svjatoslav193, was very popular amongst the Serbs, and a reference to it by 
Prvovenčani in his Life suggests that he knew the text194. Sava was also influenced by the 
Ladder both in his writing and his organisation of Serbian monastic life as indicated in his use 
of phrases and ideas from the Ladder in the Hilandar Typikon, although it is also possible that 
Sava merely took the Klimakos quotes from the Evergetis Typikon which he translated as the 
                                            183	  Thomson	  1998:	  636-­‐44	  (translation	  of	  the	  Bible	  by	  Methodios	  and	  followers);	  834	  (Proverbs,	  particularly	  popular	  amongst	  Slavs,	  was	  translated	  before	  Symeon’s	  rule).	  184	  Schenker:	  201-­‐14	  (variety	  of	  translated	  works);	  Heppell:	  86-­‐96	  (survey	  of	  translated	  5th-­‐6th	  century	  Byzantine	  hagiographies	  and	  ascetical	  texts).	  185	  Dvornik	  1962:	  173	  (list	  of	  popular	  apocryphal	  literature	  known	  by	  the	  Serbs).	  186	  Schenker:	  213-­‐4;	  Vlasto:	  176	  (also	  includes	  an	  encomium	  for	  Symeon).	  187	  Soulis:	  32.	  188	  Tarnanidis:	  74-­‐86	  (composition	  of	  the	  Euchologium	  including	  the	  Services	  for	  the	  Little	  and	  Great	  
Schema,	  read	  at	  acceptance	  to	  monkhood);	  Vlasto:	  59-­‐60	  (contains	  the	  liturgy	  of	  St	  John	  Chrysostom,	  possibly	  attributed	  to	  Cyril);	  for	  a	  discussion	  of	  the	  Glagolitic	  alphabet	  and	  its	  replacement	  by	  Cyrillic	  and	  the	  development	  of	  OCS,	  see	  Dostal:	  69-­‐70	  (particularly	  footnotes	  2-­‐4).	  189	  Popović,	  S.	  2001:	  387-­‐8	  (although	  there	  is	  some	  debate	  whether	  this	  Synaxarium	  was	  the	  Jerusalem	  or	  Constantinople	  type,	  it	  appears	  that	  Sava	  combined	  the	  two	  monastic	  routines	  in	  his	  writing).	  190	  Schenker:	  228-­‐30	  (translated	  chronicles);	  Obolensky	  1974:	  425-­‐6.	  191	  Klimakos:	  (trs.:	  1-­‐6)	  (brief	  summary	  of	  John's	  life)	  and	  (trs.:	  66-­‐8)	  (influence	  and	  popularity	  of	  the	  
Ladder	  which	  was	  translated	  into	  OCS	  in	  the	  10th	  century).	  192	  Schenker:	  223-­‐4.	  	  193	  Schenker:	  223	  (chapter	  28	  of	  the	  translated	  Ladder	  is	  included	  in	  the	  Izbornik).	  194	  Prvovenčani:	  68/69;	  Bogdanović	  suggests	  Prvovenčani	  had	  a	  translated	  copy	  of	  the	  Ladder	  at	  his	  disposal,	  see	  Bogdanović	  2008:	  179.	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basis of the Hilandar Typikon195. Chapter 4 of the Typikon states that older experienced 
monks who are lazy and inattentive should be punished, not inexperienced novices, a 
statement Sava attributes to Klimakos196. Chapter 7 of the Hilandar Typikon includes two 
quotes which Sava ascribes to the Ladder: 'wounds which are uncovered, do not become 
worse'197 and 'a soul which understands confession should be kept hold of like reins, to avoid 
sin'198. Sava's Karyes Typikon also suggests an awareness of the monastic life promoted by 
Klimakos as he mentions the setting up of a small cell for peaceful contemplation 'for two or 
three as the Lord says'199.   
 
Hrabr's original work, Essay on the Slav Alphabet (c893, also known as On the Letters), 
provides evidence for the debate regarding the move away from the Greek alphabet to the 
use of Slavic letters propagated by the disciples of Cyril and Methodios (leading to Boris' and 
Symeon's replacement of Greek with Slavic clergy)200. Although this text marked the start of 
original Bulgarian works, the next major original OCS text was not seen until the end of the 
10th century, the Treatise against the Bogomils by Cosmas the Priest in c970201. It is 
interesting to speculate whether this text, which is known today in 25 copies of East Slavic 
OCS, was known in Raška bearing in mind the number of copies and Prvovenčani’s 
description of Nemanja’s dealings with the Bogomils202 . Other original OCS texts from 
Bulgaria which may have found their way to Raška are the 11th century Codex Suprasliensis, 
the largest surviving Bulgarian OCS text, which contained 24 vitae of saints and martyrs and 
24 homilies mainly attributed to St John Chrysostom, and the 12th/13th century Uspenskij 
sbornik which contained translated and original OCS vitae including VM and works associated 
with Boris and Glēb203. 
 
At the turn of the 10th century Raška was under allegiance to Tsar Symeon and was one of 
the first of Bulgaria’s immediate neighbours to take advantage of the expansion of OCS 
literature204. From Ohrid, transmission of the OCS texts was via Skopje, northwest to Lipljan, 
                                            195	  Bogdanović	  2008:	  178-­‐9	  (even	  if	  the	  quotes	  were	  simply	  copied	  from	  the	  Greek	  Evergetis	  Typikon,	  traces	  of	  Klimakos'	  work	  still	  permeated	  Serbian	  literary	  life);	  for	  the	  discussion	  of	  the	  copying/translation	  of	  the	  
Evergetis	  Typikon	  by	  Sava,	  see	  Literary	  Context:	  154-­‐5.	  196	  Sava	  Typika:	  35,	  line	  24	  -­‐	  36,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  56)	  cf	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  23,	  lines	  132-­‐5	  (trs.:	  474,	  chapter	  4);	  note:	  although	  Sava	  states	  this	  is	  from	  Klimakos,	  the	  quotation	  has	  not	  been	  identified.	  197	  Sava	  Typika:	  51,	  lines	  19-­‐22	  (trs.:	  63)	  and	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  31,	  line	  308	  (trs.:	  478,	  chapter	  7)	  cf	  Klimakos:	  PG88,	  681B	  (trs.:	  93).	  198	  Sava	  Typika:	  50,	  lines	  22-­‐5	  (trs.:	  63)	  and	  Evergetis	  Typikon:	  33,	  lines	  309-­‐10	  (trs.:	  478,	  chapter	  7)	  cf	  Klimakos:	  PG88,	  705C	  (trs.:	  107).	  199	  Sava	  Karyes:	  6,	  line	  12	  (trs.:	  41-­‐2	  Serbian;	  1334	  English)	  cf	  Klimakos:	  PG88,	  644B	  (trs.:	  80).	  200	  Goldblatt:	  161;	  also	  Schenker:	  227;	  Vlasto:	  42-­‐3;	  Fine	  1991:	  134-­‐7	  (opposing	  views	  on	  whether	  Hrabr	  was	  defending	  the	  use	  of	  the	  Glagolitic	  alphabet	  against	  'Greek'	  Cyrillic	  or	  Greek	  (Schenker	  and	  Vlasto)	  or	  Slavic	  letters	  against	  Greek	  (Fine)).	  201	  Cosmas	  the	  Priest:	  1-­‐80	  (trs.:	  53-­‐128);	  Schenker:	  196	  (regarding	  the	  identity	  and	  date	  of	  the	  author)	  and	  200	  (the	  expansion	  of	  original	  Bulgarian	  literature	  in	  the	  11th-­‐12th	  centuries).	  202	  Schenker:	  227-­‐8	  (the	  Treatise	  also	  includes	  the	  ideas	  of	  the	  Bogomils).	  203	  Schenker:	  212	  (homilies	  in	  the	  Codex	  Suprasliensis)	  and	  215-­‐6	  (list	  of	  vitae	  in	  both	  works.	  The	  Tale	  and	  
Passion	  and	  Encomium	  of	  the	  Holy	  Martyrs	  Boris	  and	  Glēb	  and	  the	  miracles	  attributed	  to	  them	  and	  found	  in	  the	  Uspenskij	  sbornik,	  see	  Tale:	  42-­‐58	  and	  Miracles:	  58-­‐71).	  	  204	  Soulis:	  38-­‐9	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Prizren and Skadar and northeast to Niš and the Raškan court. These routes coincided with 
the main churches belonging to the Ohrid archbishopric (in Skopje, Prizren, Lipljan, Niš and 
Ras) suggesting that distribution of texts occurred predominantly via the church205.  By the 
time Nemanja took power in Raška (c1166), the Serbs had been exposed to Ohrid and 
Preslav texts for almost 250 years and by the end of the 12th century there was a large body 
of translated and original Slavic works available for the educated elite206. The fact that Sava's 
birth name, Rastko, may have been given to him in honour of Prince Rastislav, the original 
champion of Cyril and Methodios207, suggests the presence of Bulgarian texts in Raška, 
particularly the VC208. In fact, although the VC was widely copied in the Balkans (and 
probably reached Raška from Bulgaria), no early Balkan copies of the VM survive suggesting 
it was not so well known (although the Uspenskij sbornik contained a copy of the VM)209. 
Because of the geographical proximity of Bulgaria and Raška and their cultural links via the 
transmission of translated and original OCS texts, in the next chapter I will look more closely 
at some Cyrillo-Methodian texts to see whether Sava and Prvovenčani used any of them for 





I include this brief mention of possible Western influences on the Life written by Prvovenčani, 
not because there is concrete evidence of Western texts in his court, but based on reasoned 
assumptions regarding the relationship between the Raškan Serbs and specifically the 
papacy. The religious sensibilities of Prvovenčani and Nemanja were such that links with the 
West were to be expected, for example, Nemanja was initially christened by Latin priests210, 
he gave gifts to Western churches211 and he offered himself as a 'vassal' to the Holy Roman 
Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa212. Prvovenčani actively sought a relationship with the West 
by marrying Anna Dandolo and by opening communications with the papacy 213 . This 
openness towards the West is indicative of attempts by both men to gain political advantage, 
and it no doubt brought them into contact with Western traditions of ideal rulers as well as 
Western texts including saints' lives. Nemanja's eldest son, Vukan, had distinctly pro-Western 
leanings, having married a Western wife and confirmed his allegiance to the papacy in 
                                            205	  Bogdanović	  1980:	  123-­‐4.	  206	  Matejić	  and	  Milivojević:	  10;	  also	  Obolensky	  1974:	  418-­‐9	  and	  422	  (as	  the	  number	  of	  OCS	  translations	  increased,	  the	  knowledge	  of	  Greek	  amongst	  the	  educated	  elite	  in	  Eastern	  Europe	  decreased,	  but	  their	  acceptance	  of	  Byzantine	  culture	  and	  traditions	  grew).	  207	  Rastislav	  requested	  the	  presence	  of	  the	  brothers	  to	  promote	  'the	  true	  Christian	  faith',	  see	  Vita	  
Constantini:	  26	  (trs.:	  65).	  208	  Kašanin	  1972a:	  296.	  209	  Vlasto:	  109-­‐10;	  Schenker:	  215.	  210	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  211	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43.	  	  212	  Historical	  Overview:	  59.	  213	  Historical	  Overview:	  66-­‐7.	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1198214. In addition, Pope Clement III referred to Nemanja’s brothers, Miroslav and Stracimir, 
as ‘beloved sons’ in 1189215. All of this indicates the family's 'fluid' religious leanings so is not 
unreasonable to believe that there were Latin clergy at the Raškan court, even during 
Nemanja's time in power. Given this, and because of the sheer volume of Western 
hagiographies as well as secular works concerning kingship, there is a possibility that 
Western texts were available and/or known in Prvovenčani's court. 
 
One phenomenon in the West, which may have attracted Prvovenčani's attention was the 
growth of 'political canonisations', something not generally seen in Byzantium where 
canonisations were restricted mainly to worthy members of the clergy and pious holy men and 
women216. By the end of the 7th century the Western Church was controlled by rulers who had 
spent years filling the clergy with their own appointees, leading to a decrease in spirituality 
amongst clergymen as members of leading families, not necessarily noted for their piety, 
were revered as saints217. In times of uncertainty the creation of such saints was considered 
useful to maintain peace and stability. Hagiographies were written to ensure the spread of 
cults and, in cases where the would-be saints had led controversial lives, any awkward details 
were omitted and emphasis placed on the ‘holy’ aspects of their characters to fit into the 
standard framework of a traditional hagiography in which the story of the saint's path towards 
heaven was stressed. Ruthlessness, military activity and political intrigue were no bar to 
sanctity as long as hagiographical motifs could be displayed and the would-be saint's family 
had the resources required to promote their family member. The holding of high clerical 
positions, such as bishoprics, allowed the nobility to extend their wealth and power, hence the 
promotion of saintly cults became vital to their political and financial interests218.   
 
The story of the 7th century Bishop Leudegar of Autun is a good example of a 'political cleric' 
turned saintly martyr whose deeds were portrayed in a number of texts from the 8th century 
Passiones219 to the 10th century poem, Vie de Sanct Lethgier220. Despite the barbarity 
displayed in the texts and Leudegar's less than exemplary life (his involvement in an internal 
power struggle, ousting the king's representative and taking power), texts portraying his life 
and deeds were copied and distributed throughout Europe and he became one of the more 
popular and well known Western martyrs of the Middle Ages221. The inclusion of his redacted 
Passiones in a codex of Gallic saints produced in Moissac in the 11th century and the use of 
                                            214	  Historical	  Overview:	  65-­‐6.	  215	  Although	  there	  is	  no	  mention	  of	  Latin	  clergy	  in	  the	  Raškan	  court	  or	  Serbian	  lands	  in	  general	  in	  any	  of	  the	  contemporary	  Serbian	  texts	  or	  documents,	  papal	  representatives	  were	  sent	  to	  the	  Serbs,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  65-­‐6.	  216	  Historical	  Context:	  130	  (Western	  examples)	  and	  136	  (Rus	  Mstislavitch	  dynasty).	  	  217	  Fouracre:	  9-­‐10	  (particularly	  noted	  within	  German	  nobility).	  218	  Fouracre:	  11-­‐3.	  219	  Passiones	  	  Leudegarii:	  282-­‐322.	  220	  Vie	  et	  Passio	  de	  Saint	  Léger:	  446-­‐56.	  221	  Fouracre	  and	  Gerberding:	  193.	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his Vita in the celebration of matins testify to his popularity222. Although there is no proof that 
any of these Latin texts were available to Prvovenčani, judging by the popularity of 
Leudegar's cult (expressed by the longevity of his texts), it is not inconceivable that his deeds 





The Bible was the ultimate source for sacred and secular texts and an inspirational model 
allowing authors to link their subjects to Christ, the prophets or the Apostles. The use of 
biblical models and motifs in formulating images of medieval rulers was common practice223, 
but before we can discuss the use of these by Sava and Prvovenčani, it is important to review 
briefly how the Serbs had access to the Bible and which books were particularly popular 
and/or important to their understanding of sacred concepts. Although the VM states that in 
884 Methodios translated 'all the Scriptures in full, save Maccabees'224, much of this was lost 
following his death and it was not until the 10th century growth of OCS translations in Bulgaria 
that various sections of the Bible were translated, although an OCS copy of the complete 
Bible did not appear until the Novgorod translation of c1499 (translated from the Latin 
Vulgate)225.  
 
The Psalter was one of the most widely used and quoted biblical texts amongst the Slavs226 
and by the time Sava and Prvovenčani were writing there were two OCS translations (and 
their copies) potentially available to them227. Extracts from the Book of Psalms were also 
available in 11th century texts such as the Euchologium Sinaiticum (Psalms 4, 12, 24, 37 and 
53), the Chudovo Psalter and the Psalterium Sinaiticum228. A copy of part of the oldest 
Serbian Psalter (St Catherine's Monastery, Sinai MS 8) contains extracts from Psalms 1-7, 17 
and 24; its writing style suggests it was copied in Raška in the mid-13th century, indicating the 
presence of an original during Sava's and Prvovenčani's lifetimes229. The importance of the 
Psalms is further indicated by the fact that OCS commentaries were available as early as the 
late 9th century, for example, in Hesychius of Jerusalem's Commentarius Brevis in 
                                            222	  Kreiner:	  272-­‐3.	  223	  Vujošević:	  69-­‐71	  (particularly	  regarding	  Moses).	  224	  Vita	  Methodii:	  20	  (trs.:	  125).	  225	  Thomson	  1998:	  651,	  for	  early	  OCS	  translations	  of	  the	  Bible,	  see	  638-­‐45	  (including	  John	  the	  Exarch’s	  translation	  of	  De	  Fide	  Orthodoxa	  and	  its	  importance)	  and	  733-­‐850.	  226	  MacRobert	  1998:	  921;	  translated	  before	  Cyril's	  death,	  see	  Vita	  Methodii:	  22	  (trs.	  125)	  ('for	  previously	  he	  [Methodios]	  had	  translated	  with	  the	  Philosopher	  [Cyril]...the	  Psalter').	  227	  MacRobert	  1991:	  404-­‐5	  (the	  first	  translation	  made	  in	  the	  9th	  century	  by	  Cyril	  and	  Methodios	  and	  the	  second	  translation	  made	  before	  the	  11th	  century.	  A	  third	  translation	  is	  thought	  to	  date	  from	  late	  14th	  century	  Bulgaria)	  and	  406-­‐16	  (comparison	  between	  the	  three	  translations);	  Thomson	  1998:	  803.	  228	  Tarnanidis:	  88-­‐9;	  Thomson	  1998:	  798-­‐801;	  Vlasto:	  63-­‐4.	  229	  Tarnanidis:	  112-­‐4	  and	  168-­‐9	  (St	  Catherine's	  Monastery,	  Sinai,	  MS	  26,	  another	  mid-­‐13th	  century	  Serbian	  Psalter	  with	  Raškan	  orthography).	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Psalmos230. Like Psalms, Proverbs was also popular amongst the Slavs and was one of the 
earliest books to be translated into OCS: a translation was thought to have been made by 
Methodios, although the errors suggest an author with poor Greek231. A 9th century liturgical 
canon in honour of St Demetrios, also attributed to Methodios, and 10th century translations of 
Antiochus' Pandectes and Cyril of Jerusalem's Catecheses, all allude to an early OCS 
translation of Proverbs232.  
 
With relatively low rates of literacy (partly due to the scarcity of the written word) and few 
complete copies, the Bible nevertheless had a major effect on the spiritual life of the 
population of Byzantium through the readings of lectionaries delivered by the clergy233. Rather 
than a complete Bible, clerics used the shorter Prophetologion (Parimejnik in Slavic), a 
collection of texts taken from the Greek Septuagint version of the Old Testament and read out 
during specific services of the liturgical year234. The Prophetologion was the main source of 
biblical readings from the 8th/9th century through to the advent of modern printing in the 16th 
century with copies made at the Stoudios Monastery from where they were distributed around 
the Byzantine Empire235. The first translation of the Prophetologion into OCS was made by 
Cyril and Methodios in the 9th century and was the main way in which biblical texts were 
known to many Slavs236. A Raškan OCS translation, the Belgrade Parimejnik (National 
Library of Serbia, RS652)237, was compiled in the early 13th century and, although not 
mentioned in the Lives, it is likely that Sava and Prvovenčani knew it as it was translated near 
Prizren, an area under Prvovenčani's rule. The text includes extracts from the Psalms, the 
Proverbs and Isaiah but little information is known about the details of its production, who 
commissioned it (if not Prvovenčani, then someone else with the means and standing to do 
so) and where it was kept. The early 13th century Serbian Miscellany MS 14 also contained 
liturgical texts and was likely to have been available to Sava and Prvovenčani as its writing 
style was indicative of Raška238. 
 
Within Byzantine monasteries, including those on Athos, copies of the full Bible were more 
common and monks used the Old Testament to reinforce their own views of asceticism and 
as a model for monastic life239. Monastic foundation documents, hagiographies and writings of 
                                            230	  Thomson	  1998:	  799-­‐800	  (Theodoret	  of	  Cyrus'	  10th	  century	  Interpretatio	  in	  Psalmos	  includes	  some	  of	  the	  commentaries	  from	  the	  earlier	  Hesychius	  text).	  231	  Thomson	  1998:	  831-­‐2.	  232	  Thomson	  1998:	  835-­‐6;	  Wortley:	  314-­‐6	  (extracts	  from	  Antiochus'	  Pandectes	  are	  found	  in	  Paul's	  
Evergetinon,	  see	  Literary	  Context:	  150).	  233	  Miller:	  58-­‐9	  (without	  technology	  the	  cost	  and	  time	  needed	  to	  produce	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  entire	  Bible	  was	  prohibitive,	  hence	  the	  relatively	  few	  copies	  in	  existence).	  	  234	  Miller:	  59-­‐60	  (only	  10-­‐15%	  of	  the	  Old	  Testament	  is	  included	  although	  more	  than	  50%	  of	  the	  Old	  Testament	  books	  have	  at	  least	  one	  reading	  whilst	  some	  books	  are	  not	  represented	  at	  all,	  see	  p66);	  Krueger:	  217	  (excerpts	  from	  Psalms	  were	  recited	  most	  often).	  	  235	  Miller:	  62-­‐3.	  236	  Biliarsky	  2010:	  261.	  237	  Jovanović-­‐Stipčević:	  9	  (provenance)	  and	  48-­‐483	  (critical	  analysis).	  	  238	  Literary	  Context:	  154-­‐5.	  239	  Krueger:	  199-­‐200.	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theologians made reference to biblical models such as Moses, David, Abraham and Solomon 
as exempla240 with Abraham referred to as a model of hospitality, Solomon as wise, Moses as 
a leader and David praised for his humility, all these being key virtues considered 
necessary/useful for monastic life. Even when the biblical hero displayed a lack of virtue, such 
as David's unchaste life, he could be used as a model for penance241. Emperors, holy men 
and saints were all compared to these biblical models and, according to Dagron, such a 
comparison was necessary for the subject to be respected242. In a few cases, authors merely 
hinted at their subject's similarity to Old Testament figures or produced a context that 
suggested traits attributed to biblical heroes243. However, although this may have been a 
useful strategy for a more educated and literate elite, in the case of the Raškan Serbs it may 
have been too sophisticated a technique to use. 
 
One of the earliest examples of formulating images based on biblical models was the 
representation of Constantine as Moses by Eusebios244. Allusions to Moses had developed 
over the centuries, first limited exclusively to worthy bishops before being used by Eusebios in 
his descriptions of Constantine245. One of the most important ceremonies conducted by the 
Byzantine emperor was his procession to Haghia Sophia in which he carried the Rod of 
Moses as one of his symbols of kingship246. Moses was clearly seen as a model of religious 
as well as political and military leadership247. As a monk, Sava would have understood the 
use of Old Testament models, particular that of Moses; indeed, he may have seen the 
imperial procession to and from Haghia Sophia during his visits to Constantinople. 
Prvovenčani used Moses as an exemplum of military leadership, as seen in his description of 
Nemanja's 1183 campaign against Andronikos along the Morava Valley in which he 
compared Nemanja's brutal destruction and demolition of towns248 with Moses wiping out the 
Amalekites249. This comparison shows Prvovenčani's understanding of the Old Testament in 
general and Moses, in particular, as he equates Nemanja to Moses, two religious and military 
leaders who had a privileged relationship with God and whose actions, for the sake of their 
people, could be ruthless as well as loving250.  
 
The emphasis on the Old Testament, as opposed to the New, reflects the concept of attaining 
God's Heavenly Kingdom on earth and a belief in a 'chosen people'. This idea resonated not 
                                            240	  A	  comparison	  between	  two	  people	  portraying	  them	  as	  equals,	  and	  elevating	  the	  human	  figure	  to	  a	  timeless	  historical	  past,	  see	  Rapp	  1998b:	  279;	  Rapp	  2010:	  197.	  241	  Krueger:	  201-­‐4.	  242	  Dagron	  2003:	  50	  ('no	  new	  event	  was	  wholly	  true	  nor	  any	  emperor	  wholly	  authentic	  until	  they	  had	  been	  recognised	  and	  labeled	  by	  reference	  to	  an	  Old	  Testament	  model').	  243	  Rapp	  2010:	  181.	  244	  Rapp	  1998a:	  687-­‐9;	  Rapp	  1998b:	  292-­‐4;	  Rapp	  2010:	  182-­‐3;	  Rapp	  2005:	  129-­‐30.	  245	  Rapp	  2005:	  130-­‐1	  (including	  the	  idea	  of	  Constantine	  as	  episkopos,	  not	  a	  true	  'bishop'	  but	  an	  overseer	  of	  the	  faith).	  246	  Dagron	  2003:	  84;	  Rapp	  1998a:	  693-­‐4.	  247	  Rapp	  1998b:	  286	  and	  287-­‐91	  (development	  of	  Moses	  as	  a	  model).	  248	  Prvovenčani:	  38/39;	  also	  Historical	  Overview:	  55-­‐6.	  249	  Exodus	  17:	  14-­‐15.	  250	  Rapp	  1998b:	  293-­‐4	  (similar	  to	  Eusebios'	  comparison	  of	  Constantine	  with	  Moses).	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only with the Byzantine emperor, who considered himself the divinely chosen leader of a 
'chosen people'251 but with others across the empire, for example the Bulgarians. The 11th 
century Bulgarian Apocryphal Chronicle, a text heavily influenced by Old Testament 
apocrypha, presents the Bulgarians as the 'chosen people' led, in some way, by Emperor 
Constantine whose city, the 'New Jerusalem' (Constantinople), becomes the biblical promised 
land of the Bulgarians252. This merging of actual and fictional history with Old Testament 
imagery gave the Bulgarians a sense of special identity, akin to that of the Israelites as the 
'chosen people'. Thus, the important image of Moses leading his people to the Promised Land 
is transferred to the Bulgarian tsar253 who becomes priest, legislator and secular ruler. The 
comparison with Moses was evident in Bulgaria even before the appearance of the Bulgarian 
Apocryphal Chronicle, with Tsar Symeon comparing himself to Moses254. This link to the Old 
Testament was also seen in Rus where the tale of Boris and Glēb occasionally replaced that 
of Cain and Abel in the readings of Vespers, suggesting the same idea of 'choseness', i.e. by 
equating the Rus people, through Boris and Glēb, to the 'chosen people' of Israel, through 
Cain and Abel255. Having been subservient to the Bulgarians for part of the 11th century, it is 
likely that educated Raškan Serbs would have understood this Old Testament idea of 
'choseness', either through the Chronicle and/or through their knowledge of the Boris and 
Glēb tales.  
 
With biblical material available to them and being aware of their neighbours' use of biblical 
imagery, it is likely that Sava and Prvovenčani used biblical concepts to formulate the image 
of their father. In the Hilandar Charter written by Nemanja (and/or Sava, c1198) Nemanja is 
represented as Isaac blessing his son and successor, Prvovenčani, who is likened to 
Jacob256. Nemanja also uses quotes from Matthew, Mark, Luke and John to express his wish 
for monkhood and his decision to move to a monastic life on Athos257. Prvovenčani's Hilandar 
Charter (c1200-2, and based on Nemanja's text) also includes the reference to Isaac and 
Jacob258, the same quotes from the New Testament259 and, in addition, a description of 
Paradise based loosely on Genesis260. These motifs, New Testament quotes and other 
standard exempla for Nemanja (for example, as Solomon and Moses) are then developed in 
the Lives written later by the two brothers. 
 




It is clear, therefore, that even without a Serb literary tradition, Sava and Prvovenčani could 
access a substantial corpus of work when constructing the image of Nemanja as a saintly 
warrior who helped to consolidate the immediate succession and the long-term dynasty. 
Although it fluctuated, the strong association with Byzantium and Nemanja's desire for the 
Raškan Serbs to be respected meant that Sava and Prvovenčani had access to the culture 
and literary traditions of their overlords. As a representative of the Protos of Athos, and with 
knowledge of Greek, Sava had access to libraries in Constantinople as well as on Athos. He 
was also well placed to view the traditions associated with the emperor, having visited the 
imperial court. Prvovenčani's marriage to Eudokia, daughter of Emperor Alexios III Angelos, 
and his desire for recognition within the Byzantine Empire, meant he had at least some 
knowledge of imperial tradition and power. The presence of Greek clergy in Raška261 (Sava 
became archbishop of Studenica in 1208 presumably taking over from a Greek clergyman, 
bearing in mind that Raška still owed allegiance to the Greek Ohrid archbishop262) will have 
given Prvovenčani the opportunity to access Greek texts. With his continuing interest in the 
West, Prvovenčani may also have had knowledge of Western religious and secular texts and 
the possible presence of Latin clergy in his court may have allowed him opportunities to 
access works which could have given him a Western understanding of hagiography and 
kingly power.  
 
Although Raška may have been influenced by events in Hungary regarding canonisations of 
rulers, the geographical closeness to Bulgaria was just as, if not more, important. The 
distribution of OCS translated Greek texts from Bulgaria, particularly in the 10th and 11th 
centuries, was crucial for an understanding of how to promote the saintly ruler image the 
Raškan Serbs had learnt from the Hungarians and others. The oral transmission of the life 
and deeds of St Stephen of Hungary was important but without the written word, such 
knowledge could become easily corrupted and implemented erroneously. The information 
gleaned from the Rus - their own canonisations of holy rulers and families - would have 
reinforced the importance of the Hungarian canonisations and although the Boris and Glēb 
story appears to differ to that of Nemanja (Boris and Glēb died as martyrs, Nemanja died 
peacefully as a monk), the combination of hagiography and biography found in the Rus 
Knjaževskie Žitije offered additional models for Nemanja's image. The powerful imperial 
image of Constantine, ever present in the Byzantine Empire, allowed Prvovenčani, in 
particular, to construct a more complex image of Nemanja not only as a holy ruler but also as 
a successful military leader. Finally, access to sections of the Bible, via Bulgarian OCS 
                                            261	  The	  last	  named	  bishop	  of	  Ras	  in	  the	  Lives	  is	  the	  Greek	  bishop	  Kalinik,	  who	  was	  present	  at	  Nemanja's	  abdication	  in	  1196,	  see	  Prvovenčani:	  51/51.	  262	  For	  the	  importance	  of	  the	  Greek	  archbishop	  of	  Ohrid,	  see	  Historical	  Overview:	  47,	  50	  and	  89-­‐90.	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translations or direct from the Greek in the case of Sava, completed a body of work from 
which Sava and Prvovenčani could begin composing their father's Lives. 
 
In the next chapter, I will investigate how the specific texts I have mentioned (works 
associated with Stephen of Hungary, legends of Constantine, Agapetos' Advice, the Boris and 
Glēb stories and the Cyrillo-Methodian texts) were used in the formation of Nemanja's image 
and on what level they influenced the style, thematic content, structure and phraseology of 
the Lives written by Sava and Prvovenčani.  
 
 176 
6 Tracing Intertextual Connections  
 
Having discussed the possible inspiration behind the Lives I now consider the specific texts 
mentioned in the Literary Context chapter as potential models1. I have used motifs discussed 
in the Construction chapter and, where appropriate, compared them with similar themes in 
the selected texts. Although it may be possible to point to similarities between the motifs, 
many of these are standard hagiographical topoi so the evidence for making links to the texts 
I have chosen is not incontrovertible. In an effort to indicate how Sava and Prvovenčani could 
have used the texts under discussion, I have focused on a few, uncommon, motifs. 
 
In the Literary Context chapter I have explained my reasons for selecting the particular texts I 
believe Sava and Prvovenčani had access to, although it should be noted that without written 
evidence or physical proof of a library at Prvovenčani's court, it is impossible to confirm 
conclusively whether the two brothers actually used the texts suggested. What can be stated, 
however, is that, without a literary tradition of their own, Sava and Prvovenčani either created 
their own format and content for the Lives or they turned to their immediate neighbours (some 
of whom already had a tradition of holy rulers) for ideas and models. Bearing in mind the 
similarities between the Lives and the texts I have proposed as models, it is unlikely that Sava 
and Prvovenčani developed the structure and motifs for their Lives from scratch. In this 
chapter I highlight examples of some of these similarities using the motifs describing imperial 
attributes identified earlier and based on Hunger's work2. First, I look at the common motifs, 
those characteristics of Nemanja portrayed by both brothers, and assess whether there is 
evidence of copying or adaptation. I then proceed to motifs and events exclusive to each 
author to assess which, if any, of my selected texts may have been used as models, for 
example for Nemanja's abdication, death and translation of his relics. Finally, I consider 
whether particular phrases used by Sava and Prvovenčani to describe Nemanja can be found 
in my selection of texts and whether this adds to the likelihood that they were used as 
models. Short of doing a close comparative reading between the two Lives and each selected 
text, which would be the topic of a different research project, this chapter presents a plausible 
context for the creation of the Lives by highlighting possible connections and not definitive 
intertextual borrowings. 
 
Common motifs and their sources 
 
As shown in the Construction chapter, some motifs were used by both Sava and Prvovenčani 
to portray their father as a ruler chosen by God to rule, protect and provide his people with the 
                                            1	  Works	  associated	  with	  Stephen	  of	  Hungary,	  legends	  of	  Boris	  and	  Glēb,	  Agapetos'	  Advice,	  Cyrillo-­‐Methodian	  texts	  and	  legends	  of	  Constantine.	  	  2	  Introduction:	  8.	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opportunities to live devout and pious lives. This section shows possible models which the 
brothers may have used to achieve these aims. 
 
The Ruler and God 
 
Chosen and supported by God 
The portrayal of Nemanja as chosen and supported by God3 was critically important as it 
gave clear support to Nemanja’s immediate successor, Prvovenčani, in the aftermath of a civil 
war, as well as longer-term legitimacy and stability for the ensuing dynasty. As Christian 
ideals became the dominant discourse in the 4th century, the pagan concept of divine 
authority for the ruler merged with the Old Testament tradition of 'chosen-by-God'4 allowing 
Constantine, the first Christian emperor, to be portrayed as ruling with God's support. As faith 
was a matter for the state, the God-appointed emperor was entitled to intervene in the 
practice of the faith to ensure stability of both church and state. As this intervention was 
undoubtedly difficult for the church, Eusebios constructed the image of Constantine as an 
intermediary by linking him to Christ. Hence, the understanding that the emperor was the 
messenger of God (as Christ was also God's messenger on earth5) and his earthly rule was a 
copy of the eternal heavenly Kingdom of God6. Even local rulers on the periphery of the 
empire, such as the Raškan Serbs, would have recognised the supremacy of the Byzantine 
Emperor, particularly that Constantine had been chosen to rule by God7. Although Eusebios' 
Vita Constantini was not widely known in Byzantium the legendary lives were and the most 
popular of these, the Guidi-Vita, includes numerous examples of Constantine's closeness to 
God8: 'a God-promoted emperor'9 whose helper was God10 and who was deemed 'worthy of 
the empire which was the gift of God'11. Constantine acted 'under the guidance of God'12 
which allowed him to enjoy 'such generous benefits from God'13. Although there were other 
examples in which Byzantine emperors were linked to God, the Guidi-Vita is an example of a 
particularly popular text that may have acted as a model for the brothers. 
                                            3	  Construction:	  72-­‐4.	  4	  Dagron	  2003:	  49	  (God's	  choice	  of	  a	  charismatic	  leader,	  based	  on	  1	  Samuel	  9:	  16).	  5	  The	  emperor's	  link	  with	  Christ	  was	  so	  strong	  that	  he	  was	  thought	  to	  share	  his	  throne	  with	  Christ	  which	  allowed	  him	  to	  rule	  jointly	  with	  God,	  see	  Anastos:	  31-­‐2.	  6	  Anastos:	  29-­‐30	  and	  16	  (Byzantine	  notion	  that	  the	  emperor	  was	  God's	  vice-­‐regent);	  Stephenson	  2009:	  288-­‐9	  (Constantine's	  sarcophagus	  was	  originally	  placed	  in	  a	  similar	  position	  to	  that	  of	  Christ's	  tomb	  in	  the	  Church	  of	  the	  Holy	  Sepulchre,	  Jerusalem,	  indicating	  that	  Constantine,	  like	  Christ,	  would	  rule	  on	  earth	  from	  his	  place	  in	  Heaven);	  Grabar:	  121-­‐3	  (relationship	  between	  the	  emperor	  and	  God	  which	  allowed	  the	  emperor	  and	  his	  empire	  to	  be	  a	  'reflection	  of	  God	  and	  Heaven);	  Dagron	  2003:	  130-­‐2;	  Bakalova:	  40.	  7	  Ostrogorsky	  1956:	  2-­‐6	  (discussion	  of	  the	  emperor's	  divine	  right	  to	  rule	  based	  on	  being	  chosen	  by	  God);	  Kaldellis:	  165-­‐84	  (rebuttal	  of	  the	  'accepted'	  view	  that	  the	  emperor	  was	  'chosen	  by	  God');	  Barnes:	  74-­‐80	  (Constantine's	  conviction	  that	  he	  was	  divinely	  supported	  following	  his	  vision	  of	  the	  chi-­‐rho	  sign):	  Drake:	  113-­‐6	  (Constantine's	  vision	  and	  his	  view	  that	  this	  represented	  a	  divine	  call	  to	  rule).	  	  8	  Literary	  Context:	  151-­‐2.	  	  9	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  324	  (trs.:	  119).	  10	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  327	  (trs.:	  121);	  Constantine	  was	  also	  'the	  co-­‐worker	  of	  God',	  see	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  329	  (trs.:	  129).	  11	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  314	  (trs.:	  112).	  12	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  331	  (trs.:	  123)	  and	  336	  (trs.:	  127)	  (Constantine	  'was	  moved	  by	  the	  command	  of	  God').	  13	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  333	  (trs.:	  125).	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Divine support for the emperor was evident in his actions, symbols of power and court 
ceremonials (the emperor's belongings, his entourage and even his body were considered 
divine) and everyone, from the emperor himself to the lowliest of his subjects, understood 
this. Dagron gives a detailed analysis of the imperial ceremony associated with the major 
Christian festivals, such as Easter and Pentecost, in which great care was taken to present 
the emperor as the mediator between his people and God. The procession of the emperor, 
from his palace to the Church of the Holy Wisdom and back, was a highly ritualised affair 
focusing on the origins and nature of imperial power and its legitimacy and culminating in the 
emperor's entrance into the sanctuary14. It is possible that Sava may have seen such a 
procession during one of his visits to Constantinople and, if we believe he was an educated 
man, that he understood the significance of the rituals and, therefore, the emperor's 
relationship with God15. 
Another well-known text, which the Raškan Serbs may have had access to, is Agapetos’ 
Advice to the Emperor Justinian16 which stresses the themes of being chosen by God and 
ruling through God's will. If, according to Agapetos, God appoints the emperor, it follows that 
the emperor is God’s instrument, His representative on earth, and He enables the emperor to 
achieve His will. Thus, ‘it was in the likeness of the Heavenly Kingdom that He gave you the 
sceptre of earthly rule’ and ‘having obtained your kingship by God’s command’, the ruler 
‘received the scepter of kingship from God’17. Both Sava and Prvovenčani used this idea in 
their Lives, making clear that Nemanja was God’s instrument and his actions were carried out 
with 'God’s help'18. For Prvovenčani, God's support justified his father’s military successes 
whereas for Sava, God's support firmly highlighted the power of the church, indicated by 
Nemanja referring to the throne ‘granted me by Christ’19, the people ‘entrusted to me by 
God’20 and the entire ’dominion given…by God’21.  
Pious, God-fearing and devout 
In the Lives, it is clear that Sava and Prvovenčani took note of the desirability of piety, humility 
and devotion to God and portrayed their father accordingly22. Not only was Nemanja ‘raised 
piously and chastely by his parents‘23, he also ‘displayed his own piety…then he taught it to 
                                            14	  Dagron	  2003:	  84-­‐95,	  97-­‐103	  and	  especially	  104-­‐14	  (problems	  associated	  with	  the	  apparent	  sacerdotal	  nature	  of	  the	  imperial	  office	  and	  how	  these	  were	  resolved	  in	  the	  rituals	  of	  the	  festival	  processions).	  	  15	  Literary	  Context:	  172.	  16	  Literary	  Context:	  157-­‐8.	  17	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  1,	  p26,	  lines	  2-­‐4	  (trs.:	  99);	  chapter	  45,	  p56,	  line	  14	  (trs.:	  114);	  chapter	  61,	  p68,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  118).	  18	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  3)	  (bo2je0 pomoqj0	  	  -­‐	  referring	  to	  Nemanja’s	  acquisition	  of	  his	  patrimony);	  152,	  line	  7	  (trs.:	  4)	  (peace	  brought	  by	  Nemanja	  to	  his	  people);	  153,	  line	  15	  (trs.:	  5)	  (Nemanja’s	  building	  and	  restoration	  programme);	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31	  (Nemanja’s	  victory	  at	  Pantin);	  40/41	  (Nemanja’s	  successful	  campaign	  along	  the	  Adriatic	  coast,	  January	  1186). 19	  Sava:	  157,	  line	  8	  (trs.:	  9).	  20	  Sava:	  159,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  11).	  21	  Sava:	  160,	  lines	  20-­‐1(trs.:	  12).	  22	  Construction:	  74-­‐5.	  23	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21.	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others’24. Piety was essential not only for those on the path to sanctity25 but, as seen in the 
Advice, it was a characteristic required of a good emperor: ‘the chaplet of piety that adorns 
the emperor’ 26 . There are numerous examples of the importance of piety for rulers, 
particularly in the Mirror of Princes genre. Stephen of Hungary's Libellus de Institutione 
Morum (Libellus) notes the importance of piety 27  and instructs Imre to 'be humble...be 
modest'28. Vladimir Monomakh's Instructions to his sons offers a similar model as he states 
'let the faithful...strive with pious effort', 'praise God who has shown us his mercy' and 'hold 
the fear of God above all else'29. These texts of advice were part of a corpus of work to which 
Sava may only have had access to, for example, Agapetos' Advice (this being the most 
popular) and/or the Instructions (at the Rus St Panteleimon monastery on Athos)30. So, 
although it cannot be stated categorically which particular Mirror of Princes he used as a 
model, Sava's description of Nemanja's saintly and 'ideal ruler' qualities conform to the 
general characteristics seen in the genre. 
 
Regarding the God-fearing nature of a ruler, Sava presents this side of his father’s character 
as humility towards God: Nemanja ‘respected priests and treated monks with great love and 
humility’ 31  and the ‘entire ordained clergy’ on Athos ‘marvelled at his great humility’ 32 . 
Agapetos refers to the importance of humility by warning ‘no-one [should] pride himself on the 
nobility of his ancestors'33. Although Sava may have found inspiration in this and other Mirror 
of Princes, the most obvious model for him to turn to was the Bible which provides numerous 
examples of the importance of humility: Moses is described as ‘a man of great humility, the 
most humble man on earth’34; the coming Messiah is referred to as ‘humble’35 and in the New 
Testament, Jesus is ‘gentle and humble-hearted’36.  
 
Sanctity was the ultimate goal of the pious and devout ruler, as indicated by Agapetos who 
also offered ideas on how to achieve it. He noted that a ruler’s closeness to God, his divine 
and pious rule, might allow his earthly kingdom to be treated as ‘a ladder for you to the glory 
above’37 and he should ‘hold firm to the ascent in goodness that you may enjoy the kingdom 
                                            24	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  4).	  25	  Rapp	  1998b:	  281-­‐2	  (sacrality	  was	  a	  gift	  from	  God	  and	  for	  rulers	  it	  was	  only	  evident	  as	  long	  as	  they	  ruled	  with	  justice,	  philanthropy	  and	  piety).	  26	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  15,	  p34,	  lines	  13-­‐4	  (trs.:	  104).	  27	  Libellus:	  627,	  lines	  15-­‐6.	  28	  Libellus:	  627,	  lines	  28-­‐33.	  29	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  243	  (trs.:	  208)	  (v pustoшn7m[ sem[ жit[i 
naouxis1 v7rnъi xlvxe bъ ti blgox tno d7latel[), column	  245	  (trs.:	  209)	  (похвалите Ба ^* 
давшаго на млтb сво0)	  and	  column	  246	  (trs.:	  211)	  (всему страъ Бж *ии imi7te выше всего).	   30	  Literary	  Context:	  159-­‐60.	  31	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  16-­‐8	  (trs.:	  4).	  32	  Sava:	  164,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  16).	  33	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  4,	  p28,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  101).	  34	  Numbers	  12:3.	  35	  Zechariah	  9:9.	  36	  Matthew	  11:29.	  37	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  59,	  p66,	  lines	  6-­‐7	  (trs.:	  117).	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above’38. Both brothers used similar imagery, with Sava stating that Nemanja ‘sought the way 
to gain that heavenly and ineffable dwelling’39 and Prvovenčani noting that Nemanja ‘threw 
himself on to it [the ladder] without shame and climbed towards the One calling him’, a 
reference to Klimakos' Ladder of Divine Ascent40.  
 
 
The Ruler and his responsibilities to his people 
 
Father, teacher and religious instructor 
When discussing the emperor’s relationship to his subjects, Agapetos stresses his role as a 
teacher41 who, by instructing his subjects through his good works and piety, could ensure that 
his 'rule endures forever’42. Given the popularity of the Advice and the portrayal of Nemanja 
as a ‘teacher’, it is conceivable that the brothers used the ideas of Agapetos as a framework 
when compiling their biographies.  
 
As well as Agapetos’ Advice, the VC and VM may also have provided ideas for the portrayal 
of Nemanja as a teacher43. These 9th century texts abound with references to the two 
brothers as teachers. Methodios is described as ‘a teacher from God’44 and Cyril is referred to 
as ‘this teacher who enlightened our nation’ 45 and ‘a very learned man' 46. His erudite 
dialogues with the Patriarch47, the Hagarites48 and the Khazars49 are described in detail, 
emphasising his teaching credentials outside his homeland. Sava portrays Nemanja in a 
similar way: preaching to the Athonite monks and those ‘who lived in the neighbouring 
lands’50 following his arrival on the Holy Mountain.  
 
To depict a ruler as a 'teacher', his wisdom needed to be highlighted. In the VC and VM, the 
intellect of the brothers is stressed, particularly Cyril, who is referred to as ‘Philosopher’51. In 
the Advice, Agapetos makes clear: ‘as emperor, you have not desisted from philosophy…the 
beginning of wisdom is the fear of God’52. Sava uses part of the same quote (based on 
                                            38	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  72,	  p76,	  lines	  8-­‐10	  (trs.:	  121).	  	  39	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  24-­‐5	  (trs.:	  6).	  40	  Prvovenčani:	  68/69;	  Literary	  Context:	  166	  (Klimakos'	  Ladder	  of	  Divine	  Ascent	  may	  be	  Prvovenčani's	  source).	  41	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  1,	  p26,	  line	  4	  (trs.:	  99)	  ('that	  you	  might	  teach	  men').	  42	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  18,	  p36,	  line	  19	  (trs.:	  106).	  43	  Literary	  Context:	  168	  (Serb	  access	  to	  the	  VC	  in	  particular).	  44	  Vita	  Methodii:	  14	  (trs.:	  113).	  45	  Vita	  Constantini:	  1	  (trs.:	  27).	  46	  Vita	  Constantini:	  27	  (trs.:	  67).	  47	  Vita	  Constantini:	  6-­‐7	  (trs.:	  33-­‐5)	  (on	  iconoclasm).	  48	  Vita	  Constantini:	  7-­‐9	  (trs.:	  35-­‐9)	  (on	  the	  Holy	  Trinity).	  49	  Vita	  Constantini:	  11-­‐24	  (trs.:	  41-­‐63)	  (to	  convert	  the	  Khazars	  to	  Orthodoxy).	  50	  Sava:	  164,	  line	  3	  (trs.:	  15).	  	  51	  For	  example,	  Vita	  Constantini:	  2	  (trs.:	  27)	  and	  4	  (trs.	  31)	  (description	  of	  Cyril's	  education	  in	  Constantinople:	  'grammar...Homer...geometry...dialectics...philosophy...rhetoric	  and	  arithmetic,	  astronomy	  and	  music').	  52	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  17,	  p36,	  lines	  11-­‐3	  (trs.:	  106).	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Proverbs 9:10): ‘the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom’53, said by a dying Nemanja to 
Sava. Nemanja insists: ‘attend to my wisdom…seek wisdom and live’54. This image of a wise 
ruler is seen throughout Sava’s Life with Nemanja variously described as possessing ‘the 
wisdom of Solomon'55 and being ‘a preceptor of wisdom…the wisest of oracles to all’56. 
Indeed, Sava notes that ‘being full of wisdom and understanding, the blessing of God was 
upon him’57, linking his father’s intellect to God's love for him. Although the references to 
Solomon's wisdom and the 'teaching motif' (Christ as teacher and instructor of the faith) can 
be viewed as purely biblical motifs, it should be remembered that OCS copies of the Advice 
and VC and VM would have provided a ready framework from which the brothers could 
choose and adapt ideas for their portrayal of Nemanja. 
 
Shepherd of a ‘chosen people’ 
Although the motif of the ‘good shepherd’ can be traced to Homer58, it is likely that Sava and 
Prvovenčani found their inspiration from the Bible where the role of the good shepherd was to 
lead, feed (or provide for/educate) and protect his flock and be willing to sacrifice his own 
comfort and life, for the sake of his sheep59. Sava refers directly to this biblical image when he 
refers to Nemanja as a ‘gentle shepherd who lays down his soul for his sheep [leader]. For 
never during your days has the wolf carried off a lamb from the flock which God entrusted you 
[protector]…and throughout all your 38 years were we sheltered and nurtured [provider]’60. 
Not only is Nemanja portrayed as a 'shepherd', but Sava ensures that the mantle is passed 
on to Prvovenčani who Nemanja instructs ‘to be kind-hearted to…the God-sheltered flock…O 
my beloved child, shepherd them (protect), my Israel, give heed to them (provide), and lead 
them’61. Although the Bible was likely to have provided inspiration for this portrayal of 
Nemanja, other texts known to the Raškan Serbs may have confirmed the importance of the 
'shepherd' image. For example, similar phrases to Sava's are found in the Russian Primary 
Chronicle where Feodosij, the founder of Russian monasticism, is described as 'that good 
shepherd who fed his wise sheep...watching over them and protecting them...the flock 
entrusted to him'62. 
 
Protector of the poor, widows and orphans 
A common depiction of a good ruler was as a ‘protector of the poor, widows and orphans’, a 
                                            53	  Sava:	  166,	  line	  29-­‐167,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  18).	  54	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  21-­‐4	  (trs.:	  18)	  although	  the	  second	  part	  of	  sentence	  is	  missing,	  for	  full	  translation	  see	  Šterić:	  135	  ('poslušaj	  me	  sada…traži	  premudrosti,	  da	  poživiš').	  	  55	  Sava:	  154,	  line	  25	  (trs.:	  7)	  (Solomonovu pr7mudrost[).	  	  56	  Sava:	  160,	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (trs.:	  12).	  57	  Sava:	  160,	  lines	  17-­‐8	  (trs.:	  12).	  58	  Homer	  Iliad:	  20,	  line	  263	  (trs.:	  9,	  line	  263)	  (various	  Greek	  leaders	  are	  addressed	  as	  ‘shepherd	  of	  the	  people).	  	  59	  John	  10:11-­‐18;	  see	  Construction:	  78.	  60	  Sava:	  156,	  lines	  23-­‐7	  (trs.:	  8).	  61	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  12-­‐5	  (trs.:	  9).	  62	  Feodosij:	  109,	  50b	  lines	  5-­‐12	  (trs.:	  72-­‐3)	  ('as	  a	  good	  shepherd	  he	  tended	  them...teaching	  and	  comforting...led	  many	  to	  an	  understanding	  of	  God').	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description that fits that of Nemanja portrayed in the Lives63. This motif was widely used in 
earlier Byzantine and Western literature including the texts I have suggested as models for 
Sava and Prvovenčani. For example, in the 9th century Guidi-Vita, Constantine is described 
as ‘the protector and helper of orphans and the poor’64, in the 10th century First OCS Life of 
Wenceslas, Wenceslas' good deeds are listed: 'if infirm, he fed them; if an orphan, he 
defended him; if strangers, he did them a good turn'65, and in the early 12th century, Hartvic 
described Stephen of Hungary as generous to ‘the poor, the needy, widows and orphans’66. 
Sava's description imitates this topos: he ‘bought hope to the hopeless, defended the needy, 
and sustained the poor. He took the naked to his home and clothed them, he fed orphans, 
protected widows, and was truly like a mother to the blind and the lame, the infirm, the deaf 
and the dumb’67. The listing of all types of the poor, needy and indisposed might suggest that 
Sava had read various versions of this topos, making it difficult to pick out a particular source 
text.  
 
The idea of being kind to the deprived and dispossessed can be generalised as the love of 
men for each other, 'philanthropia'68. By the 6th century, the idea of ‘philanthropia’ was a 
central theme in Agapetos’ Advice where it is mentioned a number of times69. To show 
‘philanthropia’ Agapetos recommended Justinian do good deeds (chapters 6, 44 and 48), look 
after the poor and needy (chapters 16, 51, 53, 60, 61 and 63) and be respectful, kind and 
noble (chapters 20, 49, and 59)70. Agapetos summarises in chapter 6: 'nothing gives a man a 
better reputation than to be able to do...what benefits mankind' 71 . Hence, Sava and 
Prvovenčani had numerous models to turn to when portraying their father as a thoughtful ruler 
who looked after the disadvantaged. 
 
Love of Church and clergy 
Nemanja's apparent love of the church was evident in his construction and renovation of 
churches and monasteries and his donations to them72. My objective here is to consider how 
Sava and Prvovenčani reported Nemanja's building programme, looking at the Guidi-Vita and 
Hartvic's Life of King Stephen of Hungary as possible models.  
 
When Constantine had finished fighting, the Guidi-Vita reports that 'having become the sole 
                                            63	  Construction:	  78-­‐9.	  64	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  653	  (trs.:	  141).	  	  65	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  16	  (trs.:	  145).	  66	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  420,	  lines	  16-­‐25	  (trs.:	  387).	  67	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  20-­‐2	  (trs.:	  4).	  68	  Downey:	  199-­‐206	  (the	  development	  of	  ‘philanthropia’	  by	  4th	  century	  writers,	  including	  the	  pagan	  Byzantine	  court	  orator,	  Themistius,	  who	  stressed	  'the	  king	  who	  loved	  mankind'	  (Oration	  1,	  4b)	  and	  that	  the	  people	  would	  love	  'the	  king	  who	  is	  a	  lover	  of	  mankind'	  (Oration	  1,	  10c),	  see	  Themistius:	  7,	  line	  20	  (trs.:	  81)	  (τòν	  φιλáνθρωπον	  βασιλεα)	  and	  14,	  line	  29	  (trs.:	  88);	  also	  Angelov	  2007:	  112-­‐3	  and	  142	  (Themistius	  on	  'philanthropia');	  for	  the	  importance	  of	  'philanthropia'	  as	  an	  imperial	  attribute,	  see	  Hunger:	  143-­‐53.	  69	  Henry	  III:	  300-­‐2	  (the	  importance	  of	  ‘philanthropia’	  in	  The	  Advice).	  70	  Agapetos:	  chapters	  6-­‐63,	  pp28-­‐68	  (trs.:	  102-­‐19).	  71	  Agapetos:	  chapter	  6,	  p28,	  lines	  15-­‐7	  (trs.:	  102).	  72	  Construction:	  81-­‐8.	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ruler of the whole Roman Empire [he] diverted all his attention to the affairs of God, 
encouraging churches and enriching them from his own treasury’ 73 . Sava's report of 
Nemanja's building works is similar: after Nemanja ‘recovered his ancestral patrimony’74, he 
turned to a building programme of churches and monasteries and their endowment 75 . 
Prvovenčani's Life is also in broad agreement with the Guidi-Vita as it describes the building 
of churches and monasteries within Nemanja's lands76 and donations to institutions outside 
Raška77. A similar list of churches and monasteries endowed in Jerusalem, Constantinople 
and Rome also appears in Hartvic’s Life of King Stephen 78  as well as churches and 
monasteries in Hungary; indeed ‘through his messengers he often visited the monasteries of 
foreign provinces with innumerable gifts of royal generosity’79. The similarities between these 
texts and Prvovenčani's in particular, may indicate a desire to advertise Nemanja's wide-
ranging largesse as well as the high regard in which he was subsequently held outside his 
own lands. By doing so Prvovenčani, like Coloman (Hartvic’s patron), may have hoped to 
elevate his own position amongst European elites.  
 
Potential models for the portrayal of Nemanja's donations80 include the First OCS Life of 
Wenceslas and the Russian Primary Chronicle: Prince Wenceslas ‘adorned all the churches 
with gold’81 whilst Grand Prince Vladimir of Kiev built the Church of the Holy Virgin in Kiev and 
‘bestowed upon it all the images, vessels and crosses’82 and gave ‘a tithe of my property and 
of my cities’83 . In neighbouring Hungary, the Rus ruler’s contemporary, King Stephen, 
donated ‘crosses and vessels and other furnishings pertaining to the service of God’84. For all 
rulers, church building and donations were methods of bringing and securing Christianity 
particularly on the frontiers of their lands, hence the desire to promote their generosity in 
writing85. With Christianity established in his lands, Nemanja did not build/endow churches on 
his frontiers; he initially concentrated on institutions around his court in Ras, an area he could 
                                            73	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  332	  (trs.:	  125);	  also	  338-­‐9	  (trs.:	  128-­‐30)	  (foundations	  supported	  by	  Constantine,	  including	  outside	  the	  empire)	  and	  649	  (trs.:	  138)	  (money	  given	  to	  churches	  built	  by	  Helena	  in	  Jerusalem);	  also	  Barnes:	  85-­‐8	  (Constantine's	  church	  foundation	  and	  endowments	  in	  Rome).	  	  74	  Sava:	  151,	  line	  18	  (trs.:3).	  75	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  1-­‐8	  (trs.:	  4-­‐5)	  and	  165,	  line	  17	  (trs.:	  17)	  (Hilandar).	  	  76	  Prvovenčani:	  22/23	  (Convent	  of	  the	  Holy	  Mother	  of	  God,	  Kuršumlija);	  24/25	  (Church	  of	  St	  Nicholas);	  28/29	  (Djurdjevi	  Stupovi);	  42/43	  (Church	  of	  the	  Most	  Holy	  Mother	  of	  God,	  Studenica);	  56/57	  (Hilandar).	  77	  Prvovenčani:	  42/43	  (Church	  of	  the	  Holy	  Sepulchre	  and	  the	  Church	  of	  St	  John	  the	  Baptist	  in	  Jerusalem,	  St	  Peters	  Basilica	  and	  St	  Paul-­‐outside-­‐the-­‐Walls	  in	  Rome,	  the	  monastery	  of	  the	  Mother	  of	  God	  Evergetis	  in	  Constantinople	  as	  well	  as	  other	  churches	  in	  Bethlehem,	  Skopje,	  Thessaloniki	  and	  Niš).	  	  78	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  419,	  lines	  15-­‐29	  (trs.:	  386).	  79	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  429,	  lines	  14-­‐7	  	  (trs.:	  391).	  80	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  9-­‐10	  (trs.:	  5);	  Prvovenčani:	  54/55	  and	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  25-­‐6	  (trs.:	  17)	  (Nemanja's	  donations	  on	  Athos).	  81	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  15	  (trs.:	  144).	  82	  PSRL	  Lavrentjevskaya:	  989,	  column	  121	  (и наxеншю же здати и 8ко сконxа зижа украси 0 
иконами и порyxвъ анастасy).	  	  83	  PSRL	  Lavrentjevskaya:	  996,	  column	  124	  (w* им7нь8 мо9го и w* градъ). 	  84	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  416,	  lines	  2-­‐4	  (trs.:	  385).	  85	  Shepard	  2005:	  259-­‐65	  (the	  importance	  of	  sacred	  spaces	  for	  early	  Christian	  rulers,	  particularly	  Vladimir	  of	  Kiev).	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defend easily from potential attack by his enemies86. Therefore, although the Lives show 
similarities regarding church building and donations with examples in texts associated with 
Constantine, Wenceslas, Stephen and Vladimir, the aim was not to promote the spread of 
Christianity, but may have been an attempt to portray Nemanja (and not the Byzantine 
Emperor) as the prime supporter of the Serbian Church.  
 
Sava promotes Nemanja’s love of the clergy by describing how his father ‘listened to the 
clerics with delight, respected priests and had great humility and love for monks’87. Love for 
the clergy had also been promoted as a key attribute of Stephen of Hungary. In the Libellus 
he tells his son, Imre, to ‘cherish them as the apple of your eye’ so that they help you ‘govern 
your realm with honour’88. In the later Life of King Stephen, Hartvic describes how Stephen 
established ‘comfort of protection and support’ 89  for the clergy and advised Imre to 
‘strengthen the condition of the Church, show honour to the dignity of bishops’90. Like 
Stephen, and according to Sava, Nemanja believed that if his sons followed his commands 
the clerics ‘will pray for you so that you will be ashamed of nothing in the sight of God and 
man’91. He also advised Prvovenčani to ‘look after the churches and those who serve in them, 
to listen to the priests and church servants willingly, to respect the priests and take care of the 
monks92. Although the Latin Hungarian texts may not have been available to Sava, Vladimir 
Monomakh’s Instructions to his son (written c1125, shortly after Hartvic’s Life) contains very 
similar sentiments and it is likely this text was available to Sava at the Kievan monastery of St 
Panteleimon on Athos93. Vladimir Monomakh instructed his children to honour the church by 
receiving the ‘blessing of bishops, priests and priors...love and help them, that you may 
receive from them their intercession in the presence of God’94. In his concluding remarks, he 
stressed that his children should ‘glorify God among His saints…then surely no one can harm 
you and destroy you’95. As in Sava’s Life, the link is clear: those who love and respect the 
clergy will have the support and protection of God, those who do not risk ‘the wrath of God 





                                            86	  Todorov:	  14-­‐5.	  87	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  16-­‐8	  (trs.:	  4).	  88	  Libellus:	  622,	  line	  31	  -­‐	  623,	  line	  5.	  89	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  420,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  387).	  90	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  428,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  390).	  91	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  18-­‐20	  and	  22-­‐3	  (trs.:	  9).	  92	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  16-­‐8	  (trs.:	  9).	  93	  Literary	  Context:	  159-­‐60.	  94	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  245	  (trs.:	  210)	  (eppy i popy i igymeny s l0bovb0 
vzimaite { ni...i po sil7 l0bite i nabdite da priimete { ni mltvy { Ba%).	  	  96	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  252	  (trs.:	  215)	  (slav1шe Ba% s stmi 9go...to niktoжe 
va ne moжet[ vreditis1 i ubiti).	  	  96	  Sava:	  169,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.20).	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Motifs used by Prvovenčani and their sources 
 
Prvovenčani, who had fought a civil war with his brother, Vukan, just before the translation of 
Nemanja's relics, was keen to consolidate his own position in power. This inevitably led him to 
focus on and praise Nemanja's military activities. This section picks out motifs associated with 
the 'warrior side' of Nemanja's nature and considers what may have inspired these. I also 
briefly look at which texts Prvovenčani may have turned to for his portrayal of Nemanja's 
miracles apart from the image of St Demetrios explored in the Differences chapter97.  
 
The Ruler and God 
 
Defender of the Faith 
One of the attributes of a holy ruler was the protection of Christendom, an image particularly 
evident in Prvovenčani's Life98. As the convertor of his people Stephen of Hungary was easily 
identified as a defender of the faith because of the battles he fought against the ‘pagan 
commoners’ who sought to ‘disturb the holy plan of Christ’s champion’99. Stephen’s response 
was to ‘put the yoke and law of discipline onto their bent necks, and utterly destroy all the 
impurity of evil’100. Not having pagans to contend with, Nemanja was nevertheless just as 
harsh towards 'heretics'101. Although the idea of 'just cruelty' to maintain the faith was evident 
in Hartvic's Life of King Stephen, the burning, branding and exile of Bogomils were not 
uncommon Byzantine punishments which Prvovenčani's court may have been aware of 
through the presence of their Greek clergy102. 
 
In the Guidi-Vita, Constantine called a ‘holy and worldwide Council’ (the Council of Nicaea, 
325) to standardize church dogma and to remove ‘the dangerous and devilish heresy of those 
whose beliefs were not orthodox’103. According to Prvovenčani, Nemanja's Church Council of 
c1186 was a similar undertaking with clerics and the entire court attending104. Both Councils 
were called as a result of reports of heresy – Constantine was informed of Areios’ teachings 
by the Archbishop of Alexandria and Nemanja was told by one of his soldiers that ‘an 
abominable faith and a thrice-damned heresy grows roots in your lands’105 (the Bogomils). As 
in 325, when the views of Areios were discussed and finally rejected, Nemanja’s Council also 
condemned the teachings of Areios before banishing the Bogomils, burning their books and 
torturing their leader. The exact expression, ‘the Consubstantial, Undivided and Life-Giving 
                                            97	  Differences:	  120-­‐4.	  98	  Construction:	  89-­‐91.	  99	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  408,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  381).	  100	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  411,	  lines	  26-­‐8	  (trs.:	  383).	  101	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37	  (Nemanja's	  dealings	  with	  the	  Bogomils).	  102	  Byzantine	  Patriarch	  Michael	  II	  (1143-­‐6)	  had	  decreed	  that	  Bogomils	  should	  be	  burnt,	  see	  Balsamon:	  191,	  lines	  7-­‐8;	  Runciman:	  99	  (branding	  and	  exile	  were	  also	  standard	  punishments).	  103	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  637	  (trs.:	  130).	  	  104	  Prvovenčani:	  32/33.	  105	  Prvovenčani:	  32/33.	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Trinity’106, is used in both texts to describe the true faith, possibly indicating knowledge of the 
Guidi-Vita. However, whereas Nemanja delivered a sermon against the views of the 
heretics107, Constantine did not although this does not preclude Prvovenčani's attempt to 
compare Nemanja actions to Constantine's, regarding regulation of the true faith108.  
 
Miracles and canonisation 
As already discussed, St Demetrios appears to have been a model for Prvovenčani in his 
description of Nemanja's post-mortem miracles and I will not repeat my arguments for this 
here109. Instead, I will consider whether any of my chosen texts also offered inspiration. One 
of Nemanja's most visibly obvious miracles was the presence of myrrh110, and potential 
literary models for Prvovenčani’s description are the Hungarian texts associated with Stephen 
of Hungary. According to the Legenda Minor, when Stephen's tomb was opened, the body 
released a great fragrance that healed wounds111. In his later Life of King Stephen, Hartvic 
states that ‘the sweetness of the most pleasant scent spread to all corners of the church’112 
and when the slab covering his tomb was moved ‘a powerful sweet-smelling fragrance 
enveloped everyone’113. Hartvic also refers to Stephen's tomb filled with a never-ending 
supply of miraculous water mixed with oil in which the precious bones lay114. Prvovenčani's 
descriptions of an all pervading smell from Nemanja's tomb and copious quantities of myrrh 
closely follow these examples: ‘the whole church [Studenica] was filled with sweet-smelling 
oil, and fragrant myrrh...flowed throughout the entire church’115. The Tale and Passion and 
Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Glēb, another of my chosen texts, also suggests the 
presence of myrrh, as 'there came forth from the shrines of the saints a sweet smell'116. 
Hence, Prvovenčani would have had a number of literary models for his description of 
Nemanja's myrrh-flowing miracles. 
 
Although the Hungarian texts, tales of St Demetrios and other myrrh-flowing saints117 may 
have played a role in Prvovenčani’s description of this particular miracle, it is also likely that 
biblical references to myrrh inspired him. In the Old Testament God tells Moses to use myrrh 
to prepare the anointing oil that was then used to sanctify everything it touched118. The power 
of the oil was such that 'it is holy and you should treat it as holy'119. In the New Testament 
Christ's body was taken down from the cross and wrapped in linen soaked in a mixture of 
                                            106	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  638	  (trs.:	  131);	  Prvovenčani:	  36/37.	  107	  Prvovenčani:	  34/35.	  108	  Literary	  Context:	  151	  (comparison	  of	  rulers	  to	  Constantine).	  	  109	  Differences:	  120-­‐4.	  110	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77.	  111	  Legenda	  Minor:	  400,	  lines	  17-­‐20.	  112	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  432,	  lines	  15-­‐6(trs.:	  392).	  113	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  436,	  lines	  28-­‐9	  (trs.:	  394).	  114	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  437,	  lines	  2-­‐11.	  115	  Prvovenčani:	  102/101-­‐3.	  116	  Miracles:	  60,	  19b	  lines	  26-­‐8	  (trs.:	  119).	  117	  Differences:	  124-­‐5.	  118	  Exodus	  30:	  22-­‐26.	  119	  Exodus	  30:	  32.	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myrrh and aloes120. The Psalms, one of the most widely read biblical texts121, also refers to 
the kingly robe 'fragrant with myrrh and powder of aloes'122. From these biblical examples it is 
understandable why myrrh was considered a sign of sanctity and why Prvovenčani wanted to 
include it in his account of Nemanja's miracles, for not only was it 'holy' but it had been in 
contact with Christ's body after his death.  
 
Nemanja's healing of the cripple123 and the madman124, are standard hagiographical tropes 
which Prvovenčani could have modeled on any number of vitae describing the miracles of 
holy men, or indeed on Christ's miracles described in the New Testament 125 . One 
hagiographical example is the Life of King Stephen in which Hartvic refers to the many who 
were cured at St Stephen’s tomb: the lame, the paralysed, a woman with intestinal problems 
and a child who had died and was resurrected following the saint’s intercession126. Another 
example is the Tale and Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Glēb in which 
the relics of Boris and Glēb cure the lame127. Also possibly inspired by the Tale, Prvovenčani 
highlights Nemanja's numerous miracles, stating: ‘miracles by this Holy One...were countless, 
unutterable, limitless, and, to the end, copious and precious…it is impossible...to count my 
Holy lord’s renowned, unfathomable and unutterable miracles’128. The texts associated with 
Boris and Glēb were also potentially used by Sava who, rather than miracles, focused on the 
incorruptibility of his father’s body which he ‘found…whole and intact’129. References to 
incorrupt bodies are found in the Tale of the Miracles of the Holy Passion Sufferers of Christ 
Roman and David and the Tale and Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and 
Glēb: ‘the bodies of the saints had not a single wound but were still whole'130 after their coffins 
were opened; when Glēb's body was found it was reported that ‘although the body of the saint 
had been lying for so many years, it had not been harmed by any carnivore, nor had it 
blackened…but was bright and beautiful, whole and sweet-smelling’131. The body of their 





                                            120	  John	  19:	  39-­‐40;	  Literary	  Context:	  176	  (Serb	  access	  to	  biblical	  readings	  via	  the	  Prophetologion).	  121	  Literary	  Context:	  175-­‐6	  (the	  Serbs'	  access	  to	  the	  Psalms).	  122	  Psalms	  45:	  8	  123	  Prvovenčani:	  80/79.	  124	  Prvovenčani:	  78/77-­‐9.	  125	  For	  example,	  the	  healing	  of	  a	  cripple,	  see	  Matthew	  9:	  1-­‐8	  and	  John	  5:	  1-­‐9;	  for	  the	  healing	  of	  a	  madman,	  see	  Mark	  1:	  21-­‐8	  and	  Luke	  4:	  31-­‐7.	  126	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  435,	  line	  5	  -­‐	  436,	  line	  23	  (trs.:	  394-­‐5).	  127	  Miracles:	  63,	  21a	  line	  20	  -­‐	  64,	  21B	  line	  31	  (trs.:	  124-­‐5).	  128	  Prvovenčani:	  98/99	  cf	  Tale:	  60,	  16r	  lines	  3-­‐7	  (trs.:	  113);	  an	  inexpressibility	  topos,	  see	  Curtius:	  160;	  Pratsch:	  29-­‐30.	  129	  Sava:	  172,	  lines	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  23).	  130	  Miracles:	  60,	  19	  B	  lines	  2-­‐4	  (trs.:	  119).	  	  131	  Tale:	  55,	  16B	  lines	  4-­‐12	  (trs.:	  113).	  132	  Olga:	  5,	  lines	  5-­‐6	  (trs.:	  170)	  ('her	  body	  remains	  uncorrupted	  in	  its	  grave	  to	  this	  day').	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The Ruler as warrior 
 
Nemanja’s ruthless image 
For Prvovenčani, examples of the portrayal of a ruler's ruthlessness can be found in texts 
associated with St Stephen of Hungary. The Legenda Minor and Hartvic’s compilation, the 
Life of King Stephen, portray Stephen as a military proselytiser and a determined politician 
who acted harshly when necessary133. Both texts were written at the behest of King Coloman 
whose position on the Hungarian throne was under threat from his brother, Almos. The image 
of Stephen’s just cruelty, necessary for national unity, allowed Coloman to justify his own 
actions against Almos on the basis that he was following in the footsteps of his ancestor and 
holy ruler, St Stephen. This image of Stephen contrasts with the pious, caring portrayal seen 
in the Legenda Maior, commissioned by King Ladislas in c1083. Ladislas' aim was to present 
himself as a 'just' and true successor to Stephen so the caring nature of his saintly 
predecessor was highlighted134. These three texts show that it was acceptable to describe 
Stephen in whichever way suited the commissioner of the texts, a model followed by Sava 
and Prvovenčani when portraying both sides of Nemanja’s character, caring and ruthless.  
 
As well as the Hungarian texts, there is also evidence the image of Constantine was 
important in the portrayal of Nemanja's military deeds. Prvovenčani describes Nemanja’s 
victory over his brothers on the River Sitnica at Pantin in a way that mimics Constantine’s 
success over his co-emperor, Maxentius, at the Milvian Bridge in 312. In the Guidi-Vita, the 
appearance of the cross and Christ’s command that Constantine should carry a cross into the 
battlefield so that ‘all your enemies, both earthly and supernatural, will tremble at you’135, was 
a clear indication of God’s support for Constantine. Maxentius was defeated, his men 
‘crushed by the power of the cross'136, whilst he drowned in the river as God’s power caused 
the Milvian Bridge to collapse. Prvovenčani uses similar imagery in his description of the 
battle of Pantin. God supported Nemanja as he carried ‘the symbol of the life-giving cross’137 
and ‘with the help of God and the Holy and Most Glorious Martyr of Christ, George, they 
defeated their enemies and the foreigners…All traces of them were wiped from the land’138. 
Tihomir, Nemanja’s foe, drowned 'in the water'139, just as Maxentius had, leaving the way 
clear for Nemanja to succeed to the throne. Prvovenčani uses the same biblical quote as in 
the Guidi-Vita when referring to the death of Tihomir: ‘A servant digs a pit and falls into that 
which he has made’ [Psalms 7:15 and 57:6]140. In both cases (Constantine and Nemanja), the 
                                            133	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  427,	  lines	  2-­‐7	  (trs.:	  390)	  (Hartvic's	  justification	  of	  Stephen’s	  behaviour	  in	  hanging	  two	  servants);	  see	  also	  Legenda	  Minor:	  399,	  lines	  1-­‐3	  (Stephen's	  actions	  resulted	  from	  a	  ‘zeal	  of	  justice	  to	  inspire	  fear	  in	  others	  because	  he	  wanted	  his	  kingdom	  to	  be	  a	  refuge	  open	  to	  all	  foreigners’).	  	  134	  Literary	  Context:	  163-­‐4	  (comparison	  of	  the	  three	  texts).	  135	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  322	  (trs.:	  118).	  	  136	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  323	  (trs.:	  118).	  	  137	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  138	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  	  139	  Prvovenčani:	  30-­‐2/31.	  	  140	  Prvovenčani:	  32/33;	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  324	  (trs.:	  118).	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reality was that the existing ruler had lost his throne, usurped by another with an arguably 
weaker claim. Tihomir was already Veliki Župan and Nemanja, as the youngest of four 
brothers, had very little right to the throne; Maxentius was the son and son-in-law of two 
emperors whilst Constantine was the youngest, illegitimate son of an emperor. Regardless, 
the Guidi-Vita and Prvovenčani’s Life report the enemy as evil, treacherous men, not worthy 
of power compared to the holy, God-fearing inspirational leaders who took over.  
 
Prvovenčani's aim was to depict his father as an honourable warrior who fought for his people 
and restored ‘all which had been destroyed’141 with campaigns that were moral, righteous and 
supported by God. Therefore, the link to Constantine was important as he was the most 
widely known and revered Byzantine emperor, a model military leader and a pious ruler, 
characteristics Prvovenčani wanted to promote for Nemanja142. In the Guidi-Vita Constantine 
is a conquering leader, showing ‘bravery in war...manly deeds and prowess in battle’143. 
Detailed accounts are given of Constantine’s battles: against the Persians (fictional)144; 
against Maxentius at the Milvian Bridge145; against Maximinus (including a gory description of 
his enemy’s death)146; against the co-emperor Licinius whom he beheaded147; against the 
inhabitants of Byzantion when he overran their city148. In every case, despite the brutality, 
Constantine remains the righteous ruler, defeating either the unworthy pagans or those who 
persecuted Christians. If the military exploits of ‘the glorious and holy emperor Constantine’149 
could be described in such graphic detail and his life remembered positively over 800 years 
after his death, it is reasonable to assume that Prvovenčani would not have thought it 
problematic to describe his father’s military battles whilst simultaneously building his image of 
piety and sanctity.  
 
Apart from the examples in the Constantine legends, early Byzantine imperial virtues did not 
tend to include the motif of emperor as warrior, the emphasis being on wisdom, righteousness 
and philanthropy. However, by the mid-11th century, military attributes began to appear, for 
example, the seals of Isaac I Komnenos where he is depicted in military dress and holding a 
sword150. Although this type of image was criticised because it implied that he had gained his 
authority through the sword, coins continued the military theme by showing the Komnenian 
emperors with images of military saints, St Demetrios (Alexios I), St George (John II) and St 
Theodore (Manuel) on the obverse151. In addition, the portrayal of Manuel Komnenos as a 
                                            141	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	  142	  Literary	  Context:	  151-­‐2.	  143	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  313	  (trs.:	  112).	  	  144	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  316-­‐9	  (trs.:	  113-­‐5).	  	  145	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  322-­‐4	  (trs.:	  117-­‐8).	  	  146	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  332	  (trs.:	  124).	  	  147	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  334	  (trs.:	  126).	  	  148	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  334-­‐6	  (trs.:	  126-­‐7).	  	  149	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  339	  (trs.:	  130).	  	  150	  Nesbitt:	  76.1	  (accession	  number	  BZS.1955.1.4319).	  151	  Hendy	  1999:	  140;	  Hendy	  1969:	  437-­‐8	  (description	  of	  saints),	  for	  St	  Demetrios,	  see	  Plate	  1	  (9-­‐11),	  St	  George,	  Plate	  10	  (1-­‐4),	  St	  Theodore,	  Plate	  13	  (5-­‐9)	  .	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victorious military ruler may well have been known to the Raškan Serbs because of their 
many dealings with him, including Nemanja seeing frescos of his victories adorning the walls 
of the Blachernae Palace when he was held in Constantinople as a defeated barbarian152. 
Thus, when Prvovenčani wrote his Life, military prowess was an accepted imperial virtue so 
his portrayal of Nemanja as a military leader would have been in keeping with Byzantine 
ideology153. 
 
Relationship with military saints 
Prvovenčani portrays Nemanja as a ruler under the protection of military saints154, similarly to 
Stephen of Hungary who went into battle ‘under the banner of the prelate Martin, beloved of 
God, and of the holy martyr George…[and] under the protection of his [St Martin’s] merits that 
the man faithful to Christ [Stephen]…wrought a victory over the enemy’155. According to 
Prvovenčani, Nemanja turned to ‘the Holy and Great Martyr, the Sufferer and Invincible 
Soldier George’156 whose intervention allowed Nemanja to escape from his brothers’ prison 
before defeating them and their allies at the Battle of Pantin157. Even after Nemanja's death, 
Prvovenčani reports that St George intervened in the death of Michael I Komnenos Doukas in 
1215 as he threatened 'the homeland of St Simeon'158. Prvovenčani also refers to another 
military saint, St Demetrios, although it is impossible to verify which specific text or tradition 
inspired him159.  
 
Despite the specific instances mentioned above, the inclusion of military saints cannot be 
attributed solely to Hartvic or the renown of St Demetrios, but should be seen as part of a 
general literary tradition in which ‘soldier’ saints were used to promote the righteous image of 
a warrior king. The first Christian account of the miraculous appearance of saints in battle is 
that described by Theodoret of Cyrrhus during Theodosios I's battle against his Germanic 
enemy in 394 (appearance of the apostles John and Philip, dressed in white and riding white 
horses160) although the topos of the gods supporting one side in battle goes back to ancient 
times161. In the late 9th century Leo VI (r886-912) appropriated the Thessaloniki cult of 
Demetrios and transformed him into a ‘divine protector’ of his troops. During his son’s reign 
(Constantine VII, r913-59), an ivory triptych (now in Palazzo Venezia, Rome) was produced 
showing eight military saints who, according to the inscription ‘put to flight the enemies by 
storm’. By Basil II’s reign (r976-1025) the role of military saints as protectors for the emperor 
and his army was well established, as seen in Basil’s portrait in his Psalter (c1019) where he 
                                            152	  Eustathios	  Oration	  1176:	  217,	  lines	  5-­‐12	  (trs.:	  109-­‐10);	  also	  Historical	  Overview:	  55.	  153	  Kazhdan	  and	  Wharton	  Epstein:	  110-­‐6	  (military	  prowess	  as	  an	  imperial	  virtue).	  154	  Construction:	  92-­‐3.	  155	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  408,	  lines	  22-­‐5	  (trs.:	  382).	  156	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27.	  157	  Prvovenčani:	  30/31.	  	  158	  Prvovenčani:	  88-­‐90/89-­‐91.	  159	  Differences:	  120-­‐1	  and	  124	  (the	  Serbs'	  knowledge	  of	  St	  Demetrios	  and	  Prvovenčani's	  attempts	  to	  promote	  Nemanja	  as	  a	  'Serbian	  St	  Demetrios').	  160	  Theodoret	  of	  Cyrrhus:	  Book	  5,	  chapter	  24,	  325,	  lines	  5-­‐11	  (trs.:	  149-­‐50).	  	  161	  Grotowski:	  98-­‐9.	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is wearing armour and is flanked by six military saints, with the inscription ‘the martyrs are his 
allies, for he is their friend’162. The use of military saints, particularly George, Demetrios and 
Theodore, who were martyrs for their faith, encouraged the notion that the emperor and his 
troops went into battle against their enemies as fighters for Christ, akin to their protector 
saints who had died at the hands of Christ’s enemies163. In the 11th century, the miraculous 
appearance of these saints, in particular, was described by the armies of other Christian 
groups in close cultural contact with the Byzantines, for example the Sicilian Normans and the 
Georgians, a century before the miraculous appearance of St George to Nemanja whilst in his 
brothers' prison164. 
Reports from the crusading armies also mentioned the appearance of warrior saints riding 
white horses and coming to the aid of the crusaders. For example, the 12th century Gesta 
Francorum and the Historia Anglorum noted the presence of these saints in the First Crusade 
at the Battle of Antioch in 1098. The Gesta states that the Christians were helped by a 
‘countless host of men on white horses…help sent by Christ and the leaders were St George, 
Mercurios and Demetrios’165. The Historia Anglorum refers to a ‘heavenly army with white 
horses and sun-gleaming arms, whose leaders were George, Mercurios and Demetrios’166. 
During the Third Crusade, Frederick Barbarossa and his soldiers turned to St George for 
support and a figure identified as the saint, clothed in white on a white horse, was seen to 
attack the Muslims before the battle of Iconium in May 1190167. Although it remains debatable 
whether or not the Raškan Serbs had access to Western texts 168 , the frequency and 
popularity of the use of military saints in the context of war in this period in different cultural 
contexts169 suggests the widespread knowledge of the power of these saints and their 
importance as figures conferring legitimacy and authority on the armies who made symbolic 
use of them.  
It is unsurprising, therefore, that Prvovenčani included saintly intervention (particularly St 
George and St Demetrios) to validate his own and Nemanja's involvement in critical battles. 
Family rivalry 
The use of the devil, as the instigator of evil, was used to explain inter-Christian and inter-
family conflict in both the Western and Eastern Churches, particularly when disagreement 
                                            162	  White	  2010:	  109-­‐10;	  White	  2013:	  78-­‐80	  (details	  of	  the	  ivory	  tryptych);	  89-­‐92	  (details	  of	  Basil	  II’s	  veneration	  of	  St	  Demetrios	  specifically,	  and	  his	  Psalter,	  Marcian	  Library,	  Venice	  (Cod.	  Marc.	  gr.17)).	  	  163	  White	  2013:	  33;	  Grotowski:	  100-­‐3	  (the	  use	  of	  St	  Theodore	  followed	  by	  Sts	  George	  and	  Demetrios	  as	  patrons	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  army	  and	  their	  appearance	  in	  battle).	  	  164	  Grotowski:	  103	  (particularly	  footnote	  154);	  also	  Prvovenčani:	  26/27-­‐28/29.	  165	  Gesta	  Francorum:	  69.	  166	  Historia	  Anglorum:	  438	  (trs.:	  439).	  167	  Ansbert:	  81,	  lines	  18-­‐21	  (trs.:	  171).	  	  168	  Literary	  Context:	  168-­‐70.	  169	  Grotowski:	  401-­‐4	  (adoption	  and	  adaptation	  (of	  the	  visual	  image)	  by	  the	  crusading	  armies	  leading	  ultimately	  to	  the	  'replacement	  of	  the	  Byzantine	  warrior	  saint'	  with	  that	  of	  the	  'ideal	  Western	  knight');	  Gerstel:	  267-­‐80	  (Crusader-­‐influenced	  representations	  of	  warrior	  saints	  in	  the	  Byzantine	  Morea).	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resulted from some form of rivalry, either over wealth or power170. In the cases of Stephen of 
Hungary and Nemanja (both usurped the throne), power was the key issue and both Coloman 
(who sponsored the Life of King Stephen) and Prvovenčani deal with their family battles by 
blaming the devil for the aggression towards them. Hartvic describes how ‘the enemy of all 
good things, the devil, full of envy and malice, stirred up an internal war against him’171. 
Prvovenčani adapts this, referring to ‘the wrathful trickery…the devilish evil which had got 
hold of his brothers’172 and describes ‘his brothers…under the influence of the devil, intensely 
evil and overwhelmed with anger’173. For both Coloman and Prvovenčani the resultant image 
is of a holy king battling against the devil so there is no question of either Stephen or 
Nemanja being the aggressor.  
 
Family treachery, spurred on by the devil, is also seen in the stories of Boris and Glēb and St 
Wenceslas, three martyr saints killed by their evil brothers. Boris and Glēb’s brother, 
Sviatopolk, is described as ‘truly a second Cain’174 because ‘Satan entered his heart and 
incited him to commit greater and worse things and more numerous murders’175. In the First 
OCS Life of Wenceslas, the prince’s brother, Boleslav, ordered Wenceslas’ murder because 
he was inspired by the devil176. However, the Hungarian model was probably more relevant 
for Prvovenčani as devil-instigated family treachery overcame the goodness of the martyrs, 
Boris, Glēb and Wenceslas, but Stephen and Nemanja triumphed.  
 
As with so many of the motifs used to describe Nemanja, the Bible was usually the original 
source. In the case of family rivalry, Prvovenčani compares Nemanja's imprisonment by his 
brothers to that of Joseph whose envious brothers sold him into slavery because he was their 
father’s favourite177. He also notes that Nemanja’s hands and feet were shackled178, a 




                                            170	  Fouracre	  and	  Gerberding:	  46-­‐7	  (early	  Western	  hagiographies);	  Galatariotou	  2004:	  126-­‐7	  (Neophytos	  constantly	  asked	  God	  to	  protect	  him	  from	  demons	  and	  felt	  that	  his	  struggle	  was	  against	  men	  who	  were	  inspired	  by	  the	  devil);	  Athanasios	  of	  Alexandria:	  142,	  paragraph	  5.1,	  lines	  1-­‐4	  (trs.:	  65,	  paragraph	  5.1)	  (the	  devil's	  attack	  on	  St	  Anthony:	  'the	  devil,	  who	  hates	  and	  envies	  what	  is	  good');	  also	  Construction:	  93-­‐4.	  171	  Legenda	  Sancti	  Stephani	  regis:	  408,	  lines	  10-­‐3	  (trs.:	  381)	  (Stephen's	  final	  battle	  with	  Koppány,	  Hungary's	  rightful	  successor).	  172	  Prvovenčani:	  20/21.	  173	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  174	  Tale:	  46,	  10B	  lines	  15-­‐6	  (trs.:	  102).	  175	  Tale:	  50,	  12r	  lines	  28-­‐31	  (trs.:	  107).	  176	  Vita	  Wenceslas:	  16-­‐7	  (trs.:	  146-­‐7)	  ('the	  Devil	  sowed	  Boleslav’s	  heart,	  and	  he	  was	  set	  against	  his	  brother…the	  evil	  devils	  summoned	  Boleslav	  and	  plotted	  fiendishly	  against	  Wenceslas')	  and	  17	  (trs.:	  148)	  ('the	  Devil	  inclined	  Boleslav’s	  ear	  and	  corrupted	  his	  heart').	  	  177	  Prvovenčani:	  24-­‐6/25-­‐7	  cf	  Genesis	  37:	  23-­‐28.	  	  178	  Prvovenčani:	  24/25.	  179	  Acts	  16:26-­‐27	  for	  the	  biblical	  source;	  in	  the	  Guidi-­‐Vita,	  when	  Constantine	  was	  captured	  by	  the	  Persians,	  he	  was	  bound	  'securely	  with	  fetters...with	  his	  hands	  and	  feet	  tied',	  see	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  316	  (trs.:	  113-­‐4)	  (although	  fictitious,	  this	  event	  was	  considered	  fact	  by	  the	  11th	  century	  as	  it	  had	  been	  repeated	  in	  numerous	  Constantine	  legends,	  see	  Lieu	  and	  Montserrat:	  143).	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Motifs used by Sava 
 
Sava's aim was to present an image capable of consolidating the Nemanjić dynasty but also 
one which focused on the spiritual side of Nemanja's character and his life as a monk. The 
significant motif I consider here is that of giving advice to family and friends found within 
Hunger's general heading of 'the ruler and his people'180.  
 
The Ruler and his responsibilities to his people 
 
Advice for his family and people 
Nemanja's words of comfort and advice are key aspects of Sava's Life through which Sava 
may have presented his own vision for the spiritual and moral lives of the Raškan people, 
possibly following consultation with his father181. His advice follows that seen in certain Mirror 
of Princes, for example, the Rus Instructions of Vladimir Monomakh, which may have been 
more readily available to Sava than any other representative of the genre 182 . In the 
Instructions, Vladimir gathered together young men and 'taught them...to listen to the wise, to 
humble themselves before their elders, to live in charity with their equals and their inferiors, to 
speak without guile...to respect the aged...to cast their eyes downward...to pass the foolish by 
and not stir them up'183. Although Sava does not copy Monomakh's words outright, he uses 
the same sentiments particularly to listen to those with more experience, to consider the 
thoughts of lower-ranking people as well as the hierarchy (for example, prelates and church 
servants184), to be humble (for example, to monks185) and to keep to the 'right path' and not 
be swayed 'by those...[who] are corrupt'186. Monomakh tells his sons to 'give heed to me and 
accept...my instruction'187  whereas Nemanja implores them to 'keep my...teachings' and 
'attend to my words: incline your ear to my sayings'188. 
 
Ultimately, though, Proverbs, a popular biblical text amongst the Slavs and known in OCS 
translation from the 9th century, may have been Sava's source, for example, the 13th century 
Belgrade Parimejnik, a Raškan text containing extracts of the Proverbs189. The Book of 
Proverbs laid out advice 'by which [men] will gain a well instructed intelligence, righteousness, 
                                            180	  Hunger:	  84-­‐102.	  181	  Construction:	  95.	  182	  Literary	  Context:	  159-­‐60	  (access	  to	  the	  Instructions	  via	  St	  Panteleimon).	  183	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  243	  (trs.:	  207-­‐8)	  (prmdryh] slyшati star7iшim] 
pokar1tis1...preb7gati ne str7kati uxit[).	  	  184	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  17-­‐8	  (trs.:	  9).	  185	  Sava:	  159,	  lines	  23-­‐4	  (trs.:	  11).	  186	  Sava:	  166,	  lines	  13-­‐5	  (trs.:	  17).	  187	  Vladimir	  Monomakh	  Testament:	  1096,	  column	  245	  (trs.:	  209)	  (poslyшaiite mene aшe ne vsego 
prij%mete).	  	  188	  Sava:	  159,	  line	  20	  (trs.:	  11)	  and	  166,	  lines	  6-­‐7	  (trs.:	  17).	  	  	  189	  Literary	  Context:	  171.	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justice and probity'190 but without a statement indicating where Sava found extracts, his direct 
use of biblical passages remains unproven, albeit reasonable, conjecture.  
 
 
Differences in the treatment of key events by Prvovenčani and Sava 
 
Of the key events in Nemanja's life portrayed by the two authors, I will consider the abdication 
scene and the translation of Nemanja's relics for similarities to the texts I have chosen as 
potential models. With no previous Serb descriptions of royal abdications or relic translations, 
the brothers would have either looked elsewhere for models to suit their objectives or used 
the opportunity to present their own vision of appropriate procedures. 
 
Abdication and succession 
 
The descriptions of Nemanja’s abdication and Prvovenčani's succession191 show similarities 
to the Guidi-Vita portrayal of the succession of Constantine. In both Serb accounts, Nemanja 
brought together his entire court ahead of his abdication192  whilst Constantine's father, 
Constantius Chlorus, assembled ‘the whole Senate and Praetorian Guard, and the multitudes 
of Christians besides and all the local people, and those who had taken refuge in his 
empire’ 193 . As both men appointed sons whose succession may have caused debate 
(Prvovenčani was the younger son and Constantine was the illegitimate son), to avoid dispute 
it was important to stress that everyone witnessed the handover of power. Although both 
descriptions appear similar, suggesting that Sava and Prvovenčani may have used the Guidi-
Vita as a guide, it is worth noting that the 'abdication image' links Prvovenčani to Constantine 
not Nemanja to Constantine suggested elsewhere. Nevertheless, the model is the same, only 
the role of the players has changed.  
 
Sava was absent from the ceremony but reports that Nemanja ‘crowned him [Prvovenčani] 
himself’ 194 , imitating reports of Constantine's coronation 195 . In both cases, the authors 
describe the previous ruler ‘crowning’ the new one with no mention of clergy. If we assume 
that Sava developed his own ideas for his brother's coronation196, it is worth noting that he 
appears to have placed it on the same level as that of the holy Byzantine Emperor 
Constantine.  
 
Prvovenčani highlights the importance of the symbolic passing on of the throne during the 
                                            190	  Proverbs:	  1:3.	  191	  Differences:	  101-­‐6.	  192	  Sava:	  155,	  lines	  14-­‐5	  (trs.:	  7);	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  193	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  315	  (trs.:	  112)	  (note,	  there	  is	  no	  other	  evidence	  of	  this).	  194	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  8-­‐9	  (trs.:	  9).	  195	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  315	  (trs.:	  113)	  (Constantius	  'placed	  the	  crown	  upon	  him	  [Constantine]').	  	  196	  Differences:	  103-­‐5.	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succession ceremony, without mentioning crowns or a 'coronation'197. There is a similar scene 
in the Guidi-Vita where Constantius ‘seated him [Constantine] on the imperial throne' and 
'declared the young man to be worthy of the empire which was the gift of God’198. Sava also 
mimics the Guidi-Vita description, stating that Nemanja set Prvovenčani ‘on the throne of the 
dominion granted me by Christ’199. Clearly, it is impossible to state whether Sava and 
Prvovenčani actually copied the details directly from the Guidi-Vita, but a case can be made 
for a generalised oral knowledge of Constantine's life and deeds that may have played a part 
in the construction of the scene. 
 
Translation of Nemanja's relics 
 
Both accounts of the translation of Nemanja's relics to Studenica200 conform to standard 
Byzantine hagiographies, particularly the description of a large entourage escorting the 
relics201. The Lives describe the funeral procession of ‘bishops, priests and abbots with many 
monks, together with the boyars and all the others’202 and that ’they sang psalms and songs 
and the office for the dead, and swung censers with sweet-smelling smells203. Although there 
are similarities with the procession described in Boris and Glēb’s Miracles: ‘reverend monks 
leading the way with candles, followed by the deacons, and then priests, the two 
metropolitans, and the bishops’204, it is likely that both were examples of the same literary 
tradition, the aim of which was to establish sanctity. An interesting correspondence with the 
Boris and Glēb stories which may hint at the brothers knowing at least some of the Rus texts, 
is that Nemanja’s relics were translated after a political crisis (the civil war), similarly to all 
three Rus translations of 1072, 1115 and 1191205. 
 
 
Phraseology used in the Lives 
 
Sava and Prvovenčani used certain phrases to describe Nemanja's saintly nature, some of  
which are also present in the texts I have chosen as possible models. I offer two examples of 
such phrases and consider the likelihood of the brothers copying them from elsewhere. One 
particular aspect of phraseology I have not considered is the use of saintly epithets in both 
Lives. Examples include Sava's descriptions of Nemanja as ‘pious and Christ-loving lord’206; 
                                            197	  Prvovenčani:	  50/51.	  198	  Guidi-­‐Vita:	  314	  (trs.:	  112).	  	  199	  Sava:	  157,	  lines	  7-­‐8	  (trs.:	  9).	  200	  Differences:	  115-­‐9.	  201	  Abrahamse:	  130.	  202	  Sava:	  172,	  line	  30	  -­‐	  173,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  24).	  203	  Prvovenčani:	  76/77.	  204	  Miracles:	  62,	  20B	  lines	  22-­‐8	  (trs.:	  123).	  205	  Hollingsworth	  Hagiography:	  Lv.	  206	  Sava:	  153,	  lines	  21-­‐2	  (trs.:	  6).	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‘our God-loving father’207; ‘God-loving Lord Simeon’208; ‘this Christ-loving starac [elder]'209 and 
Prvovenčani's use of ‘venerable' (prepodobni) before Nemanja's death and ‘holy one’ (sveti) 
after210. Although the use of these epithets is very pronounced in the Lives, they are also 
found in a huge array of Christian literature so it is impossible to make a specific link between 





The inclusion of rhetorical questions, meant to emphasise particular characteristics of an 
individual, are a common stylistic form seen in the corpus of work available to the Raškan 
Serbs, in particular in the Rus Princely Lives. In the Tale and Passion and Encomium of the 
Holy Martyrs Boris and Glēb, the author asks questions which highlight the holiness of the 
brothers: ‘shall I call you angels…shall I call you men…shall I pronounce you emperors or 
princes?’211. Prvovenčani devotes an entire chapter to rhetorical questions, promoting the 
image of a man on the verge of sainthood: ‘Should I call you apostle…should we call you a 
desert dweller?’212. In both cases, the purpose of the questions is to highlight the subject's 
sanctity: in the Tale the author says, ‘I know not how to praise you, nor can I think of what to 
say’213, similarly Prvovenčani asks, “which hymns should my poor lips sing your praises’214. 
Sava introduces this device at the beginning of his Life: ‘For what shall I call him? Master or, 
even more, teacher?’215, before expanding the questions at Nemanja’s abdication: ‘For what 
shall I call him, in truth I do not know. A good master? A teacher of Orthodoxy? A gentle 
father? A shepherd, who guarded the flock entrusted to him through faith...and the wisest 
man who was responsible for all who lived around him’216.  
 
The Tale also includes Boris’ mournful rhetorical questions when hearing of his father’s death: 
‘woe is me…to whom shall I turn for aid? To whom shall I look up? Where shall I be filled with 
such good learning and instruction of your wisdom?’217. These questions highlight the image 
of the deceased as a teacher, a wise man and a comforter. Prvovenčani uses the same 
structure at Nemanja’s deathbed as the monks lament the loss of their teacher, adviser and 
comforter: ‘What sort of life should I lead without the advice of my good shepherd…from 
                                            207	  Sava:	  154,	  line	  13	  (trs.:	  6).	  208	  Sava:	  162,	  line	  1	  (trs.:	  13).	  209	  Sava:	  165,	  lines	  4-­‐5	  (trs.:	  16).	  210	  Prvovenčani:	  22/25	  ('our	  holy	  lord');	  note,	  Sava’s	  omission	  of	  the	  phrase,	  ‘Holy	  One’,	  may	  be	  because	  at	  the	  time	  of	  writing	  (c1208)	  Nemanja	  was	  not	  yet	  canonised.	  	  211	  Tale:	  56,	  16r	  line	  23	  -­‐	  17a	  line	  2	  (trs.:	  114).	  	  212	  Prvovenčani:	  92-­‐4/93–5.	  213	  Tale:	  56,	  16r	  lines	  20-­‐2	  (trs.:	  114).	  	  214	  Prvovenčani:	  96/95.	  215	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  11-­‐2	  (trs.:	  4).	  216	  Sava:	  160,	  lines	  5-­‐16	  (trs.:	  12).	  217	  Tale:	  44,	  9b	  lines	  10-­‐20	  (trs.:	  100).	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whom shall I receive my comfort?’218. Prvovenčani's specific knowledge of the Tale may have 
come from the OCS Uspenskij sbornik, which contains not only a selection of translated 




‘Heavenly man, earthly angel’ 
 
An interesting description of Nemanja, used by Sava and Prvovenčani to indicate their 
father’s desire for monasticism, is the epithet ‘heavenly man, earthly angel’220. Sava had used 
similar phrases before: in his Karyes Typikon221, referring to the monks on Mount Athos; and 
in his Služba222, referring to Nemanja. There are numerous examples of comparing monks 
and religious life on earth to that of the angels in eastern and western Christian literature, for 
example, in works by the bilingual Latin and Greek ascetic, St John Cassian223. A particularly 
prolific author to make the comparison was Cassian's mentor, St John Chrysostom: in his 
Homilies on the Gospel of Matthew, amongst other references, he mentions 'angels in human 
forms'224, 'men equal to angels'225 and that Christ 'made angels of men'226. In his Homilies on 
the Acts of the Apostles, Chrysostom refers to monks as 'angels in the form of men'227 and in 
his Homilies on the Gospel of St John there are similar references including, monks who 
'having adapted themselves to the condition of angels, would dwell on earth just as if it were 
heaven'228 and 'Christ is willing of men to make us equal to angels '229. The popularity of the 
works of St John Chrysostom amongst the Slavs has already been noted and it is likely that 
the Raškan Serbs had access to some of them230. Hymns to Chrysostom also referred to the 
saint as 'an earthly angel, heavenly man', for example those sung on his feast day on 13 
November231. As the saint's skull was held at the Vatopedi monastery, it is possible that Sava 
heard these hymns during his time at the monastery. John Klimakos, in his 7th century Ladder 
                                            218	  Prvovenčani:	  70/71.	  219	  Literary	  Context:	  167.	  220	  Sava:	  152,	  lines	  23-­‐4	  (trs.:	  4)	  (zeml[nyi aggel[, nebesny xlob7k[);	  Prvovenčani:	  	  68/69.	  	  221	  Sava	  Karyes:	  6,	  lines	  3-­‐4	  (trs.:	  1333	  English)	  (‘I	  saw	  angels	  here	  on	  earth	  and	  I	  saw	  men	  who	  belonged	  in	  heaven’);	  also	  Christodoulos:	  69	  (trs.:	  586,	  chapter	  A15	  (Rule))	  ('ascetics...who	  truly	  emulated	  the	  angels'	  and	  'the	  character	  and	  pursuit	  of	  the	  monastic	  life	  is	  called	  angelic').	  	  222	  Sava	  Služba:	  176,	  line	  9	  (trs.:	  149	  (nebesni xlov7xe a zemny angele).	  223	  Cassian:	  538,	  Conference	  19,	  Chapter	  5,	  line	  23	  (‘conversationem	  angelicae	  beatitudini	  conparandam	  -­‐	  a	  life	  which	  can	  only	  be	  compared	  to	  the	  bliss	  of	  the	  angels’);	  for	  a	  summary	  of	  the	  life	  of	  St	  John	  Cassian,	  see	  Stewart:	  4-­‐12(early	  life	  as	  a	  desert	  ascetic	  in	  Egypt),	  13-­‐24	  (later	  life	  including	  connection	  to	  St	  John	  Chrysostom).	  	  	  224	  Chrysostom	  Matthew:	  Homily	  VIII,	  PG57,	  87	  (trs.:	  51).	  	  225	  Chrysostom	  Matthew:	  Homily	  LXIX,	  PG58,	  654	  (trs.:	  407).	  226	  Chrysostom	  Matthew:	  Homily	  LXXXVIII,	  PG58,	  780	  (trs.:	  505).	  	  227	  Chrysostom	  Acts:	  Homily	  II,	  PG60,	  29	  (trs.:	  13).	  	  228	  Chrysostom	  John:	  Homily	  I,	  PG59,	  25	  (trs.:	  1).	  	  229	  Chrysostom	  John:	  Homily	  II,	  PG59,	  37	  (trs.:	  9).	  230	  Literary	  Context:	  166.	  231	  Analecta	  Hymnica:	  13	  Nov/canon	  XXXI/p391,	  lines	  232-­‐3	  and	  13	  Nov/XXXII/p396,	  line	  4	  ('heavenly	  man').	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of Divine Ascent, also refers to 'an earthly angel'232. This widely read Byzantine text, which 
describes the attainment of ascetic virtues, was translated into OCS in 10th century Bulgaria 
and, therefore, was likely to have been available to the Raškan Serbs (indeed Prvovenčani 
mentions the Ladder in his Life)233.  
 
Although the connection between monks and angels therefore, was well known, the complete 
phrase, ‘heavenly man, earthly angel’, is more prevalent in Rus (compared to Byzantine) 
literature from the 11th century onwards. In the Tale, Boris and Glēb are described as 
‘heavenly men, earthly angels’234. In his Life of Feodosij of the Caves (c1080s), Nestor refers 
to Feodosij as ‘an earthly angel and a heavenly man’235 and describes his monks thus: 
‘although they appeared on earth as men, in their manner of life they approximated the 
angels’236. The first oikos of the first kontakion of the Akathist to the great Martyr-Healer 
Panteleimon also refers to an ‘earthly angel and a heavenly man’237. Although I cannot 
confirm that the last text is old enough to have been known by Sava, I can reasonably 
suggest that it would have been written early in the life of the monastery dedicated to the 
saint bearing in mind his importance to the Rus, for example as a protector in battle238. The 
presence in St Panteleimon monastery of a mid-14th century Service to the saint copied in 
Greek and Serbian OCS239 indicates that the saint's praises were sung by the monks in the 
monastery which was Sava’s first home when he arrived on Athos in 1192, so it is not 
unreasonable to suggest that an Akathist was also known. Hence, Sava may have come 
across the phrase, ‘earthly angel, heavenly man’, not only in the monastery library (with 
regard to Boris and Glēb and Feodosij) but also during the religious services when the 
Service and Akathist were sung240. This complete phrase is too similar to the Rus examples 
for Sava's use of it to be coincidental; therefore I suggest that it is quite likely that Sava 




                                            232	  Klimakos:	  PG88,	  1000C	  (trs.:	  226).	  	  233	  Literary	  Context:	  166-­‐7.	  234	  Tale:	  56,	  16r	  lines	  23-­‐31	  (trs.:	  114)	  (‘shall	  I	  call	  you	  angels,	  because	  swiftly	  you	  are	  at	  the	  side	  of	  the	  sorrowful…shall	  I	  call	  you	  men,	  but	  you	  surpass	  all	  human	  understanding	  in	  the	  multitude	  of	  your	  miracles’).	  235	  Feodosij:	  88,	  37a	  lines	  1-­‐2	  (trs.:	  52).	  	  236	  Feodosij:	  93,	  39r	  lines	  11-­‐3	  (trs.:	  57).	  	  237	  Akathist	  to	  St	  Panteleimon:	  607	  (angela zemnago i nebesnago xeloveka);	  note,	  I	  have	  been	  unable	  to	  find	  this	  Akathist	  in	  the	  extant	  published	  hymns	  (for	  example	  the	  Analecta	  hymnica	  Graeca	  e	  codicibus	  eruta	  
Italiae	  inferioris	  and	  the	  Initia	  Hymnorum	  Ecclesiae	  Graecae)	  so	  I	  cannot	  be	  certain	  that	  it	  was	  known	  in	  the	  12th/13th	  century,	  but	  because	  the	  phrase	  has	  been	  used	  by	  Nestor	  in	  the	  Rus	  lives	  and	  is	  also	  found	  in	  early	  Byzantine	  texts,	  I	  suggest	  that	  it	  may	  also	  have	  been	  employed	  to	  describe	  St	  Panteleimon.	  238	  Grand	  Prince	  of	  Kiev,	  Izyaslav	  II,	  wore	  an	  image	  of	  St	  Panteleimon	  on	  his	  helmet	  as	  protection	  during	  his	  victory	  at	  the	  battle	  of	  Perepetovo	  Field	  in	  1151,	  see	  PSRL	  Ipatjevskaya:	  1151,	  column	  439	  (на шелом7 




I have presented a selection of texts that I believe Sava and Prvovenčani may have had 
access to when compiling their Lives. In an effort to show whether there were 'borrowings' I 
have concentrated on a few motifs and attempted to show if the texts under discussion could 
have provided inspiration. Although there is no concrete evidence that Sava and Prvovenčani 
directly copied sections from my choice of texts, there are enough examples of similarities to 
suggest that the brothers may have adapted or transformed them to provide motifs for their 
Lives. The inclusion of specific phrases (for example, 'earthly angel, heavenly man) adds 
further weight to this suggestion. The chosen texts referred to in this chapter are those that 
the Raškan Serbs could have had access to as discussed in the Literary Context chapter. 
Where access to written sources was less likely, for example some of the Latin texts (texts 
associated with King Stephen of Hungary), oral transmission may have provided the brothers 
with opportunities to understand how to construct the image of a holy ruler and how to adapt 
that image to suit their purposes of dynastic stability and consolidation. It is also likely that 
Prvovenčani used Sava's Life as a guide, particularly when describing Nemanja's life and 
death on Athos although there is no evidence that the brothers actively colluded in the writing 
of their Lives. I also believe that Sava and, particularly, Prvovenčani were part of a literate 
body of people (for example, clergy in Prvovenčani's court, other monks with whom Sava 
interacted) who would have made them aware of the variety of texts and legends available as 
models for the Lives.  
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7 Conclusions  
 
The successful transformation of Veliki Župan Stefan Nemanja from a relatively unknown 
Serb chieftain into a revered holy ruler, father of his people and founder of a dynasty of holy 
rulers, can be attributed largely to the Lives written by his two sons. The combined effect of 
these two biographies, and later ones written by Domentijan and Teodosije, helped to 
stabilise and then consolidate the ensuing Nemanjić dynasty which ruled Serb lands until 
1371. Sava's and Prvovenčani's separate portrayals of their father were the key texts which 
had to quickly and emphatically legitimise the dynasty by maintaining unity amongst the 
people Nemanja had brought under his political control. With their careful presentation of the 
founder of the dynasty and taking advantage of political events around them, Nemanja's 
successor, Prvovenčani, acquired a papal crown and Sava was installed as the first Serbian 
Archbishop of an autocephalous Serbian Church within 30 years of Nemanja's death. Thus, 
the two brothers succeeded in bringing together church and state not just through judicious 
political ambition but also using the persona of their saintly father to justify and validate the 
immediate succession and consolidate power in the Nemanjić dynasty for generations to 
come. It is clear that the brothers understood the link between sanctity and authority and not 
just regarding their father. After Nemanja's death, Prvovenčani refers to Sava as wt[xe 
pr7podob[ne1 (venerable father), in preparation for Sava's eventual canonisation and the 
development of a 'holy dynasty'2, later glorified as a sacred family in numerous depictions of 
the Tree of Jesse at the King's Church at Studenica and the monasteries of Gračanica and 
Dečani3. So, not only were the Lives vital as Nemanja's immediate legacy they marked the 
creation of a 'national narrative' which the descendants of Nemanja's Raškan Serbs would 
use to inspire the future Serbian Empire.  
 
To promote their father as a saint, the brothers needed to produce texts extolling Nemanja's 
saintly virtues. With no Serbian literary tradition to turn to, Sava and Prvovenčani looked 
elsewhere for texts and traditions they could copy, adapt or transform to form their portrayals 
of a holy ruler and founder of a dynasty beloved of God. Raška was surrounded by powerful 
rulers who understood how strong dynasties were formed and fledgling states consolidated. 
Byzantium, Hungary, Russia and other Balkan states all possessed examples of image-
building texts of rulers and/or holy kings and princes which the brothers were aware of and 
could adapt to suit their objectives. Some of these models appear to have been used quite 
consciously (for example, texts and traditions associated with King Stephen of Hungary and 
the Boris and Glēb legends) whereas others seemed to have been more of a guide (for 
                                            1	  Prvovenčani:	  72-­‐4/73.	  	  2	  Sava,	  Prvovenčani	  and	  his	  two	  sons,	  Radoslav	  and	  Uroš,	  all	  took	  monastic	  vows	  within	  50	  years	  of	  Nemanja.	  3	  Klaniczay	  2002:	  150;	  for	  details	  of	  Studenica	  representation,	  see	  Ćurčić	  1973:	  191-­‐6	  and	  Desanovski	  Burns:	  117-­‐8.	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example, the Guidi-Vita of Constantine the Great). Secular works may also have been 
consulted, particularly for the words of advice which Sava included in his Life (for example, 
Agapetos' Advice). As Raška had previously been part of the Bulgarian orbit, the Serbs were 
exposed to Greek and Latin texts translated into OCS in Preslav and Ohrid. Thus, by the late 
12th century, Sava and Prvovenčani had access to a large corpus of translated, as well as 
original, OCS texts which they used as models for their Lives. Non-translated works may also 
have been available to them either through Latin priests in Prvovenčani's court or through 
Sava's knowledge of Greek. Biblical models and motifs were also known to the Raškan Serbs 
as indicated by both brothers' use of Old Testament figures as exempla for Nemanja. 
 
Using the literary models available to them, Sava and Prvovenčani produced texts which 
brought out the hagiographical characteristics necessary for the promotion of Nemanja as a 
saint. These included noble descent and Christian upbringing, protection of the poor and the 
weak, humility, the desire to maintain the faith, deep devotion to God and the desire to live an 
ascetic life4. Prvovenčani states that Nemanja was 'raised piously and chastely' and refers to 
his father returning to his 'throne'5, indicating his noble birth. Both authors stress Nemanja's 
protection of his people by referring to him as 'shepherd', 'protector of the poor, widows and 
orphans'. His humility and devotion to God is described by Sava in particular, whilst both 
authors stress that their father was chosen by God and his actions supported by Him. 
Nemanja's involvement in maintaining the faith is vividly described by Prvovenčani when he 
recounts his father's dealing with the Bogomils - an event which also portrays Nemanja as a 
warrior not averse to strong action when dealing with those who preached heresy. Sava's 
portrayal of Nemanja as an upholder of the faith is as a teacher and educator of his family 
and his people. The words of advice which Nemanja gives to his sons and his people are 
based on his desire for all to live a life of piety, unity and peace and Sava quotes extensively 
from Proverbs to portray Nemanja's wisdom and righteousness. The desire to lead an ascetic 
life is evident in Nemanja's taking of monastic orders, described by both authors but stressed 
by Sava as a personal spiritual decision.  
 
As well as using Nemanja's holy characteristics to strengthen the position of Prvovenčani and 
the ensuing dynasty, both brothers discuss another important aspect of power and authority, 
Nemanja's church and monastic building. The renovation of the monastery of St Nicholas in 
Toplica coincided with Nemanja taking power, whilst the construction of Djurdjevi Stupovi saw 
him consolidating authority over his lands and people. Both these monasteries were built on 
hills dominating Serb lands, a highly visual proclamation of Nemanja's power over his people, 
even though his actions were supported by his Byzantine overlord. The ultimate 
representation of his power was the building of Studenica, his zadužbina and final resting 
                                            4	  Marjanović-­‐Dušanić	  2006:	  69-­‐70.	  5	  Prvovenčani:	  18/19.	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place6. His final project, Hilandar on Mount Athos, an independent Serb monastery on 
territory specifically granted to Nemanja by the Byzantine emperor, gave both the Serbian 
dynasty and church imperial validation. After Hilandar's completion, some of its Byzantine 
workers were tasked with finishing the building of Studenica, noticeably the dome which is 
similar to the one in Hilandar7. This, and the subsequent translation of Nemanja's relics to 
Studenica, strengthened the link between the two monasteries (one, an independent Athonite 
monastery and one in the centre of Raška available to all Nemanja's people) and successfully 
fused spirituality and reality. Thus, not only did the Lives portray Nemanja as the saintly 
founder of his dynasty, they described the physical manifestation of his power in the form of 
his religious building works. 
 
Sava and Prvovenčani were the initiators of a new uniquely Serbian genre of literature, fusing 
Byzantine hagiography, with its emphasis on Nemanja’s holiness and piety (Sava), and Slavic 
dynastic historiography which stressed Nemanja’s political aims and actions (Prvovenčani). It 
appears, therefore, that the promotion of Nemanja as a saint was a combined effort covering 
all aspects necessary for him to be viewed as a saint, so whereas Prvovenčani was not clear 
about his father's piety, Sava was, and although Sava did not include miracles, Prvovenčani 
did8. However, although the main objective of the Lives was hagiographical praise of a 
divinely-inspired and supported Nemanja, resulting in a consolidation of God-given power for 
the new Nemanjić dynasty, there are subtle differences in the secondary aims of the brothers. 
 
Sava's Life is a moving personal account of Nemanja's spirituality and closeness to God with 
half the text devoted to the time father and son spent together as monks. Little information is 
given about historical events associated with Nemanja although Sava uses the abdication as 
a means of imparting wisdom, presenting Nemanja as a wise teacher and a devout and loving 
father of his people. Sava's skill was to successfully combine the idea of a wise and effective 
ruler with that of a spiritual figure and a devoted monk, emphasising the latter image9. He also 
uses the Life to portray himself as the 'dutiful son' carrying out his father wishes, including the 
promotion of the Serbian Orthodox Church as a symbol of power. For Sava, spiritual authority 
was critical and, as Nemanja's spiritual successor, he considered himself integral to the 
development of the Nemanjić dynasty. There are hints of tension between church and state 
after Nemanja's death and it is clear in Sava’s Life that one of his aims was to highlight the 
spiritual power of the church above that of Prvovenčani’s state. 
 
Sava presented his father as a real person, genuinely devoted to God and the peace and 
welfare of his people. In this sense, his Life differs from Byzantine hagiography where the 
                                            6	  Kalić	  1988:	  25.	  7	  Bošković:	  129.	  8	  Bojović	  2001:	  62	  (a	  joint	  royal	  ideology).	  9	  Cvetković:	  132.	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subject of the vita is immediately portrayed as a saint10. Sava did not refer to Nemanja as a 
saint; there is no sense of Nemanja being put onto Earth already a saint nor is Nemanja 
waiting to be called up to the pantheon of saints and holy fathers in Heaven11. This important 
difference between Sava’s Life and Byzantine hagiographies shows that Sava did not simply 
follow the standard model, but adapted it to produce a more personal text which dwelt on the 
spiritual and moral character of Nemanja; a text which was available for future Nemanjić 
rulers to use as a model. 
 
The description of Prvovenčani’s Life as hagiography is more obvious as this text includes 
miracles, there is liberal use of biblical sayings and Nemanja is always referred to as a 
saint12. The Life fulfills most of the other requirements necessary for a hagiography: a 
childhood devoted to God, temptation by the Devil (in the form of his brothers), renunciation 
of the world (taking monastic vows) and the inclusion of a eulogy (Prvovenčani's 'akathist' to 
Nemanja)13. As opposed to Sava, Prvovenčani prepares Nemanja for sanctity from his birth14. 
However, in accordance with ideas of dynastic empowerment, Prvovenčani also describes 
traits and events not usually associated with sanctity: his father's ruthlessness and military 
deeds, images avoided by Sava. Prvovenčani's description of Nemanja as a warrior includes 
graphic details of his military actions and the ruthless suppression of heretics, giving a portrait 
of a ruler who used force to bring people under his rule. The importance of this for 
Prvovenčani is that he could link his own need for strong authoritarian rule15 to that of his 
saintly, but also, warrior father. The fact that this 'saintly warrior', with God's help, had chosen 
Prvovenčani as his successor, gave Prvovenčani the authority he needed to consolidate his 
power base and keep his people together despite the external pressures on him. Compared 
to Sava's promotion of the church, Prvovenčani emphasised his own and the state's power. 
 
The successful portrayal of Nemanja as a saint the Raškan Serbs could call their own, ready 
to protect his people and his lands, even after death, allowed the consolidation of a dynasty 
(under Prvovenčani) and the eventual foundation of an autocephalous church and priestly 
hierarchy (under Sava). State and church came together in a man who had lived a secular life 
dedicated to his lands and people, and then chose to follow in Christ's footsteps and live as a 
monk. Imbued with the imperial virtues of kingship, he had taught his people how to conduct 
their lives in the true faith, he had protected them and in these things he was supported by 
God. Not just an ideal ruler, the portrayal of Nemanja's actions also marked him out as a saint 
who, after his death, continued as his people's protector and guide to his successor. The 
fusion of state and church was also evident 'physically' with the return of Nemanja's relics to 
                                            10	  Birnbaum:	  339;	  also	  Kalezić:	  23	  (debate	  on	  whether	  Sava's	  Life	  should	  be	  viewed	  as	  a	  traditional	  Byzantine	  hagiography).	  11	  Kalezić:	  31.	  12	  Birnbaum:	  305.	  13	  Juhas:	  98.	  14	  Prvovenčani:	  16/17-­‐9	  ('others,	  earthly	  rulers	  from	  their	  birth	  [i.e.	  Nemanja],	  will	  become	  His	  Servants').	  15	  At	  the	  time	  of	  writing,	  Prvovenčani	  was	  faced	  with	  offensives	  from	  the	  Hungarians,	  the	  Latins	  in	  Constantinople	  and	  the	  Bulgarians.	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Studenica, a monastery central to the lives of the Raškan Serbs. The fact that workers from 
Athos were brought over by Sava to work on Studenica added another dimension to the 
linkage of the spiritual, the cultural and the political16. This bringing together of Nemanja's 
secular rule and his spiritual power was a direct result of the Lives written by Sava and 
Prvovenčani and of their actions in highlighting their father's achievements. Their success in 
promoting Nemanja as a holy ruler encouraged future saints among their descendants so that 
the Nemanjić family, originally a dynasty based on one founder saint, became a 'dynasty of 
saints' following the canonisation of Sava, Prvovenčani and his sons17. 
 
Although Nelson notes that ‘royal saints, manipulated by the living, provided not just a model 
but a yardstick of kingly conduct and performance in office’18, it is also true that the living 
could fashion the ‘model’ to suit themselves. The Lives of Stefan Nemanja, written by his two 
sons, are an example of how the living achieved all that was hoped for and provided the 
people with the holy figurehead necessary to keep them together and give them and their 
descendants the sacred authority necessary to stay in power.     
           
           
  
 
                                            16	  Bojović	  2001:	  66.	  17	  Božilov:	  51.	  18	  Nelson	  1973:	  43-­‐4.	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Appendix 1: Prvovenčani translation1  
  
(14)The life and deeds of our father, the sainted and blessed and venerable Simeon, who 
was previously a master and teacher and lord and autocrat of his homeland, that is, all Serb 
lands and the coast. 
O Lord, bless us! 
 
Chapter I 
Come, O beloved in Christ, and see how the depth of God’s mercy is unveiled upon us 
earthly beings. Since the creation of the whole world, the mercy of His Holy Spirit caresses 
fallen mankind. The mouths of the Prophets foretold what would be; as the Prophet said: The 
Lord’s word made the heavens and their power was in His breath [from Psalms 33:6]. For the 
world was created by His Holy Spirit, as the Prophets firmly foretold, believing in the Holy 
Trinity, the one divine being and His eventual Coming.  
The all-destroying devil sowed an evil weed in their hearts, turning them against their Creator 
to serve the deaf idols, and brought as many of them as possible to his own words so that he 
could push them into the (16) depths of hell. And, without hope, they believed that our Creator 
would not look for those created by His own hands for even the Prophets in hell asked: Will 
our saviour come to deliver us or someone else?” [Matthew 11:3].  
But He did not delay because of His mercy, as foretold by David to the Holy Spirit: He will 
come down like rain upon a fleece and like drops dropping on the earth [Psalms 72:6]. In 
truth, He came down and settled in a woman’s womb, He who has no place in the heavens. 
And who is that woman? That woman is the one of whom the Prophet speaks: From the root 
of Jesse [Isaiah 11:1] and the loins of David sprang a branch and, plainly speaking, the pure 
and most pure and without sin and always virginal Mary, Mother of our Christ the Lord, the 
ruler's place of rest, from where he came out unharmed and with her honour safeguarded, as 
the Prophet said: A light shines on those who sit in the darkness and in death’s shadow [from 
Matthew 4:16; and Isaiah 9:2] and in His days justice will shine. 
For in truth the light of His Coming shines for those in hell, not only those holy Prophets in hell 
but also for us who have sinned because of the sin of our great grandfather, Adam. 
First He renews us by christening us with water and the (Holy) Spirit and then He redeems us 
with His pure blood and then He gathers all the people under one divine being, one rule and 
one faith. And to those who love Him, He gives His rich and most abundant mercy and His 
inexpressible charity, and with His most divine power He will take them from their earthly lives 
to heavenly power. Some will be chosen after the sermon as holy men, others will be given 
wreaths for the efforts and others, earthly rulers from their birth, will become His Servants, 
(18) not only attending to their earthly rule but also doing God's will fearfully and with courage. 
                                            1	  From	  the	  OCS	  text	  in	  Juhas-­‐Georgievska's	  1999	  translation,	  taken	  from	  Codex	  Slav.	  10	  kept	  at	  the	  National	  Library,	  Paris.	  The	  numbers	  in	  bold	  are	  starting	  page	  numbers	  for	  the	  OCS	  text,	  the	  underlined	  sections	  are	  biblical	  quotes	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And amongst these men is my lord, the holy provider who lived to do God’s commands, 
wishing to inherit riches in God’s house. For if planted in God’s house, as the Prophet says, a 




And so, O Lord God, bishops, clergy, priests and monks, friends and my brothers, I, Stefan, 
shameful sinner that I am, sorrowful at his leaving, born and raised by him, will tell you of this 
holy lord, his birth, his life and his worthiness.  
Although I was not there then nor do I know what happened at his birth, I have heard that 
there was much confusion in this area of Serb lands and in Duklja, Dalmacija and Travunia, 
and his father was deprived of his lands by the devilish envy of his brothers. And so he 
escaped from the fighting and went to his place of birth in Duklja. With the love of God and 
His Most Pure Mother his holy son was born in Ribnica in the church of [text missing in 
original], who, with God's foresight, would become the unifier of his desolate homelands, 
shepherd and teacher and, even more, the restorer of all which had been destroyed. 
And since there were also Latin priests in that land, by God’s will, he was given a Latin 
christening in the church. When his father returned to (the place of) his throne he accepted 
another christening from the hands of bishops and archpriests in the centre of Serb lands in 
the holy and most holy and (20) most high Church of the Apostles Peter and Paul, following 
his Lord and shepherd Christ, as the Book [Bible] states: You have suckled milk from both 
breasts, according to the Old and New Laws [Old and New Testament]. 
He was raised piously and chastely by his parents who, looking at their son, did not see 
God’s secret that His mercy/grace would be bestowed on him so that he would rule on earth 
and live in heaven with the angels. 
 
Chapter III 
When he reached adulthood he received part of his patrimony; Toplica, Ibar and Rasina and 
the place known as Reka. The constantly hostile Devil who did not stop tempting the 
Righteous One, and insulting him with the help of his brothers, did not see, because of his 
sufferings, that the thrice-woven wreath would fall on the head of the Righteous One. Not 
thinking of the wrathful trickery and the devilish evil which had got hold of his brothers, he 
worried about how to do God’s will and how to do good deeds for Him. 
And when the God-loving emperor, Manuel, of the city of Constantine, heard of the 
extraordinarily wisdom, humility and meekness of this man, who was without evil, he 
approached Niš and, wishing to see him, he asked him to come to a meeting. And  he 
[Nemanja] rushed to meet him. Seeing him, he [Manuel] welcomed him and kissed him with 
an emperor’s affection. Admiring the wisdom of the young man, he honoured him with an 
imperial rank and various gifts. He gave him Dubočica, a piece of his own land, saying: 'Let 
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this be for you and your descendants forever, not [to be shared] with others, not with me or 
my descendants'. 
So, brothers, do not be amazed that emperors love him with imperial kindness, (22) 
increasing respect and dignity for him. And other rulers endeavoured to listen to him, for the 
Highest Emperor, the Lord Jesus Christ, loved him. For let it be known, my friends, everyone 
who loves God with all their heart does well. For although this holy one was loved by the 
emperor and he witnessed the emperor’s love, his heart burned with divine fire [as he 
wondered] how to please the Lord and build churches for the Holy Servants.  
When he arrived, he quickly started to build the Church of the Holy Mother of God in his 
homeland, in Toplica at the mouth of the river Kosaonica. And he provided it with all 
ecclesiastical privileges and left in it a group of monks together with his well-respected and 
God-loving wife, Ana. Indeed, he gave her the Church of the Holy Mother of God so that she 
could look after all its deeds and the nuns who stayed in that holy place. And she, with utmost 
obedience and good nature, listened and looked after the Church of the Holy Mother of God 
given to her by him, our venerable lord. For the Wise One [Solomon] said of her: A respected 
wife in her husband’s home is worth more than pearls and precious stones [based on the idea 
of a capable wife in Proverbs 31:10]. For although earthly pearls and stones are worthless the 
Prophet believes that being full of goodness she is like pearls and precious stones. And to be 
worthy of this, she carried out deeds pleasing to the Lord in her husband’s home. 
 
Chapter IV 
Again, our holy lord could not stop his heart because he was enflamed with love for Christ so 
he began building the Church of the Holy Archpriest and Miraculous Father Nicholas, near the 
Holy Mother of God, (24) at the mouth of the river Banjska. This holy one walked barefoot, 
with the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, who said: Everyone who exalts himself will be 
humbled and he who humbles himself will be exalted [Matthew 23:12]. He continued building 
the Church of the Holy Miraculous and Defender of Temptations Nicholas. But then his 
brothers arrived, under the influence of the Devil, intensely evil and overwhelmed with anger, 
and saddened the holy one (Nemanja), saying: 'Why are you doing these things, without 
discussing them with us, when it is not appropriate?' 
And he, looking at them tenderly and with a smiling mouth, said: 'My dear brothers, as we are 
‘born of one’ [from one family] do not let this work of mine, which I have started and 
completed in the Lord, anger you. That is what I will finish, so if it is good, it will be for me, 
and if it is evil, it will be for me. So, beg my Lord God for His great kindness and humility so 
that you may all receive it". 
 And so he finished the Holy Church and established a monastic charter there so that the 
name of the Lord God would be praised forever. 
And he lived with the mercy of God, the Most Holy [Mother of God], the Holy Archpriest and 
Miracle-Worker Nicholas until the Devil's envy appeared and the serpent sent forth its evil. It 
influenced the eldest of the brothers, the ruler of this Serb land, and he called for the wise and 
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holy man and shackled his hands and feet and threw him into a stone cave, just as the 
brothers of the good Joseph had once thrown him into slavery, not understanding, fools that 
they were, what the providence of the Lord would be: that he [Nemanja] would remain 
unharmed by their evil doings as he believed in Him. And so, Joseph, (26) because of his 
trustworthiness and innocence, was brought out of the darkness and became the ruler of 
Pharaoh’s household and prince of all his possesions [Psalms 105:21]. And so this man, 
again because of his tenderness, his trustworthiness, extraordinary humbleness and his very 
good character, the Lord had compassion for him, and with his strong hand and outstretched 
arm [Psalms 136:12] he pulled him out of the stone cave and placed him on the throne of his 
homeland and raised him up to be a great ruler of the entire world. As Joseph said: 'to teach 
his princes and his counsellors to be as wise as himself” [ based on Psalms 105:22]. And so 
this venerable and mighty holy man raised his people in faith and purity, gathered together his 
ruined lands, enclosing them with Christ’s cross, and taught his princes knowledge and his 
elders wisdom, giving thanks and praise to his Lord and his Creator. 
And then, as he was sitting in the cave, unhappy in spirit but industrious in his heart, he 
prayed to the Holy and Great Martyr of Christ, the Sufferer and Invincible Soldier George, 
saying thus: 'O Sufferer, Holy Martyr of Christ, George, who, for Christ, underwent suffering, 
pain and countless different wounds, even though you were in great distress and stretched on 
a wheel, you called out to your Lord, your Master, Jesus Christ, to come and save you, heal 
you and comfort you. For having seen your own slaughter, like Christ’s innocent lamb, you 
said: 'Receive my prayer, Lord, so that those who are in distress or in need or in captivity or 
on the sea, let them call out, in my name, Your love to mankind and because of Your never-
ending grace, be merciful to them, Lord'. 
(28) And the Lord heard your prayer and fulfilled your prayers in response to your worthy 
suffering. For in truth, you are a worthy Sufferer for the Holy Christ and Servant of the Lord 
Christ. But I, unworthy sinner, where should I present myself and with which darkened eyes 
can I look upon the high heavens or with which mouth can I call upon the Almighty Father and 
you, Holy One?  
So take pity on me, Sufferer for Christ, in my suffering and distress, and hurry to your Lord 
Jesus Christ, who promised to fulfil your requests, and release me now from these sufferings 
and the chains holding me, in your Holy Name, so that I can serve you, Holy One, for all my 
days until my last breath, as befits the greatness of your (Christ's) suffering, who proclaimed 
and crowned you with His grace and mercy throughout the world, and for eternity, Amen'. 
The Sufferer for Christ heard the requests of this holy man, my lord [Nemanja], and fulfilled all 
his prayers. And this holy lord of mine immediately began to build a church for the Holy and 
Divine and Great Martyr of Christ, George, with zeal and love, and finished it by calling on his 
speedy helper [George]. He decorated it with many things, finishing it off beautifully with 
different liturgical ornaments. And he set up a monastic charter so that they could forever 




And then, because of his enemies’ evil wickedness and improper thoughts encouraged by 
Satan, the holy one [Nemanja] scattered and dispersed his enemies across foreign lands and 
into the Greek Empire (30) where they received help. They were intent on killing the holy one 
and demolishing his good character, his memory and his deeds, exterminating them utterly, 
but God did not help them. Using hired Greek soldiers, Franks, Turks and other foreigners, 
they fell upon the holy one, entering his homeland at a place called Pantin. 
And he raised his eyes and hands to heaven, calling out from the bottom of his heart to his 
Lord and to the Sufferer for Christ, George: 'Judge those, Lord, who surround me and protect 
me from those who fight against me. Take up arms and shields and stand in support of me. 
Block those chasing me. Tell my soul, I am your salvation' [based on Psalms 35: 1-3].  
And taking the symbol of the life-giving cross and the lance given to him by the Lord, he acted 
courageously against the multitude of foreigners.  
Finding himself near the town of Zvečan [near today's Kosovska Mitrovica], where there was 
a small church of the Holy and Most Glorious Martyr of Christ, George, he chose one of his 
Orthodox priests and sent him to perform the nightly prayers and the liturgy again and all the 
nightly sermons and daily rites in turn.  
And when he [the priest] rested through tiredness he was approached by the saint, the 
'speedy helper', who announced himself to the presbyter, in the guise of a soldier. And the 
priest asked him: 'Who are you, Lord'? And he said: 'I am Christ’s servant, George, come to 
help your master defeat his enemies'. 
Immediately the next morning he [Nemanja] fell upon the battle vigorously and powerfully. 
And with the help of God and the Holy and Most Glorious Martyr of Christ, George, they 
defeated their enemies and the foreigners and the armed men all fell. All traces of them were 
wiped from the land. At the end of the battle one of his criminal brothers was killed, (32) 
drowning in the water, fullfilling the word of the Prophet David: A servant digs a pit and falls 
into that which he has made [Psalms 7:15]. And in truth an illness affects his own head 
[based on Psalms 7:16] and on the crown of his head an injustice falls. 
When the holy one returned to his domains, to his father’s throne, he continued giving thanks 
to our Lord God, Jesus Christ, and His Pure and Chaste Virgin Mother of God and the Holy 
Martyr, ‘fast-helper-to-those-in-need’, the Archpriest Nicholas and the Holy and Great Sufferer 
and Defender in battle, the Martyr George who looked after and strengthened him so that 




One of his Orthodox soldiers approached him on bended knee and said to him with great 
humbleness and submissiveness: 
'Lord, I am one of the lowliest of your lowest servants and see your heartfelt love for your Lord 
Jesus Christ and the Most Pure Lady, Mother of God and all their Holy Servants, your 
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Defenders, who upheld your rule with a strong hand so that it remains inviolate. I have to 
inform you that an abominable faith and a thrice-damned heresy grows roots in your lands'. 
And this venerable and saintly (man), my lord, did not delay and quickly called his archpriest, 
named Jefimije, and the monks with their abbots and the honourable priests, the elders and 
their leading men of high to low rank, and he said to the holy men and the monks and 
everyone gathered with him: (34) 'Come close and see, fathers and brothers, although I am 
the lowliest of my brothers, the Lord God and the Most Pure Lady Mother of God, His Mother, 
do not look at a man’s face but trust me, lowly that I am, as I have faith in the Consubstantial 
Undivided Trinity. They have given me the land that you see to protect, so that no malicious 
weeds nor devilish evil take root. I never thought that it would be found in my realm but now I 
hear that evil has recently taken root and blasphemy has been put upon the Holy Spirit and 
has divided the Indivisible God as preached by the heretic Areios who separated the 
Consubstantial Trinity, as foretold by the holy and God-bearing Fathers'. 'Saviour, who tore 
your clothes asunder'? and he replied, 'the heretic Arieos who divided the Trinity'. And these 
fools [those in Serb lands] follow this teaching, not knowing, because of their belief, that they 
will fall to the bottom of the pit of Hell together with the thrice-damned. 
As this holy one was speaking there was a loud commotion and the daughter of one of his 
chieftains, a true believer, approached, who was engaged to a man who was one of these 
false believers. And although she lived with those who maintained this impure and disgusting 
belief, she was not even slightly touched by it. She fell at the feet of the holy one, and 
confessing clearly, she said to him: 
'Lord, my lord, I see you are examining the details of this disgusting and evil faith in your 
domains. In truth, lord, I am engaged, by marital law, by my father, your servant, who 
believed that the true faith existed throughout your domains. And I was amongst those 
criminals and I saw the truth, lord, of how they serve him, who fell away from our Glorious 
God, the one and only Satan. Not being able to stand the stench of the unhearing idolatry and 
the (36) disgusting priests, I pulled away from their hands and, wailing, sought refugee in your 
lands. Strike with the Cross those who fight against us to teach the impure devils how mighty 
your faith is, lord'. 
The holy one led her out in front of his assembly gathered [to discuss] the evil heresy, this 
distorted false belief of theirs. Having conferred with his archpriest Jeftimije, and with his 
honourable monks and his leading men and with little delay, he sent his renowned armed 
[men] against them, saying: Enthusiastic zeal for the Lord God, Almighty [1 Kings 19:10]. 
As the prophet Elijah had once stopped those shameless priests [referring to 1 Kings 18:40], 
he [Nemanja] reprimanded them for their sins: one [group] he incinerated, the second he 
punished with various punishments and the others he deprived of their homes in his domains 
gathering all their homes and estates and distributing them to the lepers and the poor. But 
their teacher and leader, he cut out the tongue from his throat, he who did not confess to 
Christ, the Son of God. And he burnt his impure books and then banished him, forbidding the 
mention of his thrice-cursed name ever again. And so he exterminated, forever, this damned 
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belief so that it was never mentioned in his lands again, so that the Consubstantial Undivided 
and Life-Giving Trinity was celebrated: the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, always and 
now and forever and in eternity, Amen. 
 
Chapter VII 
 After all this, there arose in Constantinople a certain emperor [Andronikos] who was angry 
and bloodthirsty, and he destroyed the peace with the venerable and holy one [Nemanja]. 
The mad man parted his lips wishing to devour other domains, but he could not do so, nor did 
he achieve what he desired. Nor did he embitter the good and holy one. Instead, he brought 
disaster upon himself, blasphemy on his empire (38) and desolation on his lands.  
The venerable, holy Simeon met with the Hungarian king [Béla III] at the town of Sredac 
[Sofia], destroying it and razing it to the ground. And when the Hungarian ruler returned to his 
own domains, the holy one left him and, with his own force, attacked the town of Pernik and 
destroyed it with his army and made it desolate, as well as the towns of Stob, Zemun, 
Velbužd, Žitomitski [towns in today’s western Bulgaria], Skopje, Leški in Lower Polog [today's 
Lešak in north-west Macedonia], Gradac, Prizren, the famous town of Niš, Svrljig, Ravni 
[today’s Čuprija] and Kozli [today’s Kożelj, near Knjażevac]. He destroyed these towns and 
demolished them to their very foundations, leaving every stone pulverised [Prvovenčani says 
'no stone was left on stone, they were all destroyed' [from Matthew 24:2, Jesus’ prediction of 
what would happen to the temple]. And nothing has risen there, not even to this day. Their 
lands [Byzantine lands], their wealth and their reputation were transferred to the wealth and 
reputation of his homelands and the reputation of his main leaders and their men. And he 
enclosed within the boundaries of his homelands Niš and its surroundings, Lipljan and the 
Morava, Vranje and the complete area of Prizren and its surroundings and both Pologs [i.e. 
Upper and Lower Polog].  
And he lived giving thanks to God and praying to Him day and night. He overcame his 
enemies like Moses overcame the Amalekites [Exodus 17: 8-13], firmly carrying the cross of 
Christ in front of his eyes and victory was theirs over their barbarian adversary. 
[He retook] Duklja and Dalmatia, his homelands and his birthright, his rightful ancestral land, 
which had been taken by force by Greeks who had built their own towns now considered 
under Greek control. Their names were Danj, Sardonika, Drivost, Rosaf, Skadar, (40) Svač, 
Ulcinj and the famous town Bar. He left Kotor alone and strengthened it and moved his 
palace into it, where it still stands today. The remaining towns he overran and destroyed and 
changed their glory into a picture of desolation, removing Greek names so that their names 
were never mentioned in that area again. But his people survived unharmed, serving his 







When all this happened and was completed with God’s help, this holy one, my lord, was able 
to confess, with the fear of God in his heart, this fearful tale: 'so that the words from my Lord's 
story do not have a bearing on me, sinner that I am:  
There was a certain rich man whose fields produced a heavy yield. He thought to himself and 
said, “I will destroy my granary and build a bigger one and will gather my grain and all my 
goods and I will tell my soul – soul, you have many goods for many years, drink and eat and 
be happy and so on [Luke 12: 16-19]. And not waiting too long, the last Word catches up with 
me, so: Fool, this night your soul will leave you and this which you have prepared, who will it 
be left to? [Luke 12: 20-21] 
So then, then, brothers, who will tolerate or put up with His terrible Last Judgement or 
incomparable wrath on us, the sinners? Or who will then call upon the fearful and terrible 
Judge [Christ] to help himself, not to achieve grace or violate the laws of his Maker, as I do, 
sinner that I am? But Lord, Lord, spare and pardon your servant, for I know, in truth, my 
wicked actions are great, and in front of You they are not secrets, Lord. And so, I propose that 
beginning in my heart I will tremble and fear Your Holy Name. For the Apostle Paul said: (42) 
'You who have wives should be like those who do not, preserving them in the purity and 
authority of the Lord [based on 1 Corinthians 7: 29] 
'And so I, sinner that I am, I will guarantee to represent and protect Your Most Pure and 
Blameless Mother, so that in Your Name and because of You, Lord, I will separate myself 
from the ties of my wife and will place You, Lord, as my Jesus Christ, Leader and Protector of 
my old age, and Teacher of the roads along which I travel, praising Your Name without end. 
And more, I will build a church to Your Most Pure and Most Blameless Mother, Giver of 
Grace, and there I will give You my vows which will originate from my lips'. 
And he started to build the church of the Most Holy (Mother of God) in Ibar on the river 
Studenica. 
And when he had done this he continued to pray, without ceasing, to the Lord and God Our 
Saviour Jesus Christ and to His Most Pure Mother. And he gave gifts to His Holy Servants 
starting with the Church of Our Lord which is in Jerusalem and St John the Baptist and in 
Rome [he gave to the church of] the Holy and All Glorious Supreme Apostles Peter and Paul, 
and St Theodosius in the desert and [the church of] the Holy Archpriest and Bishop St 
Nicholas the Miracle-Worker in Greater Bari and [the monastery of] the Holy and Most 
Famous and Always Virginal Mother of God, Evergetis, in Constantinople and [the church of] 
St Michael the Archistrategos in Skopje, where he also built a church to him and [the church 
of] the Great and Holy Martyr to Christ, Demetrios, in Thessaloniki and to [the church of] the 
Great and Holy Martyr Panteleimon in Niš where he also built a church for him. 
Constantly calling out, day and night, he said: (44) 'Holy ones who stand in front of Christ, 
archangels, prophets and apostles and martyrs and priests and venerable fathers and desert 
fathers and monks and nuns, pour out your prayers in front of our Bishop, the Lord, Jesus 
Christ, so that He does not condemn me on the Day of Judgement and the Terrible 
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Reckoning, on that day and hour, but give me mercy, peace and comfort, because of the 
prayers of Your Most Pure Mother and Your saints, and once I have overcome the life-
threatening hurricane, that I may arrive at the quiet and truthful and calm haven and see my 
never-setting light, my Lord, Saviour and my God, Emperor Jesus Christ who is in the sacred 
hymns of the Israelites. For the Prophet says: 'Unto you, Our Fathers fell and were not 
ashamed, they fell on You and were saved' [Psalms 22: 5]. Therefore, Lord, wretched that I 
am, and who relies on your mercy, do not leave me with the sinners, do not reject me, have 
mercy and save me, Your creation will throw away all the beauty in this world and follow You, 
giving thanks and praising Your holy and innocent name, Father, Son and the Holy Spirit, now 
and always and for all time.” 
These prayers came from the bottom of his heart and with a happy soul in the church of the 
Most Holy [Mother of God], hoping that it would soon be finished. And indeed, when he saw 
the raising of the church of the Most Holy (Mother of God) this saintly lord of mine, believe 
me, masters and brothers, I saw his mind raised on high like some heavenly eagle, which, 
held on earth with iron chains, pulled free and soared into the sky, arriving at that immortal 
and holy source to see the shady and (46) divine city of New Jerusalem of which, indeed, he 
would become a citizen. 
 
Chapter IX 
Surveying all the good things done by my holy lord, his youngest son, in truth a wholly wise 
young man, lived an unrestricted life and his extraordinary intellect brought happiness to his 
father and mother, as the author of Proverbs says: A wise son brings happiness to his father 
and mother [from Proverbs 10:1 and 15:20] and so on. Thinking to himself, he said: 
'Lord Jesus Christ, Our Saviour, Teacher of those who have lost their way, Father of the 
Righteous World, the only-begotten Word of the Father, leader of the old, protector of the 
young, take my youthful feebleness to Your Righteous Will and I will endeavour to walk, in 
front, along the path upon which my lord, this holy helmsman of mine, hurries along. For You, 
Lord Jesus Christ, who knows the heart, knows that my soul does not like the things in this 
world. Therefore, Lord, do not lose my soul to the unclean or the world leaders of this age, but 
have pity on my unworthiness and hurry to fulfil the Gospel words which come from Your pure 
and truthful mouth, Lord: 'If you leave your father and mother and royal house and lands 
because of My Name, you will be rewarded one hundred times over and gain eternal life 
[Matthew 19:29]. Therefore I commit my soul into Your hands [Luke 23:46; and Psalms 31:5] 
and, without delay, I will finally come to You, my Maker'. 
And taking up his cross he immediately left unseen. And when one of his servants noticed 
this he informed the holy, venerable lord, saying: 'My lord, your youngest son, who was raised 
by you, has left this world'. 
And they [Nemanja and Ana], as if in some sort of bad dream, awoke, saying to themselves: 
'Which one is it [is it this one or that one]? (48) Has he left us, the one we loved and raised? 
Will he bring us unhappiness and worry? Will it be that through him we will suffer the trials of 
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Job, as the Lord tempted the righteous Job.  Yet still Job remained righteous for God himself 
recognised the righteousness of his deeds. So how can I shed any tears, not knowing the life 
of my beloved, the one I raised, why and how did he depart? But even though my pain for him 
increases, how can I be angry with my innocent Lord'? 
And he sent his trusted courtiers and his princes throughout his lands to find his child. Having 
searched throughout the land, they found him living on the Holy Mountain in the Monastery of 
the Famous and Most Holy Mother of God, Vatopedi, where he had taken monastic vows. 
Having returned, they immediately explained about all that had happened, how they found 
him and saw him. And he [Nemanja], sitting dejectedly and having heard all that they said to 
him, discharged them. Rising from his throne he lifted his hands to the highest heaven and 
called out: 'I give thanks to You, my Bishop, Lord God, Jesus Christ, Merciful and Benevolent 
Lord, who has allowed me on today’s day to see the start of the path to Your salvation 
[reference to Luke 2:30-31]. Because those who obtain the true wisdom will live without 
mistakes. Therefore, O my soul, awake and repent, for your Lord calls you. For this psalm 
shows you an example: Out of the mouths of babes and infants, praise is given to You 
[Psalms 8:2]. Therefore, do not be idle. Do you not see, therefore, the young ones searching 
for what they want and walking ahead of you [reference to Sava’s departure], not looking 
back like Lot’s wife [Genesis 19:26], nor looking at worldly beauty which vanishes quickly, so 
that you do not suffer as in the parable (50) of the rich man [reference to Luke 12:16-19]. Be 
humble to God and remember your promises for the time draws near [reference to the 
Second Coming], for already, the axe lies near the roots of the trees [Matthew 3:10] and the 
fields take note knowing that it is harvest. The bridegroom is in front of the door but you are 
unprepared. Take care not to remain outside knocking [Matthew 25:6]. And so, listen to 
Christ’s cries: Come to me all who work hard and are burdened and I will give you relief 
[Matthew 11:28] and so on. 
Arise, therefore, arise, and work hard on the good yoke of Christ and His light load so that 
Christ opens the doors to His Kingdom'. 
 
Chapter X 
And having finished this prayer, he called his wife and his sons, his archpriest Kalinik, his 
minister of affairs, the princes of his lands and those under his rule, his generals and soldiers, 
and said to them2: 
'Clergy, friends and brothers, let it be known to you that from my youth, with a sincere desire, 
I have wanted to follow His commands but my Lord did not allow it. And now the time has 
come when that, which started a long time ago, is finally finished. For I bestow my world to 
the one remaining amongst you to rule on my throne. The one I have blessed I present to you 
just as God blessed Job’s descendants, so that he will govern amongst you without upset. 
And he rose from his throne and presented it to him with all his blessing. And he said to his 
Lord: 'Agree [to this] and fulfil my prayer'. 
                                            2	  This,	  Nemanja's	  abdication	  council,	  was	  held	  25	  March	  1196.	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And he received from his hands monastic vows [angelic and apostolic form], honourably, with 
his wife, whom God brought together. And he gave himself the monastic name Simeon and to 
the venerable one [his wife] he gave the name Anastasija. 
He arrived at the church of the Most Holy Mother of God, (52) Giver of Blessings, in 
Studenica. He stayed there, living with the honourable monks under the rules and regulations 
of the holy and God-carrying fathers and he was never idle. 
And he sent [a message] to the Holy Mountain to the one who had left before him, the one 
raised by him, Sava the monk, saying to him: 
'Let it be known, O beloved in Christ, what I beg for, desire and search for with all my strength 
and all my soul, that my Creator took mercy upon me not because of my wickedness but 
because of His great and untold mercy and love of man. Bestow on me that which I desire, 
his honourable angelic face. Rejoice, you [Sava], because of me and pray for me to your Lord 
so that He will allow me, at least in the final hour, to enter, unworthy that I am, so that I can 
appear with you as a worker in Christ’s vineyard and receive my reward'.  
And Sava replied with great happiness in his soul and a multitude of prayers in front of his 
Lord, giving thanks with tears in his eyes to the Most Pure Ruler, Mother of God: 'I give 
thanks to You, Lord, for You have not deserted those who search for You, confide in You and 
endeavour in Your Name'. 
And he wrote this letter to him: 'Come, my lord, servant of my Lord. Come, venerable one. 
Your Lord awaits you and has prepared all your lodgings, for all those who confide in Him will 
not be ashamed. Share your Lord’s delight [Matthew 25:23] for those who love Him, 
everything will be good [Romans 8:28]. 
Having received these words, my holy lord hurried himself and, taking his cross, followed 
Christ, taking the path quickly and eagerly. When he arrived [on Mount Athos] he immediately 
moved into the church of the Most Holy Mother of God Vatopedi. There they met one another 
and lived in spiritual happiness, (54) performing chants and vigils and honourable prayers day 
and night. 
And the Protos and all the Holy Mountain monks and the chaste abbots and all the brothers 
from the wilderness came to visit him and knelt side by side, kissing [him] with tears and 
conversing with him about the goodness of the soul and he asked them about their lives and 
their monastic rules. And they were amazed by these miraculous events and said to 
themselves: 
'Did not our Merciful Lord safeguard His Most Holy Mother [legend of Mary being shipwrecked 
on Athos] allowing this Holy Mountain to become a refuge of monastic life, and that this one 
(Nemanja) would come to us, leaving his kingdom and his fame? For truly the Lord, our God 
loved him, truly he brought him to us to share this holy place. And so, glory to You Lord Jesus 
Christ, fearful and most wondrous Creator, for You have allowed this. We give thanks to You 
for all Your good deeds which exist in these days, for this holy one allowed his beloved 
youngster to leave first, as a perfect gift and a grateful sacrifice, after which he himself quickly 
arrived. O Merciful Ruler, O the depth of Your benevolence is without limit and we see it 
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amongst us. For truly we understand how the Lord, Our God, and the Most Pure [Mother of 
God] live amongst us in this holy place, for You have brought us our Provider [Nemanja]'. 
For when my lord, this holy one, arrived, he visited all the monasteries, from the largest to the 
smallest, not leaving any out. And he gave gifts from his lands to all of them, and he lit his 
lamp and left behind his congregation of brothers in them. And so it remains until this day.  
 
Chapter XI 
(56) After this he found a deserted place called Hilandar, the church of the Presentation of the 
Most Holy Ruler, Our Mother of God. The holy one, this venerable old man, called Father by 
Sava, sent [a message] to his son, to whom he had left his domains as ruler of all Serb lands, 
so that he could send them enough of what was needed to build and renovate the church of 
the Most Holy [Mother of God]. He said to him thus: 
'O my beloved child and servant of Christ, let these things be known. Chosen by the Lord God 
and the Most Holy [Mother of God] and with my blessings you have continued to rule in that 
place. I am writing to you about finding a deserted place in the middle of the Holy Mountain, 
the church of the Presentation of the Most Holy Mother of God, Hilandar. Do not be idle but 
hurry with all your might to raise and build it so that the church of the Most Holy is a memorial 
to me in this land, and after me [it will be] yours and your children’s and grandchildren’s in 
your family throughout the ages. For you are the owner of this in the same way that I 
previously gave over to you, in writing, in your domains, the church of the Most Holy Blessed 
Mother of God in Studenica, not with anyone else jointly, but only you and your descendants 
after you. I remind you, therefore, my child, of the Prophet’s words, which said: Depend on 
the Lord and when you ask He will give you your heart’s desires. So, uncover, Lord, Your 
path, make it real and show (us) Your righteous world [based on Psalms 37:4-6]  
Therefore, do not be late nor go to sleep but arise and fulfil these, my words, and with my 
blessings complete these good deeds'. 
Having received the delegation and the letter of his lord, the holy Simeon, this son of his rose 
from his throne and, with all his heart and with great happiness, he fell to his knees on the 
ground and with tears said: (58) 'I give blessings to You, my Bishop, Lord God, Jesus Christ, 
for You have previously given me, Your unworthy servant, my provider, who attempted to 
educate my earthly body and now has left me, forever and incessantly worrying about my 
soul and directing me onto his path, to follow his ideals. For, in truth, Lord, he is Your just 
veritable servant, who follows Your words and does not loathe to bring to You, lover of 
mankind, those who are deluded, fallen, lost or sinful, like me, unworthy that I am. For 
although I am far away from him, he makes me a partner and founder [ktitor] of his holy 
churches, not because of my unworthiness but because of his untold grace. Therefore, what 
shall I give You, Lord, or what shall I bring You from my unworthiness for the goodness which 
You have made and You give me, sinner that I am? [based on Psalms 116:12]. For who will 
confess or talk about Your mighty power or Your profound humanity? Or, again, who will 
tolerate Your intolerable anger, which is on us, sinners? For in all ways You are good, Lord, 
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and do good things out of compassion. Therefore, we marvel at Your power and cry out to 
You: praise be to Your humanity, Lord, for ever, Amen.” 
After that, abbot Methodios, who had come from him [Prvovenčani], returned bearing enough 
and more than enough gifts for the restoration of the church of the Most Holy [Mother of God] 
and for its rebuilding. And not just once but every year he sent that which was needed by the 
holy lord, until the church of the Most Holy [Mother of God] was finished. And not just gifts, for 
he also gave from his own lands for the needs of his holy lord and the monks living in that 
place, saying thus to abbot Methodios: 
(60) 'When bowing to my lord, tell him this is what his servant said: I have carried out all your 
demands and fulfilled the wishes of your heart. For, in which way, or for what sinful reason 
would I, miserable (that I am) not fulfil your commands? How could I, a miserable man, go 
astray from your good and gentle upbringing? For Christ has breathed His spirit into me but 
you have educated me, taught me and enlightened me. And with the grace of your Lord 
Jesus Christ, the unequalled teaching and blessing from your lips, I do not fear those around 
me who attack me nor the uproar of foreign barbarians [based on Psalms 3:6 and 27:3]. For 
Peter said to his Lord when He bathed his feet, which He had once forbidden:  
'Not only my feet, Lord, but the head' [John 13:9]. Likewise, I, your shameful servant, cry out 
to you continuously. I not only bring you these things, but I offer you my earthly body for your 
needs. My lord, command other things and I will do them all, even to my last breath. For I did 
not acquire all these things, lord, but you did, with the support of your Lord. 
What was ruined will be returned and the scattered will be brought back and the heretics 
banished with the help of your Christ. And the men and the lands of your domains, you have 
hauled out of an abyss, and taught them the greatness of God and the praise of His holy 
name. For in truth, you are the good shepherd, laying down your life for your sheep [John 
10:11] and banishing heretical teachings like a thoughtful wolf. And I, what I am, lord, just a 
witness watching your doings'. 
And when he [Methodios] arrived back to the holy and venerable one, carrying gifts, he was 
received with honour. He explained to him all that had happened and how his beloved son 
had carried out what his heart had desired. 
 
Chapter XII 
(62) And again, St Simeon returned him [Methodios] to his son, with his honour and blessing, 
giving him the honourable and life-giving Cross of the Lord on which He was crucified 
because of our sins, and which he himself [Nemanja], as a ruler, had carried around his neck 
when defeating his enemies, saying: 
'Let this be your Provider and Protector and Conqueror and Helper in battle against unknown 
and known enemies, for you and  your children and forever, and a Healer of bodily illnesses 
and spiritual wounds. And for your land, an impregnable refuge and barrier, and for your 
princes a sharp spear and for your soldiers a shield of faith and a courageous victory, and 
peace and quiet in your life, and to lead you, a man with a pure soul, to stand in front of 
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Christ’s throne and with your might to disperse the aerial toll officials in front of you3. It will 
always help you like David and the ancient emperor Constantine and in all places it will drive 
the evil regiment away from you; be protected by this force for ever, Amen'.  
And so, with the help of God, abbot Methodios started on his way arriving in the lands of his 
most beloved son at the borders of his domain. And it was heard in his capital: 'Methodios is 
coming with the blessings of his father, who continually bestows and multiplies his prayers 
and blessings on you. And now he protects you with the honourable Cross'. 
Receiving this news, he was pleased and, without delay, looked to see how he could use this 
priceless treasure [the pectoral cross]. And behold, all of a sudden, it appeared like the sun 
from the East, lighting up the western areas and sending its rays across the land, illuminating 
the whole world with the breath of the Crucified One on it. For because of the tree [the Tree of 
Good and Evil in Paradise] we have fallen from Paradise; but also because of the tree 
[Christ’s cross] our lives will be born again. 
(64) And he [Prvovenčani] arose, with his archpriest, his priests, his honourable monks, those 
holding thuribles and candles, and many people, and said, like David once did, in the shadow 
of the Ark [refers to 2 Samuel 6:14 where David danced without restraint before the Lord i.e. 
the Ark]: 'Come, Christ-loving men, let us kneel in front of the life-giving wooden Cross. 
Approach, Orthodox Christians; let us delight in the riches which cannot be taken from us, the 
blessings of my holy lord. For this is the apostles’ praise, the martyrs’ victorious marriage and 
the monks’ protection. O, thrice-blessed wood, on which was crucified Christ, Ruler and Lord. 
O baptismal wood, which carried the Ruler. O, most honourable and treasured to many, we 
will be redeemed for our sins. For on you, Christ our God, are nailed the written records of our 
sins. With you death is put to death and hell is destroyed. For in praising you, the apostle 
Paul said: 'I will not praise anything but you, the Lord’s Cross' [based on Galatians 6:14]. 
And so, crowning it with praise as if with beautiful flowers, with psalms and songs and much 
singing, he carried it [the pectoral cross] into his church with a great multitude, to a place 
prepared for it. And they were amazed to see so much of God’s care on this ruler from the 
blessings and sweetness of the divine and thrice-blessed old man [Nemanja].  
Having finished the service for the honourable and life-giving Cross and celebrating all that 
day4 with his whole body drenched with the tears of his honourable priests, his son and ruler 
of his domains said: 'Bend your ear, Lord, and hear me for I am poor and downtrodden 
[based on Psalms 86:1]. For I am, Lord, your servant and the son of your maid servant [based 
on Psalms 116:16]. (66) And what will I give, Lord, for that which has been given to me 
[based on Psalms 116:12]. What should I sing for Your charity? With which lips should I 
praise You? For You have multiplied Your generosity on me, Lord and You have directed 
                                            3	  The	  idea	  of	  aerial	  toll	  houses	  regards	  the	  journey	  of	  the	  soul	  after	  departure	  from	  its	  body,	  either	  to	  Hades	  if	  the	  demons	  win,	  or	  to	  Heaven	  if	  the	  angels	  and	  the	  prayers	  of	  the	  living	  are	  successful.	  Found	  in	  most	  of	  the	  writings	  of	  the	  Fathers	  of	  the	  Church,	  although	  there	  is	  much	  debate	  as	  to	  whether	  this	  is	  a	  Gnostic	  belief.	  With	  the	  existence	  of	  Bogomils	  in	  Nemanja’s	  lands	  it	  may	  not	  be	  surprising	  that	  the	  toll	  house	  belief	  existed	  although	  Nemanja	  was	  keen	  to	  destroy	  any	  heresy.	  4	  14	  September,	  the	  day	  on	  which	  Empress	  Helena	  discovered	  the	  Cross,	  celebrated	  as	  the	  Feast	  of	  the	  Exaltation	  of	  the	  Cross.	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Your philanthropy on your venerable and most-blessed Servant, so that with his continual 
prayer and blessings and strength, I am never left unworthy. And what will I give Him, 
miserable that I am? Or what shall I bring Him for my suffering soul is unworthy to enter under 
His roof, my soul suffering? For my riches and my donations are rotten and short-lived. I know 
that You, Lord, my God, have wealth which is not perishable and [all] life's riches. And I beg 
You, from the depths of my soul, to give me, Your servant, all Your Mercy, as You have 
taught, Amen'.  
And the Holy One’s abbot remained there and received worthy respects and reward for his 
efforts. And finishing that which was unfinished [it seems that Nemanja asked him to do other 
business at Studenica] and [other] monastic deeds, he returned again to the Venerable 
(One), joyfully and giving thanks to the Lord God, Jesus Christ and the Most Holy Mother of 
God. 
 
Chapter XIII  
 And so the blessed Simeon lived quietly with his child, Sava; in the quiet of his monastery, in 
the church of the Most Holy Mother of God, on the Holy monastic Mountain, abiding by all 
monastic rules, praying day and night, always singing, following a narrow and hard path and 
forever forgetting that which was earthly. And leaving behind the crumbling dust [the earthly 
world], he aimed his mind towards heaven, leaving his body on earth, [his] mind and soul 
existing in heaven, looking down with only Christ in front of him but living (68) above with the 
angels. And modelling their lives and deeds on those of the ancient holy men, the founders of 
this monastic rule, the venerable monks, hoped for returns for their hard work, endeavoured 
to do better, so that they would indeed become better than the rest. 
They spent a lot of time in his place, the [church of the] Holy Mother of God and Everlasting 
Virgin Mary, until the Creator, who made man and knew his secrets, whose hands hold all 
living beings and who, with His mercy, knows the ends of everyone, wished to carry over the 
thrice-blessed old man [starac] to a better place, to give him His validation for his efforts, for 
the use of his body, for the multiplication of the tearful fountain and for all his good deeds, He 
will call him to the secret table and will replenish him from the immortal fountain and place 
him in a shaded place of that field [reference to Paradise, as in Chapter VIII] where he will live 
in His palace with His Servants, being happy with His angels forever. For what man, it is said, 
will live and not see death [Psalms 89:48]. 
And wishing to proclaim him as a heavenly man and an earthly angel, with unspoken mercy 
He prepared the ladder for the departure of  the venerable one who had already prepared it 
for himself, so that at the time of his death he could present himself to his Lord. Already 
having envisaged this, John Klimakos said 'Climb up brothers and fathers' [Prvovenčani is 
referring to Klimakos' Ladder of Divine Ascent]5. And, the Holy One threw himself on it without 
shame and climbed towards the One calling him. 
                                            5	  Klimakos:	  PG88,	  631-­‐1164	  (trs.:	  73-­‐290).	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And at this time the venerable one became ill and called his son, Sava. He started to talk to 
him with tears flowing down his body: 
'O my beloved, the time of our parting draws near, the time of my departure draws near. 
Christ stands before me, unseen, and calls me. (70) My child, bring me the Mother of my Lord 
Jesus Christ [i.e. the icon] so that I can give my soul into Her arms as I promised. My child, 
bring me the Protos and all the brothers so that they can see my departure. For the servants 
of my Lord God are already close and my ears can hear the mighty soldiers and their voices 
and their songs. Hurry, my beloved”. 
And when the Most Holy [Mother of God icon] was brought and everyone who was called was 
gathered for the death of the thrice-blessed one, he laid out his rush mat in front of the holy 
one [Mother of God icon] and, laying down, waited for the angelic arrival. And whilst they sat 
around his body in sorrow pitying the holy one [Nemanja] they said to him with much sobbing: 
'Do not leave us as orphans, venerable one, do not leave us without your teaching. For who 
will teach us and to whom will we turn'? And there was much wailing and pitiful sobbing, Sava 
amongst them, his virtue flowering profusely [with various flowers] as he cried out with pity: 'O 
venerable one, I see that you have made your move to the Lord, but do not forget us in your 
prayers and beg for us the mercy of Jesus [our] God. For how will I live without your shining 
face? For what sort of life should I lead without the advice of my good shepherd? And what 
advice should I take from your spiritual words? From whom shall I receive my comfort? Who 
will heal my spiritual wounds? Beg your Lord to receive me under His eternal roofs. For I 
cannot tolerate our parting, my sweet light'. 
And all of them in unison [with one mouth], said: 'Remember us, venerable one, in your 
blessed repose'. 
And he, lifting himself up, said: 'Why are you taken over by sadness? Start the office for the 
dead'. And suddenly there was a noise as if the place on which they were lifted up. And 
unseen angels sang: Glory to God on the highest and on earth, peace, and for men good will 
[Luke 2:14]. 
(72) And the thrice-blessed one [Nemanja] sang with them and all could see. And then he 
gave his renowned soul into the hands of the Lord. And his face was smiling, his features with 
an inexpressible look. And everyone who saw this was amazed. And taking up the body of 
the blessed one they laid him into a grave with psalms and singing. And they returned each to 
their own [cells] offering praise to the Father and Son and Holy Ghost, now and forever and in 
all ages, Amen. 
 
Chapter XIV 
After all these things, brothers, with a weakness in my body from many exertions and 
wounds, and with a desire and much haste and humble prayer, he said [Prvovenčani]: 'My 
Lord, beloved in Christ, venerable father Sava, my unworthiness brings this to your attention. 
When you left your provider [Nemanja] and us to follow Christ, then I, full of sadness, looked 
to my master and provider and comforted him with love. And then this holy master of mine left 
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me with my brother with his blessings and legal command to guard his supreme  authority 
and carry out his orders for the rest of our lives, so that his descendants will live in peace and 
quiet. But because of my sins, all of this has failed for he [Vukan] has abandoned the 
authority of his master and father and has become a transgressor. He has led foreigners onto 
his father’s domain and thrown me out of my lands and has laid waste to them, not listening 
to the commands of the Lord who says: Honour your father and mother [Exodus 20:12] and 
so on. But although he had many foreign regiments, the power of God was not with them, 
according to the laws and the prayers of the holy one [Nemanja], so as the Prophet (74) said: 
Those who totter will fall but we will rise up and will be free [Psalms 20:8]. For we do not rely 
on our weapons but on the power of the Lord God and our Saviour, Jesus Christ, and on the 
righteous blessings and prayers of my lord, Saint Simeon. Therefore, we are not mistaken 
with our hopes for we have conquered them with our might and I will be returned again to my 
father’s domain. 
Therefore, I beg you continually, O venerable father, our Sava, listen to the voice sent to you 
from the bottom of my heart, do not overlook my prayers and gathering up the bones of the 
holy and venerable one, give us mercy. Hurry yourself and bring the sweet-smelling bones of 
the holy one so that his homeland is illuminated with the return of his bones and your arrival. 
For our land is unclean [Leviticus 18:27], there is unlawfulness amongst us and it is 
slaughtered with blood and we have fallen into the hands of the foreigners. Our enemies 
would mock us had it not been for the compassion of our Lord Bishop, Jesus Christ, and His 
Most Pure Mother and the prayers of the holy one [Nemanja] and you, venerable one [Sava], 
gathering us from the people and from the arms of the foreigners. They looked upon our 
feeble weakness and rescued us from our opponents, protecting us from every evil thing'.  
And the venerable one [Sava] did not overlook my entreaties. He hurried quickly and 
gathered the bones of the holy one and took with him his Christ-loving and remarkable fathers 
from the Holy Mountain to praise and bless the holy one. He sent a letter to us which said: 'I 
have received with love this letter of yours and have [not] overlooked your pleas. Indeed I, 
myself, am bringing to you the bones of your holy one [Nemanja], as you desired, together 
with the honourable monks of this holy place, in which your holy lord chose to live. (76) 
Therefore, my beloved, prepare to meet him'. And I, sinner, although I could not lift my head 
because of my many faults, I listened to the words of this venerable one [Sava] about these 
holy bones which were brought to us.  
Breathing in from the heart and bending his knee to the ground, tearfully praying, he said: 
'You are blessed, Lord God, our Fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who love the righteous 
but do not overlook the pleas of the sinners, for he [Sava] has not overlooked my humble 
pleas, sinner that I am, and has brought light to his father’s domain, illuminating the entire 
Serb lands'. And, immediately, he [Prvovenčani] quickly gathered his archpriest, his priests 
and his monks and went out to meet him [Sava]. And they met the bones of the holy one and 
started the nightly prayers at that place. They sang psalms and songs and the office for the 
dead and [swung] censers with sweet-smelling smells, walking towards his already prepared 
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grave at the [Church of] the Most Holy Mother of God in Studenica, which he had prepared for 
himself, and laid him honourably in the grave with praise, hailing the Father, Son and Holy 
Ghost. 
 
Chapter XV  
First Miracle 
A short time after the day of his death, everyone gathered to commemorate his death. And 
the Most Gracious God, who had looked after him since his youth, and had not left him even 
now, showed his merciful love of mankind for this holy lord [Nemanja] to us, his servants. And 
from his grave flowed miraculous and sweet-smelling myrrh that healed illnesses and various 
sufferings, and, plainly speaking, expelled insane spirits. And the famous and unutterable 
myrrh flowed profusely not just once, but many times, in his domain.  
Second Miracle 
(78) Whilst the service and the nightly vigil were being conducted, with abbot Dionysios and 
all the monks, in the Church of the Most Holy Mother of God, where the bones of the holy one 
lay, someone came up, helpless with rage, who suffered every day and never had peace, but 
always lived apart, pursued by the devil through mountains and rocks. And receiving a certain 
small lessening with the help of St Simeon he grasped at the grave of the venerable one, 
crying out: 'Have mercy, holy one, on me who does not have hope of salvation only ruin and 
enslavement by the evil devil who controls [us]. Save me, venerable one, for we are the flock 
of your domain. Do not give us to the devil for [his] pleasure, but save us with your most pure 
prayers, having faith in this as in Your Lord. 
And everyone cried out tearfully: 'Have mercy on the ruined soul, venerable one'. And 
immediately, having mercy [on him], he healed him. And he returned to his home, happy and 
gave praise to God who gave power to His Servant [Nemanja]. 
Third Miracle 
And listen to another wondrous miracle, brothers. A certain lame man, who crawled along on 
his legs and could not straighten up at all nor stand on his legs, for his legs were taken away 
and a fire burnt in his knees, so that they had almost fallen off and he could not hold himself, 
for the muscles were inflamed. Crawling on his hands he pulled his legs behind him. He was 
found by the Venerable Sava, my Father, who brought him, gathered up in a sack, to the 
bones of the venerable one and begged him to heal him. The cripple, having heard of the 
miracles which had happened and the healings of the holy one, screaming cried out: 'Have 
mercy on me, holy one, for I am crawling because of my sins and have been killed by evil 
robbers, lying barely alive [based on Luke 10:30 story of the Good Samaritan]. (80) In the way 
in which your Lord previously healed the weak, take up (your) bed and walk straight [John 
5:8-9], so you, holy one, if you wish, can help me with the mercy given to you by God and you 
Saviour, Jesus Christ. Heal me, sinner that I am, like the veritable disciple of your Christ'. 
And the holy one, who blessed all his flock, healed this cripple and made him walk straight. 
He jumped up, healed, onto his legs, giving thanks to the Holy Trinity, the Father, and the Son 
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and the Holy Ghost and the venerable and holy Simeon, who had allowed him to walk on his 
legs. 
Fourth Miracle 
After this, I remained his unworthy servant, and because of the prayers of this holy lord of 
mine, all my burdens were alleviated and I obeyed his commands. I lived in peace and quiet 
and, with the help of the venerable one, I got rid of all the barbarian enemies who were living 
in his domain. The envious and sinful Bulgarian tsar, Boril, who lived nearby, did not hide his 
crimes from the entire world. In fact, he outdid Herod’s crimes. He went to war with all his 
whole army [all his might], taking with him his son-in-law, the Greek emperor, Filandar6, who 
lived in the famous city of Constantinople. They aimed high, intending to cleanse the holy 
one’s homelands, embitter me forever and, if possible, banish me from my domain. For they 
howled like lions and wanted to devour me [Isaiah 5:29] and they raised a force so that they 
could achieve glory against me. And I saw them marching unwavering and unimpeded, and 
wild towards the city of Nis, and I had no earthly support except for my Lord Jesus Christ and 
the Most Pure (82) Mother of God and this holy lord of mine [Nemanja]. And I called out in 
sorrow from my heart: 
Bishop, Lord Jesus Christ and my Most Pure Mother of God, Lover of Mankind, you who 
know the thoughts and actions and weakness of miserable beings, I give my soul to You 
[Psalms 25:1, 86:4] for it is polluted with sin. Deliver me from those marching to banish me. 
For here dogs encircle me and an evil group condemns me and they fall on me vigorously 
[Psalms 22:16]. Awake, Lord to meet me and see that my enemies do not say we have 
swallowed him [Psalms 35:23, 35:25]. For you are my Protector and my refuge [Psalms 90:1, 
91:2] and with you I justify myself. 
And you, my venerable lord, having boldness in front of the Lord and the Most Holy Ruler 
Mother of God, do not overlook the prayers of those who you loved and brought up under 
your pure wing. Do not let your enemy into the happiness of your homeland, which comes 
from the Lord God, Ruler of All Things. For I know, my lord, that even in death you are alive 
and that you stand in front of Him, unwavering forever. And earlier, in your [earthly] body, you 
cared for us and now that you are in a better place, do not leave us. Amen'. 
And suddenly, in the middle of the night, there was a wailing and the venerable one, unseen, 
scattered our enemies who were ranked in rows. And a great fear came over them with the 
appearance of my holy lord and at this one symbol of his, they fled defeated, fighting amongst 
themselves. And victory was his [Prvovenčani’s] and they were annihilated totally. And they 
left, humiliated by their ruin and in great shame. 
 
Chapter XVII 
One renegade, called Strez, from the same Goth tribe, known as Bulgarians, separated 
himself off to the west towards my lands. He was oppressed by his evil (84) sinful brother. 
And I received him as a beloved son, fed and protected him, [keeping him] unharmed against 
                                            6	  Henry	  of	  Flanders,	  Latin	  ruler	  of	  Constantinople,	  1206-­‐16,	  married	  Boril’s	  stepdaughter,	  Maria,	  in	  1213.	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approaching danger and death. For every day they looked for him to burn his body or to pull 
him apart into four pieces and hang him in the city streets. For this torturer [Boril] was 
desperate to [rushed headlong into] make his soul sweet by shedding his family’s blood. And 
he wanted to exterminate countless other men, the earth and the sea. And when this attack 
came upon me, despite their evil plans, they did not succeed, through the grace of my Lord, 
Jesus Christ, and with the help of my lord, Saint Simeon. 
And I looked after him [Strez] in my own arms and with my own might, which I have from my 
Lord God and from the blessed venerable one, recollecting his mercy and his teachings, to 
offer a hand to those lying down, protect those who are hurt and bring in those who have no 
roof. Making an effort to free the land, I give him half of the Bulgarian empire. And I placed 
him in the city called Prosek where he remained renowned for all his days with me supporting 
his rule and guarding him against those who attacked him. 
Fifth Miracle 
And it was in the days when I lived and held him in my love according to the Holy Gospel, 
without thinking or considering what would come to pass. The Word of the Lord was: A good 
man produces good from the good hiding place of his heart but a bad man produces evil from 
the evil hiding place of his heart [based on Matthew 12:35]. And in the Scriptures it comes to 
pass: Grow fat and be bloated [Deuteronomy 32:15] and the beloved one [Strez] turned away, 
having forgotten about him [Prvovenčani] who had raised him in God and given him every 
goodness. (86) He turned towards the Devil and, raising a revolt against me, he started to 
prepare to repay me with evil for my goodness and to embitter me and my family and the 
protection of the holy one. 
And I, sinner that I am, remembered the lessons of my holy lord and did not rely on my 
strength at the beginning nor did I think too highly, but tried to be humble, for being humble 
promises grace. And I begged my venerable father, teacher and educator, the monk, Sava, to 
go and reproach this evil planted foolishness and the germinated evil which was not sown by 
[our] Father in Heaven. And he was not idle but went and reproached his [Strez] wickedness 
and offered his sweet, good and honeyed words [teaching] to inspire him as a model for men 
to live morally and as a good emperor, for the Lord calls Orthodox emperors Christian who 
should follow the Lord’s words, to live with love between them, which is better than burnt 
offerings  
But this miserable one [Strez] was inflexible and out of malice did not change his mind and 
did not listen to his bidding and his teaching [Sava’s], forgetting the shepherd of his homeland 
and the one who sits on the higher throne [i.e. God], with whose prayers and help he 
forcefully annihilated powerful countries. He chose to keep his evil intentions, foolishly not 
knowing the word of the Prophet: Do not fear a man when he becomes rich or when he 
increases the glory of his home, for when he dies he will leave everything [Psalms 49:16-7]. 
And immediately, with the help of the Most Holy Mother of God and the power of Saint 
Simeon, who held his domain in his strong hand, the following occurred. The great victor, 
helper and lover of his homeland and martyr, Demetrios, overcame the emperor, the relative 
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of this one [Strez], and he was killed with a foul smell [evil]7 (88), without harming his [St 
Demetrios'] domains. And so my holy lord helped and nourished his domains and overcame 
this evil. And he died in front of his people with an evil and strange smell and everyone was 
amazed by this. And suddenly he was unclothed, broken and unwanted. And this happened 
to him: I saw a godless man working and hanging from sweet-smelling cedar trees, and 
passing by, behold he was gone, and although I looked for him he did not return to that place 
[based on Psalms 37: 35-6]. The destiny of the righteous is in the hands of the Lord, their 
righteousness will exist for ever [Psalms 37:29] and they will be victorious over all those 
blasphemers who destroy law and order. 
 
Chapter XVIII  
Sixth Miracle 
I will tell you of another wondrous miracle, my brothers, a wondrous deed of this master of 
mine, Saint Simeon. For he carried out great, glorious, miraculous and fearful deeds all the 
time and every day. For only he who can count the heavenly stars and the ocean’s sand, will 
be able to count this holy one’s miracles and blessings and all the most beautiful things he 
has carried out. For the mind is wondrous and all mankind is fearful for what is impossible for 
man, is possible for God [Luke 18:27] 
So I will tell you of this miracle of his which occurred. Someone came forward from the 
Greeks, from the imperial family, called Michael, in the area of Dyrrachium on the coast of 
that large island which lies near Dioclea and the Dalmatian lands, the homeland of Saint 
Simeon8. He made war on me there, his servant [i.e. Nemanja’s servant], whom he had 
placed on his throne. And taking the opportunity when I was far from that land, he took one of 
my towns, named Skadar, which in truth was Dalmatian. So I sent him [a message], saying: 
Wait now, brother, for the Lord did not deal this island to you, (90) but to the rightful share of 
my holy master, and with his prayers it has been given over into my authority. Remember the 
words of John, the Forerunner and Baptist, who threatened and shouted, be your own [man] 
and be satisfied with your lot [based on Luke 3:14]. And so, be satisfied with yours. That 
which has always been my land, is [because of my] trust in my Lord Jesus Christ and the 
Most Holy Ruler Mother of God and my venerable holy lord [Nemanja], without doubt in my 
heart nor fear of Your disapproval, and I will cry out from the bottom of my heart: Blessed is 
my God, who prepares my hands for war and my fingers for battle [Psalms 144:1]. And if 
people make war against me, my heart will not be afraid [Psalms 27:3] And that which you 
gave over to me, I will not leave until my soul dies. And through You, Lord, my enemies will 
meet their ends [based on Psalms 18:37]'. And again, he turned to him [Nemanja], crying out: 
'My holy lord [Nemanja], foreigners have come to your homeland, to desecrate your holy 
church and to embitter your servant, intending to take your homeland. Beseech Your Lord 
God so that those shameful ones return to where they came from. For you are my refuge 
                                            7	  Reference	  to	  Kalojan	  who	  was	  killed	  through	  the	  intercession	  of	  St	  Demetrios	  when	  besieging	  Thessaloniki	  in	  1207.	  8	  Michael	  of	  Dyrrachium,	  Michael	  I	  Komnenos	  Doukas,	  rose	  against	  Prvovenčani	  in	  1215.	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[Psalms 71:3] and my protection and you guard your homeland against all evil which befalls it. 
For you marked out your land and no-one has threatened it until now [Psalms 104:9]. So now, 
do not desert those who rely and trust in you. For you are our happiness and glory'. 
And so this venerable and holy Simeon, impassioned with prayer, fast to appear and keen to 
act, quickly turned his blessed ears to those calling him, not turning his face away from me, 
(92) loving me as he did before and never leaving me, turned his prayers to the Holy Great 
Martyr of Christ, George, who he had taken as a helper for himself and as a vanquisher of 
(his) enemies. And as Mercurios had pierced the unclean torturer Julian9, so this great martyr 
[George], prayed to by the holy lord [Nemanja], clearly prodded the ribs of his abbot Janićija, 
in his church in the centre of the Serb lands and said to him: 'Arise, and glorify my greatness, 
for I have been sent by God to kill Michael the Greek who is in Dyrrachium'. And immediately 
one of his [Michael’s] servants stood up and struck him with a sword on his bed and the evil 
smell gave up his soul, to the reproach of all who watched and the happiness of all who had 
trusted in God and His Holy Servants.  
 
Chapter XIX10 
And all these fearful and renowned miracles of my holy lord Simeon happened to me, poor 
Stefan, miserable, unworthy and sinful, born and raised by him, with the compassion of the 
Lord God, our Saviour Jesus Christ, and the mercy of the Most Pure Mother of God and 
Forever Virgin Mary. And envisaging his wondrous and unutterable doings I fear for my mind 
and tremble. 
For who can count these miracles? Which tongue will speak your secrets, O remarkable and 
holy old man? Whose lips will open for your glory, venerable one? Whose mind will confess 
your greatness, your sweat and your hard work, the secrets of your soul and watch your 
tears? 
What should I, your worthless servant, call you, O venerable one? Should I call you apostle, 
for you are better than an apostle? For you were an apostle to your homeland pulling your 
people out of the depths of faithlessness and showing them (94) a new belief [christening], 
renewing your people with the power and the actions of the Holy Spirit, who, freed from 
heresy [the Bogomils], glorify One God in the Trinity.  
[Should I call you] a martyr? And who can count the countless sufferings which you have 
undertaken with the love of Christ, fighting to finally kill the torturer devil and completely 
tearing to pieces his traps and snares, your body pure with restraint, so like a martyr's blood 
you cover yourself in tears and scatter the dark, shadowy demons who fight us. 
                                            9	  Julian	  the	  Apostate	  was	  killed	  by	  a	  spear	  during	  the	  Persian	  wars	  in	  363,	  although	  the	  6th	  century	  Christians	  believed	  that	  the	  3rd	  century	  Cappadocian	  martyr,	  Mercurios,	  was	  sent	  by	  God	  to	  kill	  him,	  doing	  so	  by	  piercing	  his	  head	  with	  a	  lance.	  10	  This	  chapter	  is	  written	  in	  the	  form	  of	  an	  Akathistos	  hymn,	  see	  Russell,	  E.	  2013:	  139-­‐40	  (usually,	  but	  not	  exclusively,	  devoted	  to	  the	  Virgin	  Mary,	  the	  hymn	  portrays	  her	  as	  the	  protector	  of	  Constantinople)	  and	  142	  (the	  Akathistos	  was	  later	  adapted	  to	  celebrate	  St	  Demetrios,	  the	  protector	  of	  Thessaloniki).	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Should we call you a teacher of your homeland? For you surpassed all, corrected their 
knowledge and helped those who were unfulfilled teaching them forever in the most simple 
way, magnificently enlightening your lands. 
Should we call you a powerful warrior? For you protected your lands armed with the Cross 
given to you by your Lord, eradicated all our immorality, and, with the sickle of your faith, you 
uprooted and cut out deceitful thorns from your world. 
Should we call you Prophet, wondrous one? For the Lord says: No prophet is received in his 
homeland [Luke 4:24]. But you, in your homeland, are known as a great protector, from 
whose grave  flows out the most precious myrrh, which heals all those chained by Satan, 
forces out raging demons and, flowing like a river, heals the sick who come to you. 
Should we call you a desert dweller? For even in the desert you blossom, achieving fertility 
with your hard work and flowers which do not fade. And you have become a light in the world 
shining wondrously.  
But O my Lord, my Most Holy [Mother of God] [who is] my Teacher, my heart fills with 
sobbing and wailing and there is great weeping in my helplessness. (96) So how should I 
begin? Which hymns should my poor lips sing your praises, venerable one? I cry out from my 
deficient mind to you, my lord, for I am helpless and useless at trying to praise your 
greatness. Nevertheless I am yours, my lord, and I will sing your praises. 
Rejoice, my lord, my beginning and end and my holy Provider.  
Rejoice, good Shepherd of the good, intelligent sheep of Christ, you have made me the 
servant of your parishioners, who the Lord has purified with His blood.  
Rejoice, radiant flower, armed with the powerful Cross and unconquerable weapons, to 
defend your flock against wolves who attack at all times. 
Rejoice, teacher of the New Testament, who did not follow Moses’ teachings but, following 
Paul, excellently planted his teaching into our minds. 
Rejoice, venerable one, leader of the elderly, protector of widows and provider for orphans. 
Rejoice for nurturing the young, their strength and learning for the better 
Rejoice, defender in battles.  
Rejoice, victor over barbarian enemies.  
Rejoice, the Ladder leading the children and their people to heavenly protection and settling 
them on spiritual pastures. 
Rejoice, archbishops, beautifully adorned with everlasting just wreaths.  
Rejoice, those who sit with the Apostles, partner of the teachers and the preachers. 
Rejoice, he who met with the martyrs, suffered with them and with whom you are praised. 
Rejoice, monks with vigilant eyes and wondrous teachings and ineffable guidance  
Rejoice, consolation of the desert-dwellers, those who are monks in the silence. 
Rejoice, reformation of us sinners.  
Rejoice, cleansers of those who blaspheme. 
Rejoice, calm port for those who are quietly thrown through waves. 
Rejoice, he who frees the sinners from their chains. 
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Rejoice, the path which rises to heaven. 
(98) Rejoice, the bridges which leads to an everlasting life. 
Rejoice, the ever-flowing spring. 
Rejoice, paradise which is always beautiful and wonderful. 
Rejoice, the flower of faith in the heavenly garden. 
Rejoice, the wise city of your homeland. 
Rejoice, the bountiful vine which gives us abundant rejoicing. 
Rejoice, the ripe bunches of grapes from which pour out sweet wine and deliver the sinners 
from drunkenness.  
Rejoice my holy lord and again rejoice, always rejoice at the throne of Your Lord. 
And so, venerable one, remember me, your sinful servant, Stefan. Do not forget me, your 
wretch! Do not forget me, lying in lawlessness. Do not forget me, wallowing in mud, but reach 
out with your pure right hand to bless me in this deceitful life, and, holding my hand, teach me 
to follow in your footsteps, even if I am blameworthy or unworthy or unnecessary. Beseech 
your Lord for me, so that my lawlessness is overlooked, and I become worthy of approaching 
and seeing happiness, as prepared by those who love Him [1 Corinthians 2:9]. 
 
Chapter XX 
Again, miracles by this holy one were given to us which were countless, unutterable, limitless 
and, to the end, copious and precious. For miraculous and great powers are beyond man’s 
reasoning. For as it is impossible to measure the depth of the oceans and the height of the 
heavens, so it is impossible to count my holy lord’s renowned, unfathomable and unutterable 
miracles. For his entire lands become enlightened when he is called, as he is quick to help, 
strong in times of trouble and a great protector against enemy attack.  
For at the end of these miracles, when I was living in peace and quiet in my homeland, (100) 
giving thanks to my Lord and God and Saviour, Jesus Christ and the Most Pure Ruler Mother 
of God and my holy lord, the venerable Simeon, a devil came up against me, a truly 
detestable one who continually tried to push mankind into ruinous slavery with his blasphemy 
and great misery, wanting to weaken those who believed in our true God, and not knowing, 
miserable one, and forgetting the One who always punished him.  
This impure one [the devil] persuaded two emperors to harass me: the Hungarian king called 
Andrew and the Greek emperor known as Henry of Flanders. Relying on evil advice, they 
came to persecute me and to divide up my homeland and take it for themselves. They raised 
a great army, one from the north and the other coming from the east, and met and saw each 
other in the city of Niš. And having met they turned towards the lands of holy Simeon and my 
homeland, continually calling to me with false love that I should go to meet them. This 
happened at the time of the festival of our Lord God, of Easter, the renowned and holy 
Resurrection. But I saw this malicious and unlawful advice and the encirclement by many 
people and the gathering of enemies and quickly hurried towards the tomb of my thrice-
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blessed lord, my holy teacher, and my fast-in-need Helper [Nemanja]. And clasping the coffin 
of his relics, where his victorious body lay, I cried out tearfully to him: 
'My holy lord! Unlawful transgressors are approaching me and together, with one mind, they 
have promised [an oath] to endeavour to exterminate your servant. My holy lord, roll over 
them like a wheel and like straw in the face of the wind [Psalms 83:13]. (102) And let those 
who rise against me be ashamed and let your servant be happy. For you are my refuge and 
my protector [Psalms 119:114]. And in what way, lord, will I see [understand] your mercy, 
your protection and your concern for me, sinner'? 
And immediately, at that moment, because of his speedy concern, the Holy Spirit appeared 
and the whole church was filled with sweet-smelling oil, and fragrant myrrh flowed out, not as 
it flowed out on all [other] days, but so that it flowed throughout the entire church and 
exhausted those tending the holy grave who pumped out the holy myrrh. And from the 
painted image of the holy one, which was on the church wall, there flowed a most wondrous 
river so that all who saw it were amazed and said: 'O Wondrous One, you have enriched the 
driest stone with the Holy Spirit and with your arrival the flowing river [has become] a healer 
so that by oiling oneself with it the sick are healed from their various ailments, giving thanks to 
God who gave you the power'. I turned to my teacher and instructor, Sava the monk, to be 
blessed by his own hands before going against the enemies encroaching upon the lands of 
my homeland, [against] Andrew the Hungarian king. And he [Sava], receiving news from my 
holy master, the venerable Simeon, commanding him to go with me, said to me: 
'My beloved, do not fear the faces of the foreign multitude, for you have your holy master, 
your speedy helper who will always help you and never shame you, so do not fear them or be 
anxious about them. For he will transform their rage into tenderness, their anger into love for 
you and their rage into homage and praise for you. For the watchful eyes of the thrice-blessed 
old man [Nemanja] never fail to intervene for your good. And you see with your own eyes 
(104) the help he gives you so that all your desires will be fullfilled and the brutal barbarity will 
be transformed into the wealthiest gifts for you'. 
And unexpectedly, whilst he was talking, messengers started to arrive, one after the other, of 
his most renowned followers, saying: Come, my beloved and sweet brother, in Christ the 
Lord. Come, my lord and brother so that we can be sweetened by Our Lord God’s sweet love. 
Come so that all those who wish us ill are ashamed [Psalms 35:4]. Go, so that our enemies 
hide. Come, so that those who love us will be praised and glorified'. 
Having agreed on the pure and life-giving cross of the Lord and the Most Pure Ruler Mother 
of God, we met with him [Andrew] on the boundary of my homeland, in the city of Ravno, with 
the prayers and help of the holy one, with praise and honour and unequalled happiness and 
joy, so that all those who saw this were amazed. And he gave me many different gifts every 
day: imperial goblets decorated with many stones, magnificent horses decorated and adorned 
with golden bridles which shone like the sun to the amazement of men who saw them, a 
multitude of clothes – red imperial shoes and porphyry cloaks - as different as flowers in the 
fields, decorated with pearls and [precious] stones and worthy of emperors. We spent 12 
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days in honourable happiness and his courtiers and powerful princes knelt to me every day 
and brought me many gifts all of which were different. 
Observe, my brothers, the most wondrous and beautiful love of this famous man, who, 
because of his love for me calmed the brutal barbarity, the bull and the cow11, and, because 
we were calm, gave us gentle cattle and Arabian stallions. And everyone said: 'We have seen 
the most wondrous and glorious thing in these days'. 
(106) After this, the Greek emperor [the Latin emperor, Henry of Flanders] approached us 
gripped with anger and rage, influenced by those who thought ill of me. And we met in the 
famous city of Niš where he wanted to receive from me even the smallest portion [of land], 
but the unthinking one received nothing, and with evil in his heart he could neither start a war 
nor stop the love [i.e. between Andrew and Prvovenčani] because of the prayers of the Holy 
One. And so he returned home ashamed. And he could not pass through my homeland for all 
his paths were closed with the help of my holy master [Nemanja]. And King Andrew begged 
me [to allow him] to return to his empire. And I, hearing his pleas, left him (alone). And he left 
in peace, and was received in his empire with great shame and disrespect. And we returned 
each to our own [home] praising the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost and the thrice-
blessed Simeon, our fast helper, now and always, and for all ages, Amen. 
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Appendix 3: Glossary (of selected terms) 
 
Adventus triumphal arrival of a ruler  
Akathist  a sermon in verse sung in celebration of a saint (usually the Virgin) whilst the 
congregation stands 
Akolouthia a liturgical rite 
Anthypatos kai patrikios/Patrikios  ranks in Byzantine hierarchy (levels of provincial 
governor) 
Banate  frontier district ruled by a Ban 
Beata stirps  a holy lineage passed through the generations 
Boyars/bolyari  senior noblemen 
Catholic  adherence to the Roman Church  
Charistikion  imperial/patriarchal donation of a monastery and its revenue in exchange for its 
upkeep 
Chrysobull - logos  an emperor's document granting privileges, including important 
administrative decisions 
Chrysobull - sigillion an emperor's document granting lesser privileges, usually concerning 
land or property 
Comes  advisor to a ruler/count 
Deesis  intercession (in the context used by Alexios - Sava asked for the emperor's 
intercession) 
Douloi/doulos  signifying the emperor's subjects, a 'slave' 
Encomium  text written in praise of a subject 
Exemplum  a positive comparison between the subject and (usually) a biblical figure to 
highlight a particular characteristic 
Hesychasm  monastic prayer/contemplation used to achieve oneness with God 
Homoousios  idea of Christ the Son being 'of the same substance' as God the Father 
Iguman  head of a monastery 
Isapostolos (isapostolic ruler)  a ruler revered as equal to the Apostles  
Kastra  a defensive and often administrative settlement  
Knjaževskie Žitije  Rus works combining hagiography, panegyrical oration, historiography 
and military tale 
Ktitor  founder/owner of a monastery or church and its properties 
Little and Great Schema  levels of monasticism distinguished by different habits 
Menologion/Metaphrastic Menologion  collection of vitae standardised by Symeon 
Metaphrastes to ensure conformity 
Mirror of Princes text  an instructional text produced by a ruler for his successor 
OCS  Old Church Slavonic  
Orthodox  adherence to the Church of Constantinople 
Otačastvo  father's lands (homelands) 
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Pallium  cloth symbolising the office of archbishop 
Panegyris fair celebrating a saint's day 
Philanthropia  a man's love for his people (particularly a ruler's love/concern for his subjects) 
Proemia/Proimioon  introduction to a secular or religious text 
Prophetologion/Parimejnik  collection of biblical texts taken from the Old Testament 
Pronoia  imperial grant of fiscal rights in exchange for loyalty and military duty 
Proskynesis  ceremonial prostration to an emperor (varied from full prostration to a greeting) 
Protos  head of a group of monasteries, especially Athos 
Protospatharios epi tou chrysotrikliniou hypatos, strategos/Protospatharios  ranks in 
Byzantine hierarchy 
Rex iustus  a 'just' king whose merits matched those of a Christian saint 
Sabor  State Council  
Satrap  provincial governor/vassal 
Sebastokrator  one of the highest titles awarded by the Byzantine emperor 
Skete  small monastery or monastic cell 
Slavia orthodoxa  cultural community of Orthodox Slavs sharing a common spiritual and 
linguistic tradition  
Služba service in the Orthodox church 
Starac/prečasni starac elder/most honorable elder in a monastery 
Strastoterpci  those who died suffering for their faith 
Strategos military general 
Synaxarium  church calendar of saints days with brief hagiographical notes 
Theosis  the process of becoming like God/deification 
Toparch  independent (or semi-independent) rulers of areas usually on the periphery of 
Byzantine lands 
Topos  rhetorical term denoting a particular characteristic/motif 
Triballoi  Byzantine term for Serbs (based on an ancient tribe inhabiting the Morava valley)  
Typikon  set of rules for the administration of a monastery and the behaviour of its monks 
Ugodnik  servant/one who pleases another 
Veliki Knez/Knez  Great Prince/Prince 
Veliki Župan/Župan/Župa  Great ruler/ruler/area of land ruled by a Zupan (originally a 
military commander 
Vita/Žitije  a life, usually of a saint 
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Old Testament The Old Testament in Byzantium, eds P. Magdalino and R. S. Nelson  
  (Washington, DC, 2010) 
PG  Patrologia Cursus Completus, series Graeca, ed. J.-P. Migne, 161 volumes (Paris, 
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Analecta Hymnica = Analecta Hymnica Graeca et Codicibus eruta Italiae inferioris, Volume 3 
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